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At the time of this research (1971-73). the 'problem' of group 
violence had become an are&, of public concern in Runburgh and Dun- 
dee. The Media and the Court430 as well as those agencies Involved in 
working with young peopleo tended to put forward an interpretation 
based on the $gang" as a structured*phenomenon. 
However, work In the field suggested that this explanation 
over-simplified the issues Involved and that 'ganging" could only 
be adbquately described if it were placed in a social context rather 
wider than that suggested by any of the contemporary areas of deviancy 
theory. In short'. a brief outline of the *development* of theories 
of deviance suggests the need for a 'cultural' explanation rather 
than a more limited view based variously on infraction,, a Isearch 
for differences'. the phenomenon# social reaction or a class analysis. 
Having suggested the need for a *culturaV explanation, a dis. - 
cussion of some of the major views of *cultural (especially Marxist 
and Structural-Functionalist) reveals a tendency towards mutual 
exclusiong with an emphasis in the former on 'conflict' and in the 
latter on 'consensus'. Neither seems adequately to approach the cen- 
tral issues of unity and diversity in contemporary British Society. 
A heuristic and exploratory approach to 'cultural is required which 
allows for man"s ability to adapt to# and sometimes transcend* in- 
equality and Irepressionlo while at the same time remaining in some 
way a *member' of the total society, 
Brieflyq the suggestion is that this problematic can only be 
resolved, albeit in a tentative fashiong by the 'rediscovery' of the 
centrality of the symbol in "Cultural' studies, A greLter emphasis 
is required on the ways in which symbolic adaptations 'defuse' and 
adapt *contradictions' In the material circumstance and also on the 
complex ways in which 'key' values disseminate a eyibolic 'together- 
ness% 
Again, although these concepts are exploratorys requiring refine- 
ment and validation in the fields a discussion of "ganging' takes 
place'in terms of a contemporary view of adolescence and the primacy 
of symbolic structures In that 11iminall period. It is suggested 
that such a view of 'ganging' as-symbolic structure is more inform- 
ative than an interpretation based on a 'myopic' view of inf rao tion 
and deviancy without reference to a *cultural' context. 
3. 
Introduction. 
In 1972-3. *ganging* was an area of considerable public concern 
In at least three Scottish Citiest Including Glasgow. The extent of 
the national interest in the 'problem' and its Inewsworthiness' was 
revealed by the Observer's publication in February 1973 of extracts 
1. from James Patrick's account of his research into Glasgow Gangs 
under such sensational headlines as 'A Night with the Razors Out", 
2. 
on a local levell throughout the period of my research in 
Minburgh (November 1971-September 1972)# the Press waged a campaign 
against 'ganging' in particular. and teenage misbehaviour In general. 
Invariably, o Incidents which could be defined as 'gang events' were 
given eye-catching and sensational headlinesg no matter how trivial 
their content. The, overall effect was to create the impression that 
the incidence of group violence was morelcommon, and more severe, 
then it actually was, 
Thus . in a story headlined in the Winburgh Zývenlng News 
(March 10th. 1972) 
"92.5 Fine on Gang Youth" 
- an incident of window-smashing was elaborated into a potential 
clash of rival 'gangs'. The youth In question claimed that another 
group was out 'to get him's hence the need to arm himself with 'an 
evil-sounding weapon 17 inches long', The Sheriff gave credibility to 
this version of the incidents suggesting that '.. There seems to be 
some kind of trouble brewing' - no doubt thus reinforcing the boy"s 
interpretation and alarming the general populace at the same time. 
In. another cases (Evening Newss April 17th. 19731 laterl but 
a good example of this type of press coverage) a relatively minor 
incident was transformed by the Polices Courts and Press into a 
Igang' event. 
"Stick Cane Paxaded in Street. " 
Hereq a 'gang' of youthso one with a Isymbolic' white sticke 
were simply 'parading' In the road. Their noisy presence was sufficient 
for the'police to pursue them whereupon one of their number shouted 
abuse with the inevitable outcome a fine. 
1, James Patricks A Glasgow Gang Observedi Eyre Methueni 1973- 
2. Observer Review_t 4th. Feb. 1973., 
4. 
However,, whatever the real dangers of this 'breach of the peace', 
the significance of the reporting is that both press and courts seemed 
bent on defining the defendant and the event in "gang' terms,, as part 
of the process of determining guilt. This eagerness was not shared 
by the accused in the above case, labelled by the prosecutor as.... 
".,. a prominent member of one such gang and is always 
w; n to the fore in gang fights and an activities of, 
the local gangs. * 
,. 
Another incidentg (March 9th. 1972# Evening News), resulting In 
fines on two. youths# again for 'breach of the peace', was noticeable 
for the emphasis placed on the p,. nZ definition of the offense. The 
two 16 year old youths were arrested, not for being 'noisy', but for 
a 'provocative gang song' that frightened women shoppers, 
Again, the screaming headline of M3. rch 7th. 1972 - 'Jungle 
Cries in City Streets' - turned out, to be a disordered# chaotic 
'milling about' In the contra of Edinburgh with, of courset 'shouts 
of gang slogans% resulting in the inevitable charges of *breach of 
the peace, ' In fact, this 'breach of the peace' had quite serious 
consequences for one of the boys ! he was jailed1or sixty days. 
On the other hando there were serious incidents as well as these 
more trivial offenses rendered more alarming and worthy of public 
attention by their 'gang' connotations. In April 1972# the Evening 
News announced on the front pages 
"Gang at Terror Stabbing, " 
Basically, for the public$ this was written up as an attempt 
by six *members' of-the 'Niddrie Terror* to 'mug' a postmrjn - he 
was stabbed five times. Our interest is not in the offence but in the 
persistent attempts by the Solicitor-General to impose a 'gang' 
definition on the Incident and# most significantlyt the defendants. 
Presumably# *gang membership' made the crime more 'serious' and 
-'guilt' more obvious. 
"Do the words 'Niddrie Terror' mean anything to youLsees 
Are any of the people youi were with members of it? ...... 
What was the purpose of shouting, INIddrie Terror*? " 
The culmination of these and other stories was a campaign 
mounted in August 1972 (again in the News) against 'The Wreckers. -# 
All citizens were requested by the Lord Provost to 'support the police 
in a new drive against vandalism. ' The reason for the campaign was 
quite simple. 
5. 
"Recent. Ean _g 
disturbances and the increase of painted 
slogans on buildings throughout the city have 
strengthened the determination of the police to hit- 
and hit hard - at those responsible. " (My emphasis) 
A second report declared the determination of the 'people* to 
do something about the situations The News announceds 
"Tenants Fight Gang Menacee" 
Not surprisingly In this climate of Public lactionIg there was 
talk of 'Petitions' and 'vigilante duty to try and combat the gangs 
of youths who hang around. ' 
In Dundee (October 1972-August 1973)0 a Similar situation 
prevailed with. the media orchestrating a clamourvfor *action' against 
young 'hooligans's The Dundee Evening Telegraph (June 8th. 1973),, for 
example, was sure that it had the answer to the Problems of 
0hooliganism. 1 
siBut there is an answer. That is the discipline of young 
offenders* institutions, or so we must hope. " 
Indeedo if anything, the Dundee Press and Courts tended to be 
more specifice using Igang' names in a way that put the existence of 
organised groups of marauding teenagers above question. Thus# in the 
aftermath of 'the Battle of Albert Square', an Infamous local 
incident that made the headlines several times over a period of weeks, 
the $gang* definition of the incident is obvious. (Evening Telegraphs 
June 7th- 1973) 
"Sheriff Christiep dealing to-day with the Hilltown Huns 
and Lochee Fleet gang members# who took part in a bottle 
fight in Albert Square$ Dundeep Said the whole episode 
was disgraceful. " 
one of his judicial colleagues went even further and in a 
locally famous (or infamous) caset asserted the necessity for all- 
magistrates to pay attention to his 'pocket glossary of gang colourslo 
a useful aid in determining lg3. ng' membership - and "Alt, 
"When a Dundee youth appeared at the Burgh Court to-day# 
wearing a brown Jersey with yellow Stripes, Bailie J*L. 
Stewart produced a pocket glossary of Dundee Gang colours. " (Dundee Evening Telegraphs April 28th, 1973) 
In fact, the youth in question denied that he was a imember' of 
any 69ILng* but to no availl Bailie Stewart declared that *the youth's' 
Jersey marked him as a member of the 'Ardler ftk$, " Moreovers he 
went on to exhort parents to have a good look in their children's 
wardrobes just In case their child was a secret *member* of a local 
#gang@, 
6. 
While it is not suggested thaý these incidents are fabrications 
'by the Press or the Courts, it is pointed out that the treatment of 
often minor offences in terms of structured 'gangs' with membership 
and 'uniforms% tended to convey a picture of organisation to the 
public and to the boys themselves, The policeparents and courts 
accepted these expla 
, 
nations of violence and rowdyism too readilyt 
while accounts of court proceedings seemed to indicate some pressure 
on offenders to conform to this 'official' gang image. 
On the other hand$ from the viewpoint of the 'authorities', 
such an explanation seems far easier to graspp more readily 
comprehensible$ than the suggestions to be made here - that 1gangsO 
are complex phenomena* serving a more subtle purpose, than can be 
revealed by an over-eagerness to 'struotureO Incidents as evidenc'G 
of a 'gang problem. ' This recommendation of scepticism is borne out 
by an example of what I shall call the Overbal reality' of the 'gang'. 
Brieflyt this is the tendency for young people living in the areas 
where the phenomenon seems strongest to put forward an limageO of-' 
structuret without any attempt to measure that 'image' against the 
'gang' as action. Thus Gerry, from the Harrytown estate in Edinburgh, 
was able to reel off the following list of "gings' without any 
hesitation and great conviction. From one point of view, this would 
seem a useful indicator of the prevalance of 'gangs' in the city. 
on the other hand$ if this extensive list is regarded as a collection 
of 'gang' names rather than identifiable unitsg a crucial distinction 
is made. The one exists as part of a verbal framework encompassing 
the cityl the other As a structure rooted in action. 
Shams Derry 
Corrie Jungle Niddrie Terror 
Clerris Young Terror 
Gorgie Young Leith Team 
Longstone Mental Drylaw 
Sighthill Skerrie 
Y. B. T. (Three Teams) Young Gillie 
Bar-Ox Mental Jungle 
Bar-Ox Young Team Mid-Calder Team 
However, having tentatively indicated the sceptical approach this 
Paper will take to the issue of 'ganging". as well as the considerable 
public concern existing at the time of research in both Edinburgh 
and Dundee, it is also appropriate to Introduce one or two wider 
areas to be elaborated in later chapters. 
First9 and most important, it is not suggested that 'ganging' is 
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a 'myth" In the trivial sense of the words Le, non-existent. Rather 
it will be i3uggested that the phenomenon must be related to the 
material conditions existing in the areas studied and to the wider 
structures of contemporary British Society. In a sentence, "ganging' 
will be interpreted essentially as an attempt by those adolescents 
involved to create, meaning in a hostile and undemanding, if not 
positively depriving, environment. The phenomenon is in some ways an 
attempts albeit temporaryt to appropriate the limited material 
available and convert it into an essentially symbolic adaptation 
*transforming' powerlessness into *power' - even if that *power' is 
largely illusory. 
In a sense, the subject natter of this thesis is meaning and 
not only in the 1W ted sense of the adaptation known as $ganging'. 
*Meaning' exists not only for the subject but also for the theoristl 
it is the way in which we come to terms with, and transcend, 'reality'. 
Thus, for the boys, Oreality' is monotonoust'harsh and potentially 
determining$ butt by exercising creativity, they are able to transform 
and. to a limited extent, transcend It, 
The problem for the theorists on the other hand, is to create 
meaning on another level# primarily in the sense of understanding 
rather thang as for the boys& : In some kind of purposeful adaptation 
to the situation. However. though this distinction may seen obvious. 
it has not necessarily been accepted by an those engaged in social 
research. In some quarters, there has been a tendency to enter the 
field with a certain degree of what, for the want of a better words I 
shall can 'commitment', whiche unfortunatelyg has on occasions 
become tangled with 'Objectivity' to result in 'Idealism" and 'dogma. 
This trend parallels to some extent the "rediscoveryg of Inequality 
in contemporary British Societyl inequality which never really 
disappeared but was temporarily submerged from view by the enthusiasm 
of the 'End of Ideology' theorists of the 1960*s,, For someo the 
'rediscovery' of the inequality structured Into our society has 
become almost a *political* end. showing In their work and# when taken 
to extremes, resulting in the refusal-to accept as meaningful anything 
that iso only that that should be. More *conventional* Work Is seen as 
'conservative* and part of the ideological control patterns of the 
'ruling class'. 
' 
1,1. Taylors P. Walton & J. Young (Eds. )t Critical Criminolom 
Routledge & Kegmn Paull 1975. 
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The following'Chapter .a do not intend to become involved In the 
current debate on the ideological natureo or otherwise, of the social 
sciences. However. Wis does'not mean that the'issue can be totally 
pissed overs some kind of position statement, must be madeo, however 
iýaAequate. 
Briehy , ''ultimately theory ulways stands in danger of becoming 
Oideology'. even when aiming for 'objectivity' .a far more difficult 
target than is often supposedo when even language can be attacked as 
a'reflection and mediation of the prevailing hegemonic relations. 
1 
What w6 say or do not say can reveal a great deal about the current 
structures of power and our own'position in those structures. '- 
Vq initial position' is quite sliple. -that iso the acceptance of 
the presence of inequality in society without this being transformed 
into an 'ideological* statement of *right' or Owrong'. Such an ex- 
tension can overstep the limits of intuitive research and lead to a 
one-sided pursuance of 'equalitylgreflected in theoretical imbalance. 
- In this paperg there will be more emphasis on the complexity of 
a basically unequal# but apparently 'stable% British society# on 
the ways in which 'repressed' sections'of the population credte an 
appearance of 'consensus' out of inequality and exploitation. To 
use a much maligned term# the Iftnotionall nature of the adaptations 
present in areas of positive deprivation and disadvantage (as in this 
resea=h) must be accepted as 'reality% not relegated to the level 
of a distortion of 'consciousness$ created by the ruling classes' 
abuse of their power. Far more emphasis must be given to the complex 
dialectical relationship between man, his immediate material situation 
and the total structures of society. In turn. less emphasis should be 
placed on 'degrading' terms such as 'lack of consciousness* or 'false 
consciousness% which deny the IfreedomIt imaginationo and 'humanity, 
of the objectively Irelwessed' and relegate the study of the symbolic 
to the level of trivia. 
On the contraryg it will be suggested that the seeming 'stability' 
of contemporary British society can only be unravelled and understood 
(at least partial. 1y) if the symbolic is restored to its central pos- 
ition as not only a means of disseminating some kind of 'consensus' 
throughout society,, of maintaining Istabilitylg but also as a way 
lJor example sees Centre for Contem22EM Cultural Studieso Univews.. 
ity of Birminghams Stencilled Om Papers: Media Serieso 
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of adapting to inequality in a meaningful# purposeful mannerg ast for 
examplep In the case of 'ganging'. 
In short# there Is a need to avoid the 'commitment' that has be- 
come fashionable In some quarters and Instead seek to elaborate the 
processes by which individuals and groups make sense of material 
situations that are objectively depriving and potentially alienating. 
To this endg the emphasis must be on returning 'creativity* to the 
individual and the loppressed' classes with a concentration on the 
meaning thatjlýa give to the structures that the sociologist may 
see as overbearing and "unJust'. 
In pursuit of these aims# it is not claimed that this thesis is 
anything other than heuristic and exploratory, Rather than being def. - 
initives it is simply an attempt to provide a more valid 'explanation' 
of the 'gang' than is currently provided by either the boyag the 
mediae or the authorities. Ultimately# $ganging' can be seen as an 
attempt, however limited and unsuccess ful p to give meanin& to a social 
context that is at best depressing and at worst depriving. While the 
lads may not have succeeded in overcoming the realities of unemploy. 
ment and the anonymity of the large council housing schemoso the 
$gangs' at least provide an OalternativeIg albeit symbolict to mon- 
otony and allenation. 
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CHAPTER ONE. -, 
THE AREAS. 
The Introduction has implied the Importance of $meaning' as a 
theoretical concern and also the need for a heuristic rather than a 
definitive approach to the subject matter of this thesis. In short. 
in many ways the research undertaken and the theoretical conclusions 
drawn from It are exploratory and will require further investigation 
and elaboration, 
Such research of course places special responsibilities a4d 
limitations on the researcher, Of thesel perhaps the most Important is 
the need to convey to the reader as broad an impression as possible of 
the'way research, was conducted and information gathered so that he 
mightt hopefullyp draw similar conclusions to those reached in this 
paper. A further point is the emphasis on 'material' conditions as in 
a dialectical relationship with symbolic structures. 
With this in m! Lndg it becomes important to provide an adequate 
description not only of method 
I 




3 Ideallyq through this description, the reader should be 
able to Ifeell what It was like to live in BarrackhIll, or Ferry Bank 
In 1971/2 and 1972/3 respectively, Unfortunately, this degree of empathy 
calls for a far higher standard of creative writing than I am capable 
of providing. My priority will therefore be to build up as complete a 
picture as possible of the development, population, housing, employ- 
ment patterns and sooial/loisure facilities in the four areas studied. 
An immediate dilemma, worth, pointing out was the need for a choice 
between portraits of the individual areas or a discussion under topic 
headings v e. ge Ix)pulation etc. My choice has been the former, mainly 
because this suits the emphasis of the thesis more exactly and also 
because It would seen to provide a clearer impression for the readere 
However, a comparative view of the areas is not abandoned completely 
and will be introduced where appropriate. 
A major omission is. that of education. Unfortunatelye adequate 
information on the type of schools in the areas, the quality of teachingg 
I. See the Appendix for further detail on the method. 
2. Fictional nam . es are used throughout to preserve anonymity and prevent' 
possiblo-future additional stigmatisation. 
3-See the Appendix for general information on the subjects and some 
brief'biographies of Okeyl respondents* 
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the'eiiiination PaBO'MtAs SOcial'Characteristics of the teachers, 
and-so onp was'nOt available. However, it is hoped thatg notwithstand- 
ing this deficiency, a fairly clear picture of the characteristics of 
the areas can be developed. But. before launching Into the main flow 
ot'description., a cautionary statement must be made about the nature 
of the statistics used In this chapter. 
Statistics. 
Most statiitics are from the 1971 Census at Ward level. Though 
not corresponding exactly with the areas studiido'the 4irds do approx- 
imate reasonably enough to provide adequate information. If anyt1iingo 
their bias is towards an upgrading of the social characteristics of 
the areas by, for example. including o"wner-occupiers, where my emphasis 
was-on rented accommodations either private or council, but mainly 
council. However. generally, the statistics confirm personal recordings. 
Again, it must be recognised that material conditions can change 
over fairly short periods of time. Thus the 1971 figures could inad. 
equately reflect conditions in later years. However, my research was 
unddrtaken in Edinburgh mainly between November 1971 and September 
1972, reasonably'close to the April 1971 date that the census inform- 
ation was gathered on, In Dundee@ research was between October 1972 
and-August 19739 spin not too far removed in time from the Census. 
It if; in thearea of employment rather than housing and populat- 
ion that the reliance on Census figures is most suspect, since employ- 
ment statistics do have a'tendency to rise and fall with different 
economic conditions and varying government policies. Howeverg when 
attdmpting to ]provide employment information on areas such as Wards 
and Enumeration Districtse there is no other readily available source 
but the Census, Moreover# city-wide official statistics do not reveal 
the uneven situation within the city, part of the priority of this 
chapter. 
While it cannot be suggested that the Alwil 1971'Census figures' 
give us an accurate impression of actual uneiployment ing for examples 
even Navembei! 197le it is fair to suggest that the relati4e Position 
of KPril 1971 revealed by the Census will continue to apply in later 
yearse for example. BarrackhIll will continue to suffer relatively 
J. Department of Employment statistics are gathered on an Employment 
office area basis only. Figures for smaller areas were not available, 
The Office areas in no way overlapped the study areas and their 
figures were of little use, 
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higli levels of unemployment because of its strong working class 
chaiacteristics and poor employment opportunities. 
Thusp the Report by the Director, S. E. of Scotland Development 
Authorityg 
I 
confirmed the lenforced' reliance on Census information 
for the differential impact of unemployment and found that it correlated 
satisfactorily with. the Department of Employment recordsl allowing for 
certain differences in basic information, in particular,, the fact that 
the Census tends to show up more unemployment. However, it must be 
pointed out that male unem o ent was more easily compared using the 
two kinds of information than female unemploymente The. Census tends 
to show up far more female unemployment than the official figures for 
two main reasons. First, a large number of women pay only the reduced 
rate stamp and so do not bother to register as unemployed since they 
are not entitled to benefit. Secondly# a substantial number of women 
are very telective about the type of job they will takes they do not 
go through the Department of Employment machine, preferring to wait 
for. j. he suitable job# hence they do not appear in the statistics. 
In summaryg with, regard to employment, It can be suggested that 
the Census figures,, : if treated with a little. respect,, can be used to 
show the relative sitions of the areas at April 1971. Further, it PO 
is not unreasonable to expect that these patterns of employment will 
continue to operate unless there are dramatic changes In the character- 
istics of the areass for exampleg a sudden influx of skilled labour or 
a new industrial development. Thus, as national official figures 
improve or deteriorate# it can be expected that the areas will follow 
these trends. while maintaining their relative positions to the city 
and to each other. 
of course, population and housing characteristics do not change 
quite so rapidly and the Census may be regarded with somewhat more 
confidence here# especially in view of the proximity of the main body 
of the research to the Census date. However, the Census is not the sole 
source of inforaationg various reports of the time undertaken by 
official and semi-official bodies are also used to supplement the 
statistics, as also are my personal impressions of the arease 
1, Diiector,, S, E. of Scotland Development Autharitys 'Analysis of 
Unemployment in Edinburgh's 26.10-73- (Unpublished)* 
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Edinburgh. 
Research in Edinburgh was mainly carried out between November 
1971 and September 19729 though my acquaintance with the areas studied 
stretched back considerably further than that. Edinburghg of course, 
is not a-city. that immediately conjures up images of *gang' violence. 
As the capital of Scotland, as well as a major. touriat attractiong its 
image is much more sedate, and 'historicall. In fact, there is-abundant 
evidence of its status with the presence of the royal palace at Holy- 
rood, government offices, law courtsand the headquarters of Scottish 
religious bodiesp cultural organisations and'Soottish banks and comp- 
anies. 
Edinburghg however,, is not only a contra of tourism and administ- 
ration, it also has some important industries notably# printingg pub- 
Ushing, bookbindingg map-makingg brewing, rubber manufacturingg gen- 
eral and electrical engineering and the manufacture of biscuits and 
cak6s and flour confectionary. All in an, a fairly impressive range 
of industries which is reflected in the fact that male unemployment 
I 
at April 1971 was somewhat lose than the average for Scotland as a 
whole,, though rather worse than the average for the U, K. 
2 
Edinburgh Scotland U, K. 
Mae Unemployment 6.4% 7. -% 
4.6% 
(April 1971) 
The figures for female unemploymentp-on the other hande are 
rather worse than both the Scottish and U. K. figures, perhaps because' 
of the pecull ities of the Census information (See above). 
Rather more worrying was the state of youth unemployment in Edin- 
burgh at the date of the Census (April 1971), For the age range 13-20 
yrs. 0 the male unemployment rate was 13,3%3, more than double the 
general rate (6.4%). This position slightly worsened for the 15ý48yr- 
olds, the majority of the working subjects in this study - their 
unemployment was running at 13.6%. 
For females, as compared with the Edinburgh rate of-3.3% females 
unemployed (Census 1971). 6.0 of the 15ý-20 age group were unemployed 
LN6ts. The emphasis in this research is on male unemployment since : Me Phenomenon is mainly a male conearn and most subjects were male. 
2. Note. The Edinburgh figure from the 1171 Censuso Others from the 
Department of Employment Gazette* 
Monsus figures (1971). 
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and 7.0% of the 15-18yr. olds. 
These figures are quite alarming and become even more so, if it 
in suggested that they might be worse in the separate wards. It is 
reasonable to expect that', the youth unemployment rates within the 
individual wards win follow the trend of the city figures and reflect 
the differing impact of unemployment in the areas, Thust if the youth 
unemployment rates for males are double the rate for =Is unemployment 
in Edinburgh city# it Is conceivable that the sa. equation will 
operate in the Wards. Fcw exampleo Harrytown had nearly 13% of males 
unemployed in April 1971 (Census)g which represents a total of 22% of 
15ý-20 year oldso assuming the above relationship to be true, 
There are obvious dangers in such assumptions butg nevertheless# 
it is reasonable to expect as a general rule that, following the 
Edinburgh city figuresp youth unemployment win be significantly worse 
than adult unemploymento a point to be considered when describing the 
position of the boys. 
Again conAdering Edinburgh as a whole, it is useful to point out 
that development of the city during this century has taken place in a 
way that has had a considerable effect on the life-style of Its inhab- 
itants, in particular,, their use of leisure facilities. Thust while 
there has been a major expansion with successive bands of housing 
reflecting the current housing policy and economic circumatancese 
council house developments have been on the periphery# starting with 
BarrackhIll and East Alton between the Wars and leading to the recent 
Wester Hailes and other schemes. As a report on the Pilton area points 
out, 
1 
"The major public and commercial regional urban leisure fac- 
ilities fan within the small central area of the city and 
the transitional ring about the centre. This. concentration 
Is reinforced by the road pattern and transportation 
policies. " 
The not effect of this centralization of leisure facilities has 
been a corresponding absence of entertainment in the outlying estateSt 
thus providing the boys with the 'contradiction* of considerable 
leisure time paralleled by a dearth of adequato'commercial - or indeed, 
any - outlets in their immediate-neighbourhood. 
However# having briefly outlined the Edinburgh contexte it is now 
appropriate to pursue a detailed description of the two major areas of 
I. City of Edinburgh District Councils Pilton Study 1978 A410.1. 
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research in that city, namely, Barrackhill and Harryt=ns It should be 
pointed out that I lived in'the former area ands indeed, rather more 
of the research was done there. This will in part account f(w the 
gnAter depth of description on BarrackhIll, where Census and personal 
material has been Usefully supplemented by a report carried out by the 
Department of Urban Desiga and Regional Planning at the University of 
Edinburgh. 
1 Any comparative points will be made during the discussion 
of that area. 
HarEXtown. 
Population. 
At the 1973L Censusp the population of Harrytown was 26,07-5 with 
males comprising 49.2% of the population and females . 
50, E%. This 
compared with a proportion of 46.. % males and 33,, % females in the 
Edinburgh populationg a not very significant differences 
A further break-down of the 1973L Census figures allows a compar- 
ison of the age structure of the area with the Edinburgh structure. 
Thusg Edinburgh has 29. E% of its population under 20yrs. old# while 
Hirrytown has 32. E%g slightly more than the average, Treating male and 
female separatelyt we find that Edinburgh has 32.3% of its males under 
20yrs. old,, while Harrytown has 3% For females, Edinburgh has 27-4% 
and Harrytown 30,, E%o None of these differences can be regarded as very 
significant. 
2 
Again$ with the population over 60# we find that Harrytown has 
rather less old people than Edinburgh (17.4% of the population as 
opposed to ZO.? %), The greatest conclusion that can be drawn on this 
evidence is that the ward has rather more than the average of young 
people and a cor sponding lack of old people, but not dramatically so. 
Certainly not to the extent that one might suggest an unbalanced age 
1,1 Barrackhill IiA Imal Plan i Dept. of Urban Desim and H egional 
'T ii-illig, University of EdIn-burghl 2nd, Edition Nov. 1974. 
2. Note. 
'117a-Population statistics for all areast but especially for Harry- 
town, may be distorted to a greater or lesser extent by the inclusion 
of ownez%--oocuplers and private renters, It may also be the case that 
this inclusion conceals internal variations in the areas. 
Tiust Harrytown had 13.? % of households occupied by owners or private 
renterse significantly more than in the other predominantly council 
housing areas (BarrackhM and Ferry Bank). owner-occupiers In these 
areas were only 8.0 and 74% respectivelyl ownerw-occuplers alone in 
HarrYtOwn accounted fcw 13*2% of households. 
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structure which might in turn have an effect on adolescent a4aptation. 
1 
On the question of mobilitye without access to housing statist- 
ics# it Is difficult to suggest the extent of housing transfers$ 
igoviatent out of the Oprobleall parts of the ward, and so on, A consid- 
oration of the 1971 Census only tens us that, with regELrd to private 
households# there has been a sUght decline in the population between 
1961 and 1971. 
Housing. 
2 
A more zAequate impression of the nature of the areaýis provided 
by a description of its housing. Historicallyp much of the council 
housing was a responso, as in Barracldilllg to the post-war push for 
redevelopment. Thus# the largest development in the area was mainly 
completed between 1949 and 1931 and ro-housed people from the old 
Inner-city areas, This scheme conprises 1067 housest the majority 
(893) having three or four apartmentsl i. e. family accommodation, 
Since 19519 there tas been some infilling: -- In 1960.27 houseag in 
1967-680 40 houses. 
The other major developments were to the West and South 'of this 
large estate. To the Southq begun in 19470 was a mixed public/private 
development and to the West a medium-sized estate of 451 houses In a 
mixture of conventional and multi-storey accommodation. This latter 
scheme was completed in 1967 with predominantly two cc three apart- 
ments, rather smaller than on the large estate. 
The overwhelming dominance of rented accommodationt partioul=lY 
of council housingg is shown in Figtwe 1, In particular, note the low 
percentage of owner-occupierslo many of whom were concentrated in a 
large private estate to the north of the ward. Assuming that council 
house tenants tend to be working claSst it can be seen that approxim- 
ately 7_V9 of housing was built for concentrations of thit class. 
However, there Is no doubt that the quality of this housing is 
dramatically better than that from which the original tenants came The 
1971 Census reveals an almost 100% exclusive use of a hot stater SUPPlylp 
J. Note. 
=spite of several requests for information, no response was 
forthcoalng from the Housing Departments of either Edinburgh or 
Duadee. 
2. Note. 
XlEough the statistics refer to housing throughout the warde my 
major concern was with the large scheme known as the "House" estate'@ 
17. 
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FIR. 2. Persons Per room# Harrytown ward, 1973. census,, 
Rented from Council, No. of Pers ns ixw, room % 
New Town, SSHA over 1+ 1-1+ 
. - 
ý=l under- 
Elinburgh 8.7 18 8 62 10 4 
ItMýdown 4.1 14.7 65.8 15o 5 
Fig, % Density of OccyMtion/All Tenuress 1971 Census. 
N. of i3er sons room 
Over 1-1-+ 4-1 under 4. 
Blinburgh 10. Z 18@2 
Harryton- 62.1 6.2 
fixed bath or shower and an inside flush toilet. Again, overcrowding- 
(a two measures is shown to be rather better than the, Edinburgh 
average. Firsts a consideration of council housing alone and# seconds 
a consideration of all tenures by density of occupation (see Figs. 
2&3 above), Even when c6nsidering all tenures$ H=rytown remains 
better than the Edinburgh averages though not by such a margin. This' 
suggests that council housing may raise standards in an area - owner 
occupation is not always an advantage. 
Howevero while it cannot be denied that Harrytown has the basic 
amenities and is not subject to sipdficant overcrowdingg it must be 
pointed-out that the ward cannot be regarded as an entityl a distinct- 
ion must be made between'different parts of the areao" some being more 
attractive to tenants than others. Moreover, my research tended to 
concentrate on the least $attractive$ and oldest part of'the area, 
-, Briefly,, Huvytown is dominated by *the post-war estate of over 
1000 houses which will be referred to as the 'House' scheme., Even. this 
area however, has internal divisions-based on the type of housli1g. 'In 
the northem section$ the housing in exclusively of a three-storey - 
tenement type with flat roofs and a Uaiformly drab brown, harling. To 
the South# the rest of the housing com_prises a aixture of seml-ýdetached 
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houses and flats, again with the sane brown harling on exterior walls. 
These latter flats comprise four in a block but each with its own 
main door and private garden, so rather different-from. the tenement 
flats. 
44W ofthe 'problems' associated with the estate centred around 
the tenement blocks which posed special difficulties for the occuplersp 
mainly associated with the 'public' nature of their entrances and 
gardens. The common entrance or 'stair$ had, in many caseag become 
almost a public facilityp the residents having retreated behind the 
security of their front doors. On occasion# this appropriation of the 
$stair' would be taken to extremes, especially where the tenement was 
situated near a bus-stopi in ba& weather the *stair' would double as' 
a bus shelter. Another frequent complaint of residents was the use 
of the 'stair' as a urinall this happened most frequently where the 
block stood in a direct line between the 'pub' and the bus terainus,. 
Againg teenagers would gather on the 'stair', as would younger children# 
generally making a noise,, and often covering the walls with graffiti, 
further reinforcing this 'public' image. While in some cases the res- 
Idents would struggle to maintain the block's privacy, others gradually 
became disillusioned and accepted these intrusions as inevitable. Of 
course,, there were tenements that avoided these problems but usually 
thanks to the *dedication' of one or other of the residentsp who soon 
gained a reputation among the young people an 'greetin' old bastardslo 
and were likely to get their tyres let down or inconvenienced in some 
other way. 
Another problem for the tenement populations resolved in some 
cases, but a continuing aggravation for many. was the control of the 
front and rear gardens. The planners obviously intended these areas to 
be maintained by the residents of the blocks butg umfortunatelyg the 
reality turned-out to be rather different, Even in those cases where 
residents had made a determined effort U develop some kind of gardens 
they had to fight a continuing battle with children and dogs who pers- 
isted in breaking through the fences and trampling the hedges and flow- 
era in pursuit of a 'short cut's = just for the, laheer hell of it'. 
Indeedo for the majority of tenmatse the struggle was just too much 
and they confined their efforts to keeping the 'garden' tidy (litter 
free) and evibting intruders whose presence was simply too blatant. 
This situation was greatly aggravated if the bottom flat became 
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vacants the tenants of these usuMy taking the most direct interest 
In the garden# which they overlooked. The boarded-up windows then 
became the target for graffiti and litterg junk and assorted debris 
began to find their way into the garden. Again, this had an effect 
throughout the block with the depressing surroundings increasing 
disenchantment with the house in particular and the area in general 
'it's a dump' was a common observation. Overall. there was a cumulat- 
ive adverse effect on residents and visitors. 
of course# the semi-detached buildings mentioned above did not 
have the same problems with regard to privacy and their immediate 
surroundings did not suffer quite the same depressing degeneration. 
This was evidenced in the higher standard of gardens and fencesl 
residents obviously felt it much easier to protect their home and 
extended this protection to their garden and their , 
fence. However# 
the presence of the tenements and the uniformly drab external appear- 
ance of the housing in general combined to create a somewhat depress- 
ing aura around the estate as a whole. 
This was evidenced in the feeling held by many residents that the 
estate was going Idownhill'I some felt that the council was 'dumping' 
'problem' famiUes in the tenement blocks in particular and sometimes 
in the more 'desirable' semis, The more aspiring tenants of the 
tenements felt that it was difficult to maintain 'standards' when 
surrounded by those who just IdonIt caregg people who had been evicted 
before and ]probably would be again. The not result was that many 
residents spoken to talked about 'moving out', Unfortunately# lack 
of access to Housing Department records makes these assertions impress- 
ionistiog based on conversations with residents. rather than on numbers 
of formal transfer requests. 
Neverthelessq at the time of the researchl it did seer; that there 
was a tendency to more empty houses, especially in the tenement, blocks. 
The presence of these vacant properties was made very visible by the 
boarding that went up immediately over the windowal any delay inev- 
itably meant broken windows and interior damage. Moreover# some of 
these houses remained empty for long periods which-the residents took 
as confirmation that the area was less than desirable. The IsemIsI@ on 
the other hand, at least in terms of the 'House' estatep were regarded 
rather More faVourablyl though people from outside the area tended to 
regard the whole scheme as one to be avoide(L 
To the West of this area was the estate of 451 houses completed in 
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1967. The mijority of Uese were of sulti. storey construction, with 
the'remainder of-the conventional semi-detached variety- Although 
built such-later than the area described above,, it tended to be 
reg=ded'as part of 'the 'House$ and. to be labelled with simi I 
reservations as a place to livi. The Imultis' in particular attracted 
teenagers who would 'hang about' in the entrances and car parks or 
play football agLinst the wallso- It was in this area that many of 
the cars stolen in a spate of Ojoyriding' were lborrowed1j, a fact 
that cau ad the tenants of those blocks a considerable degree of wcrry. 
However,, generally-9 there did seem to be fewer empty houses in this 
part of the area and rather less dumping and graffitig though obvious- 
ly, tho walls of the flats iroved irresistible to the paint s_=ayers. 
Nevertheless# inaccurato though-it may have seemed to ooze of the 
residentst the 'Housel estate was generanj regarded as an area with 
'problems'. 
Employgent. 
Of course$ as with any area housing a large number of the work- 
Ing classes# a major Issue was employment. The. Edinburgh context has 
already been outlined$ but it is worth repeating that the 1971 Census 
revealed a male unemployment raU for the city of 6.4%. with male 
youth unemployment (1.5-18yr, olds) running at saoro than double this 
figure (13.6%). Mareoverg the inequitable distribution of unemployment 
around Edinburgh is revealed by the enormous variation between an 
area Me St. GUes with 14., 3% male unemployment and the middle class!. 
suburb of Corsterphine with a more 2% of mles unemployed, The other 
wards had varying rates within this broad range. 
In factq it Is the large concentrations of council housing which. 
suffer the main burden of unemploymente Thust Pilton,, -Marrackhill 
and Harrytowng in which 18.3% of the city's economically active vale 
population lives, had 34,2% of Minburgh1d male unemployed. With 
women,, the position is not as extromel the Consus reveals a city 
avemge of 3.3% fowls unemployment# rather more than the-Department 
of Employment figures, for reasons mentioned earlier. However# my 
main concern-Is with male unemployment since the Participants In " 
the Igmaginge phenomenon are mainly male and between the ages of 14 
and 18 Years. 
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Significantlys the Department of Employment Gazette monthly 
staf. istics show a percentage male unemployment fdr Scotland through- 
outthe period of the-Rdinburgh research significantly wcroe than 
the Alwil 1971 official figure of 7. -%. 
' The rate never dropped 
below 8, % and peakod in Fobruary 1972 at 12. _03%, 
Tho implication 
would be that the relative position outlined here for Hu-rytown 
wouldg throughout the study periods have been sigalficantly worse 
than the April 1971 Census figures mWest, In particularp youth un- 
employawt in FebmLry 1972 must have been extremely high. 
Howevarg to outline the relative Positions which is an that the 
1971 Census permits us to dop at that times 10.7% of economically 
active adult males in the H%rrytown ward were unemployed. Out of 23 
wards# the area rated fourth -worst. 
Indeed, the ward had 6,2% of the 
total economically active male population, in Edinburgh but 10. Vo of 
the city's unemployed. 
Moreover, this was despite the building of a large now industrial 
esUte within easy walking distance of the main concentrations of 
oouncil housing. An Is often the case with modern light manufacturing 
industryg the real result of this development seems to have been the 
creation of better work opportunities for women in the ward who had 
slightly loss than the Edinburgh averare of unexploy=t. 
Social Facilities, 
It has alroady been implied that the development of FAinburgh 
resulted in the centralization of the main commercial leisure outlets, 
The result was that the outlying areas were left with what could be 
called basic working class jprovision, i. e. 'bookies' and 'pubs'. 
For examplej in the area central to this research$ the 'HousaO-estate# 
there were two public houses on the periphery# both rather basic in 
their provisionj the public bars obviously catering for the 'working 
manle" relaxation - beer and darts - and the lounge areas anything 
but sophisticated. 
There was no Bingo Han but the 'Bookies' more than made UP-for 
this deficiency, being well-patronised at all times of the dayp by 
housewives as well as by the menfolk. kepin. this building was strictly 
functionalp no fr ill sg dedicated to the job at hand, that is# making 
= losing money. 
I. These figures are not adjusted seasonally or for school leavers. 
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As for shopal parks, and playgroundeg there was a fairly good 
range of shops to the south and a small shopping procint within the 
estate itself. However, there were no swings or play areas # with 
the exception of a large open field to the west of the estate# 
separated from it by a very busy road. Children had Uttle choice 
but to play in the streets -a further "provocation' to the hard- 
pressed residents. The inevitable result was a variable amount of 
glass and litter which often lay undisturbed for long periods. 
Teenagers in the area found little to do eitherg until of course 
they 'looked" old enough to frequent one of the local 'pubs', They 
were considerably helped in this 'aging' process by the ability of 
the local landlords to almost invdriablY "mistake* a fifteen year old, 
and sometimes even younger boys# for a Ile&L11 drinker* The need for 
$under-agol drinking was exacerbated by-the failure of the local 
community contra to provide regular "ontertainment% The boys had 
no choice but to go into the city contra in search of Idiscoal and 
er"ings coffee bars. The not result for the adult residents was the Iunn V 
presence of groups of noisy and boisterous teenagers in certain areas 
unofficially designated as meeting places, Most popular among these 
were the 'Multis' and the bus terminus. 
Generally$ the not result of peripheral location and 'isolation' 
iýrom the main commercial leisure facilities was that week-day monotony 
contrasted even more acutely with the *Saturday night Out"I usually 
consisting of a trip into the city contra, The expense of such a 
venture and the often long bus journey involved made such 'expeditions, 
during the week a less feasible possibility. k1oreovert the "pay 
packet' was invariably received on a Thursday or Fx1day and'was thus 
readily available for week-end Oexcite&wntl. This week-end 'affluence' 
contrasted sharply with week-4ay *poverty*, Invariablyq monday morning 
arrived with the boys broke, or nearly so. It was common for them 
to 'tap' their parents and friends for bus fares$ lunch money etc, 
Indeed, j one of my major initial difficulties in the field was pers- 
uading the boys that& if anything, I had even less money than they 




The Population of the area in 1971 was 24,600 of which 43.2% 
were males and . 
51.7% females. This compared with a% for Edinburgh of 
46.0 males and 53.0 females, a not greatly significant difference. 
However, rather more Interesting was the age structure of the 
area. In factp Barrackhil. 1 had 41.5% of its population under the age 
of 20 compared to an Edinburgh average of only 29. E%. Broken down 
further by sex, 43.0 of the male population was under 20, compared 
to 32.3% for Edinburgh. while 39--% of the female population was under 
20 compared to 27.4% for Edinburgh. 7hese are significant differences 
and suggest an Imbalanced age structure. 
This is confirmed by looking at those over 60 in the ward. Whereas 
Edinburgh had nearly 21% of its population over 60g Barrackhill had 
a mare 13%. While one would not necessarily agree with the possible 
conclusion that this might lead to an absence of control over the 
younger sections of the population,, nevertheless, it is evident that 
in BarrackhIll there was a significant over-representation of young 
people, especially under 201 a point to be considered when construct,. 
Ing an impression of the area. However, the situation In Harrytown 
prevents an over-emphasis on the significance of these figures. since 
although there were similar problems of 'ganging' and group violence 
in both areamg the relative proportions of the population here were 
not so out of Line with the Edinburgh average. (32. L% under 20 in 
Harrytowng compared to 29.8% for Edinburgh. )3 
With regard to mobilityg the rapid expansion of council house 
buildingg both Inter and post-war, led to the population Increasing 
between 1931-1951 from under 2000 to over l7jOOO, Between 1951-61. 
it was one of only eight wards in the city to experience any pop- 
ulation growth. Howeverg between 1961-71P this trend was reversed 
I. This section has been valuably supplemented by a report from the 
Dept. of Urban Design and Regional Planningg University of Edinburghi 
OBarrackhill"t A Local Plant 2nd. Edition Nov. 1974. 
2. Information from 1971 Census. 
Mote. As pointed out In the population statistics for Harrytown# the Musion of owner-occupiers and# to a lesser extent, private renters$ 
may be a distorting factor. The Harrytown trend towards an 'excess" 
of younger people may in fact be more in line with the more signif- 
Icant findings in BarrackhIll where owner-occupiers comprised only 
8,0 of households (in Harrytownp 13.4 of households). Of course, 
private renting accounted for another 7.4% of households In Barrackhill., 
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with a slight decrease. There Is some evidencel that this can be 
attributed to a movement out of the young and ambitious and certainly 
there is a relationship between 'getting on' and 'getting out' of 
BarrackhIll. 
Of course. initially much of the development of the area was In 
response to city centre alum clearance and it remains strongly'work- 
ing class. Thus. the 'Barrackhin, Report remarks ont 
2 
0,,. a low car ownership (23% at the time of the 1971 
Census) and a large percentage of children on free 
school meals (34 in March 1974 when the team surv- 
eyed schools in the Ward).... " 
Again, without pro-empting more detailed discussion later,, 
Barrackhin has consistently had some of the highest rates of, botý 
male and female unemployment of all the wards in the city and these 
are frequently twice the city average. With regard to crime.. e. 
3 
"(Barrackhill).. has probably the worst criminal record 
of any ward in the city witho for exampleg the largest 
number of referrals to the Children's Panelsp and among 
the largest number of adult males convicted. " 
Indeed, even more so than Harrytown, the area has gained an 
unfortunate image,, widely hold throughout the cityp as a scheme with 
sproblems"t an area in which one does not willingly-accept a tenancy. 
In short. if possible# one waits for a 'better$ offer rather than 
accepting a house there. The net result was thats 
4 
"Minburgh has a housing waiting list of 90000 and yet 
over 400 houses stand vacant in (Barrackhin). " 
Housing. 
This brings us quite neatly to the question of housing. In fact, 
it might be true to say that the area cane into existence primarily 
as a re-housing project for the working classes. Even after the Great 
War. the awea remained largely fbxming land andp indeed, 'the bulk of 
the ward remained outside the city boundary. 
The new housing legislation of the 1920's'and : its subsequent 
developments have provided the basis for most of the residential 
expansion in the area, beginning with the massive 'Mains' scheme 
comprising almost ZpOOO dwellings# many of the tenement type$ complet- 
ed over seven years in thirteen separate developments (1930-36). This 
rehoused slum clearance families from St. Leonards and Leith and was 
closely followed by the 'Castle" development (630 houses) which was 
I. The 'Barrackhill' Report: op. cit. 2. Ibid, P. 74 
Mbid. P. 34. kibid. P. 6. 
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more. controlled and built, In a single operation between 1938 and 
1939, again drawing tenants from the slum clearaneq, areas, of central 
Blinburgh. 
After the Second World War, the pressure for accommodation 
dramatically increased with an acute national housing shortage and 
two large new estates were constructedp the one of 630 houses and 
the other of 929. At the same time, emergency accommodation was put 
up in the *Dykes' and 'Field* areas. 
These developments were followed in the late 19.50's by the 'Mill, 
and'Oklarischall estates (103 and 338 houses respectively) and, in 
the 19601sl by the redevelopment of the emergency accommodation in the 
"Dykes' and 'Field' areas. Major development ended with the construct- 
ion of the tower blocks In the 'Road' and IMýxischall estates. Further 
building waa confined to infilling. 
The result of this massive programme of council house building 
was a large, local authority housing area with a more 8. -% of owner 
occupiers and these on the boundaries of the large schemes or along 
the main road through the area. A dramatic " of houses were rented 
from the council. (Figure 1) 
Fig. 1 1971 Censust Housing Tenuret Barrackhill, 
Households. 
TM. No. 
owner occupiers 619 8.5 
Renting Furnished 42 0.6 
Renting Unfurnished 493 6.8 
Council Renting 6loi 84. o 
Total 72-5-7 99-9 
FiR. 2.1971 Censuse Densit y-of Occupation/Council Housing. 
Rented from Total N. of pe rsons D(w room % 
Council Households Over Tý 1+ 1 4-1 under k 
Slinbur 15 897 11371 92 ILO. 4 
Harrytown 6390 4.1 
,. 
-14.7-1 64. 
BarrackhIll 6100 14.2 Z1-b 1 57.4 6.6 
Bare statistics tend to give a rather better impression of the 
housing than that created by personal viewing or conversation with , 
the residents. Thus,, as in Harrytownt there is an almost 100% exclus. 
ive use of a hot water supplyg fixed bath or shower and inside flush 
toilet. However, whereas Harrytown tends to have a significantly better 
situation than RUnburgh as a whole with regard to density of 
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occupation, BarrackhI3-l shows up rather Poorly in this respect. (tee 
Figure 2. ) Considering all tenures, by density of occupation alone# 
the figures are even more striking (See Figure 3. )- In fact$ with 
Pilton. Barrack hill has the highest density of occupation In 
Edinburgh. 
Fig. 3.1971 Censuss Density of Occupation/Permanent Bullainp-s. 
No, of persons per room % 
over 11 1-11 under 
Elinburgh 10.7 18.2 12-2 11-9 
LbEatown 8.1 23.5 1 62.1 6.2 
BarrackhIll 23.9 27.8 
1 44.9 4 
The problem with such figures is that although they give us a 
general indication of the problems In the area, they do not reveal the 
diversity of standards between different estates in the Ward. A tour 
around the area is sufficient to confirm the relative unattractiveness 
of the older housing, especially the two large estates - the 'Mains' 
and the I Terrace I- built Immediately before the War. The Edinburgh 
research team concludes'... 
"The corporation has great difficulty in finding families 
willing to accept a tenancy in the older schemes and 
there are many empty houses. Also the number of tenants 
waiting to be re-allocated from these areas, either to 
another scheme in the ward or to another part of the city, 
is wel. 1 above the average for the city as a whole. " 
. In fact, a comparison of the valuation roll in 1971-72 and 
1972-73 reveals an increase in the number of empty houses in the 
J. 
, or put another wayg *Mains' estatee from Va of total houses to 12, -% 
ft-om 134 to 239 houses (out of 1923 properties). In particular streets, 
the problem was rapidly reaching disaster proportionsl the 'Terraceg, 
for example,, had 44 out of 321 houses empty in 1971-2 and a staggering 
100 in 1972-3 (31%). Indeedp no new tenants had been allocated a house 
in this street since 1970. 
Although particular streets resembled derelict areasq the empty 
houses were not confined to the inter-war housing areas. Even in the 
more recent estates, the numbers exceeded that which one mieht reason- 
ably expect. Indeed, the Edinburgh research team 
2 find the zero 
existence of the empty houses a factor in the declining attractiveness 
of the area. Empty houses bricked or boarded-up are a 'terrible eyesore' 
1. 'Barrackhill' Reports op. cit. P. 38. 
2, Ibid. 
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whidh cannot fail to lpiit off 0 potential isnantse 
In fact .. ' looking back with a certain degree of hindsight# the 
Edinburgh group place a share of tho blame on the housing pAicy 'of 
the council and'central government. Whereas in the 1920% tenants 
for'new corporation estates were usually drawn from higher income 
groups on the waiting list. the 1930 and 1935 Housing Acts made the 
priority the rehousing of anyone from slum or substandard housing. 
The net result since that time would seem to have been the sett- 
Ing'aside of certain estates to house only the lower income groups 
and those from slum areas. Four main reasons are put forward by the 
1 Research group for the decline of the 'Castle' and I'MaInO estates. 
a high concentration of problem families, the mattra6t- 
ive tenements, their stigma, and perhaps through official 
or unofficial neglect by the corporation. " 
Whatever the reasonsp the results are only too plain to sea and 
have an immediate effect on any visitors - empty boarded-up houses,,, 
play areas strewn with broken glass and litter, play equipment lying 
broken and derelict and a clustering of social problemsj such as 
delinquency and child neglect# taxing the ingenuity of the various 
social and penal services. 
This is the 'real* picture behind the statistics which may reveal 
the existence of basic amenities while disguising their real quality. 
Thus,, the tenement blocks of the inter-war estates are monotonously 
uniform in their design, layout and materials. The grey colour of the 
harling aggregate reflects the grey depression inspired by the area, 
The houses themselves had living areas that were too small for the 
large families (reflected in the tables on density of occupation 
above). storage provision was minimal and the electrical installations 
and sanitary fittings generally out of date and inadequate. 
Moreoverl as with the tenement blocks in Harrytown, there were 
similar problems of privacy. Again, the not result was that anything 
outside onels main door was Publice out of controLILItter was never 
absent from streets and gmrdensp while broken glass was strewn over 
roadsp backgreens and play areas. Graffiti covered not only bus ahelt- 
era (which invariably had their windows replaced by steel plates). but 
also the exterior of shops (always boarded-up at night) and even the 
tenements. 
This description applies also to the more modern housingg 
particularly those early post-war developments that followed the 
L'BarrackhIll' Reports op. cit. P. 40, 
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tefiement-trefid. The 'Avenue' estate with its two andýtfiree storey flats, 
often arranged In long terraces, showed many of the signs of-4eterior- 
ation exhibited by the inter-war areas. The Edinburgh research team 
notes 'deterioration' even on the most recent housing estates where 
invariably the construction of dwellings has completely outpaced the 
provision of facilities. 
11 
Finally, a rather 'pathetic' indicator of the lost battle that 
has been fought throughout the ward between the 'public' and the 
'private' is provided by the considerable amount of-derelict land. 
Play areas and drying greens once intended to alleviate the confine- 
ment of the flats and tenements have been quite literally 'abandoned' 
and now stand in a derelict condition symbolising the failures ofthe 
planners. 
Employment. 
. The employment situation was indicative of the problems facing 
the area. Barz-ackhill was without even the saving grace of Harrytown 
the presence of industry. Since the Second World War$ there has b6en 
a considerable influx of light manufacturing industry into Edinbuigh, 
but this has settled mainly in the West of the city, a-long and 
expensive bus journey from Barrackhill. At the same time. the more 
traditional industries located in the centre of the city (brewing, 
malting. printing and publishing) have declined somewhat. The net 
effect has been a gradual decrease in employment opportunities in th6- 
East of the city. In factg the vast majority of the employed-have to- 
leave the ward for employment. 
This depressing picture is reflected in the 1971 Censusfigtoýes 
which showed that 14.1% of economically active adult males In the ward 
were unemployed. This compared with 1.4! ý for Edinburgh as a whole and 
10.06 for Harrytown. In fact, BarrackhIl. 1 was second only to St. -Giles 
as the city's chief unemployment black spot. Remembering, 'as pointed - 
out earlierg that throughout the period of research (Nov. 1971 to 
Sept. 1972)o the Department of Employment figures were consistently 
worse than in April 1971, the date of the Census, the position during 
my stay in the area may have exceeded quite considerably even the very 
high figure of 14%. 
Agming remembering that the 1971 Census revealed male and female 
unemployment rates for the 15-20yr. old age group both running at more 
than double the Edinburgh averagep the prospects of employment In the 
1. Ibid. 
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Barrackhill ward for young people were very poor indeed - theoretically 
twice as bad as adult unemployment,, and cortainly. between 23-30%, 
The social effects of this poor employment position were. made 
worse by the fact that female unemployment was also worse than, the Edin- 
bursh average - 5.4% of the female labour force was unemployed compared 
with a city average of 3. ri#. Indeed# the depressing economlo, position 
in the ward is summed up by the fact that# in-Alwil 1971 (Cerlsus)o 
Barrackhill had 2ply 5.3% of the economically active male population 
of Edinburgh but 11,15,11*0 of the city"s unemployed, For fema3ese the 
corresponding figures were 4. Wo and 7.9%. 
Social Facilities. 
In the East of the city# Barrackhill is, some distance from the 
city centre, Moreoverg like Warrytowns another peripheral estate, it 
suffers from the tendoncy of the road and transport systems to be radial 
rather than orbital. The Journey into the centxe Is lengthy and the 
fare expensive butt to enjoy the theatres# cinemas and 'discos' concen. - 
trated there& the residents mist make the journey. Provision within the 
ward is restricted and dependent on the 'traditional' patronage of ýhe 
working classp with five public houses and fourteen bingo and betting 
halls, 
Although the young had their youth clubs organised by the schools 
and churches$ there were no commercial facilities, with the exception 
of two cafea, As in Harrytowne the week-days were endured in a leisure 
vacuum in contrast to the week-ends which often, suffered from the in- 
verse problems of 'excess' - fightingp drunkedness and arrest. Againe 
there was a tendency for semi-public areas# such as the rows of small 
shops and the playgroundsg to bocome the focus of teenage activity 
during the week, 
For the younger children# there were a number of static Play- 
(,; rounds but these were little used with the equipment often made unsafe 
by vandalism, Street games domina- ted playl especially football* Visit- 
ors'to the area often Pointed out the emptiness of the green open 
spaces while the streets were being usod as playgrounds by children 
of all ages up to the early teens, What 11! 2X did not see# of coursap 
was the broken glass and other dangerous debris that could ma1w an 




Research in Dundeewas mainly carried out between October 1972. 
and August 1973 In two areas. Ferry Bank and Jute Hill, Howevers'acwe 
so than In Edinburgh, the time spent In these areas was unfairly " 
distributed. The location of the Coffee Bar, in and around which'most 
of-the information was collected, in the Jute Hill area meant thaf 
far greater emphasis was placed on developments in that part of the 
city. Howevert the *members' of the group known as the 'Tongs' came 
mainly from the Ferry Bank area and some description of that estate' 
is therefore requirecL 
Before beginning a discussion of the specific areas, it is useful 
to convey to the reader some impression of the Dundee situation as' a 
whole. Duadeeg of courseg Is a seaportg manufacturing and market town 
situated on the north bank of the Firth of Tay. At the 1971 Census, 
itd population was 182,204, making it one of the four large cities in 
Scotland. Although there is a University,, an Institute of Art and 
Technology and two Colleges of Further Education$ the city is of a 
rather different and more industrial character than Edinburgh. By thleg 
it its meant that there Is not that stately, historicalg that let 
tourist background that dominates the Capital. Insteado there are 
extensive Jute and linen manufactures and fruit preserving works as 
well as shipbuilding. engineerines shoemaking and th6 manufacture of 
confectionary and tyres. These more traditional industries are supp- 
lemented by a post-war industrial estate which contains numerous light 
engineering factories producing a wide range of mechanical, electrical 
and electronic goods and equipment. 
However, this concentration of Industry has not saved the city 
from unemployment rates significantly higher than the Scottish average* 
Whereas, in April 1971# the Department of Employment Gazette showed 
male unemployment in Scotland at 7. -% 
(compared to 4.6% in the U. k. ), 
the 1971 Census 
, 
indicated male unemployment in Dundee at 10%. (The 
Census figure for Edinburgh was 6.495) Although, for reasons stated 
earlier, the Census figures for females are not as comparable witli 
Department of Employment returns, the corresponding figures for f6ales 
are3 Scotland 2.9% (Dept. of Employment, April 1971). DurAee 7.8% 
(Census 1971)g Edinburgh 3.3% (Census 1971). 
I. Note. The following description of the areas studied In Dundee will 
of course be based on the assumptions regRxding statistics outlined 
earlier. This applies particularly to employment statistics* 
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This depressing picture is repeated with reg&rd to youth unem- 
\ploym6nJ For the age group 15-20 yra. old, male unemployment was 
. .6 
for Minburght and the female figure was compared to j2. ' 
compared again to k.. .% 
for Edinburgh. On the other hand., the 
13-16yr. olds were in a marginally better positionj 14% of males in 
that age group weire unemployed in Dundeeq although the female rate 
went up to 11.7%. 
Unlike the Edinburgh situation# however, where youth unemployment 
was revealed by the Census to be approximately twice the general rate 
(for males 15-20# 13.3%. as opposed to 6.4%), the Dundee rates for 
unemployment in the 13-20yro. age group were only half as much again 
as the general rate (maleal, 1.5-20yre. . 14.6% as opposed to 10% for 
Dundee's economically active males. ) Similarly, for females in the 
r-20 age group, unemployment was 11.3% compared to 7.8% of total 
economically active females. Nevertheless, youth unemployment for 
both males and females was higher In Dundee than in Edinburgh. 
Another difference between the Edinburgh and Dundee situations 
that must be pointed out Is that, whereas the Edinburgh research coin- 
cided with a period of worsening unemployment nationallyg the same is 
not true of the time spent in Dundee. Thus# while the Department of 
anployment figures for ScotlandZ reveal that the April 1971 % rate 
was always lower than the monthly figures, for, the period Nov. 1971- 
Sept. 1972 (the Edinburgh research)# male unemployment peaking at a 
massive 12.3% in Feb. 1972p there was a general improvement in the 
figures for the period Oct. 1972-Aug. 1973 (the Dundee research). In 
fact, for only three of these months was male unemployment worse than 
the April 1971 rate of 7. _%. and then only marginally so, After Feb. 
1973v both male and female rates declined steadily to reach a low of 
3.7% for males and 2.3% for females In August 1973. 
The conclusion to be drawn from this is,, of course, thatj although 
the April 1971 Census figures may reveal the relative position of 
the different wards in Dundee to each other, to Dundee city and to the 
official Department of Employment figures for Scotland for that datet 
it must be remembered that, if anything, the position throughout the 
actual period of the research In terms of the real (current) rates in 
the areas studied will have been rather better than the Census figures 
suggest. In Edinburgh, the position of course was the reverse with an 
increase in national unemployment rates suggesting an actual worsening 
I. Census 1971 2, Dept, of Employment Gazette. 
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of ihg relative Position revealed by the 1971 Census. 
Before proceeding with a description of the two areas studied, 
it is useful to point out that, as in Edinburgh, Dundee has followed 
a similar pattern of peripheral development with the large council 
estates generally being built outside the central area. Again,, the 
roads"And public transport tend to be radial with similar difficult- 
ies if one wishes to travel from one peripheral estate to another. Of 
course, Dundee is a much smaller city than Edinburgh and bus journeys 
to'the centre are not nearly as lengthy. 
Although, as with Its larger neighbourl, there has been a central- 
Isati6n of leisure facilities in Dundee, the problem for the residents, 
especially young people. is rather differento namely& the inadequacy 
of even the central facilities. Thusp a journey through the city centre 
reveals a poor range of entertainment, especially for the 15-18yr. old 
age &cup. Mny of the city centre bare have 'over Zlyrs. Only' signs 
becauie of under-age drinking In the past. On the other handl, the 
major 'Discos' were *relics' of the 50's and 601s, with names such 
as the 'Palais' and the 9J. H. Ballroom' again, these were usually 
confined to the over-21's. 
In fact,, even the often *conservativOl Dundee-Pre'ss-expressed 
concern about the absence of adequate commercial leisure outlets for 
the teenage population. 
1A Ballie on the Bench at the Burgh Court 
lamented the decline in cinemas (down from 13 in 1957 to 4 in 1973) 
and dance halls, practically non-existento posing the question - 
*Does Dundee drive its youngsters to drink? l It would not be over- 
stating the case to conclude that, in Dundee. teenagers existed in a 
leisure vacuum without even the week-and highlight of a city centre 
search for entertainment. At least in Edinburgho discos and other 
entertainments were rather more in evidencel boredom was confined to 
weekdays rather than week-ends, 
Ferry Bank. 
As has already been pointed out, rather less emphasis was placed 
on research In this area and the main burden of description win fan 
on Jute Hill. However, since the ITongs" mainly came from Ferry Bank# 
it is Important to convey some impression of this area, in particulart 
the housingo population$ employment,, and social facilities. 
Population. 
The population of the ward in 1971 (Census figures) was 19,445 
I. Dundee People's Journal May 5th. 1973- 
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of which 48.7%, Were_males a' Ad 51.3% females.., This compared with a 
Dundee population of 182,205,47% males and 52.7% females -a not 
very significant difference. Between 1961-74 the Population of the 
area had decreasedg but only slightly. 
- Howeverg a. break-down of the age structure is rather more inter. 
eating, Like Barrackhill. in Edinburgh, there was a tendency towards an 
Imbalanco age structure with a concentration of, youag people under 
20 and a relative lack of older people over 60.7husg while Dundee had 
33.2% of its population under 20, Ferry BELnk had 42.2%, For malesq 
the proportions under 20 were 35.7% of the male population for Dundee 
and 43*8% for Ferry Bank. For females, 30.9% for Dundee, 40.7% for 
Perry Bank were under 20. 
The over-601sp on the other hand# were quite significantly under.. 
represented# with Ferry Bank having 10.3% of its population in this 
age group and Dundee 18.3%. Howevero these figures must not be given 
too much emphasis sinceg on the same evidence, Harrytown does not 
show such a marked imbalance in age structure.. although B%rrackhill 
does show a similar trend to Ferry Bank. 
Housin 
-. Fimwe, 1.1971 Census i Ferry Banks Tyj22 of Ten'UrI. - 
Households. 
T, No. 
owner Occupier 420 7-7 
Renting F urn ished 35 o. 6 
Renting Unfumished 170 3-1 
Council Renting 4 8a. 6 
Total 
The Ferry BELnk area was intended to rehouse those from alum or 
sub-standard housing In the central areas and was constructed in the., 
1950's as a peripheral scheme, As in the other areas describedo coun- 
cil housing predominates (See Figure 1 above). In facto while 80 of 
housing is council owned, nearly 93% of all housing is rented. In 
fact,, with owner occupiers comprising only 7,7% of housing$ one might 
reasonably. conclude that there Is a predominance of working class res- 
idents in the ward. 
Apart from this predominance of council housing, there axe other 
similarities to the Edinburgh areasg especially Barrackhin. Thust 
council housing is significantly more densely populated than the 
Dundee average. (See Figure 2. ) 
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Fig. 2.1971 Censuss Density of occupation/Council Housing. 
Rented from Total 
-No. 
of n 
- ersons per room Council Households 07e rl-r 1-1+ A--l under 
Dundee 376 5 6.8 1Z. 2 6ý. 7 10.2 




5 24. o , 57.4 7.1 
Indeed, when considering persons in permanent buildings simply 
by density of occupation (all tenures)q Ferry Bank has the second 
highest density of occupation (persons per room) in the twelve wards 
In the city. 
In contrast was the high proportion of houses (almost IOC%) with 
exclusive use of a hot water supply, fixed bath or shower and inside 
flush toilet. As in Edinburgh, it must be pointed out that the exist- 
ence of these amenities did not necessarily mean that the housing was 
regarded as 'modern' by the residents. In particular,, the older parts 
of the estate tended to be rather outmoded in the type and quality 
of the basic amenities provided. 
The type of housing In Ferry Bank was rather more varied than 
that In the Edinburgh housing areas, especially BarrackhIll, but 
neverthelessg the overall effect reflects the date of its construction. 
The exterior walls were extremely drab with a uniform finish that 
breeds a vague impression of anonymity. It is difficult to understand 
why so many large council estates give this impression although It is 
almost symbolic in its denial of identity, of Individuality$ to the 
predominantly working class residents of these areas. Middle-class 
housing areas$ on the other hand, seem to lean towards creating one's 
own, Strsonal dwelling -a symbol of onels position in society. 
Of course, council estates are managed and-maintained by others, 
whereas owner occupiers have control over their own homes. The concepts 
of central management, of efficiency and repair 9aystoms'. probably 
account for the tendency to standardise, to deny Individuality - 
'exceptions' make planning more difficult. 
Much of the appearance and spirit of Ferry Bank is captured by 
the earlier descriptions of council schemes, In particular. that of 
the BarrackhIll area. The same problems were encountered in the 
tenement blocks and flats and the same dereliction of the 'public' 
as opposed to the preservation of the 'private', Thusp one might see 
" house visibly reflecting the high standards of Its tenant facing 
" playground that had been battered and abused Into loblivion'. The 
resident concentrates on his easily-controlled privacy (behind his 
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front door) and blames the Opublic' decline of the area on-the, councils 
the 'Housing' (the Housing Department), and so on. The alternative 
would be to wage, a runzýing battle with not-only the young, people who 
approj=iate the Opubliol areas of the estate but also with other resid,. 
ents who uso, the public/private dichotomy to justify tipping unwanted 
junk on playgrounds, green areas and unoccupied gardens, 
Empty houseng of course$ provide, the clearest example of this 
thinkingg incomprehensible to the, casual visitors butreadily under- 
stood when one remembers that the vast majority of the population in 
the area are not-. ownersl but tenants This tenancy is often regarded 
as extending only to the duelling, carrying no responsibility for the 
area as a whole, the control of the 'public'. Thusp a house that is 
occupied is 1prIvateq and therefore protectedg while any empty prop- 
erty becomes 'public's reverts back to-the *Housing's who must hastený 
to protect It before It suffers the fate of other such suncontrolled' 
areas. A startling witness to this 'rule* is provided by the bottom 
flat with its windows smashed and Interior vandalizedo while neigh- 
bouring dwellings in the same block survive completely unscathed. 
To sum up the housing in the area# one might say that It captured 
perfectly the spirit of the large council housing scheme. Although 
parts of the estate had been up for twenty years,, the, public/private 
dichotomy# based on the bare fact oftenancy rather than ownership and 
strengthened by the policy of housing I'management0s logically followed 
by the local authc--Ityg has been 9institutionalisedO in preference to 
aýsense of 'communityt In the old sense of, lneighbourliness' with 
informal 'control' over other residents. The present reality$ depress- 
ing both visually and spiritually to the outsider (and certainly to 
the officers involved in its management), does not indicate the-Islum' 
or W ns of the tenantsg as is often suZgested, but their adaptation 
to the reality of their limited control over eventhat most personal 
of commodities - their home. 
Em&Ziaent. 
It has already been pointed out that male unemployment in Dundee 
was revealed by the 1971 Census to be rather worse-(10%) than the 
Minburgh rate (6.4%). However, the same pattern of area variations 
odcurredg though the deviations from the city average were not as 
marked as In Edinburgh. (In Edinburgh, male unemployment In the areas 
studied was more than double the city rate in BarrackhIll and nearly 
double in Harrytown. ) 
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Thus, -13-0 of economically active males were unemployed in Ferry 
Bank in April 1971 (Census). Put another way, 10.8% of the total 
economically active male population of Dundee lived in the ward but 
it had 14.6% of the cityls total male unemployed. 
Female unemployment in the area was high (8.0%) but not much 
higher than the city average (7.8%). Remember that in Edinburgh female 
unemployment was 3.3% at the time of the Census (April 3.971), -In a- 
situation of high unexploymentg the ability of the mother to find a 
job to supplement income can be quite crucial; Ferry Bank suffers rather 
more than the Edinburgh housing schemes in this respect - even Barrack- 
hillg with female unemployment at 5.4% was qUte significantly better 
off. 
However. It is the Young People who are the main concern of this 
research and although, as has already been pointed out, the city average 
for males in the 13-20 yrs. age group (14.6%) was not more than double 
the general rate as in Edinburgh (6.4% sale unemployment/11.3% male 
unemployment 15-20yr. olds), in absolute terms the city unemployment 
rate for this age group was significantly worse than in Edinburgh. 
I 
- Again, for femalesp the sam doubling of the general rate occurred 
in Ejinburgh (3.3% female unemployed/6, -% of 
15-20yr, olds unemployed)* 
In Dundee. on 'the other hand, as with male unemploymentp the relative 
position of young people was not so desperate (7.8% female unemploy- 
ment/ 11.3% of 15-20yr. olds). Nevertheless, in absolute termsv girls 
between 1540 yrs. old in Dundee, like the boysp were significantly less 
likely than in Edinburgh to find exploymentv nearly twice as jww-, 
proportionately being unemployed. 
However, p bearing in mind the relative positions outlined abovet 
and assuming that at any particular time the employment position of 
both adults and young people win be worse in Ferry- Bank (and quite 
considerably so) than In Dundee as a whole. it must be reiterated that 
employment rates nationally 
2 
were Improving over the April 1971 
3 
figures almost throughout the period of the Dundee research and cert- 
ainlY from February 1973 onwards to August 1973, During the period 
of the Minburgh research the reverse was true. with national unemploy- 
ment rates worsening and a1w ays higher than the April 1971 figure. 
4 
'The absolute picture suggested by the Census therefore understates-the 
1.1971 Census figures. 3. Ibid. 
2, Domrtment of Employment Gazette 4. Did. 
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realg current Impact of unemployment in the Edinburgh areas and 
over-states the position in the Dundee areas. However, as long as the 
figures are treated with this provisos the basic argument of relative 
disadvantage remains intact, 
social Facilities. 
As already mentioned, Dundee is rather smaller than FAInburghp 
with the journey to the city centre correspondingly shorterg even from 
outlying estates* Moreoverg the leisure facilities generally# and 
especially for young people,, were not only centralised but totally 
inadequate and outmoded, 
We situation put even more pressure on the facilities in the 
estAtes themselves and intensified the monotony of week-day leisure 
since it could not really be balanced out against a week-end of 
'entertainment'. Unfortunately, the same formula of 'pubs'# though 
even these were not as evident as in Edinburgh,, and Obookies' existed. 
Although there was a large community contra in the area# the emphasis 
on "communityl use meant that Its value as an entertainment contra was 
strictly limited,, made even more so by the Warden's reluctance to 
stage 'Discos'. The youth club alms - quite rightly in terms of the 
goals of *further education'- to 'work with$ young p6ople# not to 
'amuse theale 
There were no Coffee Bars or 'Discos' in the area# though the 
boys had fond memories of a Cafe called the "Attila$ (after 'Attila the 
Hunt). Apparentlyq this had been situated in-an old-shop on the estate 
and bad been used as a meeting place by the Ferry Bank 'Huns's From 
allaccounts# the end result had been rather WWI to the demise of 
the Jute Hill Coffee Bar -a series of 'battles'. 7his Igang' was 
quite distinct from the Jute Hill 'Huns' and corresponded to the 
neighbourhood grouping for the Ferry Bank area (as with the *YBT1 in 
lka-rytownq the 'Terror' In BarrackhIll). The 'Tongesp who frequented 
the Jute Hill Coffee Birewere from Ferry Bank and acknowledged the 
'Huns' as the OvLng" for that area but had formed their own# smaner 
units based on a particular peer group. 
.. Finally, playgrounds and areas suitable for football were almost 
non-existent and the result was the inevitable sight of the streets 
being used as *unofficial* playgrounds. This,, of courses was accompan- 
led by Utter, glass andg-most irritating for the residenteg noise. 
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Jute Hill * 
It has already been pointed out that the Coffee Bar which formed 
the basis of most of my contacts with the subjects In Dundee was 
located in this area. It was natural therefore that the Information 
gathered here should exceed that from the Ferry Bank area, However, 
there Is another point that must be borne in mind by the reader@ 
namely,, the different historical development and present situation of 
the Jute Hill area, Whereas the other research situations involved 
large council developments designed originally to rehouse slum 
dwellers and others in inadequate housingg Jute Hill was itself a 
blighted area in the process of redevelopmentg a 'community' in the 
tl=oes of destruction, To put it another way, the original residents 
had largely left to be replaced by a diffuset shifting population in 
the older housing and an influx of council tenants in the redeveloped 
Imultis' and other local authority housing developments, 
Historicallyg 1 Jute Hill had an Independent people of its own 
and was not just a part of Dundeel In the l7th- Conturyt Its people 
were weavers of wool and bonnet makersg so it was known as 'Bonnethin'. 
By the l9th. Centurys linen had taken over from wool only to be itself 
supplanted by Jute, With the end of the handlooms, there was a rapid 
expansion and immigrants from Angusp the Highlands and Ireland came 
pouring in. Housing was quite inadequate and sanitary conditions 
appalling. 
in factq by the end of the l9th, Centuryg the *stunted# rickety 
frame of the Dundee Jute worker was won-known". Indeed, even as late 
as 1939p the poor physique of the children of this area was apparent 
and it was not until the end of the 1939-43 War that any great strides 
were taken to improve housing generally. 
Population, 2 
At the time of the 1971 Census, the population of the area was 
8*9330 less than half that of Perry Bank, and only one-third that of 
either Harrytown or BarrackhIll, 46.2% of the population were males 
and 33,7% females as compared to a Dundee proportion of 47% males and 
52.7% femalest a not very sigalficant difference. 
However# hn analysis of the age structure is rather more Interest- 
Ing since It reveals a trend opposite to that in the other areas studied. 
1.0. Morrison, J, S, Watt & T. R. Lee (Eds. )t Educational Prioriu VolJ 
E. P. A. tA Scottish Study i Edinburgh H, M, S, 0,1974 .I am Indebted to 
this publication for its detail on the areas 
2.1971 Census figures unless otherwise stated. 
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Whereas Ferrybank and BarrackhIll had a quite markedly higher than 
average number of young people. with a corresponding lack of. thosO 
over 60, and Hurytown-showed a trend in this directiong though not 
so dra tically# the, situation in Jute Hill was quite the reverse., 
Thus, while Dundee had 33.3% of its population under 20s Jute'Hill 
had only 28. %. For males under 20 as a% of the male populations the 
figures were 35,7% for Dundee and 3L2% for Jute HUI, -For females# 
30,9% of Dundee's female population was under 20 yrs. oldl an comp- 
ared to z6.3% for jute Hill. 
The under-representation of the young is best contrasted, with'the 
over. -representation of the oldg the over 601s. Whereas Dundee had only 
18.3% of its population over 60, Jute Hill had 234%* This imbalance 
might be the result of young families moving out of the area. while the 
old stay on until redevelopment forces them to leaves 
The Census figures do not give a good indication of mobility and 
reveal only that there was a slight decrease in the total population in 
the ten years between 1961-71. This does not show the movement in of 
now council tonantelp out of old residents, and around the area of 
those in rented housing. A more illumin ting insight is revealed by 
the Educational Priority report on the area 
1 
which asked all children 
in P. 4 and F, 5 at the three E. P, A, schools for their. addresses in 
september 1969 and in June 19700 almost a fun school year, Those 
children who lived in the core tenement area were then identified. At 
the first datee 53 families were in this category butp by the end of 
the school year, 23 had moved houses 16 without changing school, 
Housing. 
2 
While the age structure of the population is revealing and dis- 
tinguishes this area from the others studiodp a consideration of the 
housing is even acre illuminating. Thusp there was a very high level 
of residential density in Jute Hill. with, the dwellings at an average 
of at least 30 to the acrel a figure much in excess of current 
planning practice. 
Moreover. the area is not peripheral like the others but lies 
immediately adjacent to the central business district. In fact* it is 
dominated by a belt of jute works running diagonally through it and 
dividing the area fairly neatly into two housing sonese one of the 
19th, Century tenamentA3 and the other of pro-war public housing. A 
1.0, Morrison at al# op, cit, 
2. Rote, This section relies heavily on the E, P,, A, Repor (Morrison at 
al. ) 
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third type of housing# 'situated in the middle of the "ward and over - 
shadowing the suurounding areaq is the massive Oft1tis' development. 
Most of the tenements were hurriedly built in the l9th. Century 
when jute began to boom. They are nearly all three or fourstoreys 
high with a common stair up from the close that opens out onto the 
street. The stair goes up to the outside gallery (1plettle'), facing 
in to a central open space or 'back green'. Some of these central 
areas had later tenements built In them to form what are known'as the 
lbacklands'. 
At the time of research, all these old tenements were schedulM' 
for'demolition and were visibly deteriorating. The overall impression 
was one of squalor and the smell of decaying properties. Indeed, the 
smell was often not Improved by the state of the common toilets which 
are situated on each stair. one to a floor, usually in a brickbuilt 
stack added to the outside of the common staircase in the early years 
of this century. 
To the north of these doomed houses, are wen-kept. 'pleasant 
older tenement blocks housing mainly the families of artisans and 
'white collar' workers. Again to the north, there is a council estite 
of slum clearance families. 
But the most striking area of housing is the massive 'Multis"' 
redevelopment project in the heart of the tenement area (only one 
hundred yards or so from the Coffee Bar), 'consisting of four 23 storey 
tower blocks, each containing 110 split-level-maisonettes. Along the 
south side of these large buildings. there is a series of low-rise flats 
and terraced houses. The *Multis" were completed by 1968 and the other 
buildings by 1971. 
Again in the northq there is an area of pre-war council housing@ 
mainly of tenement-style buildingsp but of a better-standard than the 
private ones. They were built in the 1930*r, and are accepted as not 
being up to the standards of modern council accommodation - modern 
ization was being done at the time of the research (early 1970's). - 
A consideration of the 1971 Census figures (Figure'l), shows 
the rather different pattern of tenure In the Jute'Hill area as 
compared to the other wards studied. Only half the housing was in fact 
rented from the council. Howevert there was once again a small % of 
owner occupiers (9. -%) and rented accommodation as 
a whole accounted 
for a massive 90% of housing. 
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Figure it-1971 Censuse Jute Hills TYPO Of TWO* 
Housýhdds* 
TYPO NO* % 
owjjjv Occupiers 360 ý. 46 
Renting Furnished go z. 36 
Renting Unfurnished 1390 36.33 
Council Housing 1Q65 51.64 
Total 355ý5 99.99 
'Howevero the derelict, run-down character of much of the area 
is not adequately revealed by the Census figures on overcrowding ahd 
comparison is complicated by the smaller proportion of housing rented 
from the council. In fact. considering council housing onlyo Jute 
Hill has only 3.8% of households with over'lj persons to a room, 
compared with a figure for Dundee city of 6.8% and for Ferry Bank of 
21. 
_%. 
Of course, the impact of the massive 'Multis' development Ion 
these figures must be remembered, 
Nevertheless, as in Edinburgh# density of occupation'increases 
when considered for all persons in permanent buildings by the number 
of persons per room. But again, whereas Ferry: Bank had the second' 
greatest density of occupation in the twelve wards (18.7% at over 11 
to a room), Jute Hill was not much above the Dundee average (13.8% 
at more than 11, to a room, compared to-3-1.6% for Dundee) and ranked 
only fourth in the league table. 
Howevere while the housing may not have been overcrowded on 
averageg much of it was definitely substandard. In 1970g the Dundee 
Corporation Town Planning Department 
1 
undertook an extensive survey of 
pro-1939 housing in relation to various standards'laid down in the 
Housing (Scotland) Act 1969. In particular,, -they lookedat stiuctural 
stabilitye the presence of damp, lighting, amenities and cookin& 
facilities and then ranked the houses according to four categories 
above satisfactory, below satisfactory# below tolerable and write- 
offs, 
Though the area they studied was rather larger than Jute Hillp 
their results do shed some light on the appalling state of much of the 
pre-1939 hour-Ing in the areag especially the-tenament, blocks. Only 
of houses could be deemed satisfactory and &staggering 76% were 
intolerable. (See Figure 2. ) 
Without labouring the deficiency of the housing too'nuch but 
oaking the point that Jute Hill"s housing is in vany respects inferior 
1. E. P. A. Report: op. cit. 
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", Fimwe 2t Diiiidee Town'Planning Dopt. Assesrment preo-1939'Hobsin& 
Category No, As % of total 
pre-1939 Housin& 
Satisfaot= 46o 
Not Satisfactory 1615 18 
Not tolerable 4081 45 
Write-offs 2826 31 
to that in the other areas studied, a pOnsideratign of the 1971 Census 
reveals the absence of the most basic amenities. 
Obviously, the Dundee figures are affected by the sheer quantity 
of poor housing in the city but they never fall below W%. and 
usually nearer 90% of households having exclusive use of the three 
basic amenities of hot water, fixed bath or shower and inside flush 
toilet,,, In the predominantly council housing area of Ferry Bank (as 
In Harrytown and Barrackhin in Edinburgh) 9 not lose than 97% of 
households have exclusive use of these amenities. 
In Jute King on the other handg only 63.2% of all tenures have 
exclusive use of a hot water supply and a staggering 32,7% have no 
supply at an, Even council houses have nearly 1C% of households with 
no supplyg while those houses rented unfurnished by private landlords 
have 6.5,5% without a hot water supply. 7he owner occupiers were not 
much better off with only 68.4% having exclusive use and 30.4% with 
no supply, 
With regard to a fixed bath or shower, the position was even 
worse. Considering an tenures, 45.6% of households had none at all. 
Indeed, all types of tenure do badly in this respect with a dramatic 
2 Ig of those houses rented unfurnished from, ýL rrivate landlord or I 
company having no fixed bath or shower and 7Z, Z% of owner-occupied 
houses falling in the same category. Even in council houses, 6.1% 
were without this amenity. 
7his pattern is repeated with regard toan-inside flush tolletv 
a generally-accepted requirement of modern housing. Only 73.6% of 
all tenures had exclusive use as also a disturbing 43,9% of those 
renting unfurnished from a private landlord or company, Even with 
owner-occupiers. only 68.4% of households had exclusive use of an 
inside toilet. -Obviously, in older housing such as predominates In 
this areap many of the houses have an outside toilet but it must be 
remembered that in the tenements there is usually only one common 
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tollet, to a floor and the figures for shared use do notreveal how 
many you share"with! (20.7% of all tenures had shared use of an out- 
side toilet. ) I 
A sumxLry of the housing position might be that Jute Hill stands 
out in sharp contrast to the other areas studied as an area in declineg 
with much of Its housing totally inadequate and a general air of. - 
dereliction reflected In the demolition work going on all around. 
Indeedp In some boarded-up streetet the only sign of human habitation 
Is the, sight of bright but oddly pathetic curtains. still adorning one 
or two buildings. 
Employment. I 
The housing situation reflects the employment position. 
IA,, very 
high 15.2% of economically active males were unemployed in April. 1971 
as compared to a Dundee rate of 10% and 13,0 in Ferry Bank. Agmin,, 
while Jute Hill had 4.9% of the total economically active male pop- 
ulation of Dundee, it had 7.4% of the city's total male unemployed. 
Females were not much better off with 12.3% of economically 
active females unemployeds a figure far higher than even Ferry Bank's 
high of 8,0%, In factj with -% of 
the total economically active 
female population of Dundee# Jute Hill had 8% of Dundee's total female 
unemployed. 
Assuming that youth employment rates were consistently worse than 
the general rate - as illustrated by the Census - the prospects for 
young people in Jute Hill must have been quite desperate. Moreover# 
this was in spite of the area's proximity to the central business 
district of the city* Even allowing for the upturn in the national 
unemployment rates 
2 during the Dundee period of research. the relative 
position in the area must have been a continuing disadvantage to young 
people, Remember that Dundee's rate of male unemployment In April 1071 
was significantly higher than the rate for Scotland (10% compared to 
7., 
_%)3 whereas 
Edinburgh's was lower (6.4%). It is not unreasonable to 
expect that it would continue to run at a relatively high level unless 
there were a significant change In the economic structure of the city. 
Social Facilities. 
It has already been pointed out that Jute Kill borders the city 
centre and thus there is ready access for the teenage population to 
the 'attractions' of the central area, Unfortunately,, again as has 
1.1971 Census unless otherwise stated, 3, Dundee figure ftom the 
2. De2t. of Employment Gazette Census/Scotland from Dept. 
of Employment Gazette. 
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already been pointed outp the leisure outlets# even in Dundee city 
centreq were to limited as to alarm even the more conservative among 
the population. As will be seen in later chapters, this was a factor 
in the incidents involving rival groupings in the central areap which 
tended to act as a local meeting place for the Jute H132 boys, 
Certainly, in the area Itself. there was little to attract anyonel 
the most 'lively* entertainment was provided by the Coffee Bar that I 
ran and even that shared the derelict atmosphere of its surroundings 
situated as it was in a tenement due for demolition. Young children 
of necessity played In the streets - there were no playgrounds apart 
from an adventure playground In the middle of the area - but they 
seemed mainly to be concentrated in the areas of council housing rather 
than in the tenementsp the result was often an eerie stillness when 
passing through the streets at night and even during daylight hours. 
Conclusions 7he Areas. 
As will be outlined In later chapters, the theoretical emphasis 
of this study centres around the interrelationship between culture 
(in its 'material' and 'expressive' forms) and material circumstance. 
The suggestion win be that the symbolic adaptation of Iganginge Is 
interconnected not only with the 'material' adaptation to Inequality 
in general (i. e. the conditions of manual labour), but also with the 
particular material circumstance in Edinburgh and Dundee at the time 
of the research (1971-73). With this In mind, the adequate description 
of the areas has been a priority for future theoretical discussion and 
development. 
Thus,, in the case of the above descriptions, some attempt has 
been made to outline the characteristics of each area with regard to 
population. housing. employment and social facilities, Although there 
have been certain findings in common, In particular. that all the areas 
suffer from a high unemployment rate and might be regarded as working 
class,, differences have also been discovered. In factt it is not in- 
tended to overstress the homogeneity of the areas, since all were 
individual in character and others, like Barrackhill, were so large 
as to constitute a mix of older and new developments. In shortt it is 
hoped that these differences have not been eclipsed by the dominating 
facts of council housingg inadequate leisure facilitiest high unem- 
ployment and working class residence. 
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Thuse, while Barrackhill and Ferry Bank had a significantly 
imbalanced age structure with regard to the city average, in, partic- 
ular, a higher than average number of young people, in Harrytown,, this 
trend existed, but not-so obviously,, though it In possible that the 
statistics here were affected by the higher proportion of owner-occup- 
isrs (13.3% as compared to 8, % in BarrackhIll and 7.7% In Perry Bank). 
On the'other hand, in Jute Hill, this situation was reversed with a 
marked under-representation of the young and overý--representation of 
those over 60. 
With regard to housing, greatest overcrowding, was discovered in 
Perry Bank and Baxrackhil3.9 in spite of the large concentrations of, 
council housing in these areas. Jute Hills where one might have expect- 
ed overcrowding with the large numbers of run-down but privately- 
rented houses# was in fact not above the Dundee average to any signif- 
icant extent in this respect. Again,, of course# the dereliction of 
this area was in sharp contrast to the other areas whichp statistically 
at leastg possessed a high % exclusive use of the basio amenities. 
Briefly then. each area had its own special characteristicst ex- 
pressed in the image hold by the residents and visitorst though the two 
views did not necessarily coincide, The experience-of living in each 
estate/scheme/area was qualitatively different and certainly differen- 
tially evaluated by those with a vested interest i. e. the residents 
and prospective tenants. Howeverv as sugeested abovet all the areas 
housed largo concentrations of the working class as indicated'(perhaps 
superficially& it is for the reader to judge) by the unemployment ratesq 
lvedominanoo of council housing or older housing in decline, and the 
prevailing patterns of leisure. 
In particul=9 the older council developmental that Isj, large 
areas of Ferry Banks Harrytown and BarrackhIllo could be regarded as 
areas in a state of gradual deterioration due to outmoded designs cur- 
rent housing policies and the selectivity of potential tenants. Cart- 
ainly, the visual evidence of this decline was obvious to alls with the 
$offlcial' reason Invariably being the initial origins of, the residents* 
- slums, areas of substandard housings redevelopment areas - deterior- 
ation was due to Inegleot'l 'a lot of these people can't coR2 with 
decent, housing, 
On the other hand, another view might be that the consistency of 
this deterioration in diverso areas and cities might be based on 
TIJ 
rather more, than, the 'inadequacies' of the, tenants. It has been 
suggested as a possible alternative explanation that large council 
developments, especially those 'cursed' with a design that-sets up a 
permanent conflict between the *public' and the 'private's have suffer- 
od from the inability of the residents to exert 'controls over common 
land, playgrounds$ and even 
, 
Cardens and 'stairs"-where these are 
subject to the 'public/private' dilemma. 'The tenant's position as 
tenant is often-interpreted individually as an abse3ice of Oresponsib- 
IlItyO - Othe council should sort it out'. When put Into practice# 
this philosophy means that *problems' In the area must be passed on 
to *higher authorityl and, if, 111U can't sort it cuts then nothing can 
be'done, Deterioration sets in and a vicious circle is set, up, of 
declines less *desirability' as a housing areas fewer potential tenantsl 
allocation of tenancies to 'problem' families, more deteriorations and 
so on In an increasing spiral. 
. Naturally, this decline tends to result in the migration of the 
more socially aspiring families and this in turn stimulates the devel- 
opment of these areas as 'problemelp facing 'multiple social deprivat- 
ions's (in the language of social wdrkers) - unemploymento crimes child 
neglects and other social IdIfficulties'. tend to cluster together. 
Again, of course@ the more strongly the area is *labelled" as sufferw. - 
Ing from 'problem families's the less likely it Is to attract now 
tenants who might upgrade the area, The most drastic results of this 
process can be seen in areas like BarrackhI3.19 where whole streets 
stand almost empty and boarded-up and talk among the authorities turns 
to 'demolition'. 
Jute Hills of course, must be singled out as distinct from the 
othe'r areas in character and especially with regard to housing. More- 
ovet, the 'traditions' of the area lingered on, especially among the 
older people (who,, as has been said, were over-represented in the popu- 
lati6n). The E. P. A. Report sums up this differential character quite 
well. 
1 
"Pute Hill) ... is a predominantly working class area with 
much very poor housingo 4part from the now high-rise 
blocks (which in turn bring their own problems for parents 
with young families). It has had a history of its own, 
ouz ize o= sTaui. "zv naa Deen smKen c 
LC. Morrison ot als E. P. A. Rep i op. (At. ]ý, 16. 
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and by migmtIon to now districts'of corporation housing. " 
(* emphasis) :1 
Ironicallyp Jute Hill in an example of the. old@ inner-olty areas 
that provide the initial populations of many council housing schemest 
Duch as Perry Bank, 11arrytown, etcl these massive Ozodorn' developments 
are supposed to hold the answer to its problems and to the squalor of 
its living conditions. But, if this chapter has accomplished anythingg 
It should have made clear the fact that ro-housing is not the end of 
the story. 
The 'brutal" truth of the matter in that the descriptions provid- 
ed suggest that redevelopment, especially in the form of large council 
housing estates with little or no social facilities, is often just the 
beginning of another cycle of decline and deterioration. Just as the 
residents of Jute Hill had little control over their destiny and that 
of their area - many left extremely reluctantly - so they my well 
suffer a simil lack of control In the developments designed to 
eliminate housing as a social problem, 
In shortg although an the areas manifest internal differences 
and it would be wrong to force then, Into a uniformity which can be 
quoted as *evidence' for this thesiag neverthelessg a point which 
stands out in that a major Issue is the housinrl-rchousing of the work- 
Ing classes (no-one would pretend that the priority in council house 
building Is the provision of homes for the middle classes). In this 
contextg redevelopments with 1+43 emphasis on the resident as tenantl 
combined with the almost 'statutory' inadequate social and leisure 
facilities$ sets up a control dilomfaa for the residents with regard to 
the fabric of the estateg a d1lemm which, unfortunatelyl is often 
resolved by a demarcation between the OpublicO and the 'private'. The 
struggle to maintain the gardens/streets/shopping precints/play areas 
eto, is often abandoned with the visual results outlined in this 
chapter - deterioration sets in, 
Finally, It must be roi7=ated that the importance of an adequate 
description of the areas is based in large measure on the fact that 
the boys lived there in a way more Itotall than is generally imagined. 
11TAfell tended to be spent out 'on the streets'. adapting the limitat- 
ions of the area wherever possible. The dearth of leisure facilities 
made this appropriation of the streets by the youthful. population a 
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'fadt of lifel for the older residents whog In many partsg concentrat- 
ed their efforts on maintaining the 'privacy' of the home# abandoning 
the 'public' areas to the control of others - usually the 'HousIng' 
(i. e. the Council) ! ad the Pblice. 
1 
1. See Chapter 4. Tho Police as 01'ressurel- for a description of the 
role of the police as Ocontroll. 
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CHAPTM TWO * 
MWARDS A CULTURAL ANALYSIS. 
7he dilemma facing this chapter is the need to give the Phenom- 
enon of *ganging' a theoretical context without becoming *trapped' in 
the complexity of theory and perspective at present proliferating in 
the field of deviancy. However# a further difficulty is the largely 
ex post facto character of much of the initial theorising and the 
conceptual frameworks to be presented in later chapterst especialli 
the discussion of the concept of 'culture% 
Thus# when I began this study (late 1970). a review of the 
existing lit-erature left me only with a strong sense of what I did 
not want to do, that ist develop a theoretical Interpretation of 
*ganging' based on 11suboultural" explanation, 'difference* and 
*pathology'. Although I had a powerful but vague sense of the need to 
itell it how it W, based on my preliminary contacts with *gang 
members', a well-articulated research framework for accomplishing this 
was not readily available. 
Indeeds as field work progressed, I became increasingly conscious 
of the need for a *cultural' approach in which the 'material' and 
$symbolic* elements In the boys' lives could be related and explored. 
In factg by the time I began writing up the materialp it had become 
plain that other researchers had experienced similax dissatisfactions 
and had begun to create a number of appro,, ýches (especially 'radical' 
criminology, phonomenalismg and cultural studies) that paralleled my 
as yet vague ideas concerning the complex interrelationship between 
the individual and the *structures' in which he moves. 
Thus, in general termsp there had been a trend in deviancy theory 
away from etiology and 'correction' to a "wider' perspective. Even 
*traditional' criminology. which continued to show a concern with the 
empirical discovery and OvalidationO of factors affecting delinquency 
(not necessarily a bad thing), had become more receptive to the comp- 
lexity of the issues involved. 
However. my increasing interest in the centrality of symbol and 
the complex relationship between 'culture' and material circumstance 
was paralleled by an awareness of the dangers of any attempted 
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synthesis with regard to these emergine theoretical approaches. Im- 
dead, the priority given to material circumstance in Edinburgh and 
Dundee underlined an acceptance that phenomena addressed in'research 
studies vary through time and from place to place. Thus,, a central 
point to be elaborated in the next chapter Is the dialectical and 
continuing relationship between man and the structures in which he 
moves, the material 
, 
conditions of his existence. Any attempt at 
comparison, let alone synthesis, in rendered immediately 'problematic' 
by potentially different underlying *material'/structural conditions. 
What follows In this chapter,, thereforep in not an attempt to 
create a synthesis or even a theoretical approach - that Is reserved 
for a later. more detailed discussion of an 'alternative" view of 
Oculturel. Rather, it is a selective review of the deviance literat- 
ure in which an attempt in made to identify those initial elements 
(i. e. Isuboulturall theory and Its critique) which led to my cautious 
embrace of a 'cultural' perspective and those later developments 
(labelling, *radical' criminology. phenomenalism and cultural studies) 
which have enabled the clarification and justification of ideas that 
arose out of the actual experience of living and working with these 
youngsters in 1971-1973- 
The result In an approach which tries to incorporate the 
strengths found In the broad, structural interests of contemporary 
marxisant approaches and the 'integrity' of those perspectives which 
insist we treat ('appreciate*) the actors as sentient, creative beings. 
In this wayt a 'cultural' explanation can be developed that allows the 
boys to work with the fabric of their material circumstance In order 
ultimately to come to an accommodation with the rules and conventions 
of contemporary society. 
Thus,, the present need Is simply to Illustrate the general Process 
by which I arrived at this *cultural' perspective through a selective 
consideration of the Principal areas of theoretical development in 
deviancy theorisation. The emphasis Is therefore not on 'delinquency' 
or OdeviancyO as suchl the priority throughout will be the $rediscov- 
ery$ of symbolic ('cultural*) structures as a means of adapting to the 
Imatoriall constraints fairly pointed out by loubcultural" theorists 
and fruitfully extended through a sustained critique by their "suoc- 
essors' in the labelling. 'radical", phenomenaUst and 'cultural' 
schools. 
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Howeverg although perspectives having such &ILverse priorities as 
etiology# dynamic class interest and powerg lappreciationIg social 
reactiono and symbolic adaptation through 'style', tell us a great 
deal about the complexity of man's relationship to $structure' and 
the quality and nature of his interaction with otherag they do not# 
ultimately@ give us a view of *cultural that can cope easily with 
the complexity of contemporary society. Their approach tends finally 
to be partial rather than total# with limitations (as In 'radical', 
criminology) often self-imposed. 
Aside therefore from the general purpose of illustrating the 
route by which I arrived at the need for a 'cultural' analysisq a 
parallel intention in this chapter is to suggest the priority of a 
more adequate conceptualization of $cultural than is suggested in 
work that otherwise has in many ways supplementedg encouraged and 
extended theoretical development In this study. However# discussion 
and elaboration of an 'alternative' conceptu%l framework requires the 
increased length of the next chapter to be adequately presented and 
will therefore be 'passed over' in the following pages. 
Finally# a note of caution with regard to the format of the dis- 
cussion$ namely,, the neat separation of the major theoretical areas in- 
to a 'historical* pattern. This# of course, is in the interests of order 
and convenience and should not be taken to imply a belief in a strict 
$evolutionary' process of theoretical progressions with each *theory' 
superseded by a rather more 'complete$ and less 'deficient' approach. 
'Suboulturall Theory. 
It must be stressed that there is no intention to be strictly 
historical. Thusp for the purposes of WB chapterg the base point 
for discussion is taken to be the emergence of Isuboulturall-theory 
(1955ý4966 approximately). 
' Before that timep in the 1930's and 401s. 
the 'Chicago Tradition' of criminology had dominated the field 
with its theories of cultural transmission and culture conflict. 
I. For example seat R. A. Cloward & L, E, Ohlint Delinquency-& Opportunity 
1961 Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
A. K Cohent Delinquent R2Xss Glencoe. M. The Free Press 1955. 
W, B: Millers=wer Class Culture as Generating k1lieu of Gang Delin-- 
quency's J. Social Issues Vol. 14 NO-3 193B PP-5-19. 
2jor example seet C, R, Shaw & MD, MoKays Juvenile DelincluencZ & 
'Urban Areast Wversity of Chicago Press 19-42 (Rev Ed. 1969) 
T. SO-11 ulture Conflict & Crimel N. Y. Social 
; 
c; ience Research 
Council 1938- 
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-'At the prei 3ent time. Isubcultural9 theory would appear to have 
been"lloutmoded' by a whelter of criticism from later thioristsl, In 
particular, Matza and the Iradicall criminoloeistso It has been 
variously described, or more appropriately, 'abused', as 'correct- 
Ionalist". llinited% 'one-sided"t or just biased. Indeed# its very 
base hao'been questioned with a flurry of empirical work designed to 
show, for exampleg that the working classes do not have a monopoly 
of crime and that the problem of delinquency Is therefore more com- 
plex - at least in its class distribution - than is commonly supposed, 
'Howeverg the 'demolition' of the subculturia view as an adequate 
description of delinquency tends to overshadow the impetus given to a 
broader theorisation by this critique of its IdeficienciesO, on a 
general level, the dangers of a search for Iciuses' In terms of the 
lexistent' are now fairly obvious. 
2 
"Traditional theories of deviance are essentially non- 
structural and ahistorical in their mode of anaiyMs's 
By restr g investiga to factors which are 
manipulable within existing structural arrangements 
these theories embrace a correctional perspective, " 
Although the 'Pbzodst' has tended to be dismissive, there has 
been almost a research 'industry' following in the wake of the maJor 
publications of Coheng Cloward and Ohling and Miller, aimed at empir- 
ically testing their hypotheses, in particular, the prevalence of 
lanomie*o "status frustration't and Isuboultural differences' in norms 
and values. The importance of this research lies not in the validation 
or otherwise of the central tenets of Isuboultural"theory,, but in the 
Invariably tentative and confused nature of its conclusionsg for 
examplev Clark and Wenninger. 
3 
"14111er's theory hnw3 received support in that significant 
differences can be found between the focal concerns of 
the lower and middle classes, However#. these differences 
are not great which also tends to support the position of 
Marton and others that values are essentially similar 
throughout the social strata. " 
I. Sees D, Hatzat Delinquenc & Dri t John Wiley & Sms 1964, Orp for 
a rradical" views I. Taylorg P. Walton, J, Youngt The Now CrTm'inol- 
. 
Mt Houtledge & Kegan Paul 1973. 
2. Stephen Spitzers'Towards, a Marxian Theory of Deviance': Social 
Problems June 1973 Vol. 22/5 P. 638. 
3-J. Clark & E. P, Wenningers 'Goal Orientations and Illegal Behaviour 
among Juveniles': Social Forces Vol, 42 1963 P, 49, 
Note. Of course, týese are but a few examples of the critique of 
Isuboulturall theoryo its empirical vali4ation and theoretical 
extension. 
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In shorýt# it proved difficult to demonstrate empirically the 
notion of either a *consensus' or enclosed class cultures with a 
separate value system. Reality has invariably turned out to be. rather 
more complex-than theory has suggested. Againg the idea of a 'commit- 
ment$ to delinquency which flows naturally from the work of Coheng 
Cloward and Ohlin and, to a certain extent# Minere has proved 
extremely difficult to demonstrate in the field with a surfeit of 
studies but little consistency of results. 
Apart, of course, from the wider issues implied above by Spitzer, 
It is in the field that the critique of Osubculturall theory proves 
most useful in two main areas. Firstg there is the real place. of 'del- 
inquency* in the life of the adolescent, with the implied imbalance 
involved in studying a limited area of behaviour (infraction) without 
reference to the totality of social interaction, The result tends to 
be the *isolation' of the delinquent from his cultural context and 
the elevation of action (delinquency) to a social state (the delinq. - 
uent). 
1 
"Current theories of delinquency, because they have main. - 
tained the positivist assumptions of constraint and diff- 
erentiations may explaing though always inadequatelys the 
juvenile's deviance, but at the cost of leaving us bewild. - 
. In other wordsg the working class adolescent is. In realityl, only 
occasionally Idelinquent" and this characteristic can not be used to 
effectively separate him from either his peers or those amongst whom 
he lives. 'Delinquency% In short, is not a life-style but merely 
one element in a broader pattern. 
Matza reinforces this point with the assertion that the 'integ. 
ration' of the *delinquent' into the community Is illustrated by the 
process of 'maturation'. If the 'delinquent' is committed, as Isub- 
cultural' theory impliess then how does one account for the often- 
remarked tendency for him to "grow out of ittl? * 
"Sociological theories .... do no better (than personality theories) in accounting for maturational reform .... the theory of subcultural delinquency ... finds it especially difficult. " 
Early Isuboulturall accounts thus tend6d to minimise 1cu3tUral' 
factorsl in particularo the extension of adolescent cultural form" 
into $maturity', Thusg Wght and Osborneg while denying the influence 
1, D, M3, tza: Delinquency and Driftt op. cit. P-27. 
2. Ibid. P. Vr. ý 
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of mKturation on delinquency. illustrate the continuitZ of cultural 
forms. 1, I 
"Although getting married-did not appear to reduce delin- 
quency, it did effect a reduction in some of. the social 
habits associated with delinquency, notably drinkingp 
seximil promisculty9 prohibited drug, use and time spent 
away, frox homeg but hea! Z smakiniS. agmessive behaviour, 
hostility to Dolice and liability to unamDlovment were 
AAW%W L4MA! =V%AO %, &v 
An alternative interpretation would suggest a *cultural' trans- 
itloftýfrom working class adolescent behaviour to an adult pattern of- 
working class concerns - not adult leriminaUlZI. 'Heavy smoking'. 
"unemployment'. Ohostility to the police' etc*# have often been 
remarked-on as fairly standard features of working class neighbour- 
hoods rather than indicators of Ideviancel, 
I Again, another example of the contlnuiýj of cultural forms is 
provided by Willis in his description of the affinity between the 
cultural 'styles' of the 'lads' (Ocountex%. school cultural) and those 
of the largely unskilled workers they join in the places of work 
('shop floor culture*). 
2 
NqU- #%-P *hgb llvLAO 
ror a certain tana or worK marim triem out xrom zne 
learlolesi, not only in t of school workp but also 
in terms of their expectations. " (My emphasis) 
In their concentration on 'masculine chauvinism' and their 
'attempt to gain informal control of the work process', the 'lads' 
display in work some of the features of-Icounter-school cultural,.. 
Moreoverg as Willis points outs3 
"The distinctive form of language and highly developed 
intimidatory humour of the shopfloor Is also very rea- 
iniscent of counter-school culture. " I 
The suggestion then Is that on one level the critique of 'sub-, 
cultural' theory places the $delinquent' firmly back In his 'culturalt 
re4idrine a more complex and adequate theorisation than an over- 
simplified approach based on infraction and *isolation'. 7he priority 
must be a wider consideration of 'delinquency as one aspect of work- 
ing class life related to adolescence and poor relationships as well 
as to life in the Ineighbourhood' - 'delinquency* is rightfully 
LBJ, Fmightg S, E, Osborne & D. J, Westilarly Marriage and Crimin&1, 
Tendency in MaleEf : Brit. J, - 
Criminology 17 1977 F?. 346-)60. 
2, P, Willist Learning to Labours Saxon Houset 1977 P-97. 
3. Ibid, P, 5.5. 
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reduced to infraction/action from *life style'., ' 
Finally, as won as suggesting - by omission - the 'cultural* 
context of the working class 'delinquent* (the major focus of this 
study). the 'search for differences' undertaken by the Isubaulturall 
theorists and their empirical followers has turned up useful areas 
of empirical priority# in particularg the home, school, and the 
neighbourhood. with Downes 
1 
adding employment and the concept of 
"dissociation' to this list. Skirting the Issue of etiology, the net 
result of developing criticism has been a now emphasis on a "broader' 
perspective$ expressed in an increasing concern with the *cultural* 
location of the 'delinquent'. 
Mtzk and 'Naturalism% 
In continuing the trend towards a Ocultural" rather than a 
Ostructural" view of the 'delinquent'. a dii3cussion in which the very 
concept of delinquency aB 'commitmentlg as a differentiating factor$ 
comes under attackt Matza's work stands out as a significant milestone. 
Brieflyg he centred his attack on Osubculturall theory around the 
crucial Issue of I, appreciationl.? * In this andeavour. he has been 
followed by other writers who have attempted to $tell it how it is'@ 
rather than address the issues of grand theoryl who have attempted to 
show life as it apl)ears to the working class adolescent. 
3 
The importance of Matta's work can be summed up in his insistence 
an bringing the 'delinquent' back into a purposeful. and complex relat- 
Jonship with his anvironmentg a relationship which can vary enormously 
in the degree of control exercised by the individual but never results 
in a total lose of the human quality of "freedom'. 
41 
%,, ft*equently man is wholly adaptive# as if he were just 
organic being. And sometimes, though v-ery rarelyp he is 
wholly reactive* as if a mere object. But mere reactivity 
or adaptation should not be confused with the distinctively 
human condition. They are better seen as an alienation or 
exhaustion of that condition, " 
'The value of his exhortation to 'tell it how it is' is shown in 
the work of researchers such as Gill and Parker5 who attempt to givet 
1,, D, Downes: The Delinquent Solutions Routledge & Kogan Faul 1966. 
2, Sees D, Matzat Becoming Deviants-Prentice-Hall. lbglewood Cliffs 
1969. Also. Delinquency & Drifts op, cit, 
Mor examples J. Parkerl A VIE! From The Boyss Newton Abbotte David 
& Charles 1974/ Owen Gills Luke Street: The bUnMillan Press Ltd,, 1977. 
4. D. M%tzat -Becomillir Deviantl op. cit. P. 92. 5.0p. cit. 
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as-Parker's title indicates, 'A View From The, &YsI. Put anothew Way* 
they-attempt to convey the meaning of delinquency for the'working, 
class adolescent. The priority is $empathy' and 'appreciation' rather 
than etiology and correction. 
1 
"A basic difficulty with a correctional perspective is that 
it systematically interferes with the capacity to empath- 
iso and thus comprehend the subject of inquiry, Only thr- 
ough appreciation can the texture of soc W patterns... 
be understood and analysed. " (Yq emphasis) 
While this seems a useful balance to earlier formulations, the 
creation of the priority of Inaturalism' can imply (if ovaz-amphasised) 
a rejection of constraint$ thus setting up new limitations based on a 
one-sided acceptance of the subject's view of realityl, although it 
is debatable how far this was Matza's intention. 
2 
Howevere of greater immediate interest is his assertion that a 
simple oppositioma view of 'delinquent values' is not adequate, 
3, 
Iculturel cannot be neatly divided up into middle class conventional 
values on the one hand and 'deviant values' on the otherp with infrao. - 
tion deciding to which cluster one adhered, On the contrary@ 
"Conventional culture does not consist simply of ascetic 
puritanism, middle class morality, or the boy scout oath, 
(1t),,, Ls complex and many-sided. " 
Thus# a simple# dichotomio image of society,, as comprising mida 
dle and working class Iculturealt is based-on theoretical IneatnessIg 
rather. than on empirical reality. Such, a division tends to conolusioni 
based on 'difference' and to over-simplify issues ob-that deviance can 
beýseen either as a failure to conform to dominant middle class values 
or as an pAherence to inherently deviant working class values - both 
suggestions passing over the complexity of the interrelationship. 
between 'cultures'. 
In other words# as well as introduring the concept of meaning 
for the adolescent and$ most important$ outlining a purposeful and 
creative relationship between tho individual and his environmente 
Matz& also suggests the necessarily complex interrelationship between 
the 'delinquent* and the IculturO of the society in which he livess 
I. D. Matzai Becoming Deviants op. cit. P. 3.5. 
Wor empirical judgements on Matzal see for examples 
Albert J. Velardes 'Do Delinquents really Drift? 's PP. 23-29 in 
British Journal of Criminology Vol-18 1978. 
ýL Hindelin--g3 'Moral Evaluations of Illegal Behaviour's Social 
Problem 21 PP. 370-383- 
3, D, M%tzatTelinquency -& Drift; op. cit. P-37e 
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the fact that 'delinquency' is a minor element (more 'action') In 
the totali of social behaviouro even for the 'delinquent% A conc- 
entration on infraction. thereforeo can only disguise the detail of 
tfiis-interrelationship between the 'deviant' and his cultural contexte 
which would include 'conventionall as well as 'deviant" values. The 
delinquent' is at least aware of'the 'conventional* imperatives to 
'conforal, hence the need for the 'techniques of neutralisationO 
which play a crucial part in allowing adolescents to 9drift"Into 
delinquencyo diminishing $gullt' through one or the other means e, g. 
condemning the condemnerno denial of the victim etc. 
'The empirical validation of these 'techniques of neutralisation' 
has proved slow in coming with several critics suggesting that they 
are nothing more than loxcusesl put forward after 
, 
arrest to avoid 
punishment. 
' Howevarg as will be seen in the next chaptero in =in.. 
burgh and Dundee,, there was evidence to suggest the practical operat. - 
ion of these 'tochniques* as an attempt to justify action (i. e. in.. 
fraction). Their use at least implied an awareness of an ideal moral. 
ity (or, in Isubculturall terms, middle class'morality). Thuso. gener- 
ally,, it is felt that the main impetus of Hatza's work is towards a 
greater 'appreciation" of the "delinquent' In his 'cultural' context# 
a more realistic appraisal of the limited place of infraction in his 
life and$ most important, the recognition of the. oomplexity of con- 
ventional culturso a $complexity' which demands a more 'sophisticated' 
analysis than is offered by the Isubculturall theoristalneat separat- 
ion of $dominant' and 'deviant$ values. 
labelling Theory 
The priority of 'appreciation' continues in the empirical work 
of the labelling theorists who endeavourg through descriptiong to out- 
line the processes by which individuals come to be defined as Idev- 
iantl, ultimately accept that definition and act on it. Warren and 
johnson. summarize neatly the position of labelling with reswrd to more 
Itraditional" theory. 2 
"With the switch from survey to field methods as the 'most 
appropriate'# the temporal focus of the labelling theorists 
shifts from the Past (etiological concerns), and future 
I. For Examples L. J. Siegelp S. A. Ralthust C. A. Ruppert: $Values and 
Delinquent Youth... *. Ij British Journal of Criminology VOL13 1973 F-243- 
2. C. A. B. Warren & J. M. Johnsoni P. 72 in R. Scott & J. Douglas (Edo, ) 
Theoretical Perspectives on Deviances N. Y. Basic Books 1972* 
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curative concerns) to the present (descriptive concerns). " 
My emphaslis) 
Apart from this insistence on adequate description of the pro.. 
ceases of interaction between the 'deviant' and signIficant others, 
labelling is perhaps most important for Its introduction of the 
concept of social reaction and for its assertion that the fruleal 
themselves form part of the research situation. In this, it corrects 
the failure of earlier work to see that the agencies of control are 
not givenand Immutable. Of course, as in 'Naturalimlo there has 
been a tendency to imbalance in the application of this reciprocal 
relationship between subject and controller In the fieldo sometimes 
resulting in a concentration on OreactionO to the detriment of the 
deviant's creativity and meaningful adaptation to the 'rules". 
' 
In fact# at its worst, especially when seen as a *theory% 
labelling is absurdly limiting and as 'deterministic' as earlier 
theories. 'Radical' criminologists are particularly scathing with re- 
Sard to this over-emphasis on social reaction. 
2 
"The sequential emphasis has been enshrined as a new myth- 
ologyg involving an assumed relationship... between action, 
reaction and amplification In deviant processing. * 
Howevert the rigid and narrow Interpretation of labelling as a 
*theory' tends to overshadow its valuable contribution to the widening 
of the area of empirical investigation. Km Flummer suggests that an 
acceptance of the limited etiological value of this theorisation and 
its recognition as a 'perspective' rather than as a definitive approach 
3 to deviance will, result in a useful extension of empirical work. 
"In summaryp although it is true that to date labelling 
theory has not usually fared won at the hands of emp- 
irical researchers, this is largely due to the narrow 
interpretation given to the theory by the researchers. 
When viewed as an orientating REspective, the approach 
becomes important as suggestive of a wide range of areas 
demanding empirical attack, " (My emphasis) 
Accepting the various recommendations that Olabelling' is merely 
an houristic attempt to uncover the complexity of the relationship 
between the actor and control agencies and that much of the critique 
l. For examplep rest Andrew Scull: Social Control and the Amplification 
of-Deviance: in R. A. Scott & J, Douglas: op, cit, P, 306, 
2.1. Taylor, P. Walton & J, Youngs T-he-New Criminologyt op. cite F*160@ 
3-Ken Plummers Misunderstanding Labelling Ferspectives: F. 118 in 
David Downes & Paul Rook (Eds. )t Deviant Interpretationst Martin 
Robertson 1979. 
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of Its appromoh, gan be attributed to an over-rigidinterpretation of 
the link between action and reaction, there is another area of the 
application of this p(wspective which, although not emphasised by 
labelling theoristsp centres usefully around the use. of reaction as 
*moral statement' on a societal level rather than on, the level of 
the individual or the group. This is a more diffuse ap3LUcation of 
labelling than the processes of definition as 'homosexual'# 1wrijus. 
na smoker' - or IdelinquentIg but novertheleseg its importance as an 
element in the dissemination of 'key images' should not be understated. 
In particular. in periods of uncertainty@ reaction on a societal level 
through the media provides an opportunity for ro-affbýmation of posit. 
ion on *key' issues. (A further, detailed discussion of *key images' 
and their importance to a 'cultural' analysis will be elaborated In 
the next chapter. ) 
In shortt what is the general role of labelling In maintaining 
a 'consensus? ' Howp in fact. does reaction (or assumed reaction) set 
up limits to behaviour? In this regard, labelling theory has much to 
offer in illustrating the subtle ways in which 'moral panics't for 
examplee allow an opportunity for moral statements on confused and 
ambivalento or simply sensitive, issues such as mugging, 
I 
race, soc- 
ial security Iscroungers's and other areas of social concern and 
dilemma. Warren and Johnsong for example, imply this neglected area 
in their critique of labelling sociologists. 
2 
"... labelling sociologists have paid inadequate attention 
to the question of 'core values' or k2Z moral igeanings in 
American society@ and to the empirical relationship be- 
tween deviant Identities, deviant acts, acts of labelling 
and symbolic labelling. " (YW emphasis) 
, In term of this study,, labelling theory needs to assert-its 
concern with more than the relationship between the actor and those, 
-'agencies' defining his behaviour as 'deviant". Theoretical and, 92P- 
irical priority should extend to the diffuse symbolic mechanism of 
9shared images' (of the familyp work. crime, etc. ) as well as to 
individual stigma. (See Chapter 3 for a, discussion of *key images%) 
Thus, Robert Scott suggests a wider view of labelling@ implying 
the need for a 'cultural' approach. He mentions a 'symbolic universe*- 
as in some way protected by reaction. The stigmatization of Ideviantelp- 
I. Sees S. Hall ot al: Policing the Crisis# Mugging. the State 3: law 
and Orders 1978 MacM=i Press Ltd, 
Z. Warren & Johnsons P. 89 in R. Scott & J. Douglass op. cit. 
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as wall as indicating the limits of tolerated behaviour, also, provides 
a-way of forcing meanin& onto the complexity of contemporary Indust- 
rial society. 
"This property ('labelling') is conferred upon an individ- 
ual whenever others detect in his bohaviourl appearancog 
or simply his existence. a significant transgression of 
the boundaries of the symbolic universe by which the in- 
herent disorder of human existence is ; %de to appear ord- 
erly and meanin&W (My emphasis) 
Thus, the attachment of labels involves more than a process of 
reci]! Eocal interaction between the actor and the agencies of controll 
it Indicates also the mechanisms by which an increasingly diversified 
society maintains its 'core values'. Scottq unfcrtunatelyg does not 
go Into detail on this Issue but the concept of a central symbolic 
cluster of 'core values" is of interest to the conceptual framework 
of this study and will be further discussed in the next chapter, 
Againj, Plummer Implies another concern of a $cultural$ approach 
but fails to elaborate. Talking about 'deviance* and the necessity 
for closer consideration of the "rules' themselves# he draws a useful 
distinction between $societal' and Isituationall deviance. 
z 
"While in one sensep societal deviance steers towards 
absolute categories of deviance, situational deviance 
steers ýowards a more relativistic stance. " 
(My emphasis) 
Thus* #societal* deviance involves infraction of norms support- 
ing *core values' e. g. crimes such as murder, rape# child abuse# and 
so on,, which axe univerrally abhorred - there is a moral "consensus' 
on their deviant nature. 'Situational' deviance is more complex and 
takes into consideration the relationship between the "rules" and the 
tsituation' - local adaptations may occur affeatel by circumstance, 
Far example, Plummer suggests that 'homos'. 'queers' ate. are dispar. 
aged on a societal level but,, in a particiilar situationj such as on a 
college campus# they may be tolerated and even gain a certain *accept- 
able' notoriety. 
Againt in the case of this study, there were instances of behav- 
iour$ such as 'fighting' and 'heavy' drinking, condemned on a societal 
level but given a degree of acceptability in the more restricted situ- 
ation of the wcrking class housing estate. In Chapter 4 (The sGangIs 
LR. Scotts P*22 in R, Scott & J, Douglass op. cit. 
2. Ken Plummers 'Plisunderstanding Idbelling Perspectives!: P. 98 - in 
Downes & Rock: Deviant Interpretationst op. cit. 
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A Sciptical View),, there Is a discussion of 'hardness' and Imulness' 
which suggests the Importance of the situation In the definition of 
'acceptable" behaviour. 'Mmdness' (extreme violence) may be condemned 
by the boys but,, in particular situations. especially where It was 
necessary to #win% they were not averse to 'bottling their opponent 
- without crit4clem by their peers. 
In ishort. on this level of the normative interWetation of the 
'rules' and the insights this gives us into the raintenance of 'order' 
and the adaptation to circumstancel labelling 'theory* points in the 
direction of a Iculturail rather than a strictly interactionist pers- 
pectiveg especially with regard to the concept of 'shared images', 
Moreover,, as will be seent IkeyO or Ish; ared' imam-s form a central 
element in the conceptual scheme of culture as comIxising "material' 
and lexpressivel elements. 
, 
"Radical" Criminolou. 
Again, at the risk of appearing to favour a crude 'histori, 
, 
Cal* 
view of the development of deviancy theory, *radical" criminology 
drew much of its initial Impetus from its critique of Isubculturall, 
theory which it asserted to be IdeterministOg Ocorrectionalist'19 and 
absurdly limiting. To su=iarize the benefits of this approach# it 
offered a further extension of the subject matter of deviancy theor- 
isatione bringing in the elements of "power" and Ostructural inequal- 
Ity 
"fiaterialist Criminology must set about the task of seek- 
ing to explain the continuance, the innovation or the abol- 
ition of legal and social norms in terms of the interests 
they support, the functions they serve to particular mater- 
lal arrangements or production in propertied societies, 
realizing that the legal norms in question are inextric- 
ably connected with the developing contradictions in such 
societies. " 
'This attack on the 'traditional,, concerns of criminology was 
accompanied by a parallel critique of the for& of 'positivist' res., 
&arch. It was implied that much of the $blame* for the $consensual# 
view of society lay with sociologistsO obsession with lobjectivitY"t 
which when put Into practice In the field resulted in the researcher 
seeing only what is, not what might be. The 'radicale approach to 
theory must therefore be accompanied by a 'radicaV approach to 
J. J. Taylorg P. Walton & J. Young (Bls. )t Critical Criminology 1973 
Routledge & Kagan Paul P. 56. See Also: The New Criminology& op. cit. 
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method. 
"Radical'social theory and traditional social theory are 
different ... In their form, Rather than necessarily being 
systematically formulated and highly analyticalp radicaL 
social theory tends to be less orderly, more descriptive 
and'highly critical. " 
Uhitever one's qualm about the implication's of a less rigorous 
approach to methodology, *radical' criminology. at least' initiallyl 
seemed to have a lot to offer. In particular, it presented a dpa4q 
view of inequality. class Interest and power lacking in'earlier 
formulations - even In the later theoretical perspective of Ilabell- 
Ing* which at its most general could be stretched only to a consider- 
ation of societal control structures based on reaction. 'Suboulturall 
theory, of courseo described inequality in contemporary society but 
as static structure# without any reference to power or dynamic class 
interest. Its emphasis was on the existent and the adjustment (or 
otheivise) of the individu3.1 to Vat OrealityO. Thust 'mitigating" 
circumstances'(such as poor home, environment'etc. ) could be introduced 
but not in any ASna-mic sense. As a result,, concepts of *deviance$ 
and 'conformity' wero introduced and assigned to the working and 
middle classes rasps-ativelywithout reference to struature as a syS- 
tem of nattewned and continuing Inequality. In short. *difference" 
became the empirical target and occasional infraction became *delinq- 
uency' - with the ultimate result an isolated "deviant" rather than 
an integrated $member" (of a 'community'. of 'society'). 
In contrast, a 'radical' perspective not only told us what in- 
equality (as expressed in housings employments educations police dis- 
crimination. ate. ) but why Inequality, In other wordsg with a 'radic- 
al' view. one could build up a picture of class OinterestIq constantly 
shifting and changingg but always based ultimtely, on celf-Interest 
and the achievement of the most advantageous accommodation to under- 
lying material circumstance. 
The introduction of concepts such as classg material conditions 
and., power can be seen as opening out the area of empirical andthecr- 
etical discussions of moving towards a 'cultural" analysis# as su&, - 
eating the priority of the relationship between the individual and 
structure. However, as 'radicals criminology emerged in practices it 
tended to retreat from this more "open' view of the phenomenon, to 
J, R, Quinneyl 'From Repression to-Liberation... 11: P. 339 in R. A. Scott 
& J. D. Douglasi Theoretical Perspectives on Deviances op. cit. 
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elevECte structure above the individual. to paradoxically deny 'appreo- 
iation'. 
on one level,, the 'Marxist' philosophies underlying thearisation 
in this area tended to shift the focus of interest away from the 
individual Ideviant" towards the Igreater' issues of control# powero 
and interest. Oftru6turesll tended'to boccie the ; rIae target of theory 
rather than the meaning attributed by the individual to inequality in 
contemporary capitalist society. In a sense , while soaking ý to inust- 
rate the full range of inequality and class interest structurel into 
British society# the 'radical' criminologist succeeds in 'back..! 
trackingO on the advances of theorists such as Matza. andg'ultizately,, 
$degrades* the status and creativity of the individual, Thusp the 
IdevihntIv rather than being seen as in some way managing, adapting 
to, or even appropriating# the machinery of repressions is seen as 
a 'cog' in a necessarily 'Marxist' intarpretation. In a sense# the 
meaning he creates out of obvious inequality is ignored as of little 
relevance in the scholastic pursuit of a full description of the pers.. 
isting and structured inequalities in societyg with the and result a 
Itheoraticall Marxism that dismisses the real world of 'concrete soo- 
W problems' as too lindting for its theoretical flights of *grand 
theory" which have more 'worthwhile' ends In sight, 
1 
"Singularly absent from Mirxist eociology.,,,, has been,,, - 
vith few exceptions, ... the detailed study of anything less than the 'societal whole': an $over-socialization' of 
theory as one-sided as the situationism I deplored# for 
bourgeois sociology. " 
This *regressive' tondency to fail to lappreciatel the 'do-dant* 
or his Ideviancelt to'! Lgn=e the meaning of -the existent in favour of 
the pursuit of the ideal -a classless Society - 1ý%a led to the 
degradation of an that iz3,1 in favour of ithat rdMt be, or-even$ should 
156. Our present repression in of little interest oxcept insofar as it 
suggests our future liberation. Putting this point perhaps a little 
too strongly, the developmmt of 'radical" criminology on occasion 
seems too close to a 'political' drusado for empirical comfort. 
2 
"To think critically and radically to-day is to be revolut- 
ionary. To do otherwise is to side with oppression, Our 
1*Pater Worsleys'The Helfication. of Marxismt Rejoinder to IAzar"t 
SoCiOlOMLY01.9 NO-3 Sept- 1975 P-499. 
2. P. Quinney-t _IELme Control in Capitalist Soclaty4 i JP* 200 in Taylor# 
Walton & Young: Critical CriminologYt op. cit. ' 
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understanding of the legal order and our actions in 
relation to it must be to remove that op; ressl6n. to 
be, & force in liberation. " 
From another point of viewe the declared goals of "radical' 
criminology lead to a replication of the limitations -of earlier dev- 
iancy theorimation. -Whereas intervening theoretical developnentag 
based to a large extent on a critique of 'positivist"criminologyl had 
wwvi an increasing concern with the interrelationshipbetween the 
'deviant' and his material constraints and with the complexity of his 
interaction with control agenciseg the now *dogma" threatens to shat- 
ter this heuristic progression in favour of a neatq tidy, but partial 
view of the. worldg to shut down the boundaries of theoretical discuss- 
ion in a way no less limiting than the 'positivist' concentration on 
the existente 
"The most dalwassing accompaniment of-Ahis form of praxis 
is the foreclosure it threatens on theorisingý***eFtaxis 
brings the wheal of consensus full circle$ back to an 
unproblematio view of the world, " 
The point is really that# although the interest in a lzoader 
conceptual ftamework and# in particularg in the patterned and endur- 
ing inequalities in contemporary industrial society. is extremely - 
valuable and deviancy theorisation would be totally inadequate with- 
out an adequate view of IcUsals "power% and linterestIg the bresAth. 
of the concerns of the Itadicall theorUts. tends towardA a Icaricat- 
urel of the wdstent. The real domPlexity of class relationst of the 
indiiidual's adaptation to his 'class' and the broader societyp is 
somehow passed over as irrelevaait to A greater purpose. Stanley Cohen 
sums up the vacillation of the *radical' approach to the *deviant* 
"Already apparent in these stances (critical Hu-xist crim- 
inologies) was the vacillation between the iaage of the. 
deviant as mismnaged victim and the deviant as Cultural 
hero - imges. e. later correctly identified as associated 
with 'laissez-faire' liberalism and a more fun-blown 
ideological rom"an-ffelcm. " 
In shorto $radical' criminology can tell us a great deal about 
the structure of capitalist society. In particularp it insists quite 
rightly that an adequate description of deviance must include the 
I. D. Dmeel 11raxis stakes perfect's PP. 8/9 in D, Downes & P, Rook 
(Eds. )s Deviant Interffe LOnSI-Op. Cit. 
2., Stan3ey Coheni- 'GuUte JusUce knd Tolerance... Is Ps 19 in D, 
Downes & P, Rocks Deviant Interpretationst op. Cit. 
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social context of inequality and not accept a one-sided 'pathologio- 
all view of infraction. Butt this valuable injection of class as a 
dynamic relation is in turn limited by a failure to attempt any 
sustained explanation of the means by which the 'repressed' manage 
to. survive in a repressing society. In particularg in contemporary 
British society. Istabilityl and a seeming 'consensus' pose ýa con- 
tinuing, difficulty for the Marxist who must -resort to'concepts such 
as'Ifalse consciousness' or 'lack of consciousnessO to explain away 
the absence of revolution, There is little emphasis an an elaboration 
of the dialectical relationship (largely symbolic) between the indiv- 
idual and the 'repressing' structures in which he aunt move andg 
indeedg survive 
'But perhaps this neglect is not surprising when one considers the 
emphasis placed an theory rather than an empirical observation by the 
fradicall criminologist. It is perhaps inevitable that the Individual 
should somehow be forgotten in the more Wessing, search for IstructuroO 
and 'interest% with earlier theorists dismissed as peddlers-ofg at 
worst, 9conservatism* and* at best, *liberal mystification'. 
"But the whole weight of r6conceptualisation tends to be 
thrown on gglanatcry levels of theory. as distinct from 
observational levels, As a resultg the most critical 
issues left unresolved by the problemshifts of the 60's 
remain unexplored - even short-circuited. * (My emphasis) 
It must be remembered# of coursep again cautioning the dangers 
of suggesting an illusory evolutionaxy process# that Isuboulturall 
theories of deviance were largely rebutted by their failure to sit, 
easily with empirical experience of the 'deviant'. The discovery of 
the complexity of individual adaptation to material circumstance and 
the problematic nature of any simple 9consensuall view of society 
led to a broader view of the Ideviant' and his relationship to wider 
social'structures. Hero nowe It is sutZestedt there is a do facto 
retreat. from empirical/observational work to the more Ointeresting" 
and dramatic (but potentially misleading) area of grand theory* 
2 
"In less than a decade, it (the now sociology of deviance) 
seems to have shifted firmly from being an gMRWoal 
exercise to become a p=e3, y speculative one. " 
I. David Dmness Iftaise, & Fmformance in British CriminologY's 
British Journal of Sociology Vol. 29 No. 4 Dec. 178 P. 496. 
2. Mwell Atkinsont 'Extended Reviewt Versiont; of -Deviance's Sociological Review N. S. 22,1974 P. 623. 
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b1timatelyt the failings of OradicalO crimlnoloýy parallel those 
of Olabelling"in that, as theoretically developedg, It tends to be- 
cons increasingly unreal when viewed from the side of the 'deviant% 
Quite simply# If it is to avoid the dual trap of 'commitment" and 
IdogmaO,, it must regain its heuristic and exploratory status as an 
attempt to shed further light an the dynamic role of 'olass' In 
industrial society and on the relations of 'power' which attucture 
underlying material conditions. 
In shortj although some 91*xxists' may feel that recent theor- 
etical developments have done-much to restore Western Mrxism to the 
can" of'the stage,, this theoretical proliferation and expansion 
has been achieved at the expense of practical Involvement,, In a 
senset the trend has been away from the empirical to the theoretical, 
with some gmve implications. As Woreley succintly points out@ real 
'achievement$ has been $quite modest. 9.1 
a "I. L rixatlyg there are huge areas of society to the study of 
which the contribution of Marxism in my view has been 
practically invisible. ort where it has been attempted# 
, has been unconvincingi notably,, the analysis of *super- 
structi=11 fields .... secondly, the absence ... *, of a 
convincing and elaborated R=Ist psychology relating 
individual bethaviour to the general model of societyl 
thirdlyp the Inadequacy of Marxist theory concerning the 
relationship between the state and societyl ando fourthly# 
the abomee of anything like an adequate conceptualizat- 
Me priority then should be a return to "appreciation'# to the 
eapirioal explanation of the mechanisms by which diversity'and struo- 
tured inequality are Imana I# both by the society and ýX the indiv- 
iduals to give at least an lappeammoe" of stability, In partioularg 
the wmboliq means by which Irepmesion' and class "interest" are 
maintained within a total "consensus' must be a tar&t for eApirical 
demwiption rather than dismissed as-of no concern and subordinate to 
a, greater ideal - the classless society. 
2 
"... the wwoflexive attribution of rationality to all 
forms of deviance could lead to a denial of any oonsen- 
sual reality in the external world. * 
Deviance is a key issue in 'stability' and must be Imanaged* 
I. P, Woreleys op. cit. 
P4, LIW 
0 
Z. Btanley Cohens 'Guilt# Justice & Tolerance... Ol P. 27 in Downes 
Rocks Deviant Interpretationsi op, cit, 
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b6th'by society-and by the Individual' *deviant'. 'It'is not enough 
to dismiss it as the inevitable product of differential material 
conditions and class interest, It may well be andit may disappear 
with the Utopia of a classless society but, really,, such an approach 
tells us very little about *deviance' or the Ideviant'. or anything 
come'to that. In short, how'does the Individual come to terms with 
inequality and power? How does he create meaning out of deprivation? 
The answer. It is suggested, lies in a *cultural' analysis based on 
the interrelationship between structure and the individual. 9'rather 
than a one-sided emphasis on one or the other. 
Phenomenalism. 
In a sensel this viewpoint is the antithesis of the selký; confid- 
ent assertion of the 'radical* theorist., The amphasis'here is on 
'manageability", on deliberately limiting the wilder flights of theorý- 
isation and empirical work. 'Real' progress can only be made gradually 
.. by limiting objectives so as to maintain an adequate'view of the 
phenomenon whichg of course, "radical' criminology tends to let sup 
through neglect. 
' 
"What was abandoned was discipline and a modesty of aim. 
The now criminology is not seated in a commerce with the 
phenomenal world. It strains towards the absolute and a 
rampant Idealism. " 
Although the result has sometimes been work of great complexity 
andL Otortuous' logiog the importance of this approach must not be 
underestimated. As Rock suggestog 
2 the ethnographer faces a crucial 
and continuing procedural dilemma which ultimately can affect the 
validity and general applicability of his work. In short, he must 
come to terms with the programmatic tension between phenomenalism 
(naturalistic reproduction - atelling it how it really Is') and 
essentialism (depicting fundamental social processes), The suggestion 
is that the latter can often lead to a distortion of the former andp 
ultimately, to the inadequacies noted above in the work of the 'rad- 
icalO criminologists. One solution to this dilem io to arrive at a 
view of structure through People0s ethnographically provided ideas 
of Ito though the obvious point to be made is that It Is difficult 
to avoid completely the sociologist9a 9naturall tendency towards 
I. Faul Rockt'The Sociology of Crime! tP. 71 in Downes & RocktReviant 
Interpretationst op, cit, 
2jhul Rocks-1-Phenomenalism and Essentialism in the Study of Deviancylt 
Sociology 1973 Vol. 7 No, 1 PP9 17-29, 
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categorisation and order 'Infecting' his ethnography. 
A parallel, but opposite# difficulty is the pursuit of a 
"naturalistic' interpretation to absurdity - refusing to set targets 
or interpret In any way - resulting ultimately in a description 
perfect In detailo but saying nothing of consequence. While the dang- 
ers of structural analysis are ably pointed out by the phenomenalistp 
this is not of much comfort to the researcher committed to a more 
complex empirical targetp as in this study. For example, Ig=gIng, 
described in these terms would not be ap; ropriate to an elaboration 
of the 'cultural' processes at work through this phenomenon -a 
wider analysis Is required. 
It is perhaps the rigidity of the discipline that the phenomen- 
alist imposes on himself that renders this approach less than univer- 
sally accepted - or attractive. However# the suggestion of the dangers 
of 'essentialism' is useful as also is the emphasis placed on lappreoý- 
iation' and "empathetio understanding'. In other wordsp unravelling 
the meaning attributed by the deviant to his deviance. 
1 
"It is only by appreciating the interior world of the 
deviant and his sigrxificant others that patterns of 
action and belief can be understood. Without appreciationj 
the deviant becomes a mechanical and simplified automaton 
who is ruled by forces over which he has no control. " 
Phenomenalism then provides a useful balance to the wider$ less 
disciplined view of the 'radical' criminologist. It brings the ult- 
imately individual nature of man's accommodation to his material and 
social environment back into focus. Dbreovor, in its detailed app. 
roach,, it points out the complexity of that relationship and the folly 
of collapsing complexity too readily into explanatory 'theory'. 
On the other handl phenomenalism tends to underplay the wider 
Iculturall processes in favour of a more carefully controlled ethnog- 
raphy and this may be interpreted as a deficiency in the sense that 
rigid adherence to this tenet would tend to stifle more 'ambitious' 
exploratory and heuristic work, While it is not intended to suggest 
that the ethnography and analysis presented in this study of 'ganging' 
are a major contribution to a loulturall perspective, it would be 
difficult to carry out even its limited purpose without hazarding 
the dangers of *essentialism. The value of phenomenalism theni at 
I. Paul Rock: *Phenomenalism and Essentia3lsml: op. cit. P. 23. 
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least with regard -to. thisatudy, is'partial and concerned with'the 
reassertion of the priority of *appreciation' and the potential 
distortions of a structural analysis. 
Cultural Studies. 
I 
Of the areas of thought briefly and selectively discussed in 
this chapter, this comes nearest to the conceptual framework outlined 
in this study. In fact, several of the central concepts introduced 
by the Birmingham group are taken up and developed in a view of 
*culture'. With this in mind. detailed discussion of this approach 
and,, in particular, 'style' as an explanatory tool, will be taken up 
in the next chapter and In chapter six ('Gymbolism'). 
However, several points must be made before moving on to the 
elaboration of an alternative view of 'culture'. In particular, 
Downes suggests in his brief critique of British Criminology 
2 that 
contemporary cultural studies can be regirded, along with the 'new 
or critical criminologists* and the social historianst as 'Marxist 
approaches'. This Is indeed the case in that there Is a common tend- 
ency to elaborate a dynamic 'class' interpretation of social "problems' 
rather than suggest an analysis which trivialises 'class' as descrip. 
tive and static *status hierarchy". 
Howeverg aside from this, the differing approaches have little in 
common, with cultural studies adopting an heuristic and exploratory 
approach to social issues and 'deviance' based on cultural adaptation 
rather than on a one-sided structural analysis -a concern with co*- 
crate social 'probleas' rather than with the wider 'structural, 
flights of theoretical'fancy sometimes associated with a $Mrxiste' 
view, Thuag in its work on 'youth cultures%3 the Centre has given 
us many Insights into the complex relationship between the working 
class adolescent and his material circumstance. 'StyleO Is introduceds 
though not without limitations (to be discussed later),, as an attemPt 
to outline the meaningful adaptations worked out by some sections Of 
the working class population to material deprivations or 'contradict- 
4 
ions* . 
I. For insight into this perspectiveg see Stencilled Goo, Papersi 
Centre for Contemporary Cult. Studies: See Bibliography., 
24, 'Downest'Promise and Performance in British Crininology$: British 
Journal of Sociol2g Vol. 29 Ko. 4 Dec-178 PF. 483-. 502. 
3. S. Hall & T. JUfferson: Resistance through Rituals: Hutchinson 1976. 
4. C. Critchers Football since the Wars A Study in Social Change and 
Popular Culture:. CCCS Steno. 00c. Paper 2 P, 13, 
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"The fusion of the Iskinhead' phenomenon and Ifootball 
hooliganism* may have provided a moment when some of 
those relationships became oleari how football appeared 
as an element alongside other cultural experiencesi 
housing redevelopment and the break-up of the traditional 
neighbourhoodg frustrated expectations in education and 
employment, the commerciallsation of leisurev the 'threat' 
posed by immigration. " 
Although parallel "Marxist' approaches have attempted to theor- 
etically outline the operation of inequality and clasm interest in a 
dynamic fashions the Birmingham *school* deals more li=qtAcally' 
with 'concretes issuesq introducing the concept of ImeaningIg the 
ways in which sections of the community adapt to particular 'repress- 
ions' and Ideprivations'. The focus of their concern is not merely 
the description of differential circumstance but also the mechanisms 
by which this material circumstance can be appropriated and, In a 
senses 'transcended' by the IvictimsO of 'contradiction'. 
Moreovers, as well as dealing with the adaptation and mediation 
of particular material circumstances the Cultural Studies *school* 
significantly raintroducesg as a central element. the priority of 
I symbolt in contemporary British societyp a concept that had tended 
to disappear under the structural interests of other *radical" views. 
In this respect,, their theoretical approach to 'capitAlist" society 
can be said to be Oculturall rather than merely 'structural'. Indeedt 
the adaptations suggested as emerging in response to 'contradiction' 
are largely symbolic$ challenging the existent without ultimately 
tl=eatening its destruction. Although there in a tendency in the work 
of the Centre to "romanticise* the traditional. working class 'commurr. 
ityl and to overplay Its destructions without looking at the possib- 
JUty that a more useful Interpretation may lie in-: Cuture patterns of 
Ocommunitylo the importance of this elevation of the symbolic to the 
centre of the stage cannot be overestimated, Similarlyg the suggestion 
of a class experience of material circumstance is essential to restore 
some element of creativity, purposo and 'meaning' to the repressed 
classes -a necessary correction to the move away from $appreciations 
of other 'radical' theorists. 
However, to avoid repetition, it is not intended to offer a sys- 
tematic critiquo of cultural studies at this times since later chap- 
ters deal extensively with its approach to ssymbol* andt especially@ 
letylel. Nevertheless, one area of deficiency might be thats although 
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'cultural is suggested as a dynamic concept with symbolic adaptations 
1", 
operating to defuse 'contradictions% often-in unexpected ways, 
there is a reluctance to extend this tentative stop forward to a 
more total view of *cultural as an interrelationship'between atruct- 
uxe# symbolio adaptation and symbolic 'consensus' or, in the term of 
this paper. as 'material' and lexiWessivel culture in a dialectical 
interrelationship with material circumstance. The complexity of symp- 
bol in contemporary British society is left unexplored with the notal>- 
le exception of ! style' as a limited capacity to createmeaning out 
of disadvantage. 
Nevertheless$ despite its 'Marxist' overtones and a tendency to 
equate 'cultural with "class's cultural studies represents a genuine 
step forward In deviancy theory. It would seen in principle more 
adequate than a concentration on any single element# e. g. infractions 
social reactions structural Inequality# class Interests and so on, 
which tend to lead to a partial view of the subject. In other words, 
'delinquency' ist taken literallye *action' that must be located in a 
context - cultural studies suggests this context, 41areovers the 
description it offers is not static and contemporary but dynamic and 
historical, The result is a dynamic view of 'culture' related to 
material circumstances a "perspective* that accords rather more read- 
ily with an empirical Impression of a diverse and changing reality than 
other more static representations of deviancy, It is this 'perspective' 
which will be used as the 'springboard" to the Interpretation of 
'culture' suggested in the next chapter. 
Conclusion. 
As suggested at the beginning of this chapters the priority has 
been to illustrate the pwocess by which I arrived at the need for a 
OculturalO rather than any other type of analysis. However, a parallel 
purpose has been the suggestion that$ although existing theory offers 
much of substance, with re&u*d to a view of 'culture' It has proved 
ultimately either deficient or partial. Thus. the intention of the 
next chapter is to develop the twin elements of Istructural interest' 
and individual 'appreciation' into a view of 'cultural as comprising 
Imateriall and 'expressive' elements in an interrelationship with 
I. Ses for examplel P. Willies Learning to labours op. cit. for an 
excellent account of the adaptation of working class 11, ads' to 
the inequities of the educational system. 
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material circumstance. 
Put another way, the symbolic nature of 'ganging' and the attempt 
to develop an adequate conceptual ft-amework f6r the complex# continu- 
ing and dialectical relationship botween the Isymbolic' and the 
'material' are not approached as an exercise in any particular theor- 
etical perspective, Ratherg if the meaning of 'ganging' is to be 
adequately captured$ a real attempt must be made to elaborate an 
alternative Oculturall perspective which allows dascription in a mam- 
er not ultimately resulting in either 'phenomenalism' or 'essential- 
Ism' but striking a balance between thd two. 
In short, the priority is to present a thooretical outline that 
is based firmly on the boys" attempts to 'make sense$ of the world 
M=e live in, to act creatively and purposefully in the material and 
social environment of the working class housing areas described earl- 
ier. It is this urgent sense of 'appreciation' that required the de- 
tailed description of the areas, the 'material circumstance, and 
now equally demands an interpretation of "culturel that takes both 
*structure' and the boys' 'creativity$ Into account, 
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CHAPTER THREE. 
A VIEW OF CULTURE. 
The previous chapter has implied the need for a 'cultural' ex- 
planation of deviancy in general and 'ganging' in particular. A brief 
discussion of some of the major theoretical perspectives has suggested 
an often truncated view of the deviant and his relationship to the 
society in which he lives. In fact, on occasion, it becomes difficult 
to visualize him as a creative. purposeful 'member' of society. It 
Is much easier - and t1dier - to try and isolate him in some way. 
either through a description of differentiating factors or. as in the 
case of *radical' criminologists, by passing him over in favour of a 
@structural' explanation. 
However. the *delinquent% Ideviant'g or 'gang member' cannot be 
treated or described in terms of his *label* alonel he must be located 
in a social context that allows a more complete description of his 
relationship to others and to the structures of society. In this res- 
pect9 the inadequacy of much theorisation is shown up most vividly. In 
fact, it has become almost a *standard' statement in deviancy research 
(particularly in the study of Idelinquency9) for the field worker to 
comment on the lordinariness' of the subjects, on the limited effects 
of infraction on their *integration'. 
' 
"The reseaxcher looking for the 'delinquent subculture' has 
a shockl it is a little disconcerting to find that the vast 
majority of things that are said to him and the vast maj- 
ority of events that he witnesses are entirely 'convention- 
al' in terms of the wider community. " 
it is the intention of this chapter to take as a starting poiýt 
for the discussion and extension of the concept of *culture' an emp- 
irical view of the 'ordinariness' and 'integration' of the subjects of 
this study. While It is accepted that the numbers involved are small 
and the research relationship with individmls was very uneven so that 
some contacts were literally personal friendag while others were met 
infrequently and In limited situationsp this finding of 'integration' 
Is essential to a *cultural* explanation. No great value Is attached 
t6these findings except Insofar as they constitute a starting point 
for a more adequate theorization regarding the complexity of the 
#mechanisms' through which the individual is 'attached' to society. 
1.0wen Gills Luke Streets The MalMlan Press Ltd. 1977 s P-93. 
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IIIiLdsl or ýDeviantsl 
-- 
An Empirical Dilemma. 
. -This section 
does not intend to suggest a 'conventional bind' or 
'intogmtion! into some wider structures 'reality' is far too complex 
for such OVer-simplified conolusions, Rather it is intended toýouta 
line various indicators of a relationship with Osociety* based'not 
on tdeviancyl but on 'conventional' standards of behaviour. The: lads 
are pait of that amorphous structurep contemporary British society# 
af6cting it and affected by it, not "deviants' wrapped up in a coc- 
con of deprivation. 
Thus, alth6ugh some evidence was found of what appeared to to 
Isubeulturall valuese such as an excessive willingness to use violence, 
this covered a deeper pattern of the justification of deviance in 
'conventionaV terms. Pat. suporficiallyl, expressed an extreme of 
distance from *middle-class" standards, taking great delight In Out. ' 
lining his various Imisdeeds'19 with no suggestion of guilt. but he 
wab the exception. Moreover, like the other boys, most of his behav. 
iour remained indistinguishable from that of his pears tLnd of others 
in'the circles in which he moved. His long 'record', including police 
assaUlt and a massive spree of 'Joyriding' involving 33 cars over a- 
period of two years, did not separate him from others. In faotg it 
gave him a certain local notoriety in which he revelled. Of course, 
I had no occasion to see his reaction immediately after an offense - 
wheng for example# confronted by the representatives of authority 
(the police and the courts) - he may well have been more contrite. in 
that situation. 
A major category of incidents were those reSarded as *stupid' or 
'reckless'. There were several occasions during research when I had 
the opportunity to question lads after a particularly 11rowdy' night 
out which had ended in arrest and/or injury. Invariably,. they, would 
put their $irrational' behaviour down to $stupidity' or 'drink'. F= 
example, Paul Martin sustained rather severe cuts through falling 
against a glass window, He did not see this as "rowdyism' or 'vandal- 
ism" - he was too 'steaming' to know what he was doing, In other words# 
he was drunk. 
"I got fined 970 fur jumpin' thru. a gless windae when1I 
was steaming ...... I dinnao set cot tae got intae troubles I Jost gia Oct tae 
hal a guld time an' it happens - fuckin' madg man. " 
Again, Pat Many, who had a long history of offenceso had to 
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resort, to a similar tactid when trying to explain away his almost 
'suicidal' act of stealing a car at a time when he was already due to 
stand-trial for a similar offences 
"I dinnae ken what came o'er me. I-was steamin' an' I seen 
this car an' I took it. I must has been awf mal held. " 
Of courses it is likely that this suggestion of 'irrationality' 
was due to my pressing them for 'explanations' of their behaviour. In 
this situation. they could do little but dissociate their 'real' 
selves from the event. However, the interesting point is that by pos- 
iting 'lack of sense'g 'drink' etc,, as an excuse, they were in fact 
demonstrating their awareness of the fact that no explanation they 
could offer would make their actions comprehensible in terms of 
$conventional moraliU. 1 
A similar 'mechanism' operated with regard to behaviour by others 
which stretches even a 'loose' interpretation of morality too far. For 
example, Phil had a part-time job as a barman in an Edinburgh Hotel 
and used his position to Provoke fights. With his brotheral this *un- 
reasonable' behaviour soon resulted in his being classified as 'mad'. 
In facts when I first met him, although with some trepidation because 
of his reputations he appeared very ordinary and reasonable# justify- 
Ing his rather direct approach to 'troublemakers' quite logically. 
"I start off arguln% but it gets ye naewhere so often 
I end up batterin' them. " 
The interesting point is that the'term'Imadman" Is itself an 
Indicator of InormalityO. It anows the subject to declare 'off-limits' 
behaviour which he himself deems unreasonable and also to clarify his 
own Inormalityll its very use implies a 'conventional bind'. an accep- 
tance of the distinction between a *madman' (outsider) and "self' 
(a Imemberl of society) - it sets up moral limits. 
Statements of 'Irrationality* and assertions of 'madness' then 
are not in themselves evidence of a 'separation' from *conventional 
morality9l they may merely be reactions to presumed criticism which# 
because the boys are rational and at least'aware of wider values# must 
be forestalled. The assertion of this paper'is that, if a contrary in- 
terpretation is put forwards based on 'pathologyl as the dominant patt- 
ern, it becomes very difficult to explain the predominance of lordin- 
aryO behaviour and the occasional 
, 
nature of infraction. On the other 
haffd, an *integrated delinquentl ME behave irrationally on occasioi-, -, 
as we all do. without having to suffer the label of 'sociopath'. The 
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boys self-attribution of Istupid% 'mad% *senseless' behaviour in- 
dioates their acceptance of some kind of Imorality's or *core values'. ' 
rather than their total deviance. I- 
7he subjects in Elinburgh and Dundee conformed to a pattern of 
lordinariness' in a variety of ways, 7heir occasional Odelinquent' 
escapades and the even more occasional IIpLng battle'-did not prevent 
them fý= moving around the schoolsp sh6pog pubs and clubs in a usually 
unexceptional manner. For most of the time@ there was little to indio- 
ate their participation in anything other than 'normaV life on a 
housing estate. On occasiono they were anti-sooial and violentp att- 
aoking a rival without any regard for 'accepted' rules of fair playp 
but for most of the dayo the Igang member' was impossible to distin- 
guish from his more 'conventionall pears. Talk was usually of foot- 
ballp girls. local 'happenings' on the estatep or the difficulties at 
school and work. The Inormall preoccupations of working class adoles- 
cents were far more in evidence than their more 'deviant' interests* 
The point being made is not that the "deviant' is Ilike other kids" 
as Matza suggests,, l but that he is other kids. Thus Mel# although he 
had been involved in numerous incidents ando in fact, at the time of 
research had only just come out of prison, was@ in his relationships 
and leisure pursuits. no different to the other boys in Harrytown. 
He had the usuU "boring' jobo spent a great deal of his spare time in 
the local 'publp and shared the common interests of women# football - 
and drink. Between themo they occupied most of his time. occasionallyo 
he had too much to drink and then became rather aggTessIve, resulting, 
twice, in police assault. However. these incidents, while not insig- 
nificanto were of marginal importance in terms of the *totality* of 
his behaviour which# while not exemplary, was remarkably 'conformist'. 
Indeedo like many of the boys, especially when not surrounded by 
their peerso he was initially most anxious to convey an air of Iresp- 
ectabilityO. In facto it was common to have to spend some time when 
making contact with new informants breaking down these barriers to 
'open' discussion. Johnnyp for exampleg was very wary of admitting any 
involvement In the 1Y. B. T. 10 although he was aware that I knew of sev- 
eral incidents in which he had been involved. 
"Do you know of the 'Y, B. T. '?, *,,, ** 
Johnnys "Aye# but I dinnae gae roond wil them. '" 
1. D. Matzat Delinquency-and Drift: op, cit. P. Z6. 
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. Similarly,, his brother, Danny, also denied point-blank any in--' 
volvementp in spite of it being common knowledge that he had been 
*jumped' and severely beaten by a couple of boys from a rival 'team' 
only the previous week. If nothing else. this 'concealment' of 'dev- 
iant', behaviour indicates an awareness that It is $non-conformist' in 
relation to the dominant moral and leeal norms of societyg hence the 
need to, avoid detection. I 
ý. Indeed, the available data suggests that even those most involved 
in, violence and rule-breaking were capable of the full range of social 
behaviour. Thus. 'Rogeylo one of the key figures in the self-styled 
'Tongslg often chose to stay out of trouble in an exemplary way, 
"A stran a group of boys were at the door (of the Coffee 
Bar) talking to 'Bogey'. One of them was flourishing an 
evil-looking knife .... they left a few minutes later and- I asked him what they wanted, He repliedt 
'They wanted me tae gae doon the toon wie them, but I 
wouldnae gae because I didnae want tas be lifted. I'm 
better awf up here. '" 
On other occasions, he would be in the 'thick' of any fight# 
without hesitating to think about the consequences. For example# at 
the time, & proposed trip to Aberdeen was cancelled because the Bus 
Company refused to take any teenagers from Jute Hill, the reaction of 
the Ogang members" at the Coffee ýBar, especially lRogeyOg was initially 
violent. 
"'Bogey' leapt with both feet at the kitchen door* screazingg 
'let me at him$ - i. e. the writer, " 
Howeverp the same group, having been dissuaded from wreaking PhYS- 
tcal retribution on mynelfg decided to phone the Press about this 
'injustice' and became elaborately over-conformist. 
"Roby" ('Leader' of the 'Tongs) and his girl friend set 
the pace by washing the dishes and swooping the floor... 
'Bogey* (who shortly before had confronted mo). eocame inio 
the Bar boasting that he had stopped Roddy and Burkle 
fighting OPakisl' round the corner. lie handed me a pen- 
knife, saying that he didn't want to got 'lifted'. " 
There were many other examples of 'conformist' behaviour and the 
acceptance - or at least awareness - of 'conventionalg values even 
atongst those most involved in $gang' behaviour., Thuse 'Roby* stopped 
"Bogey' and Roddy from Istickin' the heid' on a resident who had quite 
justifiably "stormed' into the Bar to protest about egang' slogans 
engraved on his car .I leave the boy alone I was his order. On the other 
hand, there were many fights and incidents which came out of no-where 
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with little apparent rational foundation or justification. e. g. throw- 
Ing bricks through windows for the 'hell of it's damaging cars for a. 
*giggle". But to focus on these incidents to the exclusion of the un- 
exceptional and 'integrated" behaviour that seemed to prevail for 
much, of the time$ certainly for the vast majority of the occasions of 
my contact with the subjects, would have been to invert 'reality'. 
The lade were usually seen In a context furthest removed from social 
control (on the streets) and yet even here 'deviance" was tho except- 
ion rather than the rule, Immeasurably more time was spent 11copping 
up walls and 'chatting' thin was spent terrorising the neighbourhood. 
of courses al. 1 this does not mean that the boys were Identical in 
their orientations to IS3. ngingO or to societal values. It has already 
been pointed out that individuals must come to an individual accommod- 
ation with their material circumstance and in both Edinburgh and Dun- 
dee there were particular difficulties of environment and personal 
background that had to be faced by each 
, 
of the subjects. For example. 
thoughýconsiderable emphasis was placed on Obravery's *looking after 
your matesle 'no grassingO. and so ong the position taken up by each 
boy with regard to these *norms' was affected to some extent by Pers- 
onal cirounstance and inclination. 
, on another levels many of the 'priorities* of the boys, suchas 
the above, and alsoo 'being able to take care of yourself1p the imp- 
ortance of 1wit's'and so on, could be seen not as loubculturall but as 
variations on *traditional* working class values. Thuso the boYS were 
often seen by their fathers as Olittle devils* and their exploits 
regarded with some parmissiveneds,, as long as the neighbours did not 
complain or the police did not come to the door, In facts the fathers 
I spoke to admitted In confidence that-they too were once I& bit wild'. 
The lads were to some extent seen as 'sowing their wild oatss a nat- 
ural stage of life which they would soon have to 'grow out of1l not 
always a pleasant p=ospoot according to some fathdrs who saw their 
youth as a period of 'freedom" gone forever. 
However, If all this in trw and to a large degree the boys were 
aware of 'conventional" morality and, moreover, were largely integrat- 
od into the neighbourhobdp then how did they Iman go' their deviance. 
Certainlys, it is no intention of this chapter to undiorstate the number 
and degree of their infraotional to many of the local residents, and 
certainly to the polices the lads were a "running sore' that could 
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never quite be 'cured' -'mainly' because as one set of youngsters grew 
I up$ another took theirplace. The question that must be asked then is 
- if the subjects axe 'integrated' in some way, then how do they 'man- 
age' the potential strain between their *deviance' and their 'conform- 
ity 
In the course of the researchg a rreat deal of information was 
gathered on this subject which tends to support the general principle 
of Ineutralisation't as suggested by Mtza. 
I The value of these 
'techniques' its that they are rooted in an acceptance (however vague) 
of a general$ overriding laorality'. Vven a reduction of their theor- 
etical value to the level of *excuse' does not deny the indication of 
an 'awareness' of a 'controlling' value system. 
2 
"Ordinary delinquents evaluate (delinquency) in terms of 
Ordinary conventions. He excuses himself, " (My emphasis) 
Whilo empirical proof of this hypothesis has been slow in coming93 
impressive evidence of the operation of these Itochniques" was found 
In Edinburgh and Dundee, Tn fact, most subjects questionned after in- 
cidents tended to use one or other of. the basic ItechniqueBI suggested 
by Matza - denial of responsibility, denial of the victime extenuiating 
circumstancesg condemnation of the condemnews and higher loyalties. Of 
coursel in the fields the differences were less clear-cut and there was 
greater cliversityl but the principle of lexcuses99 rather thmn 'alien- 
ation', did seem to apply. 
For example. the Imitigating' effects of alcohol were often Put 
forward - 'I was steaming' or 'I was paralytic', This view was usually 
supported by comments such as, 91 wouldnae daeAt if I was sober - ye 
ken that, I 
"Pat, already up for trial for "taking and driving awaY% 
left a hotel 'steaming' and took a scooter, Butp the 
scooter did not even work and the 'polis' caught him 
pushing it home. 
This seemed remarkably stupid and Flat conceded thist 
91 didnae ken where I was, I was paralytic. '" 
The same boy put drink forward as the reason for a lot Of 
l. D. Nhtza & G. M. Sykes: ' Techniques of Neutralisation'.: Amerie= Soc_"' 
iological Review Vol. 22 No. 6 Dec. 1957 PP. 664-70- 
2, D, Platzat Delinquency & Drifts op, cit, P, 42, 
3-For examples L. J. Siegel# S. A. Ralthus, C, A. RUPPett:, Values & 
Delinquent Youth'sBritish Journal of Criminologys Vol-13 1973 
P. 243. 
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*trouble's thus-giving goneral, credibility to a particular excuse. 
"There's some boys whal cannae take their drink - after 
a few bevies, they'll battle wil anyone. " 
'Condemning the condemners' was a rather more Isubtlel excuses 
requiring greater Imagination. The boy would usually got very angry 
and attempt to erase his guilt by pointing out the unreasonable att. 
itude of the complainants concentrating on an implied 'injustice'. 
"Mike and his friend were walking down the street trying 
car doors, An 'hysterical old cowl reported this to the 
Police and they were Ilifted'. They claimed she completely 
'distorted' the incident, although they admitted trying 
the door handles. " 
In rather differont circumstances, 'Muff* was accused, as a 
result of information receivedg of stealing records from the Coffee 
Bar. He completely ignored the basic issue and swore vengeance on the 
IgrassO. 
"Thl. l me) whal it is an$ I'll got the fuckinI truth oot 
ol him. It must hal been one ol those fuckin' Tongs. " 
Other examplese thou& conforming; to the general pattern,, were 
rather confusing and difficult to ci-tegorise. In one inistancet Jimmy 
admitted he was In the wrong initially. but then justified his later 
a assion In terms of his victimIn reaction. 
"(Jimmy) "I was in the pub an' I sterted chattin' up this 
bird .... I didnae ken she was wil a laddie an' he wasnae too pleased. Anyway, it all sorted oot when I ken't she 
was will a laddie. 
When I'd finished drinkingo I walked oot the bar an' saw 
her again wil her man an' his mates. I gil her a whistle 
an' he sterted callin' me all the bastards under the sun. * 
I wasnae gonna tak' him on mah ain so I got some o' the 
boys an' walked past him - he didnae my a word. ' (Writer) 'You admit you were in the wrong chatting her up, 
so why did you do thatV 
(Jimmy) 'But he had nae right callin" me,. I couldnae 
stand fer that. '" 
Another interesting tactics an adaptation of 'fatalism's involved 
absolving oneself from *blame' by lZedictina *trouble' - of courses 
this meant that, when It came along, one had no option but to got in- 
volved. That was the theory# but in practices one was able to provoke 
confrontations because they were inevitable anyway.. For examples 
Stuart preparing us for trouble on the Aberdeen trip. 
"We wouldnae stert any trouble but the Aberdeen boys will. 
We dinnae look fer battleso but if welre jumpeds we have 
tae defend oorsels. " 
Of courses since most of the boys' infractions centrod around 
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fighting and rowdyism, Ah6ir, lexouses' for violence were the most 
numerous# following the general line of 'self-defencd% It'Was Intei- 
eating that'n6'subject condoned Isenseless", violence. that1s. attacks 
without reason - this was-the province of the 'madman'. Of course, this 
does not mean that many, of the incidents observed did not appear 
'senseless' to *outsiders' - they did. ' 
'Muffs gmined considerable fame in the local Press for assault- 
Ing a police officer In a *riot' in Dundee city'centre. However, he 
was quite adaxmt that he was the victims since his injuries were 
the more seriou3. 
"... he claims that he was more injured than the victim 
(the policeman)rhe had to have eight stitches put in'the 
back of his head - the 'polls' hit him with a truncheon - 
'there was nae need fer that. " 
Jim Smith. on the other hands who had injured a policeman in the 
same incident by hitting him over the head with two bottles, was quite 
clear that his action was 'Justified% 
"What would ye dae if some boy Jumped on yer back - you'd 
bottle them! How was I tas ken he was polls? " 
This need for 'self-defence* is made greater by the fact that, 
if you do not look after your own interests, no-one else will* Tony 
pointed this out when explaining why he and some friends had got into 
a fight at a Ballroom, instead of getting help from the Police. 
"I asked the polls ootside for help after Vd been battered 
but they tell't me tae got lost. The bouncers wouldnas 
help either, so I got tone ol the boys anO we leathered 
the bastards. " 
Paul garrison. in his study of-soccer violence. discovered the 




"Though you must always retaliateýto insult or attacks 
in theory you never start It yourselft 'We'll be nice and 
quiett but if they come over here, we'll fuckin' murder 
them. '" 
-PhI19 mentioned previously as a Ima4man', operates on the ass- 
umption that self-defence works best if you Mt in first. Thust al- 
though he may strike the first blowe-he is really defending himself' 
against an *anticipated' attack. In'eesence,, thla is nothing more, than 
an extension of the more 'conventional" image of 'self-defence% 
- "I can spot those people wh&9 are goin* tae sULrt 
I. Faul Harrison: 'Soccer's Tribal Watrals New society 5/9/74 Vol. 29 
P. 603. 
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somethin' an' I get them first. " 
Again, although he admits that he did get into 'battles" when he 
was with the 1Y. B. T. 1, there was always a reason. This 'logic' did 
not apply to other Igings'. 
"**. the Jungle was a real gang - they gae cot on buses 
together tae stert battles, " 
One*s action is alwaya seen as 'reasonable: whereas the actions 
of others are easily classified as irrational, simply because social 
distance makes them appear so, 
In Dundee,, it was interesting that both the 'Huns' and the 'Ton gal 
in the final clashes before the closure of the Coffee Bar, used Oself- 
defence* as the 'excuse* for their behaviour. They 'read* the incid- 
ents in such a way as to present themselves as on the defensive - 
they selected an order of events that fitted this pattern. 
"'Bogey' (1Tongs'): '**. they were after Burklep I had nae 
choice but tae help him. ' 
#14uff 9 ('11unal) i 'Rogey challenged us; he said hold bring 
his squad up tonight, so we've got tae be ready. '" 
Thus, although on occasions behaviour did seem "senseless'. the 
actors were always ready to justify it, even If only to opt out by 
claiming that they were "drunk% It may be that the presence of the 
researcher forced this upon them but, even if this were so# the imp- 
lication remains that they were at least aware of a pattern of 'domin- 
ant', overriding values. Moreover,, it was interesting thats especially 
in Dundeeq much time was spent arguing with each other over the 
'rights' and 'wrongs' of their respective positions. In shortt there 
was very little evidence of a distinctive Isuboulturall approach to 
'morality% rather an attempt to subvert its influence. 
Of course# it Is not enough to suggest that the lade contacted 
were aware in some way yet to be explained of 'conventional' norms 
and values and that for much of the time their behaviour was not Idev- 
iant' but 'ordinary* and 'integrated". If only in terms-, of the local 
Ocommunity". Certainly, they did not stand out and were not treated as 
"different's 'hooligins', or 'deviants'. by the local Population# 
though,, of courset there were many comments from older people about 
the decline of 'young people to-day'. It is also necessary to point 
out thatq just as the lads were part of the local 'community" and also 
the wider society (at least in terms of an awareness of a 'dominant 
morality'), they were also integrated into the general pattern of 
peer relationships and teenage $culture' both in'the area and in the 
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c ty as a whole. As'well as being involved with 'ganging' and infract- 
iofiý. the boys were adolescent and subject to the pressures (personal" 
and commercial) of teenage 'culture" (interpreted loosely as the 
pursuit of excitement and 'kicks'), Itself based on 'entertainment' 
rather than *cultural separation'. 
Whereas some researchers 
1 have seen the withdrawal of adolesc- 
ents from the adult world into peer relationships as a factor in 
Idelinquency'. that in not the main concern of this paper. The priority 
is rather with demonstrating that the subjects were concerned with 
being *adolescent" in the contemporary sense of fashion, music and 
entertainment, rather than with being isolated in a world of deviance' 
and 9gang' violence. As Downes suggests, 
2 the teenage population has 
certain 'leisure goals' - loosely described as 'teenage culture* 
which form priorities for their leisure-time. 
"(Leisure goals are) .... meant to subsume b6th 'subterranean 
values' - the search for excitements the pursuit of aggress.. 
ion - and certain leisure aspirations and expectations ref- 
lected in and perpetuated by teenage culture - sophistic- 
ation (clothes, wit), smartness. *exploit'. 'kicks'. 
Achievement in some or all of these areas might be said 
to constitute 'success' in leisure for adolescents*" 
(Ily emphasis) 
7his statement is useful in that it states clearly the priorities 
of the adolescent in terms of leisure aspirations. The teenage pop- 
ulation generally is affected by a desire to be *in' rather than *outs. 
to be linnovativel rather than *conformist' and the subjects of this 
study were no exception. 'Funi was centred around expenditure and new 
experience. An adequate supply of money was criticals as Paul Martin 
suggested when talking about the disadvantages of being unemployed 
he became a social isolate. 
"I sit at hame an' watch telly.... therets nothin' else tae 
dae. Ye cannae gae oot wil yer mates because ye've nae cash. 
lassies will nae gae oot wil ye if yelve nae money. " 
Tony Denton, who took home about 930 each weeks spent-it all on 
drink and entertainment. 
"Ild be bored stupid without money. I still havenae got 
enough fer real fun. " 
The teenagers at the Coffee Bar would sit around looking bored 
and 'vacant' until a new record was brought out or something 'exciting' 
happened. 7hey always appeared to be waiting for $interest's for 
I. For examples sees H. J. Farkers op. cit, P. 60. 
2. D. Downes: 7he Delinquent Solution: op. cit. P. 248. 
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'action'. For examplep the arrival of a current 1skinheMdI group's 
latest record was greeted with grýat excitement and attempts to grab 
it out of my hands. However@ after about an hour or so# apathy 
returned - anticipation did not quite match, up to the *reality'. 
Any attempt to separate out the Ideviants"from, their law- 
abiding peers is impractical and leads to distortions precisely be- 
cause there is this common submergence in $teenage culture* as an imp- 
erative to the pursuit of $fun' and 'kicks', True, the rule-breaker 
may be under special constraint3 which he must mediate, but he is also 
an adolescent with all the attendant problems of that status. Perhaps 
he pursues 'fun' a little harderl takes it to oxtremesl but that is a 
problem of degreee not difterence in kind. 
In shortp most Juvenile delinquents, leaving aside the 'patholog-' 
ical" fringe. are adolescents who sometimes offend, Even james Fatrick's 
'sociopaths' in CaaBgOW were subject to the usual insecurities of 
relations with the opposite sex. 
1 
"Tim was at pains to convince me that 99'emmies' had no need 
of Ibirds on the game', because all the best looking girls 
flocked around gang leaders, " 
These adolescent tensions were very obvious In Dundepp where any 
type of social occasion was accompanied by hoavy drinking to overcome 
shyness, Dancing was especially feared by the boyn because of the great 
likelihood of looking 'ungainly' on the dance floor. 
"Jacko was quite adamant - 'I cannae dance without a bovy'. 
Apparently# the boys got the oldest to buy a 'carry-out' 
and they drink it on the street corner before going into 
the dance-hall. " 
There was a general fear of social failure, of not Ikeepin" yer 
end up$$ of 'looking daft% which made drink a necessity for 'real' 
funs the drowning of insecurities. For exampleg Sandy illustrAted, the 
importance of drink in the ideal sequence of events for a 'great" 
Saturday night out. 
"A guld night means money in yer pocketg gettin' pissed 
an' then gettin' yer end away. " 
In short# it is often forgotten that 9g&ng boys' cc 'delinquents'. 
exist in the context of adolescence - whether they like it or notgthey 
'will 
grow a. The boys axe certainly aware of this and see their behav-- 
iour as transitorye as apprgPdate to a certain age group. Thus* alth-' 
ough it may be Ifun't Ivery . 
(including the apparently "co Zne mmittedo) 
I. James Fatrickt A Masgow Gang Obseryods op. cit. P. 109. 
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must 'grow up'. 7his point has been repeatedly made in field studies,, 
not least by Wilmott. Stan Cohen significantly singles out this find- 
Ing for comment. 
1 
"The most striking finding was that the boys were very 
much members of their community. The withdrawal in early 
adolescence into the male peer group is not total and is 
a ELase succeeded naturally by courtship. marriage. and - the rejoinin of mixed-age society as adults.... " 
(My emphasisý 
Even Patrick concedes that the 'Young Team' has to grow upt 
although he ignores the contradiction between the teenage tsoclopath' 
and the adult husband and father - presumably Isociopathology, like 
'delinquency'. Is also something that one 'grows out of'. 
2 
"On being asked why so few boys over twenty remained in the 
Fleet, Tim replieds $They used tae be in-it, but they've 
screwed the nu t"" (Yq emphasis) 
In Edinburgh# Bat, who had $settled downle was quite derisory 
about his past behaviour when he Iran aroond wil the Y#B. T. 1 
"Ah was a wee laddie - stupid. We all used. tae dae itg but no the now. " 
This feeling that 'running around wil gangs' is acceptable be- 
haviour only as part of 'growing up' is emphasised by the contempt that 
Is shown for those few older boys who continue to 'play wil the wee 
laddies', For example, Phil freely admitted his past participation 
in group violence, but he now had 'better' things to do. Howevert 
Johnny Bennett@ once a friend, was still actively involved in the 
1Y. B. T, 9, behaviour whicki led Phil to avoid his company. 
"Johnny used tag hang aboot wil Adrian an' me, but now I 
couldnae gas up tag him an' ask him tag gae for a bevy. 
He's jest stood stInt hanging aboot wil the Y. B. T. at 
his age - man, it9s degrading. * 
H. J. Parker found a similýr progression in Roundhouse@ Most boys 
eventually give up 'delinquency". Those who do not are not regarded 
3 
with 'respect% 
"The other boys perhaps have the key when they role-type 
such individuals as ImadIp 'never learns'. 'Just wants 
sympathy', " 
On the other hand, in the current research, there was little 
evidence of those boys mont involved In 'ganging" inverting this 
outside view and claiming justification for their behaviour on the 
1. S. Cohent'Critical Notice of P. Wilmotti Adolescent Boys of East 
London: ': P. 224 in British Journal'of Criminoloar Vol-7 1967. 
2. James Patricks op. cit. F. W. 
3. H. J. Parker: op. cit. P. 192. 
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grounds of their youth. Immature status-did not appeax to be claimed 
as a more general excuse. After allj such a claim would have clashed 
with their interpretation of themselves as 'real menlIg independent 
and self-determining. 
Thusp for most of the boys# Idelinquencyl and"Sanging' did not 
involve a separation from the usud-l pattern of adolescent concern with 
leisure and now experience. Though their particular priority may have 
been an adaptation such us 'ganging'. involving occasional Idelinq- 
uency"g they remained 'integrated' into the general pattern of pear 
group relationships in the areas and also susceptible to tho 'pressur- 
esO and 'demands* of a wider 'teenage culture', As 41lu tod above# 
the most vivid examples of the adolescent nature of the enterprise are- 
provided by those boys who refuse to 'grow up', who continue to 'run 
aboot wil the wee laddies'. Their penalty is to fall out of step'with 
the general patterns of d6velopment - they are themselves labelled 
as 'wee laddies' and are 'cut off I from their peers. Ultimately@ 
everyone knows that the 'game" is-for adolescents only - for those who' 
fail to see its transitory and temporary nature# it changesp becomes 
more Iserious'. Indeed# it may then become 'commitment'* 
Of course, this should not be taken as a dismissal of teenage 
adaptations as "meaningless's on the contraxyl they reveal much about 
the state of society. But. their heuristic value diminishes if their 
essentially adolescent and temporary nature is forgottent if their 
place in a greater pattern of 'integration" is omitted or passed over. 
In this context,, another aspect of leisure-time behaviour among 
working class adolescents often remarked-on is the centrality of the 
111aff'. 1 Thus# trivial rule-breaking is often 'fungi it can relieve 
boredom and make you feel 'great", Seenin this way, it becomes 'real' 
and $meaningful'. Peter Matsh saw this quite cleaxly and suggests that 
this explanation is appropriate to many 'disruptive' acts that seem 
laimless'. 
". their object Is not to create damage or disruption in 
ii; elf (but for) 'fun", " (e, g. taking things and putting 
them back. ) 
This type of behaviour was very common among the subjects of 
this study. For example, in the Coffee Bar@ I used to got baited con. - 
stantly and had to develop the technique of ignoring the culprit# ihus 
1. See for examples P. Willis: Isw=ing to Labour: OP. Cit* 
2. P. Marshi 'Careers for Boyss Nutters Hooli5M and Hardeasesli 
New Society 13/5/76 Vol. 36 PP. 346-348o 
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destroying the "Same'. lOggiel, having been successfully igtiored, 
presented me with an ash-trayg sayingi 
"Youtre a no bad ladq so I'll gil ye yer ash-tray back. " 
Other examples of similarly *aimless' behaviour might includet 
"I had to go outside the Bar to take a chair off one boy 
who was throwing it about in the street........ seseeoes Another boy was walking around the Barg carrying a chair 
leg and wearing my crash 
I had to restrain one customer who wanted to impale Mr. 
Morgan against the wan with the only serviceable dart. ". 
on a more serious level, but for much the same reasons, Charlie had 
his own system of "shopping'. 
"We used tae gas oot shoppinl* We gradually changed oor 
clathes in each shop until we ended up wV a whole now 
outfit - magic! " 
However, leisure based essentially on the pursuit of pleasure 
and new experience is potentially boringi the escape from routine be- 
comes increasingly difficult. Billy, in a fit of depressiong revealea 
just how bad things were - even sex had lost Its attraction, 
"Let's face itl once yelve been thrul onel yelve been thrul 
them an. 
The build-up to an outing or just to 'Saturday Night' was always 
more exciting than the event itself, which rarely lived up to expect- 
ations. For examplep a projected trip to Aberdeen became the focal 
point for all conversation. 
"Several of the boysl Muff,, Bogey and co. g told me what they 
were going to do in Aberdeeng most of it too horrific for 
words ..... They were going to got 'steaming', $smash up' a few places# get some girls..... * 
But, when the trip was cancelled, they simply lost Interest# 
switching to other topics,, such as their last escapade, Greatest ex- 
citement was generated when an incident occasionally reached the Fress 
or, very rarelyo television. Gerry's greatest triumph was as followas 
"We were on Police Can (a, police information programs) 
once. They appealed for information aboot the stealin* o* 
cars in this area. He an" Billy even pinched cars fra" 
ootside the Flats in broad daylight. " 
When it was pointed out to him that he had been 'sent awayl for 
these offences# he said$ knowinglys 
"Ye should ha" seen the things they didnae catch me fer. " 
Ofteng a boy would do something which inevitably meant that he 
would be caught and he would justify it by saying, 'I did it fer a 
laugh". Terry provides a good example. 
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"I was. at a Party wil a mats Rul wO left steamin'le WO took 
a Rover 2000 that was ootside an' went for a ride. But# 
when we'brought it back& the polis were waltin' - WO got 
lifted. We only did it for a laugh# agmethin' tae dae. " 
. 
Jimmy embarked on a similar adventuret with equally predictable 
results. (He crashed and was eventually arrested. ) 
"I was cot fer a bevy an' met this boy. We left the Bar 
an$ got intae a car an' drove off, (Why? ),,, He was gaint 
tae gil as drivin' lessons but he couldnas drive either 
- that-was magic. " 
Thero were many other examples of attempts to transform the mon- 
otony of the streot corner into a less oppres siveg more 'light-heart- 
ed' experience. In factq it is common for field workers to remark on. 
the ability of working class adolescents to ro-work a potentially 
boring work and leisure context in a creative and 9amu ing' manner, 
For example# Downes suggests the priority of the 'Job context' ILS - 
a factor in leisure time "excitement', though he does not suggest the 
ra-U81 csntxa3. itY Of 'wit' and 'repartee' in the work situationg as PM- - 
a deflection of monotony. 
2. Cr8ativitY is to be found in both work and 
leisure. 
"Feasibly$ the more debasing his job context and the, more 
dissociated he feels from work, the more the lower working 
class scorner boy* tries to recoup in leisure something of 
the freedom$ achievements autonomy and excitement he is 
denied in work. " 
Perhaps significantly# as is revealed in Chapter Oneg a large 
number of the subjects had been unemployed at some time during the 
study. Moreoverp even when they were in work# they attached very little 
Importance to the work situation except as a means of financing their 
leisure time exploits, Certainly, the type of job they hold down was 
usually manual and/or mechanistic,, for example, on a production line 
in a factory or as a shop assistant or unsk ill ed labourer. The boys 
who did appear to have some preference for a particular type of work 
did so In terms of being lootsidel, In the open air, rather than in 
terms of job content, For example, Billy's view of Inavvying' on a 
building site. 
"Orh. it gets a wee bit cauld In the winter but I like It. 
(Why? ) 
.... Ye got aýguid laugh wi* the boysi it's better'n 
I. For example sees J. B. Myss Growing D in*the Citys University of 
Liverpool Press 1954/ Paul Lerman: 'IndIvidu&I Valuest Peer Values 
& Suboultural Delinquencylt American Sociological Review Vol-33 
1968 P. 233* 
2*D, Downess The DelinQuent Solutions op. cit, P. 243* 
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sittin' in a factory or a shop. Ijaebody pushes ye aroond. " 
The prime movers of 'violence'@ with, the exception of 'Mufflo 
who was himself more the exception than the-rules conformed to a p%tt- 
ern of extreme job mobilityp sometimes, to the extent of blurring the 
boundary between employment and, unemployment - they sometimes seemed 
to never leave the stage of either 'Jost starting' or @Jost jackin' 
in' a job. The idea of holding down a job for a reasonable period 
never emerged in practice. 
Thus$ tentatively,, it-would seea that the subjects did provide, 
some evidence that the absence of., satisfaction and interest in work 
makes the leisure context more important as a means of developing and 
protecting one's Udentity$, Wis perhaps no accident that the-sub- 
jects, who Vera generally immersed in-the sypibolio structure of the 
'gang'. itself anýattempt to invest leisure with meaningi, had little, - 
interest in work as either an immediate satisfaction or as a stop 
towards a 'career', 
A Street Corner 'Happening% 
It has been suggested that on several levels thelads seemed to 
be involved not in a Isuboulturall, distinct relationship to the local 
community and society as a whole# but rather In some kind of laccon. - 
modativell, 'integrative' intermeshing with wider structures, Certainly, 
in no way could they be taken as 'isolated' and Ideviantlo concerned 
only with elaborating a 'gang-based' re-working of existing relation- 
ships. Howeverip one further point must be made with regard to the 
working class adolescent in general and the subjects of this, study In 
particular. namely# the location of much of their leisure time - on 
the 'streets'. If there were to be any *action'. it Is here that it 
would have to take Place rather than in the distant - and expensive - 
areas of commercial entertainment based largelyAn the city centres. 
The ironic contrast beti4een the leisure aspirations of working 
class adolescents (heavily influenced by the advertising media) and 
the monotonous reality of the 'street corner' has of course been point- 
ed out by several researchers. 
1 Indeede H, J, Awker suggestsý- 
a positive correlation In Roundhouse between those 
youngsters who are always playing out and later hanging 
around and their level of delinquency. " 
l. See for examplet P, Wilmotts Adolescent Boys of East London; London 
1966 P. 54. / Owen G13-1& Lulke-Street: op. cit. 
2, H. J, Paxkert A View from the Boyst op. cit, P. 37. 
go. 
However# perhape'this is overplaying the significance of 'hang.. 
ing about" and underplaying Its common occurrence in areas with large 
concentrations of working class fazillies. Certainly, it has already 
been pointed out in Chapter One that it was almost $traditional' for 
the streets th be appropriated# first by younger children for play 
and then by their older brothers(and sisters) for 'hanging aboutlo 
'having a laugh wil the boys'. 
In factt tho boys contacted in Winburgh and Dundee spent very 
little tima at homa. Indeadl many seemed to have a'definite antipathy 
towards the very idea of 'stayW in". This did not necess=rily imply 
a dislike of their parents, or of their home situition, but rather a 
recognition of the element of control that parents wield, One can 
never have 'real fun' at home simply becausb it Is homo. Comments 
such as *if my parents found oot, I'd be deldlo were quite common after 
a 'delinquent' incident. tven parents who would bo defined by middle 
class matrons as 'weak' were possessed with at least an image of 
'control'. 
Thust excitement and 'kioks' must be sought outside the homej on 
the "streets'. or In some other direction,, f= examplet commercial 
entertainment. However@ this is also limited (as indicated in Chapter 
One) with the tendency to centralise entertainment in city centre 
discos and dance halls. further emphasising the Importance of the 
#street corner' - any 'happeningO will almost certainly have to be a 
$street corner happonihg'. Of course& in Dundee,, even these central 
facilities were out-of-&ite and inadequate, Increasing tho reliance on 
the 'streets' for excitement. 
It has already been suggested that the working class adolescent 
lays great emphasis on the achievement of *satisfaction* in leisuret 
on 'having a good time'. This places him In a position of some strain 
when the opportunities open to hta are limited. An allied fact,, often 
overlooked# is that his expectations are hight he tends to denierate 
existing facilities even, when they appear to be adequate. 
Thus,, after an initially favourable roception from the teenagers 
in Jute HMj the Coffee Bar waned in 'mass* popularity as its limit- 
ations were exposed. Criticism became frequent and wide-ranging. 
"There's nothin' tae dae except play recordso.. The eirls 
look like L%ddiesl they all wear troosers... It was nae 
bad when it stertedo but now It's boring. " 
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Talk began to shift back to Imurderin9, the-FleatIg Igettin' 
staned"t or 'gettin' yer end away'. Significantlyg damage began to 
increaseg records and canteen stock were stoleal the teenagers moved 
from inside the Bar to outsidel they used it an a base for seeking 
new'excitement. This boredom with a local facility reflected a gen- 
eral feeling that 'Dundee was deld'. Paul fUrtin pointed out that 
the shortage of entertainment went hand-in-hand with a purge on under- 
itge drinking$ so that even the Opubel were denied them. 
"It's terrible in Dundeei there's only the Chalet In 
Broughty Ferry for dancin' .... *Pubs are O. K. but there's, 
a lot wil Over-211a Only signs - that's because ol 
under-age drinkin" an-T-Tightin', " 
The Warden of a large Community Contra conceded this point, 
further suggesting that the situation was particularly bad for the' 
14-16yr. oldso who had particular difficulty In getting, served in 
'pubs'. This general point Is made in my field diary. 1 
"So ... teenagers exist in a gulf in Dundeeq a, gulf aggrav- 
ated by high unemployment .... also Community Contras have 
a social educational function whichg to a large degree, 
precludes them from alleviating the situation by putting 
on more 'pure$ entertainment. " 
Howeverg this Image of poor facilities, of 'kids on the streetsle 
can be taken too far and obscure the complexities of. adolescent exPeo- 
tations, 7hus@ Edinburgh too was almost universally classified as 
Ideldl by the infcrmntsg although there were a number of dance halls 
and modern 'discos'. Indeed. two boys had just returned from L, 0ndOn 
and their opinion was that even that city was decidedly Ideid'. 
It is true that the 14-16yr. oldsq who seemed most involved in 
$group deviancelp did exist in a particular social vacu= as far as 
commercial facilities were concerned - most 'discos" aimed at the 
over-181s. Indeedo in Dundee# there was only one dance hall genuinely 
open to the under-21's. On the other hand# those older boys who did 
go to IdiscosO were uaimpressed and declared them to be OrubbishO. 
The situation was not clear-cut but it seemed that entertainment 
was expensive and sparso for those In mid-adolescence. At the same 
time* expectations were high and most placess such as the Coffee Bar,, 
failed to *measure-up'. This left only the Istreets' and most certain- 
ky meant that the ; rressures to 'have fun$ were denied easy fulfilment 
and boredom was the constant enemy. The general mood was one of rest- 
lessness# of waiting for something to "happen*$ and it is In this 
context that rule-breaking and the symbolic re-working of the existent 
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must be seen. Thus trivial incidents - 6, lookq a push - wqre Often 
interpreted as insults and action takenj sometimes out of all prop- 
ortion to the original loffenoel. 
Indeed# maw fights referred. to an 'senseless' could be seen as 
immediate# unplanned rcaction to events. When Tommy saldg OThere is- 
nae time tae stop an" think19 he might be right - in theýcontext of 
disposing of time ! on ths streetalp it is possible to react to part- 
icular situations almost spontanedusly, This need not-imply lirration- 
alltyl or 'pathology' but merely a release, albeit tomporaryg from 
the ever-prepent Ocontradiction' betweewthe leisure goals generally 
held by adolescents - "teenage cultural - and, In partioularl by 
working class adoleacentso, and. the Irealityl of the street-cornero 
ýPwever@ having sketched an empirical finding of 'integration' 
and laccommodationIq initially into. the local loommunity's but also 
into a wider social contextq loosely referred to as contemporary 
33ritish society# it is now neceesary to relate this finding to a 
view of the concept of 'cultural, After outlining some deficiencies 
in current theorisation in this areag it is hoped that a wider view of 
'-culture* and# in particularg of nymbolic structures, can be developed 
that will allow &-, description of 'ganging' that, can take into account 
the 'normality' of the subJects as well as the 'reality' of their 
'deprivations*-and their Ideviancet. 
lCulture'.. 'Class' and Contemporary Socie! j, 
While it has been suggested that the lower class adolescento 
although mediating particular social and leisure constraints$ is 
Oint egr ated* into contemporary British society in some wayo the details 
of-this process have not been elaborated. The reason, for this is a 
belief that the concept of *cultural-is too, complex to be, adequately 
discussed in tandem with empirical description. 
' However# a, theoret- 
ical loverviewl of the concept in now necessary. 
I. Note. For an Mustration (now. of course,, somewhat outdated) of 
tre extent of the term's use seat AL, Kroeber and 0, Kluckhohni 
Culturet A Critical Review of Concepts and Deflnitions, t Cambridgep 
Surveying the term's definitions under headings (descriptive@ histor- 
ical, =mativet psychologicalg structural, genetio)o they found 164 
definitions - not counting the various statements about culture that 
must run into thousands. 
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Before beginning this discussions certain points with regard to 
its general format, need to be clearly stated., In particularg It should 
be stressed that the Mrxist vs, Functionalist debate Is used as an 
heuristic devices as an attempt to lay the basis for the view of 
Oculturel to be presented in the next sections itself dependent on 
developing the central and crucial issue of a co-existent unity and 
diversity in contemporary British society, It is not suggested that 
all 'Marxists' present identical viewas equallyo all 'Functionalists' 
can not be subsumed under a single heading. Again# it is accepted- 
that there are manyq such as ftrkino 
1 
who produce arguments whichp 
although they focus a great deal of attention on struotuxeg as do 
'Marxists's owe more to Weber than to Marx in term of basic Ideas 
they have tried to establishq for example$ when and how 'societal' 
values are involveds stressing situationals negotiated sets of 
values# beliefs and practices, 
In a senses thenj the debate might be presented interms of three. ' 
rather than two camps (including the Ineo-Weberianele e. ge Parking as 
well as the Marxists and Functionalists). Howeverp the following 
discussion is not definitivet but illustrative. 7he concern is merely 
to suggest the cultural priority to be developed in the conceptual 
framework of a 'material/expressive' dialectic. AZaing at the risk of 
presenting caricatures of 'Harxism' -and 'Functionalism9p it should be 
stressed that I am not alming my discussion at BEtioular 'Marxists' 
or 'Functionalists's nor am I interested in the *advanced' Function- 
alists or Marxists as opposed to their more 'determinists and lose 
theoretically 'subtle' follows, The discussion is general and intend- 
ed to be so since the purpose Is not the theoretical validation of 
either Marxism or Functionalism (or Ineo-Weberianisal,, come to that. ) 
but the illustration of the theoretical priority of this chapter - 
a concern best developed through the opposition of fhrxism and Amc- 
tionalism. 
Having outlined these provisoso the task is perhaps best summed 
up by Abner Cohen (although his interest is less than impartial) in his 
1. For Example, 
Frank lparkint Claas Inequality and Pblitical OrdOrl LOndOns PaIsAin 
1972. 




description of Oculturel as a 6relatiVe term*# with basically *sep- 
arate' groups pulled together by a lpoliticaV structure - the prob- 
lematic of a co-existent unity and diversik*l 
"In a simple society with simple technology and little 
division of labour there can be said to be one homog- 
eneous culture. But once a society develops beyond this 
elementary stagep different groupso each with its own 
culture or sub-culture will emerge., Whether suchaa 
society will now be described as homogeneous or hetero-i 
geneous in its culture will depend on the social unit$ 
the political grouping that one takes as one's universe 
of reference. i,, ...... #, j A culture is thus a relative term. its identity beinj 
defined by a corparate Interest group. " (Yq emphasis 
Such a view of 'cultural clashes Ath the mare 11traditionall 
definitions which omit any mbntion of "classlg, of relationships of 
domination and subordination, of Oexplbitati6n'. Their concern is 
with society as a 'functional' unity and 'cultural as an expression 
of this IfactIO2 as the means*of perpetuating society as a 'consensus'. 
To point UP this contrast$ pewhaps uafairly, Tylor's definition, 3 
single-minded in its conviction, can be contrasted with Cohen's 
Ivagueness"s 
"(Culture is) .... that complex whole which includes know- ledge# beliefg axt, morals, lawg custom and any other 
capabilities and Wits acquired by man as a member of 
s0cieýZ. "(kly emphasis) 
However, while it might be suggested that pubh a definition is 
itself 'primitivelp functionalism is 'committed' to the concept of 
interrelating structuress to an "integrationist" view of society as a 
'functional' whole - any conflict element is noticeably absentp as in 
the following, more 'sophisticated*$ outline of Oculturel by Schneider. 
"o., beculture is defined as a system of sylibols and meanings. That IN any given culture is seen to consist In a system 
of units and their interrelationsg and these contain the 
fundamental definit-lons of The nature of the worlde of 
what life is likeg of man's place in it. "(My emphasis)4. 
It is this initial 'Commitmentl-5 which threatens a potential 
polarization of definition. Thusg Han and Jefferson agree the6 
1. Abner Cohent Two Dimensional Mans Routledge, & Keg= Paul 1974 PP, "8314 
2. For other 'Fu-no"ItIonalaft' d=eftions of 'culture* see: R. A* Georgeý (Bl, ) Studies on IlytholMs Irwin Dorsey Ltd. 1968 esp. Malinowskili' 
defn. P. 8. 
- Edward B. Tylor$ Pl in Primitive Culture, N. Y. Brentano's 1924. D, Schneiders P. 116 In R*F. Spencer (Ed. ) Forms of Symbolic Actions". 
1970 Seattle: University of Washington Presso 1. 
. 
5. See also: N. Abercrombie & B. S. TurnersThe Dominant Ideology Thesis't 
Brit. Journal of Sociology Vol. 29 No. 2 June 1978 PP. 149.170. 
6. U. Hal. 1 & T, Jefferson (Eds. )t Resistance through Ritualss 1976 
, týubchlnson PP, 10-11, 
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importance of 'culture' as *a, system of symbols and meanings' and 
initially their position vould seem not dissimilar to that of the 
'advanced functionalist'. 
"(Culture)... refer(s) to that level at which social groups 
develop distinct patterns of life. and give exIZEessive 
form to their social and material life experience. Culture Týsthe way, the formss in which groups 'handle' the raw 
material of their social and material existence. " 
- However. a more 'open' view of *culture', as suggested by Abner 
Cohenq is itself capable of 'commitment' in terns of a theoretical 
overview. 
1 Thus,, the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies,, Z a 
leading exponent of the 'radical' view, would develop its definition 
of 'culture$ as meaning in the direction of a 9conflict9 model of 
societyo or Marxism with a small 9ml. This development centres around 
the problem of the relationship of 'culture' to Istructuree. 
3 
"Whereas structures are largely beyond the control of the 
individual, and have their source in the distribution of 
power and wealth In a socloty, cultures represent system- 
atic attempts to coma to terms with these structures..... 
they are attempts to impose meanings 
, ." 
(My emphasis) 
In otherwordsl, instead of acting as a simple mechanism for the 
transmission of the normsq values and customs necessary for the main- 
tenance of society# *cultural is seen as a 41mamic relation between 
the individual and determining forces - he uses 'cultural to *adjust 
to" or "negotiate with' underlying structural conditions. Such a view 
is indeed useful as a suggestion of the potential for social change 
'built into' society. 
However. this dynamic view of 'cultural can be taken furtheri the 
potential exists for it to be converted into an *ideological* definit- 
ion,, to effectively close down its widening horizons by an embrace of 
polarization. In other wordsq 'cultural can be subordinated to a class 
imperative - it can be made the creature of a 'radicaV view of 'Cult- 
$4 ure . 
l. Note. Definitions of 'culture' and 9clazs9 are not of course confined 
ro '%xxistl or 'Structural-Amctionalist' viewpoints. There in also, 
for example, Mx Weber's view, of social class. See: A. Giddenst The 
Class Structure of the Advanced Societiesp PFAU-= Hutchinson thiv. 
Lib. 1973. However, at the risk of over. -simplificationo in the Inter- 
ests of establishing the primacy of symbolic structurest the Pbxxist/ 
Functionalist debate will be used to demonstrate 'Ipps" In theorisation. 
2. To be referred to as C. C. C. S. /Stencilled Occasional Papers to be termed 
'Paper'$ with number and title. 
3. T. Jefferson & J. Clarke: 'Down these 1-ban Streets ... oiPaper 17 C. C. C. S. 4. Bryn Jones: 'The Politics of Popular Culture': Paper 12 C. C. C. S. F. -3-F3-. 
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"In history# the social organiBation of material life has 
meant organisation into relations of domination and sub- 
ordination. In the bourgeois era, these relations are 
maintained only in the last instance by physical force. 
Instead the capacity of a dominant social group to re- 
produce its dominance over time depends more and more on 
its ability to control the means by which the world Is 
made sense of i. e. culture and ideology*,,, *a* Culture, then, is inherentlX 41itical as in the analysist 
they cannot help but be so. " (My emphasis) 
The suggdstion of this paper, however, Is that 'culture* is not 
"inherently political', although the conflicting views detailed above 
suggest even in their definitions of the concept that this must be so. 
This embryonic polarization based on the subtle development of the 
concept to 'fit in' with a particular view of society can be avoided 
if a more pragmatic view of 'culture' its adopted based simply on its 
heuristic potential. In other words,, does either view of Oculturel 
really provide a satisfactory explanation of thexelationship of our 
lower-class adolescent to contemporary British society? And, if not, 
can a synthesis of definition and a discussion of 'weaknesses' J=ov- 
ide a more 'valid' viewpoint? In brief, the *sceptical$ approach 
suggested earlier in the field of deviancy theorisation must be ext-"" 
ended to the central concept of "culture", 
Thus, the 'conservative' tendencies of *functionalism* led in 
effect to the 'disappearance of 'class' as a dynamic relation. Class 
was effectively reduced to the level of 'stratification' and used to 
describe status In society. ThoLemphasia was placed on the discovery 
of 'visible' differences (e. g. income, job status, education) between, 
individuals and/or occupational groupings which led to them being 
ranked differently on some scale of prestige, 
"The Important thing to remember about conventional social 
class analysis is that it is not analysis at alnbut des- 
criptive and classificatory. Because it concentrates on 
visible phenomena and igaores hidden structural determin- 
ants It can say nothing about causes. " 
Thus, although $class" did exist, it was stripped of Its hour- 
istic valu3 and rendered a static rather than'a Tr6cessual structure, 
as an objective $fact* to be studied in isolation from concepts, of 
domination and subordination$ of pqi ter There was no place for pol- 
itics in the new 'science 
LV. M-lens'The Differentiation of the Working Class': P. 63 in A. Hunt 
(Ed. )t Class & Class Structuree Lawrence & Wishart Ltd. 1977. 
2. G. Hardock & R. McCront PP. 196-7 In Han & Jeffersont Resistance 
Through Ritualst op. cit. 
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"... the 'isociologistle'lýiýeasing'atta4hment to notions of' 
#scientific$ methodology and value-freedom led them to 
conceal or devalue the political dimension of their work 
...... Hence in much of the mainstream sociological work 
on youth, until waparatively recentlyo class has either 
been evacusted altogether or treated as relatively un- 
important, " , 
Mum suggests that this process of increasing scientific ldet. ý- 
achment' went hand in hand with a selective interpretation of dhanging 
social conditions and, in p=tIcularg, industrialisationg to produce 
the 'Ead of IdeoloSyl theorists - 'class' was Idisappearing. 
1 
"o 9*I tradition I will g1v6 way before the modernising, 
soculaxs urban and democratic influence of industry and 
thus precipitate a decline in class con M ct, and in the 
ideology of alass conflict ... 10 
At the same time# "consumption and leisure' were becoming the 
main concerns of the working-classesl improved conditions and the 
public image of loqualityl made this a natural development. 2 
"... like the embourgeoisoment, theorists whom they succ- 
eeded@ they ('counter cultural' thecwists) were convinced 
that consumption and leisure had replaced production and 
labour at the contre of social lifet and that class dif- 
ferentialls in life chances were being wiped away by nominal 
equality of access to life styles, w 
In short# It appeared that somo sociologists had become linfected" 
by the "consensus" politics of the time. the view that a now 'era' had 
arrived - 'we've hover had it so good, " Indoedg the-evidence deemed to 
support such a viewp especially when viewed selectively. However# this 
'selective' interpretation of British social-development became increas- 
ingly 'unreal" when faced with a growing'volume of empirical data denying 
the lr6aUty*-Of a $Classless society'. ) 
"We noted wrIler the 193016 beliefs in the a=-Jval of the 
opens classless and affluent society. The 1960'st by con- 
trast# were noticeable for the rediscovery of both PoVer. *W 
and class-conflict. * 
This sudden reversal was greeted with some confusion by "Main- 
stream" sociologists but again forced into a pattem denying the 
1, Michael Ninal Consciousness and Action among the Western Workin 
Classs 1973t M! LcM=n F. 11. 
2. G. Murdock. & R. MoCrons *Youth and Classs The Caxeer of a Confusionle 
P. 23 in G. Hungham and G. Pearson (Eds. ): wrking Class Youth, 
Cultures 1976 Routledge and Kepn Paul. 
7. =Cket 'Football Hooliganism and the Skinheadst P-14. -C-. 
C, C, S 
RLper 42, 
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possibility of conflict. Their approach could be teraed 'pragmatic', 
a weary acceptance of empirical IrealityO and a reversiontothe olde 
static explanations. 
11 
"The truth is that working class life-has always been 
changing, but also that the relative economic position 
of that class has alterect little. At certain timesq it 
may be poorer. or richerg but It is always the base of the 
pyramid. " 
On the other hand, the 'Mrxistl was delighted - after all. he 
had been saying tho same thin& all the time. The 'rediscovery' of, 
'class' only lent new strength to his uncontradicted theoretical 
Imuscle'. 
"Point for point. the evidence underlines the same broad 
concluniont the structural inequalities of capitalist 
society remain marked. Disparities of economic condition. - 
opportunity and power persist - modifiedg if at all, only 
within fairly narrow limits. " 
However, the Orediscoveryl of "class' in itself would only have3 
provided a new impetus to the nevor-ending theoretical debate between 
$functionalism" and Imarxism' with little scope for progress in terms' 
of a, view of *culture'. In fact, the "new' concentration on "class' 
proyided-an opportunity to outline the OrealO effects of social, chanee 
on the class structure andg in particular, an incentive to place the 
contemporary situation in a historical context. It is in this respect 
that a "radical' view of 'culture" proves most valuable, 
4 
"The complex of social changes that had taken place since 
the war may not have dissolved the class structuret but 
they had certainly altered many ways in which people ex- 
perienced and coped with It. Consequently, sociologists 
who acknowledged tho centrality of class were presented 
with the problem of developing an analysis sensitive 
enough to cope with the complexities of the contemporary 
situation. " 
Thus, a whole series of changes affecting working class life since 
the-war could be outlined as "contradictions' facing the lower-classes, 
Thbse changes5 occurred in three basic areas - 9occupational"s 'hous-ý 
ing and neighbourhood'19 and "leisure and consumption'. In the first, - 
l. B. ' Jacksont Working Class Communi i Routledge & Kýgm Paul 1968 E* 160. 
2. J. H. Westergaardt'Sociologyt the Itrth of Classlessness't P. 144 in 
1.1. Blackburn (Ed. )t Ideology In the Social Sciencess Fontana 1972. 
3-See also: J. Westerguird & H. Reslert Class in a Mpitalist Socie 
IAmdont Heinemann Educational Bookst 1975. 
4. G. Murdock & R. HaCrons IConsciousness of Class,,, "O, 198 in Hal. 1 & 
Jeffersont Resistance Through Rituals op. cit. 
5. J. ClarkesiSkinheads and the Study of Youth Culture': CCCS Paper 2 
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ltechnologicaý changes and the increasing use of mass production 
techniques' combined. with a shift In the'educational system due to 
the 1944 Education Act which fostered an 'ideological self-repres- 
entation (of) an open. achievement-orient6d system where each indiv- 
idual supposedly received the education he deserves",. 
' The not 
result was to increase unemployment and lower job satisfaction 
whilst raising aspirations or, at least, suggesting the possibility 
of upward nobility* 
On the other hands the working classes were also under attack as 
a 'community's mainly, through immigration and redevelopments whose 
not result "was to remove the social and cultural homogeneity of the 
area 102 To be briefg the-effects, on "neighbourhood culture' were 
double-edged. 3 
%,,. the destruotion of... 'communal space' by removing 
and altering those major foci of it$ the-street$ the local 
Al 
rb,, and the corner shopeeos. 
so) ...... the breakdown of the extended kinship patterns 
of the neighbourhood. " 
Finally, the highly 'visible* area of Ileisuro and consumption 
4 
where the neieýfturhood d6clined iLs the focus of *leisure facllitles% 
these largely moving to the city oentros. Butl mote importantp was the 
shift in the role of the working class 'user' from 'member* of the 
local pubs of the local facilities. to 'consumer' of a universally- 
desired leisure 'Product". This develolxient of 11fialversall leisure 
goals was paralleled by the move in professional football fiNn an 
emphasis on the 'fan" (for whom the 'toaz" was an extension of the 
neighbourhood) to th6 wooing of the Ispectatort, for whose benefit 
the game had to be comaercialised, 
This description of the historical changes affecting the lower 
classes Isp of course# over-simplifledg but It serves its purpose of 
outlining the potent W advantages of a 'class analysisIp of the 
relationship between Oclass' and the underlying material structures 
of society. However# It is not intended to dwell on the advantages 
of a "radical' view but rather to Ulu trate its weaknesses, To do 
otherwise would necessitate a total embrace of its direction which 
has already been suggested ais tmduly limilting and# in certain crucial 
1. Ibid. P. 3 
2. Ibid. P. 3. 
Ibid. P. 5. 
Ibid. P. 7. 
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areas, inadequate. I 
Thus, It has been suggested that a ýradloW view is-concerned 
with more than a mere description of social changel 'class"is seen 
as a relation of doaInation-and subordination' and It is In this 
area, rather than that of 'stimulating' historical analysis, that 
apparent7-difficulties can be discovered. 
2 
".... cultures are diff6rentlyrankedg and stand in opPos-' 
ition to one anotherv in relations of domination and sub- 
ordination. along the scale of 'cultural power'. " 
(My emphasis) 
Significantlyo *class' and Pculturel become synonymous. *Cultural 
Jr. seen as having a 'class' basis. -In other wordog the polarization 
of definitions illustrated earlier in this section emerges in empir- 
ical analysis. This merging of terms Is not inadvertantl on-the con- 
traryo the replacement of the term $culture' with the plural Ocult- 
ures* (or classes) is seen as crucial to the debate - diversity as 
opposed to unityl reipression as oppose4, to consensus. 
3 
"It is crucial to replace the notion of Iculture' with the 
more concretes historical concept of scultures'l a redef- 
inition which brings out more clearly the fact that culi. 
tures always. stand in relations of domination and subord- 
ination to one another, are alwaysq in some senses in 
struggle with one another, " (My emphasis) 
But It is this concept of $culture' as 'class' and 'class$ as 
entity that throws up the greatest difficulty for the 'radical" 4 theorist. In shortj, the difficulty of the IM&rxIst9, or 'Conflict% 
approach is that it implies (quite consciously) a distinctness of 
'cultures' - the concept of 'class' is literally takezi out of the 
debate by suggesting class o-Pposition as a foundation for theory. 
$Class'-becomes a non-issue. In other wcrds, the *radical' theorist 
is able to talk-in terms of 'lower-class cultureO and its *integrity' 
with9ut having to, suffer the criticism levelled at Miner, Cohen and 
other $subiculturall theorists5. His position is, in his terms# secure 
l. Note, This is,, of course, an ovw--simplifleation- INIarxist' theories 
Ti; v-e also, as a central elementg the idea of expioitation and the em- 
'traction of *surplus value" but our concern here is merely with the 
concept of $class' as a theoretical 'bridge' to a 'wider' view of 
*cultural. 
2. J. Clarkep S. Hall et als Subcultures, Cultures & Classs P. 11 In 
Hall & Jefferson: Resistance Through Ritualst op. cito 
3-Ibid, P, 12, 
4, See also: A. Giddenst The Class Structure of the Advanced Societiest 
Hutchinson University Libm-arys 1973. 




"I would maintain that lower class culture is perpetually 
recreating itself in its interactions with the dominant 
class ...... and that Its integrity depends precisely upon the continuance of this Z1a1eFct-ic. " (My emphasis) 
The obvious difficulty thus becomes the relationship between 
the classes. the maintenance of the 'unity" of the total system and, 
significantlyp little attention is directed towards this problem. On 
the contrary$ a considerable amount of empirical wcwk is directed at 
illustrating tho 'tension' between the classes asg for exampleg in 
the study of a sample from two council estates In Barking by H. F. 
floorhouse. His general conclusion Is that his subjects' use of 
@monetary terms* Indicates their awareness of the totality of the 
2 
class structure of society -a dichotomous image# of coursee 
"The majority view of the class system in Britain is very 
much a dichotomized one, very close Weed to the 'us' 
versus 'them' type... " 
In terms of the conflict of perspectives suggested earlierp 
whereas the $conservative* functionalist has difficulty in apitroaching 
@class' in any meaningful sense, indeedg he tends to ignore Its dyn- 
amic Ofunctionslo the Marxist has the Opposite problem; his View Of 
$class$ is sophisticated and dynamic but his interpretation of the 6ý 
relationship between the classes fails to capture the complexitY Of 
einterclaSSO relations. 
M(weqverg a further pressing problem faced by the '1*=ist' 
researcher is the seeming inadequacy of a Itw(>-class' model in the 
field, An immediate practical issue is the location of the 'middle' 
classes - they seem to rest uneasily with either the working classes 
3 
or their capitalist 'exploiters". 
"The most impartant inadequacy of dichotomous interpret- 
ations of class structure is thatj by their very naturet 
they make it conceptually difficult to recogaise the 
existence of 'middle' classes. " 
This dilemma has never been satisfactorily resolved by 'Marxistl 
theorists,, though their continuing efforts to account for apparent 
'overlap% without losing the 'advantages" of a dichotomous viewe 
must be recognised, However, all this does not mean that they deny 
any relationship between the *classes% but ultimately@ this can only 
l. Dick Habdiget'Reggaeg Rastas and Rudiess Style and the Subversion 
of Form'tCCCS Pager 24.9 
2. H. F. Moorhousei 'Attitudes to Class... I SociolofZ 10 1976 P. 492. 
3. A. Giddenst Class Structure of the Advanced Societles, s opecit. P, 101. 
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be a variation on the domination/subordination theme, that is to say* 
a unity based on diversity# on 'conflict". at first sightg a contrad- 
iction in term. The relationship between the classes is seen as a 
'struggle', asil 
".... a. matter of the nature of the balance struck between 
contending classeso the compromises made to sustain it, 
the relations of force, the solutions adopted ..... the idea of "permanent class hegemony'. or of 'permanent 
incorporation', must be dropped. " 
Working class 'culture' is seen as 'winning, space' from the 
$dominant culturellg as constantly 'negotiating' with its oppressors - 
the scene is one of perpetual conflict. That such 'conflict' does 
not seen to exist empirically, that society seems to *function' as 
an entity reasonably smoothly, can 1wesumably be explained away by 
the success of the 'dominant cultural in im22sing an appearance of 
9consensusto principally through Its control of the media, 
2 
In shartg there seems little real difference between this posit- 
ed view of distinct "cultures' and Miller's suggestion of lower-class 
*focal concerns'. Of course, Miller offers a static explanation with 
no discussion of the interrelationship between the classes# whilst 
the above outline has a dynamic view of 'classIg but both seem intuit-- 
ively to sit uneasily in one way or another with the impression of 
some kind of 'consensus' in contemporary British society. 
An examination of the concept of 'subcultures' can perhaps shed 
further light on this dilemma and suggest the validityp or otherwiset 
of a *radical" class analysis. Once again, it will be seen that the 
opposition of Ifunctionalist/marxist" can be uncovered with similar 
conceptual diMculties with reg3xd to the inte=elationship between ' 
the 'classes' or Icultures'. 
Thusg 'subcultures' have come in'for a good deal of theoretical 
attention and empirical description from the 'positivists school, for 
example. Miller"s work On working class culture has alreidy been 
mentioned. However, there has always been difficulty in relating 
Osubdulturesl to the total 'culture' of the society - researchers 
LHall & Jeffersont Resistance Through Rituals: op. cit. PP. 40/1. 
2. For example sees CCCSp University of Birmingham: Stencilled 
occasional Paperst Media Series Humberst 4,5,7,8,9,10,3-1, and 
34. Titles can be found in the Bibliography where they axe listed 
numerically. 
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have tended to describe them in terms of 'Islanddl isolated from the 
mainland of society, 
"0*0 ... subculture is not tied.... Anto the larger cultural 
complex: it refers to norms : U, 5t set a 01= apart from$ 
not those that integrate a group withp the total socletys" (W emphasis) 
. This 'separation' remains even when the definition is couched 
in more 'modern' terms. 
2 
"By a suboultureo I mean a system of shared symbolic 
experiences. which evolve a set of sympathetic normso 
that is set apart from the larger value Ustem. " (My eiaphasis) 
With this view, it is hardly surprising that so many field workers 
have found difficulty in explaining the "conventional bind" so reg- 
ularly uncovered - as in the present study. 
Some 'Marxist' theorists, on the other hand, do locate 'subcult- 
ures' in a *parent cultureIg but tho latter Is itself subject to the 
domination/subardination equation. Thust w(wking class youth cultures 
are related to their *parent culture% working class culturef not to 
any Isocietal culture% if such a structure in fact exists,, 
3 
"Working class suboultures ... 0 ... take shape on the level 
of the social and cultural class relations of the sub 
ordinate c1asses. &.,,,, *They, toog win space for the Youngs 
cultural space in the neighbourhood and inatitutionEig real 
time for leisure and recreation actual room on the street 
or street corner. " (My emphasisý 
It is only through the 'parent cultural that the "subculture' is 
integrated Into the overall struggle between conflicting classes. 
4 
"We ..... ,, want to reconstruct Isub-cultures' in teras of their relation, fl7rst-Tto'Wente cultures# and, through 
that, to the dominant culture, or better, to the struggle 
between dominant and subordinate cultures. " 
While this is undeniably more attractive than the structural- 
functionaUst interItcetation of 'subcultures' as basically free-float- 
ing social entitlesg it is evident that the concept of Isuboulturel# 
as with tculturelo has been subordinated to the central assertion of 
society as a unity based on Oconflict* rather than "consensus'# con- 
tradictory as this may seem. OSuboultures' are located in a contexto 
but that context is itself restricted, 
I. J. Milton Youngers'Contraculture, & Subculturelipp. 324/. 5 in D. O. 
Arnold (EI. ) The Sociology of Suboulturess 1970 Glendessary Press. 
2. M. Braket'Cultural Revolution or Ut-ýernative Delinquency': PP. 35/6 in* 
B. BaileY & J. Young (Dis. ) Contqqparar roblems in Britains y Social P 
Saxon House 1973. 
Mall & Jeffersont Resist. throumb Ritualst op. cit. P. 43.4. Ibid. P. 16. 
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Thung, even 'teenage culture% in the sense of an amalgam of 
diffuse leisure aspirations and commercial Ir"elpres, Is happily aco- 
ommodated into this structure. In the first placeg the apparent diff- 
usion of 'teenage culture' through the classes is only a measure of 
the success of the dominant class in asserting its hegemony. not an 
example of a diffuse 'consensus', of p. symbolic 'umbrella'Ol 
"Ordinary standards of aspiration may to a growing, extent 
be not by the levels in fact achieved only by the pros- 
perous minority - through direct comparison, or under the 
impact of advertising and the mass media generally. " . 
Agdng 'teenage cultural can In no way be regarded'as an entity 
separated from the class structure, as a web of goals and aspirations 
clung to by the mass of adolescentsg though perhaps invested in more 
heavily by the lower classes. Ratherg it is very simply a system of 
exploitation and can thus'be dismissed as an element in the hagemonic 
control of the ruling class. 
"We have attempted ...... to place the development of working 
class youth cultural style into the context of economic, 
and political changes in the wider society@ but specific- 
any to understand these changes as being apprehended and 
used by the consumer-oriented branches of capitalist 
production for marketing purposes and the re eneration 
of a viable culture for sales. " (My emphazis5 
Inde6de the concept of 'youth' is very important to the analysis 
of contemporary British Soci6ty in"radical' termas though the cursory 
treatment meted out to the concept of Iteenage cultural perhaps indic- 
ates the direction of this importance. 'Whereas Itraditionall crimin- 
ology has seen youth and$ in particular,, lower-class youthe'as'the 
prime seat of 'subcultures'. as an entity somehow separated from or 
in direct opposition to the wider sooletyg the 'radical" theorist ''" 
integrates 'youth' Into the total Dattern of dotination'and subord- 
ination - the study of 'youth' Is not a 'side-track' but an integral 
it 3 part of the analysis of 'cultures . 
'"Youth as a sodial cate&ry seems to have the power to 
carry a deepw message abo# the state of, society* the 
social and political changes taking place and so Ono 
without recourse to the language of politics itself-" 
l. J. H. Westergaardt P. 128 in R. Blackburnt Ideolo&X In Social Sciences 
op. crt. 
2,1. Taylor & D. Wallt I Beyond the Wnheadel: P. 120 In Mmaham & 
PearsonsIorking Class Youth Culturei, op. cit. 
3, J. Clarke: 'The Tbree-Rtst- Repressionj Rescue and RehabilitAtion't 
cces Paper 41 P, 4e I 
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I In short. 'youth* takes a central place as an Indicator of 'clasis 
conflict's as the weak link In the social structure, through which 
anxieties and 'contradictions' emerge in symbolic form, This analysis 
does not apply only to the working class but to the relationship be- 
tween the classes which has allegedly been put under strain by the 
complex of social changes that has affected post-war British society, 
I 
*The massive social upheaval of post-war British society,, 
interpreted as a steady progression towards 'never having 
had it so good'. was actually experienced as a social and 
cultural crisis. The crisis, to reduce it to its basic 
elements was about the consequences of changes in the 
social, economic and cultural relations between the classes 
.... And one of the principal ways in which this anxiety was focussed was through a preoccupationwith youth. * 
Attention was therefore directed at the 'mythology of a universal 
youth culture' 
2 
created by a 'consensus' view of society, at the simp- 
listic view of 'youth cultures as a 'sort of collective compensation 
for those who could not succeed. 03 The analytical study of 'youth' as 
an entity is theoretically inadequate simply because 'youth' does not 
form a 'real' categorys its analysis must take place within the class 
structure of society. In flaot, to illustrate this argument by exagger- 
ation, in a sense 'youths can be banished from analysis as a meaning- 
ful concept. 
4 
"Working class young, people are, in sociological termse an 
actual and potential labour force and it is this (not their 
youth) which determlýe`s7-he E7social situation and struct- 
ures their Institutional arrangements. 's 
Certainly, this view has its attractions because, as discussed 
previously, the attempts to study 'youth' in isolation from wider 
structures have always encountered difficulties in presenting a des- 
cription of the subject which 'fits in' with observed behaviour. How-- 
ever# having suggested the banishment of 'youth* as a sociological 
category and substituted 4youth' as a heuristic concept in a *class* 
or. -Iculturall context, it is erroneous to Insist on a total unity 
betiieen-the generations - the adolescent and,, in particulars the lower 
clais adolescents does have special problems within the class struct-' 
ure that must be 'negotiated". mainly within the areas of employment - 
l. Jifferson et ali'Mugging and Law In' Order': C. C. C. S. Paper 35 P. 24. - 
2. Ha-11 and Jeffersons Resistance through Ritualst op. cit. F. 30. 
3, Ibid, P, 28 
4. P. Corrigan and S. Fritht'The Plolitics of Youth Culture'tP. 236 




"o., whilst many youth cultural responses have the same 
structured 'root% since both parents and offspring# as 
members of the same class fraction, have similar negotiat- 
ions to make with the dominant culture .... not all of them are of this nature. Some youth cultural responses are en- 
gendered by structural conditions that are quite specific 
to youth. " 
Thusp 'in a 'radical' view of Icultureelp 'youth' is seen as play- 
ing a central role in the articulation-of class 'contradictions'. The 
reaction of youth in its class context provides an insight not only 
into its own-relationship with its $parent cultureOg but also into the 
broader conflicts in contemporary social structure. The means of ob- 
jeotif)ring these 'contradictions' is provided by 'stylegg which becomes 
the centre of analysis, the stage for the description of the struggle' 
for *meaning'. 'Style* is the symbolic expression of the underlying 
class struotureg a limited expression of 'class consciousness, "? ' 
"Subcultural styles can therefore be seen as coded ex- 
pressions of class consciousness transposed into the 
specific context of youth and reflective of the complex 
way in which age acts as a mediation both of class exper- 
ience and of class consciousness. " 
A further analysis of 'style* will be undertaken in the chapter 
on, lexpressive culturel(Chapter 6) but it, suffices here to indicate its 
centrality as a tool for the *radical' analysis of the dynamic of the. 
class structure. Howeverg the attractiveness of this concept should 
not hide its, obvious limitations. As with the rest of the concepts 
underlying a 'radical' view of Iculturelo It Is based on the assumption 
of a society riven by'relationships of domination and subordinationi 
the dynamic of societyp the push for change, is provided by this Ocon- 
Met" which alsoo paradoxically, provides the framework for an overall 
unity, in that a class has a hegemony which it In effect Inegotiates1v 
Itradea awaylo for an acceptance of subordination by'the other classes. 
The appearance of *consensus' is In fact a *superficial' covering for 
an, intense pattern of shifting balance# of compromises and adaptations 
on both sides. 
- This elaborate framework is to some extent validated by the Idis.. 
cdvery' and description of suboultural 'styles' and their relation to- 
the socio-historical pattern of the class problematic, Butg *style' is 
I. J. 'Clarke & T. Jeffersont'The Politics of Popul= CultureýtC. C. C. S, ' 
Paper 14 P. 5. 
2. 'G, Hurdock & R. McCront 'Consciousness of Class.... 's P-203'in 
Han & Jefferson: Resistance through Rituals: op. cit. 
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limited as an analytical tooll it ignores. whole, areas of working 
class life which are Idismissed' as the InaturalO consequence of the 
class situation - an. a4sumption which st Ira uneasy thouGhts of lower 
class culture theorists and their problems in explaining the relat- 
ionship of suboultural *values* to a broader entityp. whother 'parent 
culture"or the total society. The emphasis in unashamedly on the 
afiabsis'-of 'style`as an infrequent expression of underlying Idont- 
radictions'. In'briefp apparent 'styles' are seized on and forced into 
the analysin'to the exclusion of other Isulbcoulturall phenomena ýa 
restricted exercis6o and admittedly so, 
1, 
"Some youth sub-cultures are regular and persistent feat- 
-. ures of the parent class cultures the ill-famed,. Iculture 
of delinquency' of the working class adolescent male, for 
example, But some subcultures appear only at particular 
historical momentst they become visible# are identified 
and labelled ..... It is the latter kind of subaultural formation which rrimarilv concerns us here. " 
sni-fameds the *culture of delinquencyl may be, but it cannot be 
ignored# or even glossed over. It is not snough, to emphasise specific 
historical moments as the *real' focus for snalysisq whilst neglecting 
to explain more persistent phenomena. It, might be argued that this 
#neglect* is due to an inability to ap]proach detail-except on the 
superficially broad-level of 'conflict' and *struggle'. Of course, the 
'radical$ theorist might answer that 'delinquency' is a simple response 
to the problematic of a class, within that classg and therefore does 
pot present an overview# as does $style'. 
A further criticism might be that the processes of transmission of 
Istylel are themselves vague and left, perhaps 1conveniently', unelab- 
orated. For example, the genesis of a 'style* and the point at which 
fashion and commercial pressures take it over is always problematic. 
7he Initial experience of the structural 'contradictions' may be very 
restricted. In other words@ the analytic aspect of 'style' may be 
greatly subordinated to the. lefficiencyl of 'teenage culture' as an 
amalgam of $trends' and commercial pressures. For the majority with- 
in the same class situation, 'style* may be interpreted merely as 
"fashion'. as 'trend", and not as an expression of their subordination. 
Henceg the rather contradictory admission of the superficiality of 
'Youth culture' on a broader level. 
2 
l. Hall'& Jeffersone Resistance through Ritials op. cit. P. 14. 
2. J. Clarke & T. Jefferson: 'Folitics of Popular Culture'tCCCS Paper 14 
P. q. 
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, "What chaxacterizes"moit youthloulture Is the search-for 
excitementg, autonomy and Identity -' the freedom to create 
their own meanings for their existence'and io'symbolically 
express thoseg rather than simply accepting the existing 
dominant meanings. " 
This creation of Imeaningl-can run, the whole gamut of responses 
from 'fashion' to 'style' as described by the. radicalltheorist,, 11ence 
the import=ce for the 'radical' of minimising any view of 'teenage 
culture' as a general, but diffuse, set of adolescent leisure aspir- 
ations and. its relegation to the level of 'exploitation', as outlined 
earlier.. Tha processes of transmission are thus neutrallsed, as a, 
potential limitation of, the dynamic of 'styles* 
'Style* as the empirical validation of a 'radical' view of con-. 
temporary British society brings the discussion. to the need Sor either 
a choice or a theoretical *synthesis'. with. regard to a *cultural 
perspectAvel as an empirical priorlty,, ý. The choice would be betweena 
'functionalist' or a Omarxist' view of, society# ando in particular# of 
'culture's A *synthesis' would recognisp the attractions-of both view- 
points put also their limitations In the field with regmrd to a 
$practicals view, of 'culture's some of which are suggested above. 
In short# the crucial point is the establishment of a. fr&zwwork 
into which the empirical. disoovery of some kind of lconventional, bindl# 
of a 'commitment' to an overriding 'morality",, can be, comfortably loc- 
ated, Apart from obvious contradictions of, detailg both schools of 
thought have a central difficulty in explaining the overlapping of, 
ObjectAvely-present "cultures' (classes), that isq the co-existence 
of unity and diversia in a relatively, letablel structure. 
Thust the 'Marxists would agree the existence of a fconsensusl. but 
insist that this is itself merely an expression of the success of the 
'dominant cultures In imposing its views, It cannot be accepted merely 
as SconsensusO. Rather# it; must be re-worked#. adapted and discussed 
within a 'class' problematic. 
... locaUse# conceptions of class are developed within the overall framework provided by the hegemonic ideology. 
They are consequently'the products not only of PeoPlees 
persistent efforts to impose meaning on their own Immediate 
experience of inequality and subordinationj but also of 
their attempts to appropriate and rework the definitions 
of the situation offered by mass communications and- 
education systems. " 
1. G. Murdock & R. McCront 'Consciousness of Class.... 't P. 202. in 
WL1 & Jeffersont Resistance through Ritualss opr cit,, 17 
log. 
- Any overlapping between I cultures* must be seen as -an attempt 
to improve one side of the balance in the Istruggle'. Since culture' 
and 'class' are synonymous. there is really little need to ponder the 
relationship betwe3n 'classes' or *cultures' - this is a non-issue. 
relegated to the level of *propaganda$ and 'ideology% 
For the field worker# howeverg faced with the. existence of some 
kind of lconsensusf# even if only at the level of 'morality'q the 
relationship between different groups in society must be of central 
importance. In this respeotg the Ifunction. -CUst' view has its attract- 
Ions - the divisions of 'class' are subordinated to an overall unity. 
Uafortunatelyq a total inversion of the pattern itself leads to diff- 
iculty in explaining the differences between groupso or 'classes' and 
an underplaying of inequality as a fact= in a dynamic analysial des- 
cription tends to be statio 
, 
and unduly limiting, How# for exampleg 
does one explain the relationship of 'class' to general or 'key' norms 
and values? Indeedp how does one explain empirical findings of 'diff- 
erences' between groups,, 'classes', Isuboultures'# whatever# if all 
are subsumed by the total. entity? 
. In sh=t,, what is needed is not an acceptance of either viewg but 
a 'cultural analysis' based on the crucial area of the loverlaplp the 
"interpenetration% between 'cultures% Thus, there Is a 'class struct- 
ureO In contemporary British society. Morooverl it would not appear to 
be the static structure suggested, and then largely Ignoreds by the 
@structural-functionalists'. Rather, it Is a dynamic relation based on 
interest, 
In this regard, the existence of relations of domination and sub- 
ordination must be accepted. There is a 'power structure' in societyl 
there are the oppressed and the oppressorsl there Is privilege and 
deprivation. However. this 'conflict' must be accepted without its 
ideological overtones - 'repression' need not necessarily imply a 
self-conscious awareness of 'injustice" on the part of the 'oppressed'. 
Indeedq there is very little evidence of a general feeling of Orep- 
ression' among the working classes. It is in this respect that Ittrxist, 
or 'conflict" theories seen most contrived. Indeede the 'radicals 
theorist is often forced to resort to an inversion of apparent 'Con- 
sensus' into the concepts of Olack of consciousness' and 'false con- 
sciousness', Thus$ the working classes may 'appear' to be 'conservative" 
and quiescento but this can be explained by their lack of 'awareness' 
no. 
of their plight. Fortunately, 'the 'conflict' theorist is able to see 
beyond their Ireality"to"realityl - the structures of 'repression'. 
To Illustrate# empirical findings of 'dissociation* from work as a 
source of satisfaction are translated by the IM! L=ist' into a 
"dualistic consciousnessO. 
1 
"Farced to ali6nate his own productive powers in return 
for-econonie rewardel the worker develops a dualistic 
consciousnesag in which control and moneyo work and 
non-work, boccie separate. " 
It is this further 'logical* stop from the allegedly Isuperfic- 
iall consciousness of the subject to his *real* consciousness that' 
constantly grates against 'objectivity' as a non-ideological con- 
cept. Although there is little evidend6 of Irevolutionaryl conscious- 
ness, or even real 'class conflict'. the Marxist must always translate 
his originally stimulating theories of 'power' and Oclass interestl 
into a vision of the future. 
The 'Functionalist"t on the other hand$ could benefit from an 
Injection of 'conflict% of class 'struggle% Into his *integrated' 
system which has at times seemed unable to explain - or even see - 
the diversity of 'cultures' andg especiallyp the existence of 'Power' 
in society. His contribution would be mainly a re-assertion of society 
as some kind of 'unit' within which *interest' and *power" must work 
out their relationship. In other words, the emphasis mu3t'not ba con- 
fined to the struggle for 'power', or its redress, but should be dir- 
doted equally towards an e"lanation of'the apparent *stability' of 
contemporary British (or Scottish) society. Based on inequalitn- on 
relationships of domination and subordination, on "exploitation'@ how 
do the different "classes* or "cultures' combine to give an impression 
not of conflict, but of stability? What-are the mechanisms that# on the 
one hand$ place the working class boy of this stuly in a situation of 
Odeprivation' as far as employment, education and leisure are con- 
cerneds 
2 
andq ch the other hand, a3_1o; r him to function as an *integ- 
rated" member of society? Certainly, the evidence does not support his 
removal from it. IDelinquentO or 'anti-social* behaviour forms a very 
emell part of his total social commitment, Indeed$ in many waYst it 
can be regarded as situational involvementg as having little effect on 
his total social identity. 
LHIchael Mannt op. cit. P. 33. 
Z. Bee Chapter 1. 
ill. 
Culture as a 'MR: terial/ExTwessivel Dialectioý-' '11, Vk. #,!, , 
Initially, this chapter concentrated on developing an empirical 
view of 'consensus', of some kind of 'integration' into a'wider stru- 
cture than simply the working class neighbourhood. This, was followed 
by the suggestion that 'Marxist' and 'Functionalist' def W tions of 
*culture* and 'class' are inadequate to copei with the co-existent 
unity and diversity of contemporary British society. The 'reality' of-- 
attachment to both local and soolotal*struatures is so complex as 
to require a more heuristic and, exploratory deinition of 'culture%' 
Thusq for example$ some *Marxist' theorists lay great emphasis 
on the underlying structures of contemporary capitalist society'and 
suggest that other sociologists eLnd thd media essentially avoid any 
meaningful discussion of patterns of structural inequality and exploit-' 
ation bemuse of their limited concern with the 'existent% witha 
9surface reality", In short# they iLre, dolng nothing more significant 
than disseminating and operating on the'prevailing ideological con.! - 
ceptions as, to, how society should, and does, operate. 
However, in this elevation of their owns deeperp analYsist they 
miss the fundamental point that these Ilepiphenomenal are largely lim- 
ited by symbol and further that a discussion of the *mechanisms' of 
ideology is a crucial element in any understanding of the mainten- 
ance of *stability' as symbolic 'consensus% rather than as a react- 
ionary. hegemonic process to be dismissed as a simple manifestation 
of class 'repression'. Thus, for example# the 'conflict' between diff- 
erent interest groups (e. g. between workers and employers) oftea- 
especially In the case of major disputes - played out through the 
mediat is in fact a, symbolic 'conflictlAn terms of the existent. The 
argument is carefully limited and the boundaries of meaningful dis- 
cussion set. Those who try to take the argument further are labelled 
out of the debateg branded as OcommunistsIg *marxistall or, just 'mil- 
itants" (: i. e. 'outsiders'). Union,, leaders are therefore usually keen 
to be classified as *moderates, a label essential to the saining of 
'public' support. 
The point of this example (agreed it is impressionistic in the 
extreme) is that 'Marxist' theorists tend to dismiss this manoeuvering 
as 'ideological's as an example of the effectiveness of the rulers in 
imposing their definitions on the debate. However# this obscures. the, 
theoretical importance of this symbolic process of 'moderation' which 
3-12. 
Indeed is one of the processes by which stability (not 'repression') 
Is maintained. 
Not to overplay this argument# the point is that both Marxism 
and Structural-Functionalism (arguablyg the *major' approaches to 
structure) tend to undermine the concept of *cultural and to subord- 
inate it to a 'greater' purpose. Thus# 'Functionalists' tend to see 
$culture* (see the previous section) as a simple process of transmiss- 
iong the means by which knowledge# skillog norms and values are passed 
on from one generation to another, In this endeavourt symbol is either 
omitted altogether or seen as simply static namingi language, for 
exampleg provides categories for the ordering of objects in the 
world around us. Moreover, the use of the term Ofunctionall implies 
that those structures persist that play a part in the maintenance of 
Istability'. that have a 'function'. ýhxshan Sahlins. 
1 to whom this 
discussion of the primacy of Icultureg owes a great deal,, points out 
succintly that In fact the concept of 'function' does not precede a 
"cultural scheme' but is subordinate to it. 'In other words# structures 
that are 'functional' for advanced industrial society might notq in- 
deed probably would not,, be so for *primitive' tribal society. 'Cult- 
ural then decides on the *functional' scheme to be adopted - it has 
priMc 
2 
"***. no functional explanation is ever sufficient by Itselfj 
for functional value is always relative to the given cult- 
ural scheme. " (My emphasis) 
Some 'M%rxists'. on the other handg tend to subordinate 'cultural 
to the wider cause of 'class' and suggest thats insofar as 'symbol' 
3 does have a role, it is In the area of 'ideology'. 
"There is again the faultp shared by Marx with certain 
functional-dualists, of limiting symbol to lideology'o 
thus allowing action to slip into the kingdom of the 
pragmatic. " (My emphasis) 
However$ in so doingg they fail to recognise the essentially 
symbolio nature of the system jLeZ create, As in the case of 'funct- 
ion'. $practicality' does not exist independently of 'cultural but is 
determined kX it. Indeedv the very concept of $utility' is a 'culturall 
forme a selection of a particular set of means and ends from a mult- 
itude of alternatives on 'cultural* criteria rather than on simple 
4 *material effectiveness' 
I. Mrshall Sahlinst Culture & Practical Reasont Udv. of Chicago Press 
a 1976. 
2. Ibid, P, 206.3-Ibid, F, 139 4. Ibid. P. 166. 
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"ConcilYini'the cre I ation and movement of Cooas solely': rrom 
their pecuniary qualities (exchange-4alue), one Ignores the 
cultural code of concrete properties governing "utility' 
and so remains unable to account for what is in fact 
produced. " 
Ultimatelyp then, production must be subordinated to a 'cultural 
inýenticnl rather than. the reverse, If, to quote Marshall Sahlinal 
examplee Opants are produced for men' and 'skirts for women'. this 
is not due to the nature of the object 'per so' but to the creation 
of the objectp theapmopriation of the Omateria. 119 by the Isymbolio 
system., 
"Production# therefore, Is something more and other than a. 
practical logic of material effectiveness, It is a cult, -. 
ural intention. " (fly emphasis) 
To be perhaps a little bold, the error in ýJarxisme with regard 
to its view of 'culture* at least, is that it fails to recognise the 
primacy of symbol. I-hn begins las man' when he experiences the world 
as a concept with meanin ie. symbolically, It is this which disting- 
uishes him from the animal worldg whose relationship with the Imater- 
iall is determined by what is, Mine on the other handg is capable ofq 
and does. create 'utility' and 'practical significance'. 
It is in the Pursuit of lutilityl and the 'material' that both 
INarkists' and *Structural-Functionalists" unwittingly subordinate the 
priority of Oculturel to another# more 'practical' purpose., For both# 
sculturel is separated from society and seen as evidence of other 
'realities'. Onthe one hand, the 'Functionalists' would have us be- 
lieve that 'cultural is simply an amalgam of knowledgep customs@ be- 
liefs, norms and values that are, passed on from one generation to 
another in order to allow the Istructurese of society, the basic 'in- 
stitutions'. to-be maintained through time. On the other hand# the 
OPUrxistl would see this view of 'culture" as `ideology9p the system-' 
atic maintenance and ejustificationO of inequilityl his purpose would_ 
be the elaboration of Iculturalg processes as a means of describing 
the 'class structure* of contemporary capitalist society. Both euib- 
ordinate man to structure, both obscure the *cultural' basis of society, 
both have a limited and inadequate view of 'symbol' as the prime mech- 
anism of 'meaning 
"All these types of practical reason have also in common 
1. Ibid. P. 3.69. 
2.1bid. P. 102. 
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an Impoverished conception of human nyiboling. IF= all of 
them, the cultural scheme is the sI1M of other realities.. 
None of them has been able to exploit fully the Zrtýhropol- 
ogical discovery that the creation of meaning is the dis, - 
tinguishing and constituting quality of man... " 
(* emphasis) 
Marshall Sahlins@ on the other hands suggests that, contrary to 
theviews of some theorists, the symbolic process has not been des- 
troyed, merely obscured. Instead of being located In kinship relat- 
Ions. as in more 'primitive' societies, it Is located in the 1prod- 
uction, of goods*ýl 
"... the peculiarity of Western culture is the Institution- 
alitation of the (symbolic) process in and as the product- 
ion of goods, by comparison with a *primitive' world where 
the locus of symbolic differentiation remains social relat- 
ionsp principally kinship relations, and other spheres of 
activity are ordered by the operative distinctions of 
kinship. 
Capitalism, for Sahlins,, Is no "sheer rationality* but a partio- 
ular form of *cultural order'. Any attempt to see it as a form of 
'practical reasoulp taking primacy over the Oculturallp is destined to 
be inadequateand limiting. Moreover,, any such attempt ultimately 
suggests the subordination of man to material circumstance whereast In 
facts the reverse Is the case. - man creates meaning and he equally 
creates capitalism. The goods produced by industry do not make sense 
when regarded simply In terms of 'utility',, a concept which is relat--' 
Ive to the given *cultural' scheme. A meaningful analysis can only be 
arrived at by suggesting the 'order of goods' as In one sense a 1praot- 
icall realisation of the 'cultural order'. The objects produced only 
have meaning in terms of the *cultural code' that assigns that meaning 
- in themselves, they are mere objects, 
2 
"By the systematic arrangenent of meaningful differences 
assigned the concrete, the cultural order is realised also 
as an order of goods. The goods stand as an object code -for 
the signification and valuation of persons and occasionst 
functions and situations. 0 
To illustrate the primacy of the symbolic processt of the ecult- 
ural code', Sahlins suggests that we need only look at 'mere appear- 
ancel. He points out that this Is a key symbolic image of 'worth'. 
Clothing Is more thin material objects on the contraryp it'carries the 
ability to tell us a great deal (whether truthfully or not Is another' 
matter) about perfect strangers - we are able to order thems to Place 
1. Ibid. P. Z3.1 2, Ibid. P. 178. 
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themin some ca - tegaryp itself ,a culturai product. 
"(Clothing) .... serve(s) as a language of everyday life 
among those who may well have no prior intercourse or 
acquaintance, 'Moro appearancel must be one of the, most 
important forms of symbolic statement in Western civil- 
ization. " 
However, it is in particulars that Bahlins' interpretation of 
$cultural begins to be limiting. Thus# he tends to overstate the imp- 
ortance of clothing as a symibolic'statementg although it Is true that# 
on a superficial, level at leasto it does provide a mama of coherence 
to random interactiong for examplep in. -publia places. In this way# 
persons from a different cultural baokgroundq e. g. asianstýwill stand 
outt not only on the, grounds-of their colourg but also because of their 
dress. In faotl younger immigrants, anxious to identify with their 
peers and their Inewl cultural connections$ sometimes express this 
in their rejection of traditional, dress - they display their *English. 
ness' in their 'MgUsh* clothes. 
It is not the, intention of this discussion to validate Marshall 
Sahlins' PexticUlar view'of the $cultural order' p of symbolic struct. 
ure. His merit has been in asserting the primay of "cultural over 
'practical reason. 'Culture' cannot be separated from $society$ and 
treated as a mere. Imirrorl reflecting *deeper' structures. On the 
contrary. the 'cultural orderlo the. creation of aeaning# takes TzrimMOY 
over the Ostructurall elements of society which in turn reflect a 
particular 'cultural code'. 
It is this neglect of an adequate view of 'cultural as a symbolic 
code affecting our interactions, not only with each other@ but also 
with our-materi&1 surroundingsp that has tended to Impoverish both 
"Maxxist' and 'Structural-Functionalist' interpretations of social 
structure. The place they allow. for meaning; for creatiXilks is often 
secondary to their search for a limited and partial 'reality'. They 
forget that their starting point should be mang not $practical reason'. 
"nationality' is a poor substitute for Isymboll, 
The priority of this chapter Is the development of an heuristic 
view of 'cultural that elevates 'meaning' to a central position and 
avoids the ItrivialisationO of symbolic structures with such concepts 
as 'ideology' and Ifunotion'. An "alternative$ view of IcultVrel is 
suggested which allows for the maintenance of inequality# Irelwession' 
l. Ibid. P. 203. 
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and 9exploltation' gý while'at, the sametime PILdIlitating the creation 
of meaning out of deprivation and event, at least symbolicallyt allcYw- 
Ing Its 'transcendence'. This explDwation does not regard the man- 
oeuvering of interest groups as simply lideologicalle. as an example 
of the 'hegemonic poverl of the 'ruling classle but rather, as indic- 
atiye of the centrality of symbolic limitation in maintaining 'order'.. ' 
Any alternative view necessarily trivialises the complexity of symbol- 
ic mechanisms facilitating *stability'. 
To this end# it is useful to represent in diagrammatic form, this 
heuristic view of 'culture' (see Figure 1) as comprising 'material' 
and 'expressive' elements in a dialectical relationship based on 
symbol. Such an attempt tends to over-simplify tho issues involved 
but may allow greater cl&rity to the kay concepts. Agains It should 
be pointed out that this diagram represents 'culture' in a capitalist 
society (as indeedg contemporaxy British society would appear to be# 
leaving aside such debate as suggests a 'post-Industrial* society# 
ladvanced' capitalism. and so on). The reader will have to decide 
whether this limitation is justifiedi for my partg I would suggest 
that it at least allows an exploratory definition of "Culture" in 
terms of a 'material/expressivel dialectic. 
Cultural Conditions 'Key Images' 
The diagrammatic representation of a ImateriaVeziressive' view 
of culture (Fig. 1) suggests the centrality-of 4W 'images" as an 
element In the cultural conditions (on a societal level) to which 
'material cultural must provide an ongoing adaptation. However# the 
concept of central or 'key' elements of cultures is not a now idea 
and anthropologists have devoted some attention to their definition. 
"It is by no aeans a novel idea that each culture has 
certain key elements whicht In an ill-defined way# are 
crucial to its distinctive organisation. Since the pub- 
lication of Benedict's 'Patterns of Culture" In 19349 the 
notion of such key elements has persisted in American 
anthropology. " 
Ortner, for example,, goes on to suggest "key symbols' as a con- 
tinuum with each end an ideal type, Le. 'aim izing' vs. lelaborat- 
Ing' symbols. The former are those symbols whIch, 1sum up* in an 
'emotionally powerful' way what the system means . an example would 
be the American Flag. 'Elaborating' symbolis,, on the other hand, are 
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essentially lamlytioland provide-'vehicles" for sorting out complex 
feelings and ideas in the interests of meaning'and communication. 
Two categories of 'elaborating symbol' are suggested - the firstp 
lroA metaphors'. are Isymbols with great conceptual elaboratingpowerIg 
for examplet the computer In contemporary society. 
' The second is the 
*key scenario' which is useful as a means of Implying clear-cut ways 
of acting, appropriate to 'correct and successful living in the cult- 
ure 0.2 Again, an example Illustrates this concept quite nicely - 
the poor boy who works hard and makes good in American society. 
Howeverg valuable though this work is as a suggestion of the cen- 
trality and detail of 'key symbols', the concept of 'cultural itself 
is not really extended. The emphasis, as in Sahlins' work (discussed 
earlier), its on one aspect of the symbolic dimension rather than on 
tho'complexity of the Interrelationship between symbolic structure 
and material/cultural circumstance, A similar criticism can be advan- 
ced with regard to the work of the Centre for Contemporary Cultural 
Studies3 where a recognition of the importance of 'key images' Is 
subordinated to a 'class' interpretation of society and social issues. 
Before entering into a discussion of 'material' and Oexpressival 
culture and their Interrelationship both with each other and with the 
prevailing interial/cultural conditions in contemporary British soole- 
ty, it is necessary to discuss in some detail the role of "key images' 
as both a factor In 'consensus' and "control'. Indeedg 'key images* 
play an essential part In maintaining the symbolic unity of the sy&- 
tem as well as providing a set of cultural 'guidelines' to which 
'material culture' must provide an ongoingg continuing, generational 
adaptation. In one sense. they are an element in the ideological domp- 
ination. of one group by another but in a far more *subtle' and Odynam- 
ic' way than Is commonli supposed. When the question of symbolic 
IlWts' to debate was raised earlier in this chapter, it was suggest-' 
ad that these 'limits' are based on certain 'images' of what is 
*right' and what is 'wrong' - diffuse symbolic structures but power- 
ful enough to exercise control over the scope of the debate* A curs- 
ory glance at the media with regard to Industrial disputess espec- 
ially those with 'national' repercussions,, is sufficient to reveal 
1. Ibid. P. 1340.2. Ibid. P. 1341. 
3-For example seat Jefferson at all 'Mugging and law In' Orderlt 
CCCS 
-Paper 
21 P., 16* 
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the intensity of this push for Imoderation'. , 
'Key images' then are a, factor In 'stability'. In a sense, they 
provide a mechanism for the 'integration' of distinct 'material' cul- 
tures based on the self-evident differential conditions in contempor- 
ary society. However# this *integrative' (or *ideological') role 
should not overshadow the dnamic elements in this process. The 'key 
images' are themselves a1ways In a state of flux, reacting in turn to 
changes in the underlying material conditions (e. g. the development 
of 'shop floor militancy's the increase in immigration. redevelopment, 
and so on) and to Opressurel from the various 'material cultures". 
Again, symbolic allptations,, to be considered laterg may also become 
gradually *accepted' and pass into the realm of 'key images'. For 
example, the general *acceptance' of youth's *obsession' with music, 
innovation and fashion - 'youth culturelt once castigated in the early 
050's. has become 'accepted' and lexpeated'. even adopted as an ess- 
ential element in idustrial output - the 'teenage market'. 
'Key Images' then only remain valid when they can be broadly said 
to be generally applicable. Thus, the *key images' governing the man- 
agement/worker relationship in the early part of this century based on 
deference and obedience would scarcely be acceptable in to-day's 
more 'democratic' climate. 'Key Images' then are responsive to changes 
in the material conditions to which they are an 'integrative' adapt- 
ation on a societal level. Another useful example would be the changes 
in the attitudes to marriage and the family during this century - one 
could not easily oompare the current 'key images' of family life based 
on Imeaningfull parent/child interrelationships with the more 'repres- 
sive' system based on the centrality and authority of the father. 
It is interesting that the concept of general Ounderstandingse 
and 'orientations' to the problematic of existence have been current 
in sociologyp and especially in anthropology (mentioned earlier) for 
some time. Thus,, Paul Rock usefully suggests the *taken for granted' 
nature of these "understandings'. This. in fact, is an important feat- 
ure of *key images'l they are so Ouniversa. 111 and commonplace - and 
diffuse - that we tend either to overlook them completely or dismiss 
them as examples of 'ideological' diffusions whereas in reality# they 
are much mare. 
I 
I. Paul Rocks'The Sociology of Deviance and Conceptions of &wal Order' 
PP. 139-49 British Journal of Criminology 14 1974. 
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.. At the deeper levels. It (more useful work) might ;; 
earth understandings which are so universally taken 
for granted that they are not even noticed by those 
who maintain them. These background beliefs permit 
transactions to develop between structurally distinct 
groups. " 
As an element affecting the 'material/expressivel dialectice the 
concept of 'key images' seems most obvious and requires least elabor- 
ation. Howeverp it Is useful to point out the prime Imechanism' for 
the transmission of these *images' and then to describe briefly some 
of the elements observed In contemporary British society. 
In factq the very complexity of industrial society has made the 
dependence on the 'integrative* value of 'key images' increasingly 
Importantq while at the same time contralisirig the media as their 
Zime transmitter. 'Marxist' theorists provide the best information 
on the role of the mediag though, predictably. they describe the pro- 
case in terms of 'power' and 'ideology'. 
' 
"They (mass media systems) 'connect' the contras of power 
with the dispersed publiest they mediate the public dis- 
course between elites and the governed,, Thus they become, 
Pivotally, the site and ter in on which the making and 
shaping of consent is exercisedg and to some degreet con- 
tested, They axe key institutions In the operation of 
cultural hegemony. " (My emphasis) 
The difference between a 'Marxistl and an *expressive' analysis 
would be that, whereas the 'Marxist' sees *images' as imposed on the 
public - simply *Ideological' - 'expressive' culture favours an 'in- 
tegrative' rather than a 'repressive' interpretation. Thuso for exaz- 
ple, moral panics' are an illustration of the utility of 'key Images% 
such as Olaw and order', in a problematio situation (such as the out--ý 
break of 'mugging' in the early '70's2)s rather than'an example of 
an over-reaction, by controlling interest groups. 
However, although the evidence is largely impressionistics mainly 
supported by the work of the Contra for Contemporari Cultural StudiesP3 
a brief description of some *key Images' Is necessary to clarify the 
theoretical base of this concept as a central element in the cultural 
conditions to which 'material/expressive' culture is an adaptation. 
Thus, one example might be the 'value' of #education' in the sense of 
a necessity 'for getting on'. Indeedv in spite of the obvious# 
1. Stuart Halle'The Structured Communication of EventsO: rCCS P&Rer 5 
P. 3.5. 
2. S. Hall at al: Policin&-the Crisist op. cit. 
3. University of Birmingham: op. cit. 
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empirically-demonstrated fact of the differential Impact of educationg 
there is still a general belief that 'you can make it if'you want to' 
'it's all a question of hard work'. In fact, in the case of this 
esearcho those parents that were spoken to on this subject specif- 
Ically blamed their son9s educational failure on his Idisinterest'g 
not on the Isyste-TRI. 
Another 'image' frequently occurring in the media is that of 
'crime and punishment', Here the suggestion is that 'news' about crime 
is necessary as a means of setting and reinforcing the symbolic bound- 
aries of behaviour. The media constantly tell us that this or that des-_ 
erves our 'outrage" and periodically focusses attention ('moral papic') 
on a partioular type of 'deviant' act e. g. Imugging' or# in the con- 
temporary industrial relations scene,, Isecondary picketing'. 
' 
"NewsO about crime and punishment thus plays an important 
social function In demonstrating where the moral, legal 
and normative boundary lines which define 'society' fall 
and how they are applied. " 
On a more diffuse levelp there in a cluster of images including 
Orespectabilitylg 'work' and Idiscipline'. 
2 Whatever our individual 
stake in the future of capitalist society, we axe an expectedl to 
work (witness the notorious 'social security scroungers') and this 
work is in itself an essential element in our 'respectability'. 
Whether one is a factory labourer or a wealthy entrepreneurp the sugg- 
estion is that, 1y doing-your job, you gain the moral status of a 
'trier', a person with 'self-respect'. Again# whatever the difficulty 
of our personal situation# social 'discipline' in an absolute impera- 
tive - we must *make do'. Thus,, those who have crumbled under lunboax- 
able* loads may still suffer the burde: n of public disapproval# even 
though this 'distaste' may be tempered with, sympathy e. g. the 'batter- 
ed' wife who In turn 'batters' her child. 
Another 'image' is that of the 'Iawl. Whatever may be the weak- 
nesses of individual policemenj judgess or lawmakers# the abstract 
principle of the 'rule of law' in paramount. Thus# when there is a 
sudden upsurge of public w=esto especially in cases of industrial 
Oconflictle the media solemnly assert the awesome alternative to the 
#rule of law' anarchy 
1. S. H%3_1 et al i Newsmald ng and Crime': COCS Paper P. 2, 
2. S. Han et ali Policing the Crisist op. cit. F. 
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Linked in a complex way with the 11magess of social control (the 
liawle 'Crime and Punishment'. etc. ) is that of the 'minority/major- 
ityl. I Whatever the merits of the 'underdog',, usually connected in 
some way with the manual dimension. any solution must inevitably be 
acceptable to the 'majority'. -Horeoverp the Imoderating' appeal to 
the agpieved $minority' is that of 'fair play' - remember, you are 
only in the Iminority'. 
2 
,,, this minority/majority paxadign in its amplified form ;; 
s become one of the most persistent 'inferential struc- 
tures' In the signification of Political deviance Of all 
types in the political domain and in the media. It has 
long since become a standard 'deep structure%**. *" 
Interrelating with these aspects of diffuse 'controllp or rathere 
self-controlle is the image of 'common-sense which applies through- 
out the social structure. Ultimately, an 
.2 
'problem' can be resolved 
with a $bit of common-sense9. In facts It is 1common-sense9 that has 
3 made the British 'what they are to-day'. 
"This univerealising of 1common sense' masks the important 
differences between class exp4rienceel but it also estab- 
lishes a false coincidence of ideas between different 





10aglish kind of thgaht "(My emphasis) 
'Common-sensel is the reference to the concrete# the value of 
1, ga=iencelt the 'existent'. In any 'difficult' situations it is 
possible to resolve differences# providing both parties Ikeep, their 
feet on the ground% recogaise the 'realities' of the situation. After 
all, 'theory' is worth nothing compared to "experience' - 'it's the 
years on the job that counts ýnot your college diplomas'. 
Other 'images' include the 'family',. a 'sacred' institution even 
to-day. Ideallyp parents should *stick togetherlp cO. -operatep for the 
benefit of *the children'. Marriage itself should be 'fulfilling,, 
stable - and 'happy', Within this complex of 'images' of the 'family's 
there axe many sub-imagesp such an 'acceptable* treatment of children 
(witness the 'national' horror at child "battering')# the role of the 
wife# father as the 'providerIg and so on. 
ThQse then are a very few of the $key Images' that circulate In 
dynamic fashion throughout the differing levels of society. Indeedo 
their centrality is so 'taken-for-granted' that there is little real 
l. Stuart Halls teviancyl, Politics and the MedialtCCCS Paper 11, 
2. Ibid. P. 28. 
3. Stuart Hall et alt Policing the Crisist op. cit. P. 156. 
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research into their origins. Howeverp on one levelp they provide the 
sribollo 'gluel. that holds the whole edifice together. To some 'IU=- 
ists'o they may represent a hegemonic attempt to enforcq scontrolo 
(lideology"). but the suggestion Of this chapter is that such an inter. - 
Pretation-Itrivialisesl the complexity of symbolic struotures in 
contemporary British society. IKOY images' are one aspectq though 
crucial'in their general effect, in the 'materi&I/expressivel dialec.. 
tic of 'cultural -a central feature of the basic cultural conditions 
to which Imaterial culture' provides a generational adaptation and 
lex1ressive culture' a transitory and speoifio reaction. 'Material 
cultural may appropriate these 'key images' and re-work then in a more 
*practical' form but they continue to retain a general but dynamic 
effect as a symbolic mechanism of control and integratione .. Wý 
IMaterial Culturel. 
The previous section has suggested "key Images" as a complex, 
shifting feature in the cultural conditions on a societal level I to 
whibh groups with a similar structural position must adapt. Howeverl' 
there are also material conditions (such as'the politicalg educational,, 
occupational and housing 'systems') which differentially affect sect- 
ions of the population. It is suggested that the combination of these 
'material$ and 'cultural* conditions of existence In a complex indust- 
rial society (of the 'capitalist' type) results in a, particular 
circumstance for particular groups to which they must adapt on an 
ongoing generational basis. This continuing adaptation to an enduring 
differential structural position Is for convenience termed 'material 
culture'. The choice of terminology should not be confused with the 
common anthropological usage which refers to objects used or produced 
by a social group. At the risk of confusion$ the term 'material' is 
used to describe this continuing adaptation because it relates to 
Imateriall circumstance - the structuml conditions of WdstencO., HOW- 
everg although 'material cultural in my sense subsumes 'material' art.; 
efacts such as fashion# art# sport, food, drink# etc.,, it is by no 
means confined to these 'physical* aspects. Rather, it is a broad. 
symbolic adaptation on a continuing basis to a pexticular material/ 
cultural circumstance. The physical manifestations ofl, for eXamPlep 
the working class council estate (the pubs, 'bookiesIg pawn shops, cor. 
ner shop, etc. ) are merely one aspect of the $material* cultural 
adaptation. 
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Again 'material cultural Is not Istructural, (ag,, the occupet- 
lonal structure, education system) but the continuing allptation to 
these structures. For, axnaples with regard to-the working class 'mat- 
erial' adaptations the'elention of the, physical above the Intellect- 
ualt the emphasis on the 'informal' as opposed to the *formal'. In 
shorts Imaterial cultural in the continuing and, general responses in 
a creative, sense. to a, group's particular cultural end naterial, circ- 
umstance. The important distinction between Imaterialk and lexpress- 
ivel cultural adaptations its that the former is pragmatic and-continu- 
ing - how to be Imiddle class' or 'working class's for example - 
while the latter Is concerned with ! defusing' inconsistencies between# 
for examples 'key images' and the reality, of existence or simply with 
creating meaning in-a situation of monotony and deprivation. 
In a sense# they serve a different purpose# with 'material cult. - 
uresO tending to create, diversilX1. a Idiversityl partially eased by 
the impact of 'key images' but with 'contradictions' and Ideprivat- 
ions' necessarily continuing to arise in a system based on 'exploit- 
ation' and differential interest. It is have that, lexpressive cultural 
comes into play with a range of symbolic options$ in pe: %ticularq 
'meaning structures' and *symbolic adaptations'. However# it is ! LmP-, 
ortant to point out that there is an interchange not only between the 
'material' and 'expressive* elementa of culture but also between both 
and the material/cultura. 1 conditions underlying their development - 
to which they are a creative and dynamic e4aptation. 
Thusg for examples *style'. suggested as a symbolic adaptation 
to 'contradiction's e, g. the Iskinheads'. 
1 
may become outmoded as an 
attempt to restore *meaning' and then become appropriated as 'fashion's 
so, entering the *material' axes of culture. Again# a symbolic adapt- 
ation, once original and usefull may become ritualised and pass into 
Imaterial culture'. Of courses this does-not mean that it becomes 
$redundant' and Ouselessle merely that it pLeses: from. the original and 
temporary to the level of a continuing and general adaptation. For 
example. *shop floor culture'? ' may originally have been an adaptation 
to the particular 'contradiction' in the work situation between the 
reality of monotony and the need for satisfaction in labour. Its 
success in alleviating the 'boredom' of much manual labour (through 
1, J, Clarket'The Skinheads and the Study of Youth Culture': CCCS 
Paper 
Z. P. Willist Learning to Labours op. cit. 
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jokings the appropciation of the work situation, etc, ) has resulted 
in its transmission as a ganeral adaptation, as a 'natural' element 
of the shop floor or the building site, In this respect, it can be 
seen as an element in *material cultural. 
However# 'cultural$ elements can also in turn affect and pass 
into the contemporary material conditions. Thus, it Is possible for 
'contradictions' in the Education system (for example, between the 
'key image' of equality of opportunity and the reality-of non-achlev- 
ement for many working-class childron), to give rise to symbolic adap- 
tations which in turn disrupt the smooth operation of the 'system* - 
'counter-school cultural. 
' This *conflict' gained the attention of 
those 'responsible for' the key institutions of society - the, politio- 
ians. Indeed# the increasingly 'visible 
,I 
(in a 'political" sense) 
failure of selective education - highlighted by the disruptive 
adaptations of some working class children - reoulted in a change In 
the basic structure of education . the adoption of a 'comprehensive* 
system. 
Again# the "material' adaptation of labour to occupational 
"exploitation' has led to the continual readjustment of the 'key Images' 
governing the inherent conflict of interest between management and wor- 
kers, over a period of years, the effect-of the search for more 'eff- 
ectivel industrial relations and the symbolic manoeuverings, accompan- 
ying that search has been improved conditions for the'work forest 
thought of course# manual labour Is still far removed from non-manual 
labour in many respects. 
2 
Such examples axe limited but they serve to Illustrate the comp- 
lexity and especially the dynamic quality of the relationships between 
'material' and 'expressive" culture both with each other and with 'und- 
erlying material/cultural conditions. The point that must be stressed 
is that 'material" and lexpressive$ aspects of culture do not simply 
follow on from material/cultural circumstance. The relationship is' 
far more Intricate# with a Imateriall or lexlzesalvel adaptation quite 
feasibly over time becoming part oft or affeatingt the underlying 
material/cultural conditions. 
Agmint 'expressive' elements may emerge out of *material culture1g, 
for example# in response to "cont%-adictiont. Thusq to quote again the 
l. Ibid. 
2. For example seel J, Westergaard & H. Reslers op, cit. 
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example of educationf-a 'key imagal disseminated throughout society 
Is that of education as being I equally I available for an , dependent 
only on 'effort'. In the working classe. this 'key imagel contradicts 
the obvious 'fact' that this is not the case. More(mrar. at a"mat- 
eriall levell leducation' is devalued, in ftvour of the fphysloalll- 
labour is more 'manly' than 'book work'. 'Countev-school, culture" 
is the adaptive result -Mot mewely a withdrawal of interest from 
ýoducatlon (a Ivateriall adaptation to struatural inequality)p but also 
a creative, atteept to restore control over an area of livingg an 
attempt to adapt to tho reality of non-achievezent and future manual 
labour, 
The relationship then between materia. 1/cultural_ conditions and 
the Imaterievexpressivel elements of culture is, complexq sometimes 
reciprocal, sometimes one-sided. It is in this respect that a diag- 
rammatic representation tends to over-simplify Irealityl, However, 
having outlined the complexity of the issuesinvolvod and having emph- 
asised the interrelationshiR between the different aspects of 'cultural 
and material circumstance, it is necessary to discuss in more detail 
the *material' adaptationp in particulars to suggest more clearly the 
basis of differential circumstance. 
1143. terial culture' then is the lived ISMIence of material/ 
cultural circumstance. - a continuing cultural adaptation to a partic- 
ular set of conditions. For example, Parkin suggests the basis'of a 
Imaieriall adaptation. 
2 
"(Working class communities).., generate a meaýg system 
which its of purely parochial sigialficancet representing - 
a-design for living based upon localised, social knowledge 
and face-to-face relationships. " (Yq emphasis) 
Basically$ in any society, of whatever complexity,, human beings 
generate models of their own siiuation in order to orient themselves 
to it. It is this orientationg this process of adaptation to cirCUM- 
stance. which is called Imaterial culture' in terms of the model of 
Iculturel in a capitalist society that has been outlined. In shortp 
Imaterial cultural is, 
3 (though Ortner does not use my terminology) 
..... the process of providing orientations within and to the particular naturalg social and peyo 1 realities 
of particular groups. " (My emphasis) 
1. P. Willist Learninsc Labourt oD. t. 
2, Frank Farkl7ii =Cs In! SualiýZ and Political Ordert op. cit. P. 90. 
3-S. B. Ortners IZW Bodiesg Godsl Food'i P. . Willis 
(MI. ), 
The Int=etation of Symbolinmi Malaby ft-essi London 1975. 
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ý, An'example of the 'material$ might be the Oworking class' view 
of manui-I labour. (It must be remembered that manual labour has not 
disappeared as a result of the expansion in the non-manual area of 
workl 
1 it remains a central concern for the majority of the working 
classes. ) In this contexts it is not surprising that the prevailing 
attitude to manual labour within the Norking class' (those with a 
shared complex of material/cultural conditions based on manual labour) 
should be to invert the 'image* of education as the 'key' to success. 
2 
"Manual labour is associated with the social superiority 
of masculinity and'mental labour with the social infer- 
iority of femininity. " 
Willis Is also instrumental in suggesting other examples of thb 
'material' aspect of Oculturel, as an adaptation to circumstance, 
though he does not do so in the general context of the 'material/ex- 
pressivel dialectic. Briefly, he suggests that the location of the 
working class In the capitalist process and the necessity to adapt to 
this location results In what he calls 'subversive# or potentially 
subversive, forms. 
3 
"The products of this independent ability of the working 
class - profane testing of the formal# sharp un-relfied 
language, oppositional solidarityq and a humorous presencep 
style and value not based on formal job status - are no 
less the product of the capitalist era for their subversives 
or potentially subversivep forms. " 
A contrary suggestion would be that Willis suffers from the '14%=- 
ist, tendency to see 'class-in-itselfl as potentially 1class--for-Itself' 
- thus distorting the existent. This chapterg on the other hand# is 
interested only in what iSq rather than what might, or shoulde be. In 
this contextv his suggestion of the 'informal* as a central feature 
of working class life is useful as an example of 'material' adaPtat-- 
ion to circumstance in a continuing sense. In other wordav 'material 
culture' is not an 'expressive' adaptation aimed at 'defusing* or 
adjusting to 'contradiction'. but simply an attempt to create an on- 
going, generational adaptation to underlying constraint. 
In this respeotg the restricted scope of Imater W culture' is 
perhaps based on manOs need to Ireferencel his personal situationo to 
make his 'reality' meaningful by comparison. Fernandez suggests the 
I. Sees J. Westergmard & H. Reslers Class in a Capitalist Societyi op. cit, 
2. P. Williss Learning to Iabours op. cit, P. 148, 
3, Ibid. P. 13 = 
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En 
Importance of Ometaphorlo crose-referencing' for creating 4 sense of 
integrations of 'wholeness% of being part of a larger units of looo- 
lety'. We all need to have a sense of location,, of 'belonging's and 
one way of doing this is by comparing our situation with that of 
others, 
I 
"However men may analyse their experiences within any 
domaing they inevitably know and understand them best by 
referring them to other domains for elucidation. It is 
in that metaphoric cross-referenoing of domainep perhapop 
that culture is integratedl providing us with the sens- 
ation of wholeness. " 
But this need to 'reference' ourselves is accompanied by another 
IneedIg namely, that of meaningful 
, 
comparison. There is little point 
in a resident on a council estate 'fated' to a life of manual labour. 
comparing his life. ILIs opportunities, to those of the'stockbroker 
living in the suburbs who spends his days in the world of high finance 
and 'high' society -a certain recipe for 'revolution' orp at least, 
lalienation'. For comparison to be meaningfulv we must Ireferencel 
ourselves to those"in similar circumstances. Thus, the *less privil- 
eged' tend to compare their situation only with those in a similar 
structural position. Moreover, there is a tendency to 'tailor their 
expectations' to those of their own job'reference group. In a way, 
Parkin may be correct when he describes this as a 1protective strat- 
egy'. 
2 
".... it-could be suggested-that the inibility of the less 
privileged to 'sea' the more privileged is a protective' 
strategy developed by those alreadi resigned to a life 
of small rewards. " 
However, aside from suggesting this limited Ocrosr.... referencing" 
as an essential Istabilisinge fact in a complex society, as an elem-- 
ent in a 'material' adaptation,, perhaps some light can be shed on the 
concept of *material cultural as Opposed to the 'expressive' by out- 
lining certain Of the major features of differential circumstance in 
Britain to-day. In this regarde the manuaVnon-manual division is 
used as the base for a description of differential material condit- 
ions. Of course, it is accepted that there is considerable different- 
iation within the broad categories of manual/non-manual. For example, 
one suggestion might be that the manual group could be sub-divided on 
the basis of skill levels. The non-manual group, on the other hand, 
l. J, W. FernandezilPersuasions and Ferformancese: 458 in C, Geertz (BL) 
Myth. Symbol and Cultures N. Y. W6W. Horton 1974. 
2. F. Parkin: Class I=nea ity & Political Orders op. cit. P. 62. 
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comprises a, -val3t range from-the routine non-manual-worker to the 
"professional' groups. ThIsAs not to forget the 'capltallsts'Ahem- 
selves. Howevero at the obvious risk of caricature and over-simpliflo- 
ation of the structure of contemporary British society# the manu%3/ 
non-manual dichotomy does allow a clear ill ustration of the different- 
W material conditions operating in society to which groups in a 
similar structural position must provide an ongoing adaptation. This 
does not# and is not intended too deny the possibility of other div- 
isions based on a more systematic analysis of differential circum- 
stance. But, that is beyond the scope of this chapter - the immediate 
concern is to sMiZest differenceso not of a tempararyo but of a con- 
tinuing nature to which groups with shared interests must adapto that 
is# develop a 'material culture' as an ongoing generational adaptation* 
An immediate and enduring feature that slxcings to mind is housin 
On one levelp indeedp housing Is a factor in the physical separation 
of the working and middle classes. This point was abundantly illust- 
rated in Chapter One where the dominance of council housing in cert- 
ain areas was overwhelming. Though this is stretching the point a 
little fars one might call BarrackhIllo Harrytown and Ferry Bank 
working class 'ghettos% In a senseo they have been systematically 
constructed to house, not the middle or upper classeso but the $work- 
ers!. 
l 
"But the strength of the*tendency towards neighbourhood 
separation is undeniable .... and is supported by the fact that greater job security characteristic of white-collar 
labour generally makes for a wider availability of house 
loans and mortgages. " 
Putting this in a more Imodern' perspective. the 'explosion' in 
house prices in the late 1970's must have made house purchase even 
more difficult for the working classes whose income is subject to diff- 
erent considerations than that of the white-collar worker. The si9rd-f- 
icance of housing as an aspect of material circumstance affecting the 
individual's life-style is perhaps over-stresseAq but usefUUY so as 
2 
a means of making the point# by Rex and Moore. 
"... we may say that there are five classes ixoduced by this 
system of house-ownership and anocation: (l) the outright 
owner. -occupierst(2) the council house tenantsl(3) the ton- 
ants of whole ]private housesl(4) the lodging house prop. 
rietorsl(5) the tenants of lodging houses., Being a member 
LA. Giddenst Class Structure of the Advanced Societiest op. cit. P. 184. 
2. J. Rex & R. Moores Race, Community & C3Mf=1ctt A SFu-d7. y-of Spark1brooki 
1967 Oxford University Press F. 36. 
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of one or other of these classes is of first importance 
: in determining a man's associationsg his Interests# his 
life-style, and his position In the urban social structure. " 
IA)aving aside the 'extremity' of thin argument for a 'class stru- 
ggle over the use of houses% the point is well made that housing is 
differentially available to different groups based to a large extent 
on occupation - the manual/non-manual divide, However. it is not the' 
mere fact that occupation is manual or non-manual that has an effect 
on material circumstance but the whole complex of conditions that sur- 
round this basic dichotomyg in particular, the contrast in security 
and predictability of income. 
Before outlining briefly the actual differences in occupational 
benefits between manual and non. -manual jobeg it is useful to point out 
that, contrary to popular Imvth*g manual labour is not disappearing 
with the increase in non-manual jobs - the majority of men remaia 
manual workers. 
1 
"It is quite misleading to point.,, to the fact that nearly 
half the working population now are in non-manual Jobs. 
For while a majority of working women have jobs that can 
be so describedo over three in every five men are still 
manual workers. " (rq emphasis) 
Bearing in mind this 'fact'l there axe certain important distino- 
tions that must be made between the general conditions surrounding this 
type of occupation as compared to non-manual or 'white-collar' labours, 
In this comparlsonj the vexed question of those in routine white- 
collar tasks# resembling manual labour rather more than 'professional* 
workg is passed over as not fundamental to this broad discussion of 
continuing differential circumstance. Thus, the two main factors under- 
lying manual work are 'insecurity' and lunpredictabilityl whicho taken 
together as a Olife-cycle'@ reveal a significant contrast between the 
two types of labour, 
2 
"This contrast -'between the flat life cycle of workerso 
descending into or near poverty in old aget and the inc- 
remental and promotional curve which the bourgeois life 
cycle typically follows - undeilinen the insecuritY-of 
working class life. " (Vq emphads) 
Another fundamental difference lies in the earnings Potential of 
manual labour. Unlike non-manml workers, who tend to be paid on a 
salaried basis, *only about two-thirds of the average male manual work-' 
v3 or's pay is accounted for by his basic wage . In order to achieve 
l. Westergaard & Reslers Class in a Ca4taliat Societv op., cit. P. 291. 
2. jbid. P, 93,3, lbido F. 94o 
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the full 'potential' of his earnings, the manual worker must work 
long hours., Thusp for exnLmple, the miner may earn a high wage. but 
the way he does so Its fundamentally different to the white-collar 
worker's salaried performance, 
"Working long hours is in fact almost the only way in which 
manual workers - and then still only a minority - can reach 
the high earnings which they are so often wrongly assumed 
to get as a matter of common experience, " 
'A corollary of long hours is less time for leisure, family and" 
so on. In fact# according to Westergiard and Resler, the whole idea 
of highly paidp underworkedg manual workers is a modern 'myth". The-, 
reverse might more correctly be said to, be the case. 
2 
"Non-manual'workers work fairly short hours ... By contrastv 
manual workers work long hourso .. The notion that ordinary 
workers have much more leisure time at their everyday dis- 
posal than before the war is a &Eoss misconception. " 
(Yq emphasis) 
However$ it is not only the general conditions of employment that 
separate the manual from the non--manualg. such as fringe benefitsp pen- 
sion schemesp and so on&3 there are also differences in working con- 
ditions on the Job Thus, non-manual work tends to be cleaners lose 
arduous and more "satisfyingl# while manual workers tend to endure a 
rather different and leas favourable set of circumstances - and for 
longer. 
4 
"It requires little documentation to establish that manual 
workers as a group are exposed to worse noise levelso ex- 
tremes of temperature, noxious smalls and enjoy loger 
standards of amenities such as lavatcwies and canteens.,, 
M%nual workers also spend much longer in these less fav- 
curable physical conditions. " 
Of course# these enduring differences of occupation and condit- 
ions at employment Would be of little use as evidence of a continuing 
structural difference if it could be demonstrated that mobility is 
such that no particular group need necessarily be associated with a 
particular type of labour. In other, words, if individual mobility were 
such that there was no. need for any adaptation to. material circumstan-ý 
oe - the manual worker had as good a chance as anyone to move into the 
more 'comfortable' areas of non-manual work. Material circumstance did 
not have a generational base. 
1. Ibid. P. 84. ' 
I Ibid. P. 83/4 
4. D. Wedderburn & 0. Craigt'R 
D. Wedderbum (Mi. ) Fbver 
Cambridge Uhiversity Press. 
Howeverg although there is In fact a 
Z. IbId. P-83. 
elative Deprivation in Work'tP. 147 In 
9 Ineqmlity &-Class Structures 1974 
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0. 
considerable amount of mobility quantitativelyo qualitatively most 
moves upwards are modest. 
' The 'rage to ribheel-image Is not a. 
general reality. 
"Mait'individual mobility is far more modestl and much o: r-- 
it stays on one side or the other of the conventional 
dividing line between white and blue-collar work. " 
The"modeatyl of much mobility is fuiAhor emphasised by the 
tendency towards the 'progressive proletarianization' of much low- 
2 
grade white collar work. Wentergaard and Resler suggest that many of 
these jobs are becoming 'closer to manual wage-earning jobs than they 
wereto tending to suffer the same 'objective criteria of market circ- 
umstances and work conditions'. Overall. this would suggest that many 
of those who do move upwards out of manual work do so Into non-manual 
work that can hardly be described as qualitatively very different - 
the basic material circumstance of occupation does not significantly 
alter. 
Again, without labouring this point of limited mobility too far, 
involvement in manual or non-manual labour does tend to follow family 
circumstance and background. In fact,, the occupation of your parents 
plays a significant part In your own 'choice' of labour. This is not 
to deny$ of coursoo the 'freedom" of the individual to choosep simply 
3 to observe that his"choicel seems patterned rather than random. 
"Manual workers probably have little chance of promotion 
out of their condition after the early years of their 
working lives. Even before that$ their chances of prom- 
otion are much smaller if they are manual born -- as most 
are - than If they have the advantages of a white collar Vckground, 
*e o" (Yq emphasis) 
Of coursev a well-known factor in this restriction of mobility is 
the operation of the education system - even the so-called 'progress- 
ivel comprehensive system. In facto Westergaard and Reeler suggest 
that it has become 'more important"as 'an avenue of social mobility' 
with-the restriction of 'earl-ter channels of circulation. 
4 
Whatever 
the actual case, there is little doubt of the general role of eduo- 
ation in restricting entry to non-manual occupations and perpetuating 
(in-a generational sense) manual occupation as a continuing feature 
I. Westergaard & Beslers op. cit. P. 302, 
2, nid, F, 292. 
3-IbId. P-313. 
4. IbId. P, 327- 
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of group circumstance. 
, %. . on one levellIt is often suggested that there Is 'differential 
1 
access' U the, education systemp , with certain $key areas' or levels 
of education IdominatedO by a particular class. 'Public' and 'Indep- 
ondenti, schoole arep of course, the best examples of this restriction. 
on a more, general levelp the abandonment of 'selection' his to a 
1=ge extent ended such highly $visible', -symbols of clase-based res- 
triation as the 11+j though there Is little doubt that Istreaming' 
continues in many 'com1wehensivel schools through ability $sets' and 
other such devices., - 
However# this structural change in the education system has not 
meant a significant change, at least not to datee in the attitude of 
manual workers to 'learning' and 'education'# illustrated earlier. It 
can be argued that the prevailing underlying conditions of manual 
work have resulted in an adaptation ('material cultural) that is 
difficult to reconcile with current educational ; x=tice (arguably 
based on non-manual considerations). Indeed, the 'clash' of orient- 
ations often leads to withdrawal on the part of the working class 
child. This 'cultural' conflict Is not difficult to relate to the 
contrasting circumstance of the manual/non-manual divide. 
2 
0 .. a contrast between a 'middle class' empathy with 
abstraction$ a culturally habitual ease In generalizing 
from particularst and a working class rootedness In what 
is concrete$ presents immediately and rragmatically 
relevant. '$ 
Thuag without going into a great deal of detailt the manual/non- 
manual divide can be used to develop a description of continuingg 
differential material conditions In contemporary British society. In 
housinge occupationg employment conditions$ mobility* and educationt 
at leastp there seems to be a cluster of conditions directly related 
to the tne of labour. Mcxreoverp although these 'advantages$ (w 'dis- 
advantages' are of course wcparienced individuallyg they are not based 
on a situation of individml mobility. Taken togetherp they combine to 
create a continuing cot of differential material conditions for those 
born on either side of the divide. 
These conditions then represent the material circumstance facing 
those engaged in manual (and non-manual) labour. Over time# and bearing 
in mind the limited opportunity to lescapel from one's inherited 
LA. Giddenst Clasis Structure of Advanced Societiest op. cit. P. 131. 
2. Wostergaard I Resler; op, cit. F-336- 
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position in any real$ qualitative way# the result of Interaction and 
adjustment Is the continuing adaptation of "material cultural - the 
Ilived' experience of material circumstance, Howeverp this is not 
suggested as a simpleg deterministic 1prooess but rather as a creative 
interchange between the individualg the gcoup and constraint, 'Mmt- 
grial cultural is Itself symbolic and an adaptation liko 'expressive' 
culture - the distinction lies in the purpose and duration of the 
adaptation* In thelcase of lex; ressive culturelg it is a symbolic 
attempt - of a temporary nature . to 'transcend' cc Idefusel cont- 
radiction or to restore *meaning' to a depriving circumstancel to a 
situation of lexploitationO, 'Material culture"o on the other hand# 
is lees innovativeo intended to perpetuate the adaptations necessary 
to exist in a society based on a real, qualitative distinction between 
sections of the population (for examplel the manual and the non-manual) 
in terms of life chances. 
Perhaps two final short examples will further illustrate what 
I mean by a 'material' cultural adaptation. The first is the often- 
noted concept of 'differential morality'. the second. the manipulat- 
ion of languageo which can an one level be Imateriall ando on another# 
"expressive'. 
Briefly# 'public morality' is a *key image' .a basic cultural 
condition - often seen by researchers in 'slum' or luorking class' 
areas to be "irrelevantIlp lideologicall and lodt of-touch' with the 
practical concerns of the neighbourhood, The'material circumstance in 
the working class 'community' is such that adaptation -a Imatecial' 
version of 'morality' - is n6ceswLry. But, this in no way should be 
taken to imply a rejection of 'societal. values and norms'. 
' 
"This provincialism, -however, Is not totalo nor does It 
constitute an unqualified rejection of societal values 
and norms, A belief In the stereoý=6s hold by-the wider 
society is what arouses so much distrust among the reS- 
idents and drives them to find another basis for a moral 
order. " (? tr emphasis) 
However, whereas Suttles finds this evidence of the 'ideal status 
of public moraUtyl and its lundependabilityl when applied to $real 
peoplee, 
2 thus missing the central point of parallel 0moralitidslo 
the one operating in everyday "materiall lifes the other providing a 
reference point as societal Iguidelinesl ($key images' .a cultural 
I. G. Suttless The Social Order of the Slumi 1968 Uhiv. of Chicago Press 
P-223. 
2. Ibid. P. 231. 
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condition). X would suggest that the esipirical. distinction thrown up 
by his work is another example of'the Imaterial/expressive"dialeCtic 
- the error is to suggest that one excludes the other instead of 
suggesting the complexity of their interrelationshiRl. 
Again. in the case of language. on one level it can be seen as a 
response to the particular circumstarices of'igLnual labour. Xn this 
way# the constraints of the work-place (noise, etc. ). the enforced 
concern with the present rather'than with the p . 
Zedietable future@,, 
the elevation. of the physical above the intellectualp have all con- 
spired in a complex maziner to create the Imateriall adaptation of 
'working class language* - sugeested by Bernstein in his theoretical 
division of 'restricted' and 'elaborated' codes. 
I Whatever the merits 
of Bernsteins analysisp which has come under recent criticism for 
taking a 'technical adjustment' rather than'a 'political* ap; roach to 
languagep 2 there is abundant evidence that there are differences in 
the structure of language based initialIX on the manual/non-mianual' 
di6hotomy and complicated by other factorso such as regional situat- 
ion (dialect) and residential differences as wen as by ethnic criginso 
sex,, and age/youth variationi. 
3 
Howeverp language does not exist only as a 'material' adaptation 
to underlying material circumstancel it also has the lex; ressive' cap- 
acity to 'transcend' the situation, to be creative. 'For example@ in 
the hands of West Indian Youth it can be transformed into a symbolic 
manifestation - the 'rude boy'. On the other hand# the lads in Ectin- 
burgh and Dundee used language as a way of giving shape to the adapt- 
ation of Iganginglo of making it 'exciting' and Imeaningfulo - it was 
the main resource for lactionIq contradictory as this may seem (See 
chapter 6). "t. 
Working class language then can be more than a Imaterial"adapt- 
ation, to a particular set of depriving circumstances. It also has the 
potential# in a way difficult for the more 'stilted" middle class code, 
to create interest out of the symibolio resource of communication - it 
can operate on the lexpresslvelýlevel of culture as won as on the less 
innovative Imterial* level. It is no accident that many successful 
LB. Bernsteins Class. Codes and Controll Paladin 1973. 
2. For example seat Dave M=Ieya' Reconoeptualising the Media Audience' s 
CCCS PaPer 2- 
3, Ibid, 
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Comedians have 1working class$ roots to their 'style, * j their manner. 
isms# speech and general 'character' reflect this, ability to create 
something out of nothing, to make a virtue out of necessity - to 
symbolically manipulate the existent, This then is the strength of 
working class (or 'manual') language in an lexpressival sense in 
contrast to Itz *material' basee where It facilitates communication 
in the surrounds of the factory, building site, a street corner. 
1 
"(Working class language) ... does have its own strengths@ in terms of which middle class language can be said to be 
lacking and doest as Bernstein himself points outp ljdve 
access to a vast potential of moaningslg which have not 
been explored by researchers. " (My emphasis) 
RgEessive Culturl. 
To refer to the diagram (Figure 1), it was suggested that the 
complex interrelationship between material/cultural conditions and 
the adaptation of Imaterial cultural would necessarily throw up 
1contradictions' botweeno for example$ the 'key images' disseminated 
through the media and 'key institutional (particularly the education 
system) and the reality of material circumstance (eeg. the linevit. - 
ability' of a lifetime of manual labour for most working class child- 
ren). Again, even in the absence of 'contradiction't the reality ofp 
for exELmple# shop floor monotony may require some response if creat. 
ivity, purpose and meaning are to be maintained. In such circumstanceso 
"expressive culture% in the form either of 'meaning structures' or 
$symbolic adaptations'. intervenes to defuse tensions (w ease dep- 
rivations. It was suggested earlier that $key images' are employed In 
one sense as an integrative , mechanism, not merely as an 
'ideological' 
expression of domination used by those in control to force their will 
on the *exploited'. However,, it is obvious# bearing in mind the extent 
of differential circumstance suggested in the previous section@ that 
the potential for 'contradiction' and 'conflictlo even allowing for 
the 'unifying' influence of 'key imagesl,, is such that there is a 
need for some mechanism of symbolic 'adjustment' to tension. 
With this in mind. the remaining areas of 'cultural to be Intro- 
duced here can be described as 'meaning structures' and 'symbolic ad. - 
aptations'. The former are perhaps the more difficult to define an 
they tend to merge with Imaterial cultural in a close relation with 
material conditions. Thusg for example, It has already been suggested 
1. nid. P. 7* 
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that 'shop floor cultural originally merged in response to the cond- 
itions of the shop floor - the noisee the Ilabourl, the monotonyp the 
lack of 'control*. However# It could be inferred that the sheer pro" 
alence of this info =1 'cultural of the shop floor indicates its pas- 
sage from the area of 'expressive" to 'material' culture. In other 
wordeg It has become part of the generalp continuing, 'material' 
response to the potentially *alienating' conditions of manual labour. 
Nevertheless$ In spite of this ImaterialO appropriation of the 
2expressive's 'shop floor culture' may initially have come into being 
as an attempt to create meaning in a situation thato potentially at 
leasto threatened to deny creativity and individuality. In fact, it 
may be a basic human need to at least feel in 'control', to assort, 
albeit only symbolically, one's freedom. In this context, 'shop floor 
cultural may originally have been an attempt to 'overcome" the obvious 
$deprivations' of manual labour. 
1 
.. the central thing about the working class culture of ihe 
shop floor is thatg despite harsh conditions and ex-, 
ternal direction# people do look for meaning and Impose 
frameworks... Paradoxicany,, they thread through the dead 
experience of work a living culture which is far from a 
simple reflex of defeat. " 
. Indeed, bearing in mind that the only resource open to the worker 
is. in fact, 'self' and the presence of his'partners in labourl it is 
hardly surprising that the adaptation that arose should centre around 
the informal - wit$ repartee# comradeship etc. 
'Meaning structures* are. of course, a form of symbolic adaPtat- 
Lon insofar as they are a symbolic response to material/cultural 
conditions. However$ it is useful to maintain the theoretical dis- 
tinotion between the two based on 'contradiction 
, 
1. Thus, 'meaning 
structures' essentially revolve around "interest' and 'diversion' 
from a potentially,, if not actuallyp depriving situation# whereas 
Isymbolio adaptations' may more correctly belregarded as a response 
to 'contradiction' between 'reality' (the existent) and what should 
be (according to prevailing *key images' etc. ). 'Meaning structures' 
then create *meaning* in a reality of monotony and exploitation# 
whereas 'symbolic adaptations$@ at least potentlallyg *defuse' or 
'transcend' inconsistencies/contradictions. 
Thusp #counter-sohool culturelp as described by Paul Willis, may 
be reg%rded as a 'sYMbOliO adaPtation't as a response to the 
1-PP. Willis: Learning to Iabour, ope cit. P. 52. 
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Wý 
'contradiction' between the prevailing 'key image' of 'eduýationl as 
Dequally available toan# based only on potential', and the *reality' 
of education as, affected not only by 'material culturelq but also by- 
the sobering +; iuth of vanual 
, 
labour at'the ond of the educational ex- 
perience. Willis points out that without the existence of 'counter- 
school culture* - the rejection of the formal demands of the school in 
favour of the informal demands of the group. ultimately of, more 
'practical' benefit on the shop floor - the probability of real 
'alienation' from the *system' would be much higher. 
1 After allp if 
we all really did think that there was equality of opportunityl and 
a 'good' Job was the just reward for effortp the majority of us could, 
expect a massive disappointment when we confronted the reality of 
manual labour. Discontent and frustration would be the mildest results 
of this unswerving acceptance of $equal opportunity'. There is then 
a real 'contradiction' created by the Ikeynimagel of educationg as 
applied to manual prospecteg that must be 'resolved'. Willis suggests 
that this 'resolution' is symbolic and in the direction of the Inform- 
al. Ironically@ 'counter-school culture" will benefit the lade on the 
shop floor far more than will the exhortations of their teachers to 
'try harder", 2 
"The informal group is the basis of this (counter-school) 
culture,, *the fundamental and elemental source of its res- 
istance. It locates and makes possible all other elements 
of the culture and its ]presence clearly distinguishes the 
'lads' from the 'ear-oles". " 
Other examples of Isyibolic, adaptations' are suggested by the 
Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies in the discussion of 'style' 
with regard to *Tedsl, 4Mods' and 'Skinheads%3 an issue taken up in 
Chapter 6 and so not discussed in any great datail here except to 
Illustrate the adaptive role of lexivessive cultural with a final 
example - Willis's *motor biko boys. 
4 
The point of this adaptation is thatj although the *motor bike 
boys* appear IthreateningO to the general publict a closer analysis 
of their behaviour reveals its larigely symbolic base. They were not 
actually offering any kind of challenge to the existent# merely elab- 
orating an adaptation that was at most supeirficial and verbal rather 
I. Ibid. 2, Ibid, P, 23* 
3. For example seei Stenc. oce. -PaDerst 
cecs Nos. 18#20#22t23,42. 
(Titles in the BiMcography) 
4. P. Williss Acofane Cultures Routledge & Kegan Paul 1978. 
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than active and physical. 
' 
"There was also a general kind of lawlessnessg a propensity 
to fight and steal that was anathema to conventional soc- 
iety. The point is that for all this they did not challenge 
the main structures of society ..... They certainly tried to outrage but their offence was bas- 
ically at a surface levell it was cheeks shock. surprisel 
disgusts insubordinationg insult . never a basic g2litical 
challenge to institutions and belief** (My'emphasis) 
'Symbolic adaptations' then# including $meaning structures's are 
an essential element in the 'material/expressive' dialectic, as a 
factor both in the creation of meaning and the resolutionj albeit 
symbolico of 'contradiction'. Indeede a point of central importance 
is that the suggestions made in this discussion of "cultural cannot be 
isolated as 'concepts' but form part of a theoretical framework that 
offers an "alternative' view of the organisation of contemporary 
capitalist society. They suggest, albeit in an exploratory manners 
a framework of 'cultural' appropriation of. and adaptation tog 
material/cultural circumstance that allows for the empirical discovery 
of a co-existent unity and diversity in British societye 
However# having elaborated in some detail the framework to be 
used in the analysis of 'ganging' and justifying this 'departure' on 
the grounds both of an empirical finding of 'consensus' and lintegrat- 
ion' parallelling Ideviancy" and the inadequacy of existing theoretit>- 
al approaches to 'culture' which tend to Itrivialisel the symbolic# it 
is now necessary to sketch an empirical outline of the phenomenon of 
Iganging' based on scepticism as to its foundation in action. An 
attempt will be made to demonstrate a s1p; bolio rather than an action 
structure. This static description of 'ganging' will be followed by an 
attempt to illustrate the 'gang' as symbolic action and the whole 
empirical exercise will then be related to the Ireceding view of 
'culture' In a discussion of the 'moaning' of Iganging'o of OVinging' 
as a symbolic adaptation to a particular material/cultural set of con- 
ditions. To this ends Iterritorylp 'membership's 'ritual aggression' 
and other aspects of 'ganging' will be discussed as a symbolic reaction 
to a material/cultural context potentially damaging to $identity% 
both on the level of the Individual and the group. 
l. nid. P. 49, 
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-CHAPTER ýFOUII. 
ME "GANG' -A SCEPTICAL VIEW. 
Introduction. 
, 
To date, the priority has been the empirical and theoretical dis- 
covery of the need for'a 'cultural' analysis, followed by an attempt 
to develop a, 
-view 
of 'culture' based on symbol which allows for the 
real complexity of human behaviour. While. it is not ouggested that 
this discussion has been definitive and the concepts of 'material" 
and *expressive' culture as outlined will certainly require further 
clarification and amendment, in, the field# it is intended to elaborate 
a view of *ganging' in terms of the 'material/expressive' dialectic, 
of 'ganging' as a symbolic adaptation. To this ends this chapter will 
attempt to approach the phenomenon with a 'sceptical* view in order 
to demonstrate thatq contrary to the opinion of the boys (and the 
media). the "gimngs' that existed at the time of research were not 
primarily 'action structures - those incidents that took place tended 
to be random and noisy rather than systematic and deadly. However, it 
is not suggested that empirical discovery In Edinburgh and Dundee be- 
tween 1971 and 1973 necessarily undermines the concept of *ganging' 
In general. 
I 
Other field workers may indeed have studied a differentl, 
more 'structured" phenomenon, based on a different 
, 
material circum- 
stance. with different contradictions requiring 'resolution'. different 
priorities to be met. 
Nevertheless,, throughout the following chapter, it win be tent- 
atively suggested that evidence of a similar flexible and diffuse stru- 
cture (symbolic? ) can be found in the research of other field workers. 
Thus, it is not the intention to totally isolate the present worki It 
may be that a greater emphasis on the symbolic by earlier writers 
might have eliminated the inconsistencies between their theoretical find- 
ings (of 'structure'$ lorgmnitationl and laction') and their empirical' 
'reality' (of failure to conform to "gang normal, ritual rather than 
actual aggressions a 'structure' that 'disappears' when examined too 
closely). This suggestion of parallel findings in allied work should 
not; however,, be over-stressed - such tentative observations are made 
l. See'for example, more Iratruotured$ views ino 
James Fatricki A Glasgov-Ganiz Observedt 1973 ZYre Mthuen. 
L. Yablonskyt The Violent Gan 1 1962 Mcmillan & Co. 
F. M. Thrashert The Chngt 19Z6 Chicagot University of Chicago Press. 
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without full knowledge of the particular material conditions under--- 
lying the earlier research. However, they do add to the air of soop- 
ticism that is the main priority of this chapter. 
The need for this approach can perhaps be illustrated by referen- 
ce to one or two 'gang incidental and the contradictory and confused 
statements of 'gang members' as to the nature of the phenomenon, For 
examplet John Clancy had been charged in connection with a 'riotous 
mob' that had ostensibly involved the 'Jungle* and the 1YBTl having 
a 'battle'. However, he was unclear as to exactly why he was Involvedp 
although he was sure that the *Jungle' were there, 
"Ochp I dinnae ken what happened. Sure I got lifted, but 
I was Jost havin" a wee bit of fun. Ayaq the Jungle was 
therej, but I dinnae ken whal they are. " 
Another incident involving the 'Jungle* was equally difficult 
to analyse in terms of *structural, but It is typical of the kind of 
situational involvement that oharaoterises many 'gang fights'. Johnny 
of the 1YBTl relates the story, 
"The other night a few boys were wanderin' doon Princes 
Streete shouting 'Jungle' at everybady, They seen two boys 
walkinO doon the other aide ol the street an' yelledeseses 
at them. The other boys jost. give them the V-sign an* the 
Jungle charged across the road to jump them. But the two 
boys pulled oot a blade an" the Jungle nearly chit them- 
selves an" ran amay. " 
Mill who worked as a *bouncer' in a hotelp was quite sure that 
there were "gangs" and that they were a great 1problemll but his treat- 
ment of two 'gangs' reveals his inconsistent approach. Firsto the 
'Jungle' are treated with caution as a way of avoiding retribution 
from the whole 'team% but then the II-Sental DrylawO are 'beaten up' 
and thrown out : in spite of the stated possibility 0 their getting 
reinforcements and coming back, 
"Every Friday,, tho Jungle come intae the Contra Bar an" at 
closing time they shout. "We are the Mental Jungle% an' 
challenge us tae throw them oot, but it's tae riskve they 
all kerry blades an" they're mad ..... Sometimest I think 
of gettin' all the boys frall the old YBT togetherv but 
there's nae point - they'd jest come back the week after 
an' bring their whole fuckin' team. " 
And, in-sharp contrasts 
*These boys in the Bar were shoutinll OMental DrYlawle 
an' threatenin' tae boat up a lassie. So me an* my broth- 
ers grabbed them anO threw them thrul a glass door 
they didnae c=e back. (laugh)" 
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Such Inconsistencies make it difficult-to accept totally the in- 
terpretation of many incidents in Ogangl terms. Often the term 'sang 
fight* appeared to be used as a convenient moans of describing a 
decidedly unstructured and 'mossy" Incident -a $neat' label. 
A similar problem was encountered with *gang names% where the 
researcher was met with a list that changed constantly according to 
the informantq although there was a core of names that seemed to be 
generally accepted - for example, tho IYBTI, 'Jungle'. ITerrorl and 
$Bar-Ox" in Edinburgh# and the 'Huns% 'Toddy' and 'Fleet' in Dundee. 
There was therefore a need for scepticism# as suggested by'Boston. 
"Nor does the fact that the name of a gLng is written on 
a bus shelter mean that there is such a gangt as with 
'Home Rule for Scotland' graffiti, It may rather express 
a wish than describe something that exists* In the Gorb- 
als, for example, the only gangs were tho Tiny Cumbie and 
the Young Cumblo, although the names of Toddler and YY 
Young Young groups were also written on the walls, " 
My emphasisý 
In fact, the practice of spraying on walls seemed to boar more 
relation to the number of walls available than to the existence of 
any such *gangs% Closer observation in this study revealed that 
there seemed to be two main groups of namesi the first, mainly the 
result of some individual's imagination, the second, conforming 
to certain large housing estates. Thus a boy might dream up imIgInarY 
groups. such as the 'Suicide Squad', or the 'Groversl, which found life 
only through an aerosol paint spray. On the other handp certain namest 
such as the IYBT't seemed to have a life beyond the teenage years of 
individual 'members* and were a 'tradition' in the area. Boston not- 
iced this in Glasgow. 2 
"The teenage gangs that have emerged (or veý-emerged) in 
Glasgow In the past four or five years are mainly in the 
new housing estates that almost completely su=ound the 
city ...... Estimates of the number in a gang vary wildly, One social 
worker told me that to be in a district is to be a member 
of a gang and this may be true ...... (1,1y emphasis) 
The boys themselves often gave the impression that these tradit- 
ional lfpng names' were a youthful version of the estate name - 
Harrytown/lYBVIg BarrackhIll/lTerrorl, 0xgangs/1Bar, -Ox1j Jute Hill/ 
'Hunst, and so on, For exampleg Terry was askeds 
I. R. Boston: 'The Glasgow Gangs! sNew Societys, 118168 P. 149. 
Z. Ibid. P. 149. 
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"ýWrlter) 'Has the 'Toddy' a leaders how do you joinVaiDoe 
Terry) ONae leaders - yere-in if le live in Douglas' " 
Two girls at the Coffee Bart who knew all the boys very wells were 
asked-a similar question. Their reaction was one of confusions but the 
conclusion was the same. 
"(Writer).... *Who are the Huns? '.,, 
This stuzpad them for a whilel they started discussing 
several nazes but could not agree. To break the stalemates 
I pointed to a group of boys wandering down the road. 
'Are they In the Huns? %, *** They answered Oyes. so I askedi 
$What about all the other boys in Jute HMV..... 
After thinking for a moment,, they answeredi 
'Everybody in Jute Hill belongs tae the Huns', " 
Jimmy confirmed this view of neighbourhood affiliation, but in a 
different ways he pointed out quite astutely that there are 'pressures' 
to 'plays and go out together - to become part of the 'neighbourhood. ' 
"We all grow up togethere ken* yelve got tae gae oott 
right, If ye stay in, ye're stupidg a crappert an' I'm 
nae crapper - so ye get intae troubles cot wit the boys. " 
Since the Ineighbourhood' equates with the $gang's technically 
you are a 'member' if you live in the area. In fact# different peer 
groups may become different versions of the dominant lfýLng% operating 
at the same time, Fbr example, two boys both said they Iran aroond wil 
the YBV, but denied knowing that the other was 'involved'. I remarkedt 
"It is interesting that he (Mxle) says that he ran around 
with the YBT, but that he has never mixed with Danny@ Adrian 
and friends who are exactly the same age and say the same 
thing. What's more, Pbxie says that Danny is a 'punk. " 
Thusp while there was evidence of estates having a particular 
"gang name's a name which did not necessarily imply a cohesive struct- 
ure, further probing revealed many 'contradictions'. As implied above# 
there was great difficulty In assessing an informant's. or any other 
person's. *membership'. For example, Johnny claimed to be in the OYBTO 
and in fact had been assaulted by other groupsg but his brother was 
rather cynical about the whole issue. 
"Johnny's got a big mooth. Ha's the kind that gaes doon the 
street Ehoutingg IYBTI, an' then gettin' jumped. " 
Gerry, on the other hand, quite openly boasted (but in a rather cont- 
radictory manner)t 
"AhIm a regular member, at least as far as battles goa" 
But after observation of his friendsg I had to admit: 
"This group's involvement with the *YBT1 is not clear. " 
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In fact, the phrase that boys used most frequently to describe 
their relationship to a group was, 'I run aboot wlt the significance 
of this seems to be that even the boys were unclear as to their 'mem- 
bership$ and their involvement and suggested instead that they were 
on the 'outside' but linked in a diffuse way - by Ineighbourhood' 
ties. 
In Dundee# *membership' was theoretically signified by a 'uni- 
form% according to the local Press and informants, but little evid- 
ence, if any# was found to support this suggestion, illustrated below 
in a statement from a 'gang member'. 
"See the 'Shama', they hal their ain Jersey. If I gas tas 
Fintryt I wear that Jersey tae avoid bein' jumped. Ferry 
Bank has its ain jerney tael if I gae tae Ferry Bank, I 
wear their Jersey. " 
The attempt to identify 'gang territory' lends further support to 
the neighbourhood base of *gangs's the diffuse involvement of the teen 
age populationt rather than a smallt structured group. Thust two 
informants# one from Oxgangs,, the other from Harrytownt were remarkably 
consistent on the pattern of entertainment on Saturday night. 
"Mike ('Bar-Oxl)t 'The boys gas oot tae Anderson"s an' then 
tae the Cav. I 
Writers "Together or Separately'. 
Mikes 'Wil their ain mates ..... Gerry CYBTI)t 'We eae tae the Festival Tavern firstp 
then up tao the Cav. ' 
Writers *Together or on your own'. 
Gerryt 'I gae wil kbxiel we all end up at the 
Cav. $" 
But, although all the boys end the night at the same danOO hall 
and Incidents occur at this final rendezvous between three main groupst 
the 'Jungle'q IYBV. and 'Bar-Ox". the pattern conforms to a Oneich- 
bourhood% rather than a 'gang' basis. In other words. the boys go 
out with their personal friends In a set of diverse groups# varying 
in size. Howeverg the restricted pattern of lentertainment' leads boys 
from the same neighbourhood to use the same facilities. Thus, if there 
is conflict, it tends to escalate and become 'structured' under the 
various territorial bannerst e. g. the 'YBT1 from flarrytowny the 'Terr- 
or' from BarrackhIll - the loose associational. ties between peer groups 
become Imobillsed' in conflict. 
This involvement of the 'ordinary' adolescente rather than a 
'disturbed' fringe, is Illustrated by the finding that the Community 
I ILK 
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Centr6s provided by the Corporation were themselves regarded as the 
province of the local 'gang". For example, Dennis told me that't 
"The 1YBT1 often gas up tae the Community Centre for come- 
thin' tae dae. All the boys gae there. " 
Mike, from Cxgangs, was quite sure that most 'trouble* involved 
the boys from the Community Centre. 
"A lot of aggro sterts when the boys (Ilkir-Oxl) come'oot 
ol the Centre at the and ol the night, " 
ýIn Douglas in Dundee, the local policeman thought that the Com- 
munity Centre was a den of $iniquity" becauses 
"A3-1 the hard nuts and giLng members come here tae got off 
the streets because they ken that weIll move them on, " 
The *gang member' thus appears as a 'member' of a loose federation 
of peer groups located within a neighbourhood. His involvement is 
vague. unspecified and largely situational. In shorts the only agreed 
'fact' is the existonce of come kind of Ineighbourhood' structure 
under a *gang' name, such as the '11uns. 
Within this vestige of unity, sraller groups may put themselves 
forward as subdivisions based on a smaller *area* - their immediate 
neighbourhood. Thus# Jamie told me about the different groups that 
'hang aboot at the flats9, 
"Vie an' my mates are the 'Skerry YBT1o an' Davie an' his 
boys call themselves the 'Grovers% but we all hang aboot 
together, Up the road In Saughtons there's a gang called the 
ISaughton Boot Boys9. " 
Other boys tended to ally themselves with a particular area# 
although they lived In another district. Thust Billy came from Gil- 
mertong but he claimed to 'run aroond wil the Terror'$ not the 'Young 
Gilliel. In facto closer inspection revealed that his immediate friends 
came from Barrackhill and he was not at all sure of their real involve- 
ment with any Igangf, . 
*When we get intae a battle, weahout, 'Terrorp ya bas's.. 0 (Why? ) 
...... I'm no sure why.,,,, because the boys come fM. 9 Barrackhin. We're all Terror, ken, " 
On the other hands there were boys who held a structinýed view of 
the $gang' and who saw the city as drawn up Into battle zones. Thus, 
Tony was very specific on the duties and obligations of a Igang member' 
and the IterritoriesP of the various 'gangs% 
"The Jungle is boys fra' Clermiston, Gorgig Sighthill an' 
Longstane. When there's goino tae be a battle, they join 
toeether. When word gaes oot that there9s gain' tae be a 
-I LLA Jý'TV 9 
battle at such and such a spot# if ye dinnal 6LOO ye're 
a crapper, In the Jungleo we used tae all got on one bus 
&no gae off together anO get in some bother. " 
But# this same boy went to the ICav9 with eight of his friends 
and 9jot the haid stuck on him% In facto he went outside for 'a 
square goo with his attacker vid was beaten up by four boys without 
any sign of support from the 'Jungle's Howeverg this did not dater him 
from telling me the next day in sensational terms his Odiscoveryl of 
a new Igang' that had appeared at Easter Road Footbal Ground in some 
kind'of 'uniform'. 
"There*s a gang ol boys who 1pe tae Easter Road tae cause 
trouble. They carry umbrellas an' wear soft hats wil a 
scarf tied roond them. Last week, they were shouting, 
'We're no mental, we're insane'. 
an' they had part og the crowd pinned up against a wall 
an' they were Jabbing them wil their brollies. " 
Similarly, in Dundee, the self-styled Iloaders' of the 'Tongs' 
showed the difficulties the boys faced in verbalising a structure that' 
did not really exist in action. 
"(Writer)t 9O. K. Whole the leader of the Ferry Bank Huns? ' 
'Te M 1# said 'Rogey'. 'No# Andy** said Roddy. After a 
discussions 'Rogey' got his wayesoseoeoes 
(writer)t'How do you join the Huns? '..... *. (Jim)t*You join them thrul a friend or ye jest'stert 
ruanin' aroond wig them' ....... (Writer)s 'Who's in the Huns? %**&* 
An hour later, I had to go, but they were still arguing. " 
These, contradictions and confusions are suggested merely as a 
means of planting the seed of scepticism in the reader*s mind before 
embarking on a more detailed study of specific aspects of the 'gangs' 
found in Edinburgh and Dundee. Howevert these doubts as to *structural 
have been noted by other writers and varied conclusions drawn. For 
examples Yablonskys 
1 
"Tb-diy1s'v1olent gang is characterised by flux. It lacks 
the features of an orgmised group. " 
H. J. Parkert on the other hands avoids 'gang' terminology alto- 
getherg, in spite of local assertions of a *gang' structure. 
2 
"Although referred to locally as a Olittle gang'p the Ritz 
''are 
merely a poor group of friends who have grown UP to- 
gether and spend much of their free time together. " 
In fact, he is adamant that the 'Boyst are not a Igang', concentrating" 
3 instead on the less emotive term. 'networks, 
I. L. Yablonsky: op. cit, P. 25 3. H. J. Parkers op. cit. P. 64,, 
Z. H. J. Parker: op. cit. P. 55. 
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"The Boys are not a gang .... they are a network, a loose- knit social group. A gang is often Identifiable to out- 
siders as suchg a network Is not. " 
Of course, Parker's main concern was not the 'gang' phenomenon 
and his failure to draw the contrast clearly is perhaps excusable. How- 
ever, James Patrick made the study of 'Glasgow Gangs" his focus and 
it is*significant that$ although he also avoids the implications of 
an empirically diffuse structure, many of his conclusions are consist- 
ent with the phenomenon as it exists In Edinburgh and Dundee, This 
@vacillation' lends'a certain air of inconsistency to his findingsp 
perhaps because he approached the field with a preconception of 'path- 
ology'. which 'pushed' him in the direction of a 'structural' interp- 
retation. 
For example# he suggests a clearly-struotured view of the 'gang' 
and its 'leaders% while at the same time implying the concept of the 
*gang' as a Ineighbourhood' unit with a diffuse affiliation* 
1 
"The leaders of all the major gangs throughout the city,... 
were well-known... 
Gmngs appeared to 
;; to be based on territory, Boys belonged 
to the Valleyp for example, because they lived in that area. " 
(IV emphasis) 
Likewise. his findings on membership reveal anything but a cohes- 
ive structures but he is unable to take the Iradical' step of suggest- 
ing that perhaps there is no structureq at least in the sense of an 
organised Igang 102 
"Another major inference I draw at this time was the casual 
attitude towards gang membership. I had gained admissiont 
if not acceptanceg rather easily. No initiation test or 
ceremony was demanded of me ..... Tim and Forgie had the year before simply announced that they were leaving the gang and 
that had been accepted. w 
Certainly. the fact that the boys Iresent when he was in the field 
were always different might have merited a stronger conclusion than 
the following. 3 
"Consequently$ the list of boys present on the occasions I 
met the gang were never the same ...... The total numerical 
strength of the Young Team was therefore subject to cons- 
tant fluctuation. " 
Patrick even discovered the significance of 'fantasy' for the boys 
but then dismisses it as yet another example of their $pathological" 
1. James Patricks op. cit. P. 36. 
2. Ibid. P-97. 
3-Ibid. P-97. 
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obsessions. His Igang member' has no rationalityg no purpose - he is 
*ineffectual 
"(The Young Team) appear as a loose &Touping of socially 
ineffectual youthsp whose gang is 'more a vehicle ; Qor its 
members' fantasies and desires for status than' .... a well- Integrated fighting machine. " 
But, perhaps most disturbing is the continual 'passing over' of 
useful empirical findings, while overtly suggesting'that the research 
is an attempt to describe $reality$. This is epitomiced in his dis- 
cussion of the 'norms of the Young Team's which include 'no-grassing', 
@square-goes' within the lpnglg the compulsion to participate in 
violence$ and the avoidance of fighting with girlsq He finds that thesi 
$norms' are ignored to an amazing degree, but fails to assert their 
'mythical' nature as part of a symbolic adaptation created 
, 
by Inormall 
adolescents In pursuit of leisure-time fulfilment 'on the streetsloz 
"The behaviour of the boys I especianZ of the leaders 
no&"%ted each and every one of the principles by which they 
claimed to live their lives ...... The more significant the 
activitys the more frequent were the breaches of the normi 
and far from -the latitude of the leader bAng narrowest in 
such a situation, he acted contrary to the norms more often 
than anyone else. " (fly emphasis) 
On the other hand# the purposb of this Mapter is to use such find- 
ings in an attempt to give the phenomenon *real' meaning. Thus* great 
pains have been taken to develop the view of the Igmng member' as a 
working class adolescent who is one of 'us'. an 'integrated' f4ember of' 
British soclotyo although with special constraints. Only this view can 
allow a discussion of aspects of 'gang cultural without resorting to 
#pathology'. The phenomenon of Iginging' then becomes comprehensible 
as a symbolic adaptation that appoars to have gained a firm foothold 
in several Scottish cities$ including Minburghg Dundee and Glasgow* 
, 
Soma space has been devoted to superficially sketching some of the 
contradictions and confusions which abound both In the "participantO 
and some field workers' observations. This was intended to suggest the 
#symbolic' rather than action basis of much *gang' activity and to pave 
the way for the more detailed descriptions which now follow of some of 
the main areas of 9j; 9. ng* activity,, again as suggested by informants and 
previous studies. Briefly# It is hoped to develop a sceptical view of 
1. Ibid. P. 194 
2, Ibid, P-187/8. 
I hn 
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the 'gang' both 
, 
as a static and as a dynamic structure and to relate 
this empirimal finding to the view of 'cultural developed earlier. 
Leadership. 
- 
'Leadership' is one of the central elements of 'ganging' and 
much attention has been devoted to this subject by field workers# with 
rather confusing resultse For example# in some researchp 'leaders' are 
described who seem to 'lead" nothing except their 'fantasies' - they 
spend all their time orgudsing 'gangs" and lenlisting members'. 1 
"Loco and his boys seemed to get their kicks from this 
enlistment process... e. the leaders had strong needs to 
organise gangs because it apparently gave them prestige. " 
Yablonsky also discovered the paradox of 'leaders' who are difficult 
to traces lot alone relate to the 'gang' being studied. 2 
"Duke and Pedro were listed as leaders .... (but) in addition there were several names of leaders I had never hoard before. " 
Boston was also aware of this phenomenon of fluctuating 'leader- 
ship', although he loaves the reader to reflect on this paradox. 3 
"Before Frankie Vaughan appeared on the scones apparently 
the boys in the gangs said they had no leaders. Yet F: rankie 
Vaughan has met four leaders, Does this mean that he has 
not met leadersg or that there are now leaders where there 
were none before? " 
Patrick. inevitably# was quite clear on the leadership structure 
in Glasgow. readily accepting the opinions of his inform: %nts9 and dire- 
ctly contradicting Boston. 4 
"In Glazgow, there was little differentiation in the horiz- 
ontal structure of the gang, Young Teams, Tiny and Toddler 
Teams were led by a 'leader-affl, Heavy Teams by a 'King'... 
Apart from the leadership roles there were indefinite foll- 
owers or membership roles filled by the 'punters'. " 
Having established this basic *structure% he lxooeads to alloc- 
ate these 'leadership' roles to the 'most disturbed boys. 5 If there 
is a "gang's there must be *leaders' and these $leaders' must be those 
boys who say they are 'leaders'. He does not really discuss the nature 
of the Ileadership" provided and, possibly, its tentative existence, Do 
they lead anything? 
"In the Young Team# it was not the strongest or the tallest 
or the most intelligent boys who became leadersp but the 
1. L. Yablonskyj op. cit. PP. 102/3.4. James Patrickt op. cit. P. 183. 
2, Ibid. F. 124 5. Ibid. P-178. 
I R. Ibstont OP. Cit- P-151- 
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-most disturbed, the most violent boys# those with lowest 
Impulse control. " 
In. Edinburgh and Dundeep on the other handg It proved almost Im- 
possible to get any agreement on the 'leadership' of a particular group. 
Since It has already been suggested that the principal *gang' names are 
really district names# a local Istandaxdl. this is hardly surprising. 
In fact# a common reaction to questiols on *leadership' waug 'Therels, 
_ naa leaderg we're all the same'. Moreover, a 'leader' suggested by one 
peer group was almost always derided by another. 
In fact, the boys often denied the whole concept of *leadership$* 
Danny, who lived in Barrackhill, was particularly voluble on the sub- 
ject of 'Zingol, who claimed to be *leader$ of the ITerror'. 
"Zingo's a fuckin' heideasel he thinks the Terror's the 
fuckin* I. R. A. wil guns anO bombs. Ile's nae right in the 
of head, I'm tellin' yee 
Howevers there were occasions when a name did appear to emerge 
with some consistency. The most notable case wasth4t of Joe whop it 
was claimeds was the 'leader" of the OYBT1, Certainlyj it became clear 
that he did tend to 'hang aboot' with quite a large group of boys on a 
regular basis. But, when asked by an informant if he was the Ileaderlt 
he denied it emphatically, 
"I asked Joe (an informant speaking) and he said that he Jost 
used tas knock aboot wil a crowd ol boys. If he got intae 
a battlee they'd back him. People jest said that Joe was 
the leader becausel whereever he wast there was a crowd ol 
boys. 0 
Of course. a limited view of leadership'could be taken ast for' 
example,, the initiator of 'action'. of a 'gang' incident. but even this 
limited definition proved very difficult to establish In the field in, 
term of names. Jackie described an incident where the organiser of the 
'battle' failed to turn up. 
"Johnny Bennett telt us ol a battle against the Jungle in 
Gorgig but he didnae turn up on the night an' we were 
battered, " 
Even in Dundeeq the issue. of leadership was by no neans clear, 
although the groups using the Coffee Bar were much, smaller and there- 
fore, at least potentially* more tightly organised, Some of the dis- 
putes as to the 'leadership' of the 'Hunst have already been described, 
but many hours werespent by the boys debating 'leadership'@ 'member- 
ship'. and other questions of 'structure', without ever. arriving at a 
satisfactory conclusion. 
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The Fbrry Bank 'Tongs' had a clear Ileadershipl (at least verb- 
ally), with 'Rogey' and *Roby' sharing the 'honours'. but in practice 
their presence and organizing ability were inconsistent. The 'rank- 
and-file' of the 'gang' usually drifted aroundg while their Ileaders' 
either were not present or concentrated on pCiVat, 0 conversation, Those 
incidents that did occur. usually did so spontaneously with littlep If 
anyg direction from the $leaders% although it was noticeable that they 
tended to be the most violent and were usually ready to 'Jump in', 
However, the overall impression was not of tight loaderships but 
rather of the absence of any identifiableg genorally-accepted 'lead- 
ers', This is consistent with the suggestion that 'gangs' are not 
tightly-structured lunits"g but diffuse structures wielding a symbolic 
organisation. The towage population of an area is drawn together in a 
loose relationship where one's immediate pear group is more significant 
for action than any organised. Igang'. The Ineighbourhood' slogan is 
shouted and 'leaders" emerge in a purely situational context - the 
91pang' exists only for as long as the incident. 
'Hardness' and OWness' 
Closely linked with the concepts of leadership and prestige in 
the *gang' is the idea. 1 of 'being able to take care of yourself"t or 
'hardness'-being a 'hard man'. This concern has often been noted by 
researchers into the values of lower-class adolescents and It seems 
reasonable that the OgangOg with its alleged emphasis on viclence# should 
make this a 'priority% Indeedp Boston sees the ideal of the *hard mane 
as a gen mI problem in Glasgowg among adults and adolescents alike. 
1 
"... froa the poverty and unemployment of the 19th. Century 
and the first part of this century has emerged the idea of 
the 'hard man". a tough$ fightingo drinking wn who is res- 
peoted and admi ed, Glasgow admi es aggressiveness and when 
adult law-abiding society generally puts such high Value on- 
these qualities,, It is h3xdly surprising that young People 
got drunk and stick knives in each, other. " 
In 'Roundhouse' toog the boys had a similar views you have to be 
able to 'stand up for yourself69 to 0 act like a man'. 
2 moreover@ 
Parker suggests that this very attitude can precipitate confrontation. 
"A whole ethos of being 'hard% being able to look after 
yourself like a mane is-displayed by the boys and other 
working class adolescents. Ianguage is an important carrier 
of this identity .... used in conversation with outsiders,, 
I. R., Bostons op. cit. P. 151 2. H. J. Paxker: op. cit. P. 14,6/7. 
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heavy language can-suggest toughness .... This coneern with toughness and trouble necessitates an alertness to potent- 
ially inf3am tory situations. " 
Certainly# the boys in Edinburgh and Duadee did show a great pre- 
occupation with appearing 'hard', with not being a 'crapperl. This 
did not mean an obsession with aggressive toughness but$ ideallyp the 
ability to defend oneself if provoked or attacked. For examples Andy 
was trying to impress a female student at the Coffee Bar with his 
Itoughness'. 
"I went tae Saughton (Frison)l ye wouldnae last two minutes 
in theres yelve got tie be tough tae survive .... If ah felt like its ah could get a team up here anO mash the place 
up. This lot wouldnal stand a chance. " 
Like Andyt many of the informants spent a great deal of time try- 
ing to convince others of their $hardness', Pat was quite dramatic in 
his description of what would happen to me if I insulted him. 
"If ye cam up tae me in the street an' telt me I was soft 
as shit# I'd break yer fuckin' nose. " 
He often boasted of how he had had a lbattlel with three men and 
come off best$ although another of his stories, far from implying lhar- 
dnessOl seemed to suggest uncalled-for aggression# 
"I was In the bevy (Pub) wil four mates an' the barmaid 
started gettin' stroppy because we werenal drinkin' up 
fast enough, We were lippy back an' she tried tae batter 
us wil a brush so we took it off her an# brake it. The 
Barman tried tae jump in so we sorted him oot taeo" 
Gerry shed some light on this concept of 'hardness' when he des- 
cribed his 'ideal man% someone he had just met in Glasgow, Especially^ 
significant is the link between loyalty and 'hardness'. 
"He's only wee but he can really handle hissel". He never 
turns on hie mates. He's the sort ol boy thatt if ye ken 
him,, he's alright. If ye dinn It then watch oote I seen 
him beat up two 'Paddles' once (Irishmen) - magic. " 
However, as with all such ideals# there were many contradictions 
in practice, although of the several aspects of 1g&ng culture's the boys 
tended to remain most faithful to this one. Of courses this was probably 
becauseq as has often been pointed cuts the lower-class adolescent is 
already *committed' to 'toughness' as a local priority. 
The greatest difficulty seemed to be the tendency for 'hardness' 
to merge in practice with Omadness". which was condemned as unreason- 
able behaviour. Patrick illustrates the ideal distinction in his des- 
cription of a 9gemme bomy' and a *mental held'. Howeverp his view of 
the former would be regarded by many of my subjects as 'madness'. 
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"ThIsAs the mark of-the Igemme boaylg someone who is ready 
to fight, whatever the oddeg even if defeat or physical 
punishment Is inevitable ........ He's a mental heid. A right haid-banger .... He's mad, Tried tae set the polis station oan fire wl patrol bombs. "l 
This distinction between 'hardness' and *madness' is given support 
by Peter 111irsh in his description of the contrast between the 'Hardease' 
and the 'Nutter'. Certainly, the boys In Edinburgh and Dundee would 
have been in sympathy with the line he draws between normal courage 
and 'irrational' stupidity. 
2 
"A Hu-dcase or Aggro Leader - commands the greatest respect 
of all within the Rowdies group...., His reputation hangs on 
the belief that if real fighting... were ever to be called 
for, he would be man enough to do It. Being hard Is about 
being manly....., the tLirdease must convincingly demonstrate 
his masculinity through acts of courage and fearlessness, 
His lack of fearg however. must not be abnormally great. 
Total fearlessness - the issuing of challenges against 
impossible odds - Is the prerogative of the Nutter. " 
But. nevertheless, In spite of the 'piblic" disdain of the *mad- 
man99 there is a covert admiration for his exploits. This is probably 
because, in practice. the 'hard man" does cross the "borderline' on 
occasions In his determination to emerge triumphant from a particular 
incident. *Sunshine* provided one example which was related by Jimmy. 
"'Sunshinet was at a party an" three boys started tae mess 
aboot wil his sister. He telt them tas stop it an' they 
wouldnael he pulled oot a bayonet an' they ran their fuckin" 
arses off. " 
Courage and the willingness to use extreme violence to win are con- 
fused,, with the result that many incidents escaldte. Phil and his two 
brotherag who worked as Oboýncerslq beat up a boy so badly - he refused 
to finish his drink quickly when *time* was called - that he had to be 
taken to hospital. The violence used was out of all proportion to the 
"offencelg but my informantl, Terry, had a sneaking regard for their 
direct approach. 
"You'd better watch ye dinnae got intae trouble w: V the 
Robinson brothergig they're fuckin' mad. " 
Likewisel, Tony was opposed to the type of violence allegedly used, 
by 'Hairy Brun' - lbottlin' -'but he prides himself on his ability to 
ý 
'put ye doon per-man-ent-ly'. How precisely he did this depended on the 
circumitances. Thus, although the distinction between Ohird' and *mad", 
appeared clear, in practice, the situation tended to determine the 
I. James Patrick: op. cit, PP. 8.5 & 95, 
2, P. Mirshi "Chreers for Boys .... 't op, cit. PP. 346/-IW* 
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amkouat *and nature of the violence use(L In fact, an extreme reaction 
was often the result of fear or paniot althoughq of course# this was 
never openly admitted. A 'hard man' might slash someone occasionally 
to avoid being beaten ups the 'mad man' would, theorsticallyp need no 
such excuse. 
A thread running through this parception of 'hardness' is the 
importance of Ireputationlp the need to maintain an, image of mascul- 
inity. All boys, though to varying degrees. were concerned with 'rep* 
and many incidents were the direct result of humiliation, whether 
actual or potential. Mel illustrates how humiliation can escalate an 
incident - in thin case, only the intervention of the police averted a_ 
possible stabbing. 
*I got intae an argument wil this big boy. He was jest tao 
big tae fight an' I wouldnae hal a go. He pushed me up 
against a wall an' rubbed his fist against mah face jest 
tas show he was the boss .... a Itr lassie callt me a fuckin' coward an* she got me so mad 
I went hame an" got a fuckin' great knife an' I was goln' 
tao stick it in the bastard, But the fuckinI polls lifted 
me on the way back, " 
Reputation was taken very seriously by the boys but mainly in the 
sense that they were more aware of the T 'rep I of others than of their 
own. If a fight was imminent and their opponent was a won-known 'held 
caselo they might back down without being labelled a Ocrapperl. Thuso 
Philg himself regarded be many as laadlo backed down when confronted 
by Billy Evansp a 'hatchet man% and there-were no suggestions of 
cowardice, 
"Billy's a hatchet manj he's really screwy. I got intae a 
battle wil him anO backed doon because ye dinnae ken what 
he's goin" tie dae. He dared me tas Sao ootside for a 
square-go# but I kent that hold got me frae behind WV a 
bottle. so I wouldnae gae oot - I'm nae fuckinl stupid. " 
miUrly, Pat had a reputation for Ilosin' the heid in a battleO 
but he was a *straight' fighter and so legitimately 'backed down' in a 
confrontation with Les Twist -'if ye turn yer back on him,, he'll stab 
I ye 
However, Patrick's suggestion of an obsession with reputation Waal 
not true in Edinburgh and Dundee in that most boy; did. not make the 
acquisition of 'rep* a priority. They were concerned rather withmain- 
taining a minimum credibility as a lbattlerO, Those who were concerned 
with their reputation usually hovered on the borderline with 'madness', 
1. James Patrick: op. cit. P. 74. 
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although even these boys did not-ustally talk about their 'rep% as 
opposed to a basic 'hardness" - thin tended to be conferred on them 
and discussed by others. For example# 'Tomshe"was described by Johnny 
as 'very -hard'. 
"Tomshe passed Kenny at the bottom of the Avenue anlo fer 
nae reason, except maybe a-bit ol lipq panelled him stupid-,. 
- yelve got tae watch him. " 
Significantly. 'rep* seemed to a large extent to be rooted in the' 
past. Thus, Harrytown 'used tae 
, 
be tough'i *the Jacobites were a real 
j; &ng#j 'Bernie was a magic fighter'. The 'hard man* or the *mad man' 
tended to be outside one's own peer group - the more 'distant', the 
more extreme the violence and the greater his reputation. Johnny Bennet, 
who was older and regarded with some fear by the younger boys, was 
treated with contempt by his peers. 
*Johnny's nae hard. He plays will the wee laddies. Fuckin' 
hell# I could gae roond 11arrytown an* get a reputation by 
beating up wee laddies, " 
In fact, reputation often conformed to a symbolic pattern in that 
frequently It had little real basis in fact but developed through Oxagg- 
eration and distortion. Thus. "Rogey" of the 'Tongs' spent an entire 
evening on one occasion arguing with 'Huff' about who was the 'hardest 
man$ in Dundee, both elaborating on each other"s statements until all 
touch with 'reality' was lost. 
Ideally, the carrying of weapons was an integral part of 9hard- 
ness' and 'gang' violence$ closely linked with reputation. Patrick 
suggests, that it was almost mandatory in the 'Young Team'. 
3' 
"The Ichib-man' is the Ideal corner boy# and it was by using- 
weapons that the Young Team sought to boost, their tenuous 
masculinity. " 
Even Boston, with his more Isober' approach. concedes that weapon 
carrying and their use does seem to be on the increase# in Glasgow at 
least. 2 
%.., more and more young men in the city are carrying offen- 
sive weapons. They probably carry them for status reasonsg 
with no intention of using them. " 
Certainly, the carrying of some kind of weapon in Edinburgh and 
Dundee did seem &-widespread practiceg although the reason given was 
always self-defence and they did not appear to be used very often. 
"Danny supported the suggestion that the boys cam weapons, 
1. James Patricks op. cit. P. 189. 
Z. R. Bostont op. cit. P. 150. 
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though only for *self-defence'. He produced a shaxpened 
steel comb -that he carried an, the time - 'better tae be 
safe, than sorryl. "l I 
Likewise, Mac always carried an open razor - 'Jest in case' - and 
many boye-carried something that could be adapted to *offensive* use. 
Howevorg this practice was by no means universal and several of the 
boys left their weapons at home if they thought they might be 'liftedle 
an: incoAsistency that they could not explain, since such occasions imp- 
lied a possible 'battle' - presumably the time when they might need a 
weapon. This finding broadly agrees with Fatricklis observations in 
Glasgow. 2 
"Not everyone Ikerried' by any meanog and even amongst those 
who did, some used their weapons mainly on property, while 
others only carried them intermittently. " 
Similar inconsistencies were discovered in relation to the 
ýGsquare-gol. an Ideal which owes much to the 'conventionalO view tha: t 
a 'real man' can settle his differences without any help. Patrick sýý 
ests that the fair fight Is reserved for intra-&Ln& differences*3 
"Within the team Itself all differences were supposed to be 
settled by *square-goeslq weapons being reserved for all 
out. -groups. " 
In Edinburgh and Dundeep on the other hand. It allegedly had a 
much wider role. Thus,, the boys were quite aware of allegations of 
$cowardice* from the press, police, and others,, and always professed to 
act in *self-defence'. In the same way, they always claimed that they 
were ready for a 'square-go' with anyone, but circumstances almost 
always prevented the realisation of this Ideal. 
"7bny had a skirmish with Joe (the reputed 'leader" of the 
IYBT') on the football field'and called him a flittle bast- 
ard'. Later in the evening, slightly drunk, he called him 
a spunk* and asked him for a "square-go'. Joe arrived out- 
side the 'Cav" with laboot forty boys" and accepted this 
challenge but Tony backed down. His excuse was thatt 'I'm 
no feared oll h1mg, but If I battered himl the others would 
hal Jumped in. '" 
Indeed, sometimes the boys completely ignored this principle and 
a lone victim would be 'Jumped' by several boys, without any attempt at 
fait play. On one occasion, while I was standing with a group of boys, 
a strange boy who nalked past the flats was pursued by all present. 
I. Note. Stuly of offenders charged with carrying offensive weapons in 
Ggs-gow by I. S. T, D. Scottish Brancht Glasgow Working Fartyt Brit. J. 
of Criminology VOLLO 1970 PP. 255/276 . found many examples UP threats 
but only one incido Ious injury done by weapon carrier. 
Z. J. 114tricks op. cit. P. 322 I Ibidt P-323. 
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An interesting incident In Duadee where a lisquare-gol seemed the 
logical solution to a dispute that had gone ori intermittently for sev-- 
eral hours suggested the conclusion that Individual conflict is too 
'risky' in the sense that it exposes a boy's reputation to possible 
humiliation -a Isquare-gol implies a 'visible' loser. Thus, while 
there was widespread acceptance of the Ideal, in practice# the subjects 
were reluctant to expose themselves to possible ridicule. 
"Billy and Dek had been in two skirmishes and were dragged 
apart by their friends. Tired of their wranglingg I sugg- 
ested a 'square-go@ around the corner@ thinking that this 
micht settle the matter. Theyg however# quickly lost interest 
and shook hands, " 
'Hardness* among the boys in Edinburgh and Dundee was thus a Ival- 
uel accepted in prinoipleg but inconsistently applied in practice. -In 
many wayst their view of bravery was, in ideal termag not inconsistent 
with that generally suggested as a "key image' (stand up for yourselfg 
self-defencop ate. ) but it tended to be mediated and blurred by the 
situationo thus resulting in 'inevitable' exceptions. Butiv the boys 
did not regard these inconsistencies as a valid critiquat countering 
such suggestions with the comment - 'What else could I do? ' 
Look After Your Plates, 
'Hardness' is a 'value' ion&-assoolated with working clads Imater-v 
iall culturep rather than an original adaptation associated solely with 
$ganging'. On the other hand, "looking after your mates* as an express- 
Ion of group cohesion has been regarded as a priority for the 'Sing", 
The significance of this 'ideal' Is suggested by Wilmott's finding of 
the Importance of 'mates' they form the main reference group In mid- 
adolescence for most boys, 
"Among younger boys, (14/1-5 . over half are usually with a 
group (two or three othersý and most of the rest sometimes 
were ... Even at 1912.0 years, a total of thre"uarters of the boys are with a group at least some of the times" 
In this situation of company, it is necessary to be able to ! =1 
on your 'mates' in time of difficulty, and especially in a fight. Even 
Wilmott's 'pear groups' were subject to this $ideal'.? ' 
"The conventions. among uZe peers. about loyalty and pride, 
sometAmes impose an obligation on a boy to fighte whether 
he really wants to or not ....... 
But, in the lganglg with its 'commitmont" to rule-breaking and 
LP. Wilmottt Adolescent Boys of Emst Londont London lqMl P. 23. 
2, Ibid, P. 1460 
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violence$ one would expect loyalty and mutual aid to have a far higher 
priority in the accepted 'value' hierarchy,, and in Edinburgh and Dundee 
this proved to be the case - tt least verbally. Most boys laid great 
stress on the need to 'back up your mates'@ especially in a 'battle". 
Johng for example, boasted that the boys 'would back me up tie the end 
and me them'. 
Hike distinguished between'two close friends by pointing out that 
Lenny was *unreliable# especially in a battle"# whereas Ji=y would 
never Oshite-off'. Likewise$ Billys Willie and Pat suggested that they 
had been so sucoesaful as a team of car-stealers because they were lbyal 
.. they would never Igmss, Indoedg there were many cxamples of this 
ideal actually operating in the field. 
On a minor levelp the Coffee Bar war. plagued by an outbreak of 
petty pilfering that was seriously threatening profits* After prolonged 
observation# it was discovered that the teenagers running the Bar were 
not charging their friends for sweets. They did not see this ac steal- 
Ing, more as doing a friend a 'favour'. When accostede they protested# 
'he wouldnae charge me anythin', 
on a more significant lev6l# one of the most serious "9=9 fights$' 
in Dundee was caused by 'Bogey' who rushed to 'Burkieln assistance 
when he was hhased by thd 'Huns'. When asked aCter th6 incident why he' 
had become Involvedg he shruggod and salds 
"Burkle's in tha 'Team'. I couldnae watch the 'Huns' g1ling 
him a kickin', so I jumped in. " 
Tony pointed out that 'mates' are Teswntial for seourityl they 
are your main line of defence and that is why boys go out in grOUPse 
rather than Individually, For the same reason'$ they tend to frequent 
'Discos' and 'Pubs' where they are knowne rather than risk the llhazardO 
of a now IDIacol. which some other-Igmng' might dominate. 
"We like tae gae oot togetherg then ye ken that ye're not-on 
yer ain if there's any bother. Thates why I Sao tao Frisco's 
I ken all the boys are there, " 
One or two of the boys wcmt evcn further than stlaesting the-'duty' 
of helping your lzmadiato I=tosl. Mike and Bernie euMested, that closei 
friends operate within a widar context of loyalties and obligations 
based on the principle of 'famillar versus unfamillar'. in a 'battle'. 
the lines were drawn on thic tozis and 6e was obliged to join in. 7ho' 
following summaxises their co=cnts. l: 
1. G. Buttles: The Social Order of the Slumt op. cit. - puts forward a 
similar view of Um 'order of segmentation', 
I lc^ 6. " 
Close, friende versus others 
Secondary friends versus Others" 
Area versus Others 
Town versus Others, 
In, fact, they were rather isolated in this 'grandiose* view and 
only one Incident ocoWed that could be regarded an supporting it. At 
one of the 'battles' between the 'Huns' and the 'Tongsle a group of 
boys arrived to 'back up* the 'Huns', claiming to be the IlSobl. 
"Talking to the 11-lobl (from Charleston). it appeared that 
they Imew some of the older boys from Jute Hill and had 
come to lend a hand in the present 'crisis$. * 
Certainlyp they were not seen, ag%in and the evidence suggested 
that they had arrived for their stated purpose, Butp this was the only 
case of its type recorded and therefore its significance should not be* 
over-emphasised. 
A more generally-acceptod 'rule' was that I=tes don't grass' 
under any circumstances$ even if caught by the 'polls', Most boys agreed 
that to 'grass9was to show complete disregard for any 'standard'. The 
'Young Team' in Clasgow laid a similar emphasis on this virtue. 
I 
"On the other hand# nobodys but nobodys informed the police 
of his assailants, A common hatred of authority banded them 
together. " 
But Patrick was forced to concede that even this was yet another exam- 
ple of 'gang mythology'. 
"But since I left the gang, evidence has been presented to 
me that the *no grassingg rule is more often violated than 
vindicated. One prominent member of the gang was arrested 
and within twenty-four hours all other members had been 
questioned by the police. 7he inference was obvious to 
everyone except the gang. " 
In Edinburgh, Jimmy, who had been especially vehement about the 
need to be loyal to your 'mates'. was himself the victim ofa "grasser'. 
Moreover, he was aware of the identity of the boy concerned and took no 
punitive action, casting great doubt on the actual status of the con- 
dextation of 9grassers'. 
"We stale some stuff fral one ol-the factories W the 
security guards chased us. Billy jest stood there an' us 
shouted fer him tae run,, but he was caught. We ran intas 
a street an# got some boys tae say we were playin' football. 
But Billy telt the polls an' I was lifted -I got sent away 
fer that ....... I was mad at first, but I got over it an'. though I see him aboot, I never bother. " 
In factg there were many contradictions and failures to apply 
I. J. Fatricki op. cit. P. 10L. 
2, Ibid. P. 101, 
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this principle of mutual support in practice# Significantly, It app- 
eared most valid where very close friends were involved$ becoming more 
inconsistent with the increasing shallowness of relationships. But# 
even close friends could desert you without any sanctions being app- 
lied as, for examplep when Johnny was attacked by the 'Jungle'. 
"They chased us, so we jumped on a bus going doon the hill. 
We got off near the Polia station an' thought we were safe 
but they'd got on the next bus an" they jumped us, Davie 
pissed off wil Charlie an" left me, -They hit me across the 
heid wil a fuckin' iron bar. 11an, I was fuckin' shitin' 
myselO. " 
Perhaps a factor in this Inconsistencybetween ideal and action is 
the often-noted lack of 'cohesion' in the 'gpuigl. Even Patrickla 
'Young Team* were lees than structured in 'reality'* 
I 
"Group cohesion wts low, interpersonal relationships were 
shallow and superficial, Core members operated like loners 
in a crowd and both they and marginal members flitted in 
and out of the group like shadows, without commitment to 
the group. " 
It is suggested that the organisation of the 'gangs' In Edinburgh 
and Dundee is largely symboliol rather than an imperative to action 
and,, this being the case, it is not surprising that ideals such as 
$looking after your mates' are disregarded with such freedom from san- 
ctions. Klein and Crawford go furthere though not In the context of 
'symbolic' adaptation,, and suggest that the "norms' themselves are 
*mythical'.? ' 
"Group norms are relatively non-existent In the gang world, 
except as myths which are exploded upon test. " 
In factg they specifically refer to 'loyalty and mutual support' 
when making this comment. Certainly# the experience in Edinburgh and 
Dundee suggests that these norms are applied,, but Inconsistently, and 
the violations are of the most glaring type. A reasonable, conolusion 
might be that the 'norms' of loyalty and mutual supports while gener- 
ally-accepted In principleo are spasmodic in applicationg thus 'suggest- 
ing the essentially Isymbolic' nature of Iganging'. 
Territory - Do They Really_Rule? 
'Gangs' have long been associated with IturfO or *pitch* but little 
real attempt has been made to objectify this phenomenon. Ratherf, any 
stuly of "gangs" has tended to accept come kind of IterritcryO as a 
1.1bid. P-183. 
2. M. W. Klein & L. Y. arawfordi'Groupsg Gangs and Cthesiveness1: 3ournal 
of Research In Crive and Delinquenc 1967 Vol. 4 No. 1 P. 68. 
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predetermined lfaCtl* Jame Patrick was so convinced of the validity 
of his subjects' statements that he provided a Ipng map' of Glasgow 
inside the cover of his booko with the various $pitches' clearly 
mrked, 
I- 
"From the very beginninge the importance attached toterrit- 
cry had Imiwessed Itself on me. The Ging know its pitch and 
that of the other major gangs almost to the very last cul- 
do-sac ...... l 
For Patrick. slogans are clearly utilitarian in their applicat- 
ion - they mark out the 'territory" of the 'gang% 
2 
"With chalk, magic markers$ but most often with stolen tins 
of aerosol s; ray painto the pitch was marked out with slog- 
ans for all to road. " 
Even Boston is forced to concede the shear scale of the problem 
of graffitig allhough In the end ho is able to maintain some scepticism 
as to the actual purpose It sorves. 
3 
"All the streets in come parts of Glasgow and some streets 
in any part of Glasgow bear signs of the presence of gangs 
,,.. every blank surface is covered by a palimpsest of gcaff- tioo. oThis writing on the wall is Intended ... to mark out 'territory' -a sort of human equivalent of a dog's peeing 
on lamp posts. 
At least so one would suppose, for - like most of what 
people say about the Glasgow Gangs - this is not much more 
Van eMesswork. " (My emphasis) 
Such "territorial' sentiments would have found approval among the 
boys in Edinburgh and Dundoo. They placed considerable emphasis on 
#territory$ and the dangers involved in crossing boundaries. These 
comments usually Increased in strength with 'involvement' in 'glLngingIg 
that Is# those boys whog for example$ stressed the used to-'look after 
your maUs'. also warned of the 'risks' in ignoring boundaries between 
areas. Pate expressed this feeling. 
"Nae Jungle boy would come intae Harrytown* He wouldnae last 
five minutess the whole team would turn cot - Ah'm tellin" 
Yee" 
In Dundee, thtse views wereg if anythingg stronger. A COMO Bar 
with a 1juke-box' had just re-opened and the boys were anxious to see 
what it was like, but they were hesitant because of Its location. 
"It used tae be guidg but there was an awfle lot 0' istabbin's 
- all the Mid go-there. 0 
It has already been suggested that there are certain 'gangs' that 
J, J, Patrick: op, cit, F, 93,3, R, Boston: op. cite Pol49* 
2. Ibid, P, 120. 
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have become a part , 'of , local I tradition I ind can be identified with 
a particular neighbourhood e; g. the 'Yk* and Harrytown. 'Otherý`Igangs' 
seem to have-either an extremely short-lived existence bated on a small 
peer group, or they never exist outside their criatoýls'imagination. In- 
deedg it has been suggested that the $gang' itself may not exist as 
an entity except insofar as it 
, 
reMesents the group *identity' of 
the7'adolescents in -the area. 
The significance of this sikWo3tion in that for most working class 
boys the Ineighbourhood' has importance not because of the existence of 
a 'gang', but because that is where they live in a sense far more 
Imeaningfu. 11 than is commonly supposed. 7heir horizons tend to be limý 
Ited'by the Inoighbourhood', with the exception of their 'Saturday 
Night Outl. 'It is scarcely surprising,, thereforeg that toie kind of 
neighbourhood *identity' - 'gang$ . emerf; esl come common bond, symbolý- 
ically expressed In the Igifil; name', for examplet the *'Fleet* t 'Huns$ 
'Terror't and so on. 
7he limited movements of the $Roundhouse Boys* are do-scribed in 
explicit terms by Parker and, while his view may be extreme, the Point 
Is made that the working class adolescent places considerable emphasis 
on the "neighbourhood'. 
1' 
"The space the Boys utilise in their everyday livesseeAs 
so well-defined that, if they all wore soles which left 
rod footprints,, thoir living apace would soon become defin- 
ed on a map as red blocks with concise pathways between and 
few deviations from the main circuit, " 
, 
7hIs picture was largely confirmed by the boys in Edinburgh and 
Dundee. Apart from the occasional night out# they tended to 'hang 
aboott in certain specified placess come rain, ar shins. Johnnys for 
example# was asked to give a trief outline of where he goes and what 
he does in the course of a week, (He claimed to be in the "YBT' and 
was quite frequently involved in lincidentsO) 
"Fliondays Friday and Sundayq I go up tae the Community Centre 
an' meet the boys - we play records an1watch T. V. Rest ol 
the week Is spont up at the flats (a multi-storey block) 
messin' aboot an' havin' a lauZh. " 
This pattern was repeated with surprising-conformitY by many Of 
his peers. However, different peer groups tended to have different 
meeting places scattered around the estate and one could see boys 
standing aimlessly at these places at almost any time Of the day Ur 
l. HaJ, Farkers op. cit, P. 124. 
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night. The only deviatio 
,n 
occurred when a boy decided he was 'too old' 
and spent his evenings in the *pub* instead. His place, would then be 
taken by a younger boy so that there was a continuous turnover Of 
faces and groups, but still using the same meeting places. 
It is in this context of 'hanging aboot' that one aspect of the 
significance of graffiti can be seen. Rather than a conscious attempt 
to mark out the boundaries of "gang territory% it was oneway of all- 
eviating the inevitable boredox of having nothing to do and plenty of 
time to'do it in. In fact# quite considerable efforts and imagination 
wefeýexpended in creating now designs and $catch-phrases". For example. 
on6 of the boys wrote on the Police Box on the outskirts of BarrackhIll 
'Terrorphones Terror Only'. Such-original slogans as, 'Jesus Christ 
is in the Terror - God help you', were combined with a myriad of IYBT 
rules O. K. 09 'Fuck the Jungle% and other such less imaginative creat- 
ions. Significantlyt =ny slogans, often the moat 'dramatic', were 
observed being painted by boys of between ten and thirteenj and even 
youngere, who were not involved actively in lg3. ng violence% 
In Dundeef the incidence of graffiti in the Coffee Bar increased 
dramatically with the general denigration of the facilities. In fact,, 
to attempt to alleviate boredom, one room was given over completely to 
this practice and it was noted that almost all the boys (and girls) 
participated to the extent that it soon became impossible to see the 
original paintwork. 
Although the boys did go out of the area, this was usually 012 a 
Saturday night and in a decidedly unadventurous way. The practice of 
using the same public house and the same dance hall has already been 
described in a previous section - the "Bar-Ox'19 for example# using 
Anderson's, while the 9YBT' used the Festival Tavern. However, it is 
worth repeating that there was little experimentation in entertainments 
even the international attractions of the Edinburgh Festival passed 
largely unnoticed - indeed, some of the boys had never heard of it. 
In this respect, it is interesting that Patrick found a similar rev- 
tricted pattern of entertainment inýGlasgow. 
"The Young Team generally met earlier in the evening .... at 
a pub in the centre of their own area. It was only later 
at night that they travelled into town# looking in at the 
other bar. " (Hy emphasis) 
Insofar as the ideal of 'territory" existed in realityq it seemed 
l. J. Patricki op.. cit. P. 47. 
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to co-exist, with the natural boundariec, of neighbourhood and the ex- 
isting limitations of movement among the local boys., It is debatable. 
therefore, how far it could be described as a Igang"phonomenon. Nev- 
ertheless, many boys did believe In it in the same way as did the 
'Roundhouse Boys'. ' 
"The Boys actually bolieve they 'rule' and that there it; no' 
need to go out identity-building and image-seekings since 
their territory is very rarely Invadedl they have no reason 
to doubt the truth of their beliefs. " 
This question of 'beliefs is most important because it introduces 
the concept of asynbolic structure, rather thin any objective reality 
of bities divided between rival lgangsl. Other areas were avoided for 
fear of attack but also because existing patterns of movement precluded 
visiting them anyway. Thus, when Patrick's 'Young Teams expressed their 
scepticism as to the real possibility of a visit from the 'Baxnes 
Road's they were-really reinforcing the empirical discovexy that rival 
groups tend to stay in their own areas quite independently of any 
'gangs involvement. 2 
"It was up to the Barnes Road to make the first move. They 
says they're comin' up tae oor pitchl, bus they9re aye sayin" 
it an' they never dao, " 
In this way, beliefs are strengthened by the absence of action,. 
Because the OTerrorl do not come to Ha M town, the 1YBT1 must rule. 
However, this is not to deny that incidents of a 'territorial' nature 
occur - infrequent they aay bes but their symbolic impact is increased 
by the already-accepted view of 'territory' confirmed by the very lack 
of *action'. The boys' reaction is - 'what did we tell yes. 
For examples Terry visited Clermiston - 'Juagle Lands - with some 
girls and was chased by a group of boys. This incident was much-discus- 
sed ands for a long times none of the boys would 'venture into that area. 
"Me an' my mate had got off A' a couple of lassies fra' 
Clermiston an" we were tak! Ln* them hamo. There was a crowd* 
ol boys at the Chippie when we got off the bus an' they 
recognised us an" sterted shoutin's "Jungle',, an" kickin9. 
us up the arses. We were lucky to got away in one PieCOe" 
Another story given much credibility was that of Willie whot thr- 
ough family circumstances$ had been forced to live with his sister in 
BarrackhM. For a long timeg'no-one bothered himp but then he started 
having 'trouble' with the local boys, culminating in an incident where 
he uras jostled and had oil poured over his head, fie was so worried 
I. H. J. Parkert op. cit. P. 145.2. J. Patricki op. cit. P. 92. 
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that, anticipativg further trouble. he moved back to UýMt6wn. 
*Now they ken Ilm, fral Hu*rytown, I'll be in real bother. 
They'll tell the big boys an' I'll got jumped nae danger, " 
In circulating this story, it was conveniently forgotten that 
Willie was well-known in Barrackhill and his links with Harrytown had 
never been considered worthy of action previously. The emphasis was on 
the Incident which became more distorted in the telling. 
As well as these occasional 'incidental and a general belief thato 
since no-one camet this must be our 'pitchlo another mechanism used for 
giving validity to *territory' was the projection of a more definite 
structure onto other groyjLq, Thus, while really It is obvious to us 
that our *gang' does not wholly conform to the 'Ideal', there are other 
lg&nV3' that do* Boys in Harrytown used the local enemyg, the 'Junglelp 
in this way., 
"The Jungle is a really hard gang. They used tae gas cot 
on buses together to stert battles. Ye ken the old owing 
park in Gorgi, that's where they all meat. Min, it's no 
safe tas gas up there. " 
The limited evidence available suggested that the 'Jungle' also 
used this technique. For example, 'Jimbo* adamantly stated thats 
"I wouldna' gae intae Harrytown on mah ain - I'm nae mads 
they'd get their fuckin' team oot. " 
For much the same reason, there was a tendency to create an 
tideal-typet gang that was the arch-enemy 
,. 
Ihtrick noticed this in 
Clasgowp where the "Young Team' had created an image of the 'Calton 
Tongst as the *biggest, most hated gang' In Glasgow. 
1 
"The main outlet for the Young Team's aggression and hatred 
was its traditional enemyg the Calton Tongal by all accountsg 
the most hated gang in Glasgow ...... Only one other gangeee*o 
could boast of an analoeous hierarchy of Bigg Youngo Tiny 
and Toddler Teams - the Cumble from the Garbals. Ho such 
elaborate age 
-divisions 
existed In LhMhin. " (* emPhia1318) 
It could be suggested that the 'Thngs' were merely a justificatoCi 
reflection of the 'Young Teams' ima&1ned structure - an 'ideal tYP81o 
having no more basis in fact than the 'fantasies' of the 'Young Team', 
Certainly, this technique seemed to operate in Edinburgh and Dund- 
ee as well, In Edinburgho the 'traditional* enemy of the 'YBV was the 
ITeri=Og which tended to embody all the fears of the boys. It Troved 
almost Impossible to persuade them to visit my home in Barrackhill, 
even during the day. because of the *danger' of *being juaped' - $the 
1. J. Patrick: OP. cit. P-85 & 87. 
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Terror are fuckin' madg theyOre everywhersO. Graffiti that weT! t unnot- 
Icea: in Harrytown was pointed out as evidence of the presence and org- 
anisation. of the 'Terror'. 
"Jesus - look at that (pointing to the graffiti that could 
be seen from the bus), What a mess: Are ye sure we're no 
goin' tae be jumpod? " 
Similarly, in Dundee, the 'Fleet' were the Igmng' most fecared by 
the 'Huns'. In fact, on one occanion@ there was a crisis in the Coffau 
Bar because a visiting Disc Jockey also "played' in a Club in Lochees' 
part of 'Fleet territory". 
"Muff was really upset that the D. J. 's had told the 69 Club 
about the existence of the Coffee Bar, He was sure that the 
FleetO would come, 
I'm tellin' ye, the Fleet will fuzkin' amash thic place, 
yeOll no stand a chance. Even the polis wonOt save ye. " 
In short. *territory% like other aspects of lgang*'behaviour. 
demonstrated a verbal rather than an objective reality. The OPleat' 
never did come# but the fear persisted unabated. In many ways, a 
'mythical' structure is more difficult to bring down than a real one, 
precisely because of its foundation in belief. which can make proof out 
of nothing and a minor incident into irrefutable evidence. 
'Rituall Violence/ilolence can be 'Fun'. 
Before cloning this dincussion of aspects of leanglng% it Is use- 
ful to point out that violence can be painfulp but it can also be 'fun' 
(i. e. 'safe'), if managed properly. It is in the context of the group 
that the use of 'safe' violence can be seen most clearly. of coursep 
from the point of view of the wider society,, the involvement of the 
group is seen as 'cowardice' and as yet another example of the 'sense- 
less' behaviour of 6j; )-ngs'. Indeed, It cannot be denied that, although 
the boys always professed to act in 'self-defence', many Incidents 
appeared to consist of blatmnt aggression. some examples can porhaPs 
illustrate this point. 
"(A young man) $I was walkin' up the road when I saw an old 
man beint jostled by two laddies .... I didnae want 
tae got 
involved but when I heard thumpin', I turned roond an' 
chased them off. 
Iater, In the pub wil some friends, I had tae gae tae the 
toilet an' mah mates saw six heLs follow me in so they went' 
in tae. The boys saw It wasnae goin' tae be easy, so they 
left.. 44469 (A girl) 91tr feller was walkin' hame late on Friday night, 
Four boys sterted tae follow him, slowlyp but$ as he went 
flaster, so did they. Finallyq one shouteds 'Letes get the 
bastard% an' he ran fer his Ufe, ****' 
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(Young boy from IPxrytown) *I was walkin' along the, road 
towards Saughton Mins Cafe with a few ol the boXs an' 
there was this boy in front 7 us w1l Es lassie. So we 
..... took the pies an* when he telt us tae fuck offq we 
chased him tae fuck. 9" 
As a general rule, in incidents, violence tended to be initiated 
by the group that was the strongent numorically, though 'self-defence' 
was stilllsuggestedg because of ooze insultp imagined or otherwisep from 
the other Party. Of course,, as has already been pointed outg the exist- 
ence of the group is itself based on the need for 'security'@ aa Danny 
emphasised. 
"If ye gas doon the toon on yer ain, ye're gain' tae got 
jumped. I always gme cot wil a few ol the boys. " 
So the very 'need' for the group may itself be a factor in "sense- 
less' violence - the group tending to act together to ensure 'success'. 
Thus, H. J. 11-Flarker found that in Roundhouse insecurity tended to lead t6 
a show of strength - strength being numerical rather than physical. 
1 
"A short period .... when nearly all .... Boys would be out to- 
gether. This show of strength tended to provoke a group 
solidarity ... amongst the Boys, illustrated with comments like. *Roundhouse Rules'. " 
on the other handp 'self-defence' can appear as aggression in 
that great stress was laid on "gettin' the other bastard first, The 
immediate 'cause' of the incident became secondary to winning - excuses 
came afterwards. Thusp Pat was trying to explain the 'essence' of a 
Iguld battler'. 
"It*s nae strengthl it's speed. Remember,, yelve got tae got 
in first. If he gets ye, yolve nae chance. Dinnal bother 
squarin" up tae the bastard,, stick the fuckin' heid on him, " 
A similar view was held in 'Roundhousell swinningO was the prime 
objective - even if it made you appear the aggressor. 
2 
"On a very basic levell, one can got into a fight for almost 
no apparent reason .... based on the need to do unto others before they do unto you. Since there are no restrictions on 
the form of down-town fightingg one 'dig' or 'butt' can be 
decisive and must therefore be got in quickly, " 
It is this combination of the will to win and the prevalence of the 
group that makes much violence *appear' cowardly and senseless to the 
spectator, tho! Mb not to the rarticipants ,. 
However. as well as for 'self-defencel, violence proved to be a 
major topic of conversation on the street cornerg discussion ranging 
I. H. J. Parkers op. cit. P, 140. 
2. Ibid. P. 145a 
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frori television, programmes, to actual 0 battles, In v. way not peculiar 
to lower-class adolescents, violence can confer 'powers. prestige. and 
$interest's not in the sense of 1pathology*9 violence for its own sakep 
but as a moms of 'winning's of asserting onels supremacy. Thus,, ex- 
cuses were made for a *poor' display in 'battles and pride expressed 
if one had done won. 
nDid ye see mah technique - malftc, oh? " 
It is In this context that the violence of the "Gang" was imp- 
ortant. When incidents did, occur, they provided prostiso, status - 
and excitement. Hence the frequent finding that 2g. -ng boys' take a 
keen interest in pub a ty. 
"Another symptom of the Boys' desire to be noticed was..... 
their scrutinizing of the newspaper for any mention of their- 
own gang or any other gang, No matter how offensive or dis- 
paraging the article. it was read avidly. " 
When the Bus Company refused to take the Jute Hill boys on a trip 
to Aberdeen. this was treated as a great 'honourg, a confirmation of 
their 1hu-dnesz1,1 and discussed In Igang' terms, though the Company 
used only the common area names. 
""Muff 't Do ye hear that, Harry. the Driver says heOll tak' 
the "Toddy'. the 'Fleet". or the "DWs but heOll no tak' 
the 'Huasl. " 
Buts although violence permeated discussions of 'hardness's 
%attles'. and even football, the 'gang' itself, because of its lack 
of real structure# was not a vehicle for systematio aggression. Incid- 
ents tended to occur Infrequently and to become the subject of exagger- 
ation and distortion on the street corner. The interest in violeftcep 
which may have appeared extreme to the spectator,, existed more In 
"fantasy' than in action and was important _rrecisoly 
because it was 
interesting and exciting. 
Yablonsky was right when he suggested the 'value" placed on viol- 
encet but his emphasis was wrong, at least in terms of the boys in , 
sdLinburgh and Dundee, 
2 Violence was not valued for its own cakeg for 
the actual satisfaction of lbottlin' someone$ but because it war. 'fun' 
- dangerous and exhilirating at the same time, Patrick conveys this 
feeling of 'adventure$ in his discussion of the final confrontation 
with the 'Barnes RoadO, and the Boys' analysis of their emotions at 
that, time .3 
1. J. Patricki op* cit. P. 96.3. J. Patricks op. cit. P. 136. 
2, L. Yablonskyt The Violent 
qmgt op. cit. P. 25. 
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"Big Fry .... described the sensation am followsi 'See the feelin' In yir belly goin' intme battle. it's like the 
feelin' ye have when Rangera are attackin" the Celtic 
goal, Tir heartIs raoinl ye feel sickj It's betterla 
sex. " 
Likewise# in Edinburgh and Dundeeg violence was treated as an 
element in having 'a guld time$, An ideal Saturday night out would 
include a 'battle', as well as drink and girls. Jimmy described a 
Iguld night'. 
"We'd been oot boozing an' I'd had a skinful. We were at 
the bus-stop an' I was leaning against it pukin' an' these 
three skinheids came along. They gig us some lipt thinkin' 
we was paralytic but I grabbed one an' stuck the held on 
him an' the boys jumped In - we gig them fuck. " 
However, to be 'fun'. violence must involve the least possible 
physical damage to oneself. The image projected by the media of the 'op- 
ic struggle" did not appeal to the boys. Hence the prevalence of the view 
that you have 9got tae got in first9p and the tendency to seek security 
In groups. Butp even though violence could be exciting and *entertaining', 
actual incidents were not as frequent as street corner conversation sugg- 
ested. Indeedg confrontation often never went further than a verbal ex- 
change of insults, with a lot of noise and some missile-throwing. The 
'gang fights* actually witnessed Involved little hand-to-hand combat 
and a great deal of diffuse movement and swearing, as with this clash 
between the 'Jungle' and the 'Young Leith Toam'. 
"I was gain' doon Leith Street wiO the boys an' there was a 
crowd ol boys comin' up the other side ol the road. We shout- 
edp 'Jungle% an' they yelled back, 'Young Leith Teamll ..... there were a few crates ol milk bottles in a close an' they 
grabbed them an" sterted throwin' them,, so we had tae run 
off. " (Related by Andy. a 'Jungle memberO. ) 
Boston points out that,, even in Glasgow, the pattern of hospital 
admissions does not suggest intense *gang conflict"g but ratherg con- 
frontations between individuals, 
1 
91..., assault victims,.,. usually come in one at a time, and 
people at the hospital could not remember any incidents 
where there had been a great rush of casualties all at 
once, as might be expected after a gang fight. " 
On the other handg those incidents that do occur tend to be of the 
verbal variety noted In Elinburgh and Dundee. 
2 
"Occasionally,, two gangs meet for a big battle. These very 
rare occasions seem to consist largely of the two gangs 
l. R. Bostons op. cit. P. 151* 
2. Ibld, P. 149. 
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jumping', up and down and screaming, at ý one another at a 
distancev with a certain amount of throwing of stones 
and half-bricks. " 
Eýen Patrick's 'Young Tomm' conformed to this patternp with a 
'real' fight often being avoided in favour of a lot of noise and 
"use. I 
"If squaring %i to a rival teamp th6 boys shouted almost 
hystericallyt 
'Me youse want tae moss? Dae youse want tae go right 
ahead? Youse goaney cop y1r whack. Goaney cut yir heid 
right aff yir boaday. 90 
In short# violence is another elenent in a street corner world 
based to a large degree on the symbolic re-working of the existent. 
Incidents do occure reflecting this symbolic structure, but they should- 
not, be taken as implying the existence of structured 'gangs' based on 
violence. is with other 'ideals% such as Oterritory' and 'looking 
after your mates'. violence tended'to be verbal rather thaji actu& 
and can be most fruitfully seen# not as a 'pathological' reactiong 
but as one element in a pattern of leisure-time fulfilment eibracing a 
continual battle with boredom and the potential tedium of 'hanging 
abouti. 
3 Moreovere when one remembers the situation of the boysg on the 
street corners of large. anonymous housing estates for the greater part 
of the week, and further places this monotony in the context of 'dies- 
ociation" from education and work as a source of 'satisfaction', -It 
can be seen that violence and aggression# albeit largely symbolios' 
can be a useful resource In adapting to this circumstance. Violencep 
like "g%ngst, can create 'meaning' and 'interest' but should not be 
elevated to the status of'a 11subcUture'ofvioleheelp with the assump- 
tion of mass Isoolopathology'. The circumstances surrounding the use 
J. j, Patricks op. cit. P-3-17- 
2, See alsot 
H. J. Parkeri op. cit. P. 143/3 and 
W. B. Milleri'Violent, Crimes in My Gangs'sAnnals 364 14arch 1966 
P11101 
Mote- 
=Chapter Six on Symbolisms the idea of *ritual aggression' Is 
taken up In more detail., Tho 'ritual" aspects of *gang fights' 
are developed as one aspect of the struggle for "Identity" in 
the large council housing areas. It is suggested-that the largely 
@ritual' pattern of aggression allows tho experience of feelings 
of group identity and the ýýtion of meaningful relationships. 
However# the immediate concer=nthis chapter is merely to illus.. 
trate the essentially symbolic basis of 'ganging'. 
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of violence in Edinburgh and Dundee suggest. an *utilitarian' attitude 
based on 'thriUl and 'exploit' with 'violence' as one of the few 
resources left to the boys for symbolic, appropriation and re-working., 
Police as 'Pressure'. 
Although the role of the Police in the elaboration and validat- 
ion, of the symbolic adaptations created by lower class adolescents was 
'hot, a central concern of this study, it cannot be passed over totally 
because of the unique position of the Police as representatives of 
social lorderlp not from afar, but 'on the streets'@ in the neighbour- 
hood. Social reaction is important because of its dual naturel that ist 
-in this case& remotion by the Police and reaction by the boys to this 
$control% A situation of mutual reinforcement existat with the symbol- 
ic allptations of the boys rubbing up against lremlitylg as represented 
by, the Police, The Police view of the lower class adolescent is crucial 
to both the validation of the symbolic structures created and the main- 
tenance of 'pressure' on the boys. In this sections it is intended to 
-use the limited empirical data of this study to present an admittedly 
xsuperficial view of the interrelationship between the boys In their 
#repressed' situation and the policeman as the front line of that 
'repression' - as-'pressure' 
It has been suggested that$ in generall lower class adolescents 
are aware of the 'key images' linking 'material cultures' into a social 
@totality', Equallyl they are aware of the necessity of *authority$ 
and even the need for the Police to enforce the 'Iawl and protect the 
citizenry . occasionally, even they have need of the Police. The 'Prob- 
lem' is quite simple. 
I 
"The necessity of Authority is thus not in question by either 
side .... What Is constantly in question Is the behaviour of 
officials who represent Authority, " 
This 'problem' is crucial because of the situation of many lower 
class adolescents who spend a great deal of time *on the streets's in 
public spaces where they are more likely than other citizens to come 
into contact with the police. At the same time, their *solutions' to 
-potential tedi= are often highly visible and sometimes illegal,, and 
thus likely to attract special attention. 
Cn the other hands the Police must not be stripped of their human- 
ity - they too are real people and thus subject to the processes of 
J. H. J. Parkeri op. cit. P. 159. 
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ýIlrmtlonalisatlon I -and I labeUingl I they also must mediate their con- 
V 
straints ý and -establish their priorities g give meaning to their situat. 
ion.., ý, The Policeman is faced with two problems, both of which affect the 
way he, deals with the lower class adolescent, First, he must come to 
terms with his own Ovaluesl in his role as Policeaan ands seconds he 
must learn to do the Job 'efficiently'.. His 'solutions' are 'logical' 
adaptations to the-constraints he faces and must mediate if he is to 
be a 'good' policeman. 
The empirical evidence on this subject was limited and so exagg- 
eration and distortion is a possibility that must be guarded against, 
However* it was found that Policemeng especially 'beat men'. tended to 
emphasise certain popular views of the Igang' and the *delinquent's 
making them the basis for the 'discretion' that is so important a 
part of their role. This view,, which reflects the "public"suspicion 
that crime is most prevalent among the lower classesg was to be found 
in co=ents made by several Obeat' and 'panda' policemen in Edinburgh 
and Dundee, 
"Theyfre (talking about a large council estate in Dundee) 
gettin' the last ol the people who lived in the tenementsl 
the ones who won't works tough an' dirty -a lot oll then 
buggers are movin' in. " 
Similarlyq there is little value in Opermissivenesal - 'discip- 
line' is needed. The 'do-gooders' do not realise the linevitability' of 
crime for a certain section of the population - they are only making 
things tworse's 
"(Policeman) They stert offf tealinl an* they keep on doin' 
it. The wee laddle w19 a record grows up tas be a criminal 
- they keep on thievin'. 0 
A Ideprived' background is often used by the boys themselves as 
an $excuse". The boys know what they are doing and are "expertal at 
manipulating the *reformers'. Only the police know. the true nature of 
the *delinquent' and how to 'handle" him. 
"If ye a1low them tae make a fuckin' great escape clause 
out of drink g they 111 all be in Court sayin I But I was 
drunk, your honourle They're no stupid. " 
Without labouring this point unduly9 an equally structured and 
stereotyped view is taken of the "gang'. F= the policeman, `symbol- 
io etructures' are the preserve of the lacademicll he sees action 
(infraction) and must react to it. He cannot perform his duties adeci.. 
uately, or so he feels, without a clear direction to guide his 
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discretion. - For these general reasons, and because he L3,: sus6eptible 
to the 'popular" mood# he tends to see *gangs' as a -Iroalityl . ýas -an 
Ilaction"'struoture. ,II 0o, 
The assumption of progressive deolineg that 'young people, to-day' 
are -looking for* I trouble is reflected in a, statement by &, police 
spokesman during a campaign against the 'Wreckers' in the Edinburgh 
Evening News (18/8/72), 
"A force spokesman said to-dayi 'There is quite an amount 
of paint spraying in our are and it tends to be on the 
increase. There seems to be a tendency for youniter people 
to be involved in thia kind of thina than In thn mat- and 
This 'official' view was supported by statements from. Obeat. men' 
in Edinburgh@ the informants clearly indicating a belief in the 
"organisation' of 'gangs' in general and the 'Tarror' in particular. 
"Gangs are very much a part of the Edinburgh scene.... 
I know the ringleaders of the 'Terror'l when a fight is 
Plannede I hear about it ......... If you stop a bus on a saturday nightt I guarantee you that 
90% of the boys are carrying offensive weapons. " 
of course# it is not suggested that all policemen conform to this 
pattern of 'conservatism'. or even ,a 
majority . the evidence is simply 
not strong enough to support such an allegation. But. the police are 
obviously not irrational, either individually or as a group,, and there- 
fore, the action they take against lower class adolescents must be 'log- 
ical in their terms. Their 'victims' suggest that 'all polis are bast-,, 
ards' or 'on the take', but an unreserved acceptance of these comments 
would not be useful as an explanation of police actionj In the sam 
way as Opathology' has not proved a very useful tool in delinquency 
research. It seems more 'reasonable$ to suppose that police methods 
ton the streets' are based on an assessment of the $problem' in cert- 
ain terms - these tending to reflect $popular* views of delinquency as 
an indicator of poor parental Odiscipline'. 'weak* teachers,, the 
lpermissive societylt and so on, Only an assumption of this kind makes 
the following description of police methods comprehensible. 
Police Action - 'Move them on'. 
It has been suggested that, to a great extent, the lorganisation' 
bolic. Incidents do occur, but# contraxy to belief, of the 'gang' is sym 
they tend to depend more on the situation than on any operational 
Iging structure'. The action of the police with regard to the problem 
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of Igangs' is therefore moist important as a factor in their lorganis- 
ation', Indeed# a police assumption of Igang structural and approp- 
riate action could lead to increased credibility for those boys who 
are also saying that there is lorganisation'. It is further possible 
that such action could help maintain the "credibility' of the symbolic 
adaptation, At the very least, incidents could be *officially' defined 
as 'gang fights' and a 'public' image of a "gang probleallcould there- 
fore be created and validated. 
That the Police take a strong line with lower class adolescents 
has been remarked on by several writers. Boston reserves judgement on 
this matter, saying only that: 
1 
"The only place to go in Easterhouse is out on the street 
where, according to the boys, the polico. o,,. harass them, " 
H. J. Farkerg on the other handp finds differential treatment 
proveds and concentrates on pointing out the need for Orationallsat- 
ions if the policeman is to do his job 'properly".? ' 
"The policeman# because he rarely actually witnesses crimes# 
starts his investigations by using oues which have shown to 
pay off in the past. The downtown adolescent thus suffers 
the fate of being under methodical suspicion. " 
The police tend to use 'suspicion' as a practical toolq using 
"resemblanceo to identify sections of the population as 22tentially 
troublesome. Their efforts can then be concentrated more economically 
on these groups, Butg most important# the obvious method to be used _. 
in controlling 'suspicious' groups is 'harassment' . 'move them along. ' 
The practical effects of this policy are of secondary Importance-to the 
3 
police - in their terms# it is 'rational% 
%,, the way to implement the method of suspicion is-to 
harass. But It Is not considered harassment by police 
because they have an accredited reason for methodical 
suspicion. " 
signifigantlyg while-the adolescents so brusquely 'moved on' may 
accuse the policeman of I'discrimination'. this is not true - he is 
merely operating on a set of assumptions relevant to his role. 
4 
... negotiation of reality 
(by the police) is not due to 
the Policeman's machiavellianism, but rather to their des- 
ire, in the name of administrativo efficiency# to jump the 
gap between""theoretical and empirical guilt. " 
l. R. Bostont op. cit. P, 150, See Also: D. Downes: The Delinquent 
I Solutiont op, cit, F. 20. 
2. H. J. Farkers op. cit. P. 163. 
M. Matzat Becoming Deviants op. cit, P-193. 
4. j. Young: Role of the Police as Amplifiers of Deviancy'sin S. Cohent 
(Ed. ): Imams of Deviance, t Penguin# Harmondsworth 1971: P. 44* 
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C. irtainlys there appeared to be little doubt that In Edinburo' 
bzd Duadeei the process described above did operate, There were many 
complaints about the police tendency to $move on' any groups of toon- 
-agora seýn 'loitering' on the streets. 
"We're moved on an the time. I've even been leanin' 
against my ain front door an' been telt by the polis 
tae get movin' or be lifted ........ If they catch ye leanin' against a wan or docr near a shope 
they stop ye an' search yo for sharp instruments which could 
be used for breakin' in. If they find anythini, theyAske ye 
up far loiterin' wil intent. " 
Indeedg there were occasions when I myself was moved on, which 
brought home the ubiquity of this practice and also the possible off- 
ects on self-esteem. One such incident will be described to Illustrate 
these co=ents - the personal experience of the field worker need not 
necessarily be dismissed an biased$ although it is true that my atti. 
tudes may have led me to perceive the event an m=e meaningful than it 
actually was for the boys concerned, to whom such incidents were 
Iroutinefe 
"I was talking to 'Moose' and the boys when we were inter- 
rupted by two local policemen who invited the boys (and 
myself) to 'got movin't before yo catch cold standin' 
there'. The boys moved@ although I hesitatedg only to be 
told brusquely to 'get movinl. " 
In facts it was common for 'panda cars$ to stop outside the Coffee 
Bar and the occupants to shout at the boys standing outside# 'Got back 
inside'or get lifted'. 
so widespread and accepted was this practices without any real 
jU-Stification in terms of crime rates. that one local vicar irotested 
vigorously about the police lattitudel to teenagers in his area* 
"That sort of talk (about a 'Gang Twob3eml) Is just rubbish 
.... These boys (at his Youth Club) will go back to Fintry 
now in a group and they will be pursued by the police# 
moved from place to place - that is our crime problem. " 
in Dundeeq the practice appeared to be carried to such extremes 
that an interview to discuss the 'Problem' was arranged with the Com- 
mmity Involvement Branch of the Police. Certainlyq there appeared 
little doubt that the man on the beat was carrying out 'unofficial' 
policy$ rather than relieving his own frustrations and aggression, 
"Chief Inspectm 'The man on the beat can't take the chance 
(of leaving groups alone)j he's got to move them on. What 
happens to him if$ no sooner has he turned the corners than 
they start fighting. " 
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Thi s interview lent weight to Stanley Cohen's suggestion that the 
enforcement ofAho-'Iawl can be a doubleo-edeed sword,. I&W-breaking-is 
not always necessary to Justify actiont often its absence is sufficient 
the deterrent must be working. 
11 
"Unfulfilled expectations, however,, did not lead to a break- 
down in the warning system or the erection of psychological 
defences against t1weatj if things did not happen, this 
could be explained in terms of the effectiveness of the 
doterrent. " 
Certainlyoý there appears little doubt that the police in Edinburgh 
and Dundee adoptý a view of lower class adolescents as potential 
'deviants$ and their actions appeared to be based on this assumption 
. groups of teenagors must be dispersed and even individuals kept- 
moving. Buto as well as preventing 'crimo% the police have another 
'problem' which Is of equal importance - the need to enforce 'respect" 
for their role as 'guardians of the Law'. Their concern with 'respect' 
leads to the phenomenon known as polico 'Urutalitylp another factor in 
the symbolic *alienation" of working class youth. 
Police 'Brutalityl, 
Lower class adolescentsg such as the boys in this studyO often 
complain about the use of excessive force by the policep suggesting, 
that this is due to particular individuals with 'sadistic' tendencies. 
This is not generally true. As with the practice of Imoving on' and 
the harassment of boys with convictions@ the police have reason behind 
their methodel although individua. 1s may have a taste for 'power', Auth- 
crity demands 'respect* and9 as the representative of the 'Law', the 
poUceman is entitled to 'respect". Failure to accord the $proper' 
deference& to answer backq allows-the use of force to restare lorderIg 
though this force is usually thought of as equivalent to a parental- 
#clip around the ear. The odd individual may go too farg but generally 
the policeman uses his 'commonsense", He fools that this kind of ins- 
tant retribution is favoured by the"man in the street", 
Indeed, an interesting comparison can be drawn from anthropolog- 
joal literature to supp=t the suggestion that $vlolence* can be used 
to enforce 'respect' in a broad senseg as a means both of teaching the 
$victim* and also of symbolising the superiority of the striker. Thus, 
the Bena, of Southern Thnzania use blows in a constructive rather than 
destructive wayp and it might be argued that the police see their use 
1,, S. Cohen: Folk Devils and Moral DMIc s P. 148, McGibbon & Keei 1972, 
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of $violence' in a similar lights as both vpplying'an induosmen 
limprovement' and an a means of establishing their superiority via- 
a. -via the-offenders 
1 
"Thus blows symbollse quite disparate signifioatas teaching# 
im; rovementj concern for the welfare of another and accep- 
tance of responsibility for him .... At the sam time# blows 
symbolise the superiority of the striker to the recipient. 
This last, in fý, otp is quite likely the most consistently 
present aspect of blows. " 
Certainlyq Patrick found that the demeanour of the boys was the 
most Important factor in determining police action. 
z 
"Their demeanour In dealing with the police waa always 
unco-operativee hostile and abusivep and it is exactly 
this fractious behaviour which .... is the maJor criterion 
for determining what action a policeman will take. " 
Indeedq Stan Cohen goes a great deal further and euggosts that 
enforcement may be d-Irected not only against rulo-breaking but also 
against lack of 'respect* - this may become a pri in police 
activity. 
3 
"... a groat deal of enforcement activity is directed not 
to the enforcement of the ruless but getting respect from 
the people the enforcer deals with, " 
In shorts the Policeman faced with 'disrespect' and 'hostility' 
may transform this attitude into 'rule-breakingl. Since lack of 'res- 
pect@ probably indicates a tendency towards criminal behaviourg at 4 
least as far as the officer is concernodg this is a logical short-cut. 
"By identifying disrespect and hostility towards the police v as indicators or signs of criminalityg the police are able 
to close quickly the problemtic issuo of disposition and 
arrest their abusers, " 
Police Itrutalityl then, may Wa widespread phenomenon Intended 
to persuade a "rebelliousl adolescent population that *respect' is nine 
tenths of the *IiLwl. Indeade a discussion of the assumptions behind 
police activity reveals a 'mythology' that complements that of the boys 
- the police view of the nature of the lower class adolescent therefore 
often leading to 'inappropriate' action* At the same timeg their 
lvictimýsl adaptation to life 'on the streets' is often dependent on 
l. M. Swart-WThe Cultural Dynamics of Blows and Abuse among the Bona 
of Southern Tanzanial: Z, 130 In R. F. Spencer (Ed. ) Forms of Symbolic 
Actions 19701 Uhiv* of Washington Press, 
2a, Patricks op. cit. P. 126.3-S. Cohens Folk Devils ... op. cit. P, 168 4.8, Boxt Do ance 1 ki P, 182, Holtq Rine & Winstono - -&Mae 1971. /See also: M, Chint On the Beatt Interactions and Relations in 
Rural Police Forcesý: P-73 in S. Cohen (Ed. ) Images 
Deviance: op. cit. 
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jý611ce harassment giving credibility to their symbolic stxUctures of 
'Ohardnesel and "ganging'. 
-, . Certainly,,, In Edinburgh and Dundee, the subject of police lbrut- 
alityl dominated much conversation and many "incidental' had long since 
become part qf-folýlore, 'RespectO did seem to be a key issue, with 
03-1p' usually provoking an angry police reaction. 
"(Charlie) I used tae gae up tae the Cav, One night I went 
up after a few bevies. When I got there, there'd been a. 
battle an' the polis had shut the doors. I went up tae the 
door tae see what was happening anI one of the polio telt 
me tae got lost. I gil him a V-sign an* they lifted me. 
The bastards dragged me tae the van sae hard that they 
ripped my fuckin" shirt. " 
on the other hand# violence did seem to be used on occasion to 
bncourage boys to admit their guilt. The police would probably regard 
this as Obending' the rules rather than 'brutality** 
"(Phil) I was taken intas a room fer questioning an' there 
were polio all roond a big table, They telt me tae sit doon 
an' aWked me questions. I said I knew nothing an* had tas 
duck as one o" them took a swing at me. 
J was sh! Lttin* mysell, I can tell ye an" I shoutedt 
'Dinnae touch me, 1921 tell ye anythin'. 11 
The polis in charge (allegedly an Inspector) saidt 
"That9s. betterg just answer the questions and you won't 
got hurt'. " 
A third category, which is difficult to integrates is that of 
dolence for its own sake. Of course, it is possible thato in telling 
the storiesg the informants omit their offensive behaviour. 
"Tony claimed he was taken into a Police Box when he was 
Isteaminl and systematically 'beaten up* by several off- 
icers. I myself saw the evidence of a beating - swollen 
noses two black eyes - but it is impossible to prove this 
story. 
significantlyg the boys accepted this violence almost as an occup- 
ational hazard and it proved impossible to persuade them to make a 
complaint. They regarded it as a complete waste of time and effort. 
"What's the point 0' makin' a complaint? Whae's goin' tae 
believe me wi* mah record when the polis is standin' there 
actin' innocent? You're fuck! Lnl crazy. " 
This phenomenon of Ivictimisation' and Oviolencel at the hands of 
the police must not be neglected as a separate issues distinct from the 
problems of Iganging' and juvenile deviance. It has already been implied 
that the methods employed by the police in *problem areas' complement 
and give credibility to the symbolic structures created by lower class 
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adolescentsprbut the effects of Police activity need to be-ex&mIned in 
more detail'. In shorto do the police unwittingly reinforce the very 
behaviour they are ostensibly trying to eradicate through or&tionals 
policy? 
Effects of Police Action. 
The preceding pages have described a police-preagnag inýcsrtaln 
(working class) areas that concentrates Its efforts on petty rather 
than serious crimeg and often on no crime at all in the legal sense, 
Indeedi, for, the police,, the more presence of large numbers of working 
clasa adolescents in an area could be regarded as constituting a 
'Problem' in itself, because of their tendency to lack 'respect, The 
policeman does not see it as reasonable that attention paid V) indiv- 
iduals and groups who are often $doing nothing' in every sense of the 
wordg, may result in a feeling of linjusticel and, possibly, abuse. It 
ic the nature of police activity that is significant, - the fact, that 
their perception of the 'problem' leads to enforcement patterns that 
are directed at 'attitude' rather than just misdemeanour, It would 
indeed be. controversial If the police were to descend on the middle- 
class suburbs of cities In search of appropriate 'attitudes' and yet 
the present situ3-tionp observed with monotonous regularity by field 
workerse goes almost unnoticed - but not-by the boys, Matza remarks 
on this tendency to collect 'injustices$. 
' 
"His knowledge of local history supplies him with an 
initial set of incidents on which he ray subsequently 
build a memory file that collects Injustices, " 
'Local history' may be taken to mean local Ifolklorel which has,, 
been shown to be an element in the symbolic adaptation of *ganging' 
created by the boys - the 'superficial' covering to some extent 
validating the Istructure's 
Although Mitza concentrates on the Courts# much of his discussion 
of the need for 'proof' is equally applicable to 'police/juvenile 
transactions'. Using the absence of *respect' as 'proof' is hardly 
likely to convince the accused that he is being treated fairly. Such 
short-cuts from demeanour to criminality serve only to further the 
creation of a local *incident f1le9.2 
"Proof may be a ritual,... (but) ... each time It is omitted, the incident may enter the unwritten annals of suboultural 
delinquency. " 
LD. M3, tza: 
-Delinquency 
& Drifts op. cit. P. 102. 
2. Ibid. P. 109. 
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H. J. Fýxker supports the suggestion that the polices through their 
siethods, make a significant contribution to the 'conversation cultural 
on the street corner. The Boys pay particular attention to stories of 
'Injustice's using them to withdraw credibility from the police 
rather than from their own actions. 
1 
"Completely false arrests are used by the conversation 
culture to back up stories of how inaccurate and malic- 
Ious the police really are, and the Boys make a meal of 
such affairs. " 
In other wordsq the obvious harassment that has become a signif- 
icant element in the police treatment of juveniles is not accepted as 
an indicator of the Boys' Ideviancelt but seized on as visible proof 
of the practical Injustices of the 'system'. Moreover, the Boys 
preserve their 'conventional identity' by blaming the officials who 
administer the Iawp rather than the Law Itself, 
2 
"The subculture of delinquency shows antagonism to the laws 
but this antagonism is primarily directed at the officials 
who man the system. " 
This Ineutxalisation' of the 'Law* is significant because it forms 
part of the backeloth to 'deviant' behaviour. The 'condemnation of the 
condemnersIg that is. the polices is a basic element In the validation 
of symbolic adaptations such as 'ganging'. The situation is therefore 
approached from both sides with expoctations that may well lead to 
mutual reinforcement. The Interaction with *authority' on the streets' 
provides reinforcement both for the boys restricted situation and the 
symbolic 'solutions' adopted. The 'pressures' employed by the police 
on behalf of *order* act as a continuous 'guideline' aEAinst which the 
boys can test their images of 'structural and be sure of a positive 
response. 
Gill found that the 'Luke Street Boys' directly related the meth- 
ods; used by the police to their own behaviour - police *injustice' was 
used to 'Justify' inPraction. 
3 
"To the boys it was always someone else 'who started it' 
and, if arrested@ 'they wouldnIt mind if they'd done any- 
thing ..... Their reactions were considered to be a completely just- 
ified, response to the perceived attributes of the police 
and In this sense any feeling of the 'wrongness' of their 
actions was noutralised. " 
J. H. J. Parkers op. cit. P, 165. 
2, D. Matzat Delinquency & T)rIft: op. cit. P. 101. 
3.0. Gillt'Urban Stereotypes & Delinquent Incidents': British Journal 
of CrWnolo Vol. 16 No. 4 Oct. 1976 -P-327. 
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Indeed 9 in Edinburgh 91 Mal I wq a visited by the police and, arrested 
for theft, but his immediate reaction was that they were as 6guilty9 as 
he was - they probably kept the stolen propertye 
"When the polis came tae take away the stuffg they didnae 
gil us any receipts. I reckon they jest kept it - every- 
body's on the fiddle. " 
on the other handi, tho action of the police may allow guilt to be 
deflected away from the incident$ as in the following example. 'Terry-' 
titressed the 'violence* of the police, minimising tho fact th%t hawas 
carrying a weapon, 
"I was up at the Wing wil some ol the boys an' we wore 
kerryin' long sticks an' shoutin'. OYBV. A polis van came 
up an' I dropped mah stick in a doorway. The polls telt me 
tae gae an' pick It up. I said I wasnae kerryin' one so 
they telt me tae gas in the van. 7hey kept sayin' I'd 
better gme an" pick it up. I said I wouldnag an" one ol 
the bastards punched me in the mooth. " 
Indeedp while Terry obvious3, y know he was being *rowdy'. H. J. 
Parker points out that it is possible for the Boys to become so fluent 
in their own defence that they almost believe the story themselves. 
' 
"At times# the Boys hardly distinguish between the truth 
and their defence story themselvesg so that in a pub con- 
versation they may actua32y find themselves practising 
their story of innocence to People that know better*" 
But the development of a 'history' of 'police/juvenUe transact, - 
Jonal and the subsequent Ineutralisation' of guilt on a general rather 
than a purely situational level, are not the only results of police 
'attitudes' and action in 'problem axeas', For some of the boys the, 
process may go much further - credibility may be withdrawn completely 
from the police and hostility installed in its place. 
The boys of the "Youpg Team" had been pushed further along this 
road than their counterparts In Edinburgh and Dundee, However, it is 
important to remember thatp even here, the conflict centresg not around 
the Ijaw9, but around the activities of a particular section of the 
police - the 'riot sqxndl. We, should not make the mistake of assuming 
total alienation from the rest of society and the creation of a 
tcontra-cultural. 2 
"What infuriated the Young Team so much was the open con. - 
tompt the riot squad had for gang members. The boys were 
convinced that even the local police singled them out for 
questioning whenever the slightest breach of the law had 
been committed. " 
1. H. J, Parkers op. cit. P-175. W. Patricks op. cit. P. 129. 
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At the other end of the scale, the Boys of 9Roundhouse9 feel that 
I the police are irrelevant "strangers' rather than enemies. 
"To the ...... youth who spend so much time on the streets# the three-shift system gives the impression that large 
numbers of anonymous and potentially troublesome strangers 
are patrolling the area in strength at all times. " 
- This range of reactions was repeated In Edinburgh and Dundee. 
some boys became angry at the very mention of the police,, while others 
iiere more 1tolerantlq but still regarded the policeman as a potential 
enemy, Faulq for exampleg was very hostile, 
*I hate the fuckin' polis. they're always after ye, pickin' 
on ye. If yelve been insidee they're always at your door. " 
Other boys suggested that$ while the police had a job to do, the 
way they did it was wrong - they assume too readily that teenagers are 
breaking the law# as in the following case of false arrest. 
*Once we were taken up by the poUs because a relative of 
the Earl of Dalkelth said two boys had been goin' doon 
lines ol parked cars breakin' mirrors. We were there so 
they lifted us. But,, afterwardsq they couldnae find my 
damaGea cars, so they had tae lot us 6-Le. " 
Another reaction was ladaptationO. This might range from an 
'acceptance' of police harassment to a diminution in the deterrent 
effect of police methods. The first was illustrated by the reluctance 
of boys to complain about police behaviour . it was a fact of life 
that must be accepted if one lived In a "tough$ area. 'Real' solutions 
were not available to the working class boy# he must seek redress in 
the establishment of an 'identity' reflecting and, 0 hopefully, trans- 
forming these Irepressionsle 
*Vm tellin' ye, what's the point? Whale going tae believe 
mah word against two or three polis .... *One ol the boys 
was asked by the Judge if he had anythinl tae say an' he 
did complain that he had been battered. The Judge asked 
the polis what happened an" they said, 'Resisting arrest'. 
They always cat off. " 
On the other handq the sheer scale of police attention# although 
Intended to act as a deterrent# may result in the loss of fear# a 
crucial element In deterrence - the boys treat it as a matter of 
routine. 
2 
"So often are the boys stopped,, questioned and searched that 
the procedureg which would a to many other citizensp 
does not unduly upset them. "Ta" 
LH. J. Parker: op. cit. P. 181.2. Ibid. P. 162. 
3-See also' L Filiavin, & S. Briars' Police Encounters with Juvenileds 
American Journ. of Sociolo i V61,70 1964/5 PP. 210/13* 
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The police then play an important part In the total description 
of adolescent adaptation to a leisure 'vacuum' and an objectively 
repressive 'material' circumstance. On one level. thoy give credibil- 
ity both to the image of certain areas as 'tough' or *hard' and to the 
existence of a Igang problem' in their interactions with tho lower 
class adolescent. 7he boys' tondency to spend their leisure 'on the 
streets'. combined with the 1wevailing pattern of peer group relation- 
dups* maims them highly visible. At the sam time# their efforts to 
6hava a good time' may often result in behaviour which, while not 
MeGLI# may offend the policeman's sense of 'order'. The result is 
almost inevitable conflict,, a 'problem' which has been found in many 
worldng class areas, 
This $confUct' is exacerbated by the police emphasis on 'respect" 
which the boys are often reluctant to give because of the perceived 
Irinjustices' of the Isystom', A vicious circle may be set up where the 
police approach assumes disrespect and abuse, thereby provoking the 
boys into angry reaction. Over a period of time, a Irituall pattern of 
*police/juvenilo transactions' may be set up which leads to the range 
6f responses described in the preceding section. Police 'violence* 
and 'harassment' become part of local folklore, while teenage obduracy, 
tdelinquenoylg and 'gang membership' enter into police *mythology'. 
The overall result is that the police may unwittingly play a siEnifi- 
cant role in the creation of 'hard areas' and a 'gang problem' by 
Ovalidating$ the symbolic attdmpts of th6 lower class adolescent to 
stranscend' his situation. 
Of cotwsag this pattern applies generally to areas with large 
numbers of lower class adolescentaq such as council housing estates, 
but it hat; special relevance for the phenomenon of Igangingf. Since It 
has been suggested that the 'gang' is essentially a symbolic struoture 
and may be regarded as an adaptation to leisure 'on the streets% a 
'difficulty' empha-sised by the multiple constraints of working class 
*material" circumstancot the police play a central role In giving 
6redibility to this Istructurelp in assisting In the definition of 
incidents as $gang fights'. By their acceptance of the basic premises 
of local folkloreg they confirm the boys' impression of 'gangs' as 
a Imeaningful" Identity. an action structure. 
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CHAPTER FIVE. 
THE 'GANG' IN 'ACTIOIT'o 
-7he. suggestion of 
the last chapter has been that, while lgmng' 
incidente, do, occurp they reflect the occasional manifestation in 
action of a symbolic struoture# rather than organised Owarfarel. 
lGaneinge, without minimising its consequonces# can on one level be 
seen as an attempt to invest potential tedium with excitement and 
, 
Ithrill'. J. ts origins are unclear and will be discussed further in the 
next chapter but may perhaps be found In the tendency in Scotlande 
and, elsewheref to build large, Impersonal housing estates with poor 
amenities,, thus emphasising the leisure-time difficulties of the lower 
class adolescent who has been demonstrated as spending most of his time 
outside the homep $on the streetsO. M=eover, he is further conqtrained 
by his tendency to confine his movements to a limited area within 
which he fools Isecurelg thus rendering Inappro_prlate the possible 
#solution" of resorting to the attractions of the city centre which, 
inany case. are expensive and selective In terms of age and$ sometimes$ 
dress* 
The amount of time spent in the neighbourhoodg coupled with the 
frustrations of Inactivity$ may have led to an attempt to create a 
meaningful symbolic structure based on *action' that could provide a 
possible solution* Thus, districts becam *territories' and their 
jadolescent populations, 
Iteams' - Harrytown became the IYBT'g Barrack- 
hill the 'Terr-orst Gorgl the 'Junglelp lochee the "Fleet, and so on. 
Butt since the 'structure* was rooted in noiehbourhood, rather than in 
identifiable individuals and peer groupag IleadershipO and *action' 
became more the subject of tfantasy* than fact - the OYBTI, for example, 
acts, sporadically and In an undirected fashion because Its posited 
lorganisation' is largely symbolice verbal rather than actual, Any other 
point of view would be valid only if it could be demonstrated that 
CvLngýkarfarel in an lorganised' sense# with. recognised leadership, did 
actually occur. This was not the case - "gang' incidents were confused 
and unpredictables with even 'leaders' often not knowing that there was 
to be'a lbattlel. 
In Dundeep the opening of the Coffee Bar provided an opportunity 
to test this hypothesis of symbolic rather than action structure on a 
dynamic ra 
- 
ther than a statieg descriptive level, to observe the develop. 
ment of a 'gang war" from a state of peaceful co-exiatence - in short,, 
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to observe the complexity of symbolic 'action' validated by unstruct- 
ured incident. To the police and adults in the neighbourhoodg the 
violence and the gmffiti plainly indicated a struggle for supremacy 
between two 'gangs". the 'Huns' and the 'Tongs'. and indeeds this 
seemed the easiest and most obvious lino to take -a direction that 
had been given 'respectability' by other field workers, Butq such a 
view of an action structure was manifestly at variance with observed 
$fact' ando ultimatelys obscured the centrality of the symbolic as 
an explanatory factor In the description of the phenomenon, 
Howeverg before attempting to outline the development of this 
Oconfrontation't it is useful to reiterate the point made in the In- 
troduction, concerning the public acceptance of a 'gang problem* in 
Dundeeg even more so than in Minburgh. Dundee$ of course. is a 
smaller city and the local Press usually attempted to reflect an 
image of a tight-knit 'community't suggesting local solutions to prob-* 
lems and giving considerable space to Igang' incidents. The most sig- 
nificant article (mentioned in the Introduction) referred to a 'gang 
glossary' compiled by a Bailie and the Burgh Prosecutor which was 
recommended to Magistrates# Shopkeepers and Parents as a useful aid 
in determining 'gang membership* (Dundee Evening Telegraph 28/4/73). 
It was in this atmosphere of imputed 'structure' that the Coffee 
Bar was established in Jute Hill to meet the *needs' of the local 
"gang% the "Huns". Indeed, the Press visited the premises and stories 
appeared hailing the project as an attempt to help youngsters 'who 
might otherwise be hanging around street corners". 
' 
In factp on the first night of openinge the Coffee Bar was fairly 
crowdedg with approximately forty teenagers turning up to listen to 
the records and generally guage the 'atmosphere'. Those present were 
well-behavedq but it was significant that# even sot certain features 
of "ganging' made themselves felt. 
I'Note, 
As pointed out in the Appendix on Method. for the period of the 
Dundee research I was employed as a Detached Youth and Community 
Worker by Dundee Corporation. In this capacity, a major part of 
my work involved working with 'gangs' and 'unattached youth' seen 
by the Corporation as a particular OproblemO. The Coffee Bar was 
set up as an experiment in alternative youth provision in co- 
operation with students from the University. Howeverg as time went 
by. the students withdrew from active support@ leaving myself as 
the sole member of 'staff* and thus in an unique position vis-a-vis 
the 'conflict' that developed between rival Ogmngsl. 
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Almost immediately. those present-requested permission to write 
their names on the walls, perhaps to establish the Coffee Bar as part 
of their 'territory'. The students running the Bar at the time refused 
and the result was illicit graffiti. Butt more interestingg was the 
sudden outbreak of mass hysteria when a rumour was passed around that, 
the 'Mid' were coming. Iater the same evening, a similar reaction of 
mass exodus was caused by another rumour that the 'Fleet' were coming. 
"lie got our first taste of 'gang" activity with young 
drunken boys running up and down the street shouting, 
'The Mid are coming', and later. 'The Fleet's In Jute 
Hill'. Nothing happenedq but it was the most exciting part 
of the evening. " I 
A major topic of conversation that evening was a recent Imobbing 
and rioting' incident in the city centret when a Jute Hill boy had 
allegedly assaulted a policeman with two bottles. The boy who had com- 
mitted the assault was discussing the likelihood of being 'sent away$ 
Wnd was pleading 'self-defence', since he had no idea that it was a 
policeman who had jumped on his back. 
However, while the general pattern of *ganging' could be seen 
through the initial 'tranquillity', it was temporarily relogmted to the 
backfiXound by the novelty of the Coffee Bar, But, not for longi almost 
from the very first evening, some clients resorted to 'horseplay' for 
amusement - activities such as putting a teaspoon In one's mouthg fin- 
ing it with salivap and flicking it across the room (not very pleasant). 
Boredom was setting In. 
"It is noticeable that the teenagers are starting to get 
bored with a diet of records and coffee - interest is 
beginning to turn to other things. " 
In other wordsp those present began once more to manufacture their 
own *excitement' and the stage was set for the adaptation of the prem- 
ises to their own, more exciting, purposes. Activity became more des- 
tructive and vandalism increased. 
"I left three boys playing darts In the back room and they 
soon switched their game to aiming at the light bulbo which 
was inevitably broken to great jubilation. " 
The differentiation of groups and areas into Oteass' became evid- 
ent. Several records were stolen and the older Jute Hill boys said 
knowingly that It must have been the 'Tiny' ('Huns'). In fact, the 
self-styled 'Young Huns' came in and threw the 'Tiny' out. These latter, 
incidentallyg were to my eyes just a few of the small children that 
always played in the street outside the building and seized any opport- 
unity to steal items from the Bar. 
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Againg the fear of other areas concentrated on Menzieshill and 
the "Fleet, who were bound to come up because the IDIso Jockey' worked' 
in tIvtt area and must have told the local *to=' about the Coffeo Bar. 
it seemed that there were Indeed Igangs' and that the Coffee B= was 
becoming a focus for their activity -a base, On the other hands there 
had been no incidentsp no clahhes with other groups# except in the imag- 
ination of the boys themselves. Fate then took a hand with a burat pipe 
flooding the premises and the development of the project was delayed 
for a week. 
It has already been suggested that the Coffee Bar was becomin&a 
focus for OgW' activity and this is an important point that must be 
remembered throughout this discussion. Without the provision of this 
facility9 the various peer groups would have been forced back on to 
the street cornerst since many of the boys were barred from existing 
youth centren. They would not have had this opportunity to convert 
symbolic structures into actiont even in the ld. 4ted way that is to be 
described. To this extent, tho resulting events are artificial, except 
insofar as they reflect the aspirations and hopes of those involved 
and provide an opportunity to observe a 'gang conflict' that has the 
possibility of structure readily available and yet still remains un- 
predictable and spontaneous. 
The re-opening of the Coffee Bar signalled the beginning of a 
gradual slide into open conflict based on 'gang' rivalry. Significantlyg 
the pattern of attendance changedo with th6 Jute Hill. boys tending to 
become casual visitors and tffedx place taken by a group of 'outsiders'. 
"The whole pattern of attendance seems to have reýrersed it- 
self. We have the same core group of girls ... but the boys have changed. Billy, Roddy and their group have started com- 
ing in every night and have changed from "wrongdoers' to 
'model customers'. Moose# Frankle, and their crowd ('Huns') 
now attend only spasmodically and even then look increas- 
ingly bored with the whole thing. " 
Although this smaller group seemed to have -adopted the premises as' 
their 'hang-out% the two groups sý, 13.1 mixed together in seeming harmony 
with no mention of the 'Tongs' - the future 'rivals' of the 'Huns'. In 
factg field. notes recall an animated discussion about 'gangs' between 
the 'core members' of this 'new* group without any reference to that 
name . the 'Tongs' dict not deem-to exist, 
01'Rogeylt IBurkle's Roddy$ and the others were haTing a 
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heated discussion about *rangs99 but no mention was made of their 
, 
being in any Igang'. " 
But, only two days later. 'Rogey' was suggesting the existence of 
the 'Tongs' and his 'membership' of that group. 7he occasion of this 
revelation was the release of larryt the 'Leader' of the 'Hunstp from 
prison. 
"fRogey' and the Ferry Bank boys came in and, shortly after, 
the 'Huns' arrived with Iarry, who was the subject of some hero-worship. It was quite obvious that 'RogeyO and larry 
pretty well ignored each other and I asked 'Rogey' why. 11axry's the "Huns'. I'm the Ferry Bank 'Tongs'. we 
dinnae bother each other. '" 
After this visit from larryg who only came two or three times at 
most, and never became involved in the fightingg the 'TongsO were in- 
creasingly referred to as a *gang'. In fact, 'Rogey' refused to go 
on a trip to Aberdeen because he was saving up to have a 'Tongs' 
Jersey made. 
"The reason he gave for not wanting to go was that he was 
having a 'Tongs' Jersey made. It was to be red with white 
stripes on the sleeves, At the momentg 'Roby' is the onlX 
one with a Jersey, but the others all say that ttre'y are 
going to get one, " 
Significantly# not one of the boys ever got a Jersey. Moreoverg 
'Roby* proved to be the least involved in "gang' discussions and incid- 
entse preferring to spend his time with his girl-friend. Indeedg these 
early discussions about the 'Tongs" were treated with a great deal of 
humour - the whole affair seemed a light-hearted 'diversion'. 
However, unlike the 'Huns', who appeared a diffuse neighbourhood 
structureq the 'TongsO claimed a very definite 'leadership',, at least 
in theory, This emerged when a neighbour complained about a slogan, 
'Tongs ya bas'. sprayed in white paint on his car. 'Rogey' was asked 
for Informationg as the most vocal on the subject of the 'Tongs'. 
"I'm no the leaderp 'Roby' is. Look (pointing to a "Tongs' 
slogan and a list of names engraved on the Coffee Bar door) 
'Robyls' name is at the top, I'm second ..... 'Burkiels' at the bottomv he's a crapper. " 
As this OstructureO became more elaborate and the OgangO began to 
take shapev at least in 'Rogey's' imaginations discussion began to 
focus on whether or not the "Tongs' could 'take the Huns'. This escal- 
ation in verbal confrontation was extremely rapid. 
"Slightly ominous is the wayl since 6th. July, that the 
ITongs" concept has got a grip on the Coffee Bar... While 
the boys were joking about the formation of the group on 
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Monday, 9th. July, to-days 12th. Julyq they are now begin- 
ning to brag about how they could 'take the Huns'. " 
But, even at this point of comparing 'strength's it was very 
noticeable that the two maJor fie=es in the 'Hunslp IArry and 'Muff's 
took no interest in the discussion and no attempt kas made to infolve 
them. One would have expected some reaction to the insults that were 
being made by : the Perry Bank boys. 
"While these discussions about strength were going ont 
La=,,, and 'MiXf were sitting down quietly playing 
dominoes. ". 
However, as interest in the rivalry Increased# more and more boys 
became Involved and the womises 'buzzed' with excitement. Which 'team* 
was the 'hardest? ' Speculation mounted, In fact$ the comments being 
made were obvious3, v sheer Ofantasyl to everyone except the boys involv- 
edg and perhaps even to them. 
"Once again, there was the usuml discussion about the rel- 
ative strength of the two groups. But this time it was more 
in earnest, with 'Rogey* and Terry going at "ch other for 
most of the night. with their respective lists of 'gang mom- 
bers'. For every 'hard man* that Terry could summon to 
fight for the 'Hunslo 'Rogey' had a bigger boy at his 
command. " 
Buto, while the Increasingly tense atmosphere seemed to suggest a 
final $battle$ to resolve the issueg the self-styled 'leaders' of the 
#Tongs, were fighting it out amftgst themselves, 'RobY19 who had taken 
little Interest in the whole affairo had a furious vemiyal 'battle' AW 
lRogeylg who appeared to be the most involved in the escalation of 'gang' 
tensions, Carolo 'Roby'sIgirl-friende summed it up. 
"It's jealousy - Roby's a better battler. " 
out of this confused# unsti=tured debate,, it seemed that some 
kind of violent clash was Inevitable# but,, when it cameo it merely 
reflected the symbolic elements of 'leadership* and "membership' re- 
vealed in the hours of rambling discussion that had gone before. There 
was little evidence of organised, systematic conflict, 
Indeed, confrontation so far had been mainly verbalg although its 
effect was to split the *Clients* of the Coffee Bar Into two broad groups# 
or ratherg the main participants -in the discussion &Ugfted the eteam to 
with Uttle or no reference to the individuals concerned, who edme- 
times seemed ignorant as to which side they were supposed to be on. 
Thrasherp of course, suggested the importance of 'threat' for the 
structure of the `gq_ngI6l 
1. H. J. Parkeri op. cit. P. 144. 
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"As Thrasher pointed out long ago, it Is at times of threat 
that the Gang really taken shape. At such thong sub-divis- 
ions and personal differences are subsumed by a mass unity 
agaimst the common enemy. " 
The suggestion of this paper is that the 'conflict' did not in 
fact structure. the 9gang9p give It Ishapel, because it never really 
wdsted as an entity., Ratherp the situation allowed those most heavily 
involved to suggest with credibility an essentially symbolic, structure 
and to pin reinforcement and confirmation from ptential action. We 
appeared to be the pattern of events at the Coffee Bar$ with a spontan- 
eous and unplanned clash being defined after-the-fact as a 111uns/Tongs* 
showdowns thus paving the way for further 'action'. 
The incident itself scarcely resembled an organised *battle* be- 
tween two structured "gangsl. In fact, It was only by chance that the 
Tongs' became involved through the arrival of ORogey' on the scene, 
"I noticed a strange group of boys (revealed later as the 
IYoung Huns') had come into the Coffee Bar but they seemed 
to be quite happy listening to the records and talking. *** 
Next second,, I was startled by the sound of shouting and 
swearing .... I noticed a chair being thrown out of the door 
and, looking outp saw Burkie walking up the street with the 
strangers waving chairs at him, Suddenly, they ran up the 
street after him and he took to his heels ... see*** (Notat no I&Lng' conflict) 
Just at that moment# fRogey" arrived on the scene. Sizing 
up the situationg he screamedg 'Tongs, ya ban ' and ran off 
after them. Immediatelys the Ferry Bank boys 
ýwho had taken 
no interest up to t&Ls, point) streamed out of the Bar andp 
with a tremendous yelling of 'Tongs' and 'Hunsls caught up 
with the 'Hunsl and gave two of them a *kicking'. " 
The 'TongsIg triumphantp returned to the Bar$ already boasting 
about their 'victory'$ conveniently forgetting that Burkle's plight 
had been ignored until 'RogeyO came on the scene. But then an already 
confused situation became slightly farcical. with the return of the 
'victims' to justify their initial assault on Burkle, It was especially 
interesting that the replay of events was in *gang' termse although 
there was no evidence of any initial "Huns/Tongs' clash, 
"The Jute Hill version of events was that Burkle had been 
sitting ! I-steaming' a can of beer in his hand,,,.,., 
Apparentlyp one of the 'Huns' had tried to take his can 
off him and Biwkie had Pulled out a *blade'. Acc2gýl= to 
the 'Tonpallo 'the Ituns stertod ILt by touching B=kle's 
can, I" 
. This general talk of justification drifted into discussions of 
wider 'policy' matters, such asq 'Wha' should come intae jute Hill, 
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anyway? I Presumably# the . Iresence of the Ferry Bank boys In the area 
was seen as a precipitating fart4pr. However@ the conclusion reached 
was thatt, 
"Ferry Bank and Jute Hill are all the same - the Huns rules" 
In spite of this $peace treatylg it seemed obvious that the de- 
bate would go on# with-the 'Huns' nursing a grievance, and, the 'Tongs' 
broadcasting their success. -It only remained to be seen whether or not 
the groups would become more structured and capable of 2EMIsed_ 
action. But one thing was clear - for the 'Tongs' at least, it had 
been an e=iting and profitable evening and they looked forward to a 
Ore-match'. 
In fact, It seemed that the final showdown would not, be long in 
coming. The group who had been 9jumpedt ware the eyoung Hunse and_the 
'Huns' sought r8tributi0n* The maJcW topic of conVersation, became the 
restoration of the 'honourl of the tHunsse 
"('Muffl)'The 
0 
Toligs jumped the Young Huns - we cannae stand fer thats we re no crappers. " 
'Rogeyto who appeared to have supplanted 'Roby' as the 'leader' 
of týe 'Torosle, was not averse to a Ire-match', or do it appear" 
01 arrived at the Coffee Bar to find 'Rogey' striding off down towards the city centre. I was informed that he was 
off to got a *squad' together to fight the "Huns' ...... the numbers around the Bar began to build up and the boys 
began, to arm, themselves with an assortment of weaponsp 
ranging from walking sticks to home. -made axes, " 
Indeado the 'Huns' seemed well-prepared. They evenhad 'allies' 
from Charleston to give them 'backing's However, the Charleston Boyse 
or the 'Mob% as they called themselves,, were none too sure as to the 
precise purpose of their visit. 
"Talking to the Charleston Boys# it appeared that they know 
some of the older boys from Jute Hilland had come to lend 
a hand in the present 'crisis', However# they did not seen too certain about what-was happening and said they were 
merely going to lbabk the Huns if there was any trouble'. " 
The atmosphere of excitementp of expectancy$ was electric and- 
similar in nature to that noticed by Patrickl in the build-up to the 
clashwith the 'Barnes Road'. 
"In this climate 6f mounting excitemente every boy in the 
area within the aegis of the 'Fleet' and all other associated 
gangs had been alerted and told to be armed. " 
I. J. 
-Patricki 
op. cit. P. 92. 
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While the 'Huns' armed themselves. the opportunity was taken to 
ask 'Nuff' (who now appeared as the do facto 'leader' of the 'Huns') 
the reason for this particular Incident and the justification for the 
heavy armament, 
"#Rogey' challenged us. lie said he'd bring his team up 
tonight. so we're goin' tae be ready. We willnae stert 
anythin' If they dinnal. Watch those bastards, no us, " 
Unfortunatelyo to IMuff0s' consternation, the *enemy' never arriv- 
ed and the only casualty turned out to be himself - he was "lifted by 
the polis fer loiterin'. The return match therefore had to be post- 
poned, but later events revealed that it had never been organised in 
the way $Muff' had suggested. 
A major obstacle to the interpretation of this Incident as a 
$Huns/Tongs' clashq albeit abortive, was the role played by 'Roby', 
the agreed *leader' of the "Tongs". suggested In fact by 'Rogey'. 
While scouring Jute Hill for the Ferry Bank boys, I met 'Roby', his 
girl-friendo and some other boys making their way towards the Ioffee 
Bar. They were astonished, and frightened, to be told that *Muff`1 and 
the 'HunsO were waiting for them and they retreated down-town, 
"I met Roby, Carol, Scotty and some other boys. I told them 
that the 'Mms' were waiting for them. Indeede Robyq who I 
thought was the 'leader' of the 'Tongs% seemed in the dark 
about what was happening. " 
Their, fear was short-lived,, however, because they arrived at the 
Bar again the very next night, although this time as a large group. 
'Rogeyle showing no embarrassment at his failure to return the previous_ 
night., promptly got Involved in another argument with the Jute 11111 
boys. 
"The Ferry Bank boys9 reinforced by 'Rogey', Roddy and Billy. 
arrived at the Coffee Bar .... They stil. 1 acted very much as 
If they owned the place and still did not concede that the 
*HunsO had the upper hand ..... 'Rogey' one& again spent half 
the evening detailing all sorts of boys who would *back' 
him. Prodictablyp this led to arguments, mainly between 
'Rogey' and W1131e. " 
It would seem that 'Rogey' had no real Oteam' and that his chan- 
enge had been more bluff. Moreoverg it is questionable how far the 
'Huns' were organised. Their actions seemed more the result of the 
immediate situation and the spontaneous challenge Issued than of any 
real planning. Even the presence of the "Mob' may have been fortuitous. 
Certainlyl they never appeared again and may have been merely casual 
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visitors onto'whom the lallianceO was forced by events and Imuff's' 
Imagination. 
However,, one thing is clear. that is, as *Sing warfare', the 
incident was a fiasco and cannot be taken as indicative of organisedg 
systematic conflict. Even the participants seemed to see it as rather 
less than total confrontation, since the following night the whole 
affair seemed to have been forgotten as a basis for action, 
But, the debate continued andt verbally at least, the whole chaotic 
and undirected sequence of events was slowly being redefined in "gangO 
terms. Thus$ although it has already been pointed out that the observed 
initial incident bore little relation to any *gang conflict" and Its 
6. enesis seemed quite clear (the question of "self-defence' seeming to 
hinge on whether taking the can of beer, or pulling out the knife# was 
regarded as the most important), IRobylg who had not been Involved in 
any of the 'action% carved a place for himself in the conflict with 
the following explanation of the initial incidentp which was totally 
at variance with the available "factsO. In effectv he reached back Into 
history to pre-empt the incident with his own grievance. 
"Apparently the trouble was over a boy called John who had 
allegedly asked Carol . Roby Ia girl-friend g for aI grope 
Thus, Roby,, and hence the *Tongs' were after him. 
But, according to Roby, although he wanted a Isquare-go' 
with John, 'Muff' was 'butting in'. " 
Even the non-participanta were beginning to redefine the clientele 
of the, Coffee Bar in 'gang' terms. Mary asked me who was in the premises 
in language that wms unmistakeable in Its Imputation of 'struoture'o 
"Whals in tonight - the Tonga or the Huns? " 
Howeverg once again, events revealed the contradiction between 
symbolic and action structure. While the u3u3. l debate about relative 
strength was going ong with all the main participants presento 'Dek' 
attacked Billy over the question of 'gang membership'. No-one inter- 
fered, although the fight was repeated outside. One would have expected 
those present to take sides over such an Issue and 'battle* to commence, 
but evidently the situation was not appropriate. A possible conclusion 
might be that, orginisation being largely verbal and symbolice incid- 
ents tend to be spontaneous in nature, it being difficult for the Un- 
strUOtured 'gang' to react systematically, 
"I was sitting in the Coffee Bar talking to B113. yg 'Rogey" 
ithe mainstay of the 'TongsO), and Roddys when suddenly 
Dek' (a Jute Hill boy) cane bursting in and, grabbing 
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Billy's haixg pulled him to the groundg screamingt 
I 'I'm In the Hunsg ya, cunt. " 
They were separated and thong a few minutes laters Billy 
had ODek' by the hair and was trying to knee him in the 
face. " 
This open clash having been ignored by those seemingly most inter- 
ested in PerPGtUating the cOnflicto it was ironio that the very next 
evening the final clash did take place and in a predictably Imessy' 
and unstructured fashion. In facto the actual 'battle' in no way 
resembled a final confrontation between two well-organised units. The 
fight itself was mercifully short, though noisy, and ; receded by a 
great deal of argumentq leading to the impression that no-one present 
know there was going to be a 'battle* - It just happened. The situation 
was appropriate. 
"The 'Young Huns$g who normally do not come to the Coffee 
Bar, began to argue amongst themselves and with the Perry 
Bank boys about the initial incident on Friday@ 20th. j 
when two of the 'Huns' were 'Jumped'. The boys gathered 
outside and spUt up into sevexal groupog hotly debating 
the agrression of the 'Tongsl. " 
Significantlyp there was no attempt at 'senseless' violence. 
Ratherg each side attempted once again to defend its p6sitionoon the 
two basic issues - the 1kickinO received by the 'Young Huns* and the 
'hardest &Lng' ('Robyllsl explanation had appaxently been forgotten). 
Of course# there were the inevitable lists of lallies'@ but an example 
of the discussion of the first *issue$ is interesting since it suggests 
rationality and purpose in Ogan9l violence - the insistence on Iself- 
defence'. 
"Rogey (*Tongsl)t 'I couldnal let B=kie got a kickin't I 
had fAe gi I him backin 11. 
Willie ('Hunsl)t 'Burkie pu3.1ed a blade on mah wee brutherl 
he had nae right tae dae that'. 
Roby ('Tongs*)t 'Burkie was bein' chased by the Hunss we 
had tae hel him'* (Incidentanyp he was not even there. ) 
Tom (*Huns' i 'But Burkie sterted itj ye cannal igaore a 
blade'. " 
Admittedlyg-positions were entrenched and the debate was monoton- 
ous in its repetition. However# the basic principle of 'self-defence', 
as also mutual supports is acceptable to the wider society as reason- 
for action and the ensuing behaviour should not therefore be denigrated 
as $senseless$. Indeed# with such limited flexibility in argument, 
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it is scarcely surprising that violence was resorted to as the only 
way of breaking the deadlock - the final arbiter. They had trapped 
themselves in a verbal stalemate that could only be resolved by action. 
TheAncident itself was simil to its predecessors in that the 
two 'teams' did not clash in final battle. In factp an this occasiong 
the clash was between mere fragments of the total groupsp thus appeaz- 
ing even less orSudsed than the previous abortive showdownp where at 
least. the 'Huns' were present in strength. 
"'Rogeylg 'Robylp RoWy. and the other mainstays of the Ferry 
Bank group had eventually wandered offg apparently to try 
and got reinforcements. At about 9.45p. m., some of'them came 
back down the street from the direction of the Chinese on 
the corner, There was only a small groupg 'Rogey'. 'Roby" 
and Roddy, 
A group of Jute Hill boys, approximately a dozen stronge 
met them and engaged them in heated conversation....... 
the incident Urned nasty when "Muff', armed with a plank 
of woodg came out of the Coffee-Bar and went towards the 
huddle at the top of the road. Next second# there was a 
loul 'thwack' and the whole street erupted. Bribks and 
bottles were flying everywhere and the air was filled with 
abuse and slogans.... IR-ogey' ran past with his face stream- 
ing with bloodp hotly-pursued by "Muff' and his Iteaml. " 
While this was going ont the Coffee Bar was itsed as a shelter by 
a number of boys from both Jute Hill and Ferry Bankq who obviously 
wanted no part of the fight. Significantly$ several of these boys$ 
Including Billy from Ferry Bank,, were amongst those who had earlier 
been arguing on the street. But when the Ivioters' returned,, boasting 
about how they had given 'the Tongs a kicking'. n6 attempt was made to 
involve those 'refugees**' 
And sog even on this occasionp neither side was able to effectively 
organice its 'forces'. so laboriously discussed only a short time before. 
Indeede even those present felt no compulsion to participate - come did, 
some conspiciously avoided the *action'. Even sog the incident was re- 
garded by all as a 'gang fight% won od this occasion by the 'Huns'. In 
all probability# the incidents continuedg the pattern having now been 
set and a now 'mythology' created, But the Coffee Bar was removed from 
the situationt its function as a focus for 'action' having now become 
unacceptabLep even in ter= of unstructured youth ftrk. 
Conclusion. 
The 'reality' that has emerged is not of a structured response to 
the material circumstance dominating the boys' Uves (as suggested in 
part in Chapter One) but of a largely symboli6 response bolstered by 
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occasionalp spasmodlop disorganised incident 
,. 
This is not to say that 
the lads were unooncewned with "structure'. On the contrary,, as the 
preceding discussion showsg some wwt to great lengths to suggest the 
'gang' as a genuine vehicle for action. However,, in spite of the efforts 
of this over-enthusiastic minority. the incidents that did occur showed 
little sign of any persisteat and enduring "gang conflict'. Moreover$ 
this failure. to convert a verbal into an action struature-occurred in 
a situation that seemed ideally suited to such 'escalation' - the presence 
of the Coffee Bar with its 'Permissive' staffing and the existence of 
an embryonic conflict In the shape of 'rival" groupings from Ferry Bank 
and Jute Hill. 
On the basis of the foregoing static and, dynazda descriptions of 
"ganging' as observed in Blinburgh and Dundee$ it seems reasonable to 
conclude that such *structure" that did exist was symbolic and verbal 
rather than actual - the systematic Iganging' suggested by the media 
and the courts was not in evidence. Howeverg this is not to undermine 
the theoretical importamoe of the phenomenons it remains Ao less 
$interesting* in spite of its less than grave implications for the 
safety of the 'public' in the areas discussed. Thusg the next chapter 
will attempt to relate the empirical discovery of a symbolic rather 
than an action structure to the earlier suggestion of the need for a 
'cultural analysis', The result will be a view of 'ganging' based on 
symbolic adaptation in the context of a contemporary view of adoleso- 
enoe as a 114minall period in which symbol predominates, 
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ol, CHAPTER SIX. 
SYMBOLISMi ADOLESCENCE AND THE: ITARNG OF IGANGINGI. 
Having outlined an empirical view of the Igang' as essentially 
a symbolic rather than an action structure., it now becomes necessary 
to relate this finding to the suggestion in an earlier chapter of 
Iculturel as consisting of both *materlall and 'expressive' elements. 
it is intended to discuss the phenomenon of Iganging' in the context 
of 'expressive culture$ and, In particular, in relation to the general 
area of adolescent symbolism. However, there is a further purpose and 
that is the use of such a discussion to elaborate on the theoretical 
necessity for a view of 'culture$ in both its 'material' and lexpres- 
sivel elements if valid explanations and descriptions of social man 
are to be achieved, 
Horeoverl, before entering into a specific discussion of, symbolic 
structures in adolescenceg it is necessary to reiterate in general 
terms the centrality of symbolism in any analysis of loulturel and 
also to elaborate further the particular view of symbol suggested in 
this study,, as well as the 'redefinition' of certain key conceptsg 
such as 'myth% 'symbol' and 'rituaV. 
_Symbplisms 
A Theoretical ApTwoach. 
As with other aspects of man's complex interrelationship with 
his social and material environmentp 'symbolism* has suffered as the 
'positivist' sociologist searched for a 'science of society'. 
' The 
centrality of symbolic structures as a means of lunifying' the div- 
ersity of the social structurep as well as of allowing the human 
subject to impose meaning on potentially determining 'material' sit- 
uations# has suffered under the onslaught of *quantification'. 
%,. the great sociologists, and the sociologists who have 
followed in their footsteps, have tended to emphasise the 
rational and the contractual and to minimise the signif- 
icance of the symbolic in the structure of modern indust- 
rial society. " 
Indeedp this process of exclusion was inevitable given PO emph- 
asis on directly observable phenomena and the studied avoidance of 
aspects of social life that could not readily be rendered open to 
$objective' study. Thusp social anthropology may assert the signific- 
ance of symbol in the maintenance of social structure, but modern,, 
l. Abner Coheni Two Dimensional Mans op. cit. P. 52. 
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rationall Industrial man his cast off the trappings of 'myth' and 
, ritual,. 
The result of this processp as has already been outlined in 
earlier chapteral was a view of man in society that emphasised 
Istrueturel and crept inexorably towards a deterministic view of 
constraining factors. Quite simplys they studied only one half of 
the social equation and thus were really unable to account for the 
diversity of man, his 'disturbing' freedom to ignore what should be 
determining factors, to overturn the *explanations' of the sociolog- 
Ist. In terms of the view of 'culture" presented in this study$ they 
emphasised 'material culture% the means for the transmission of 
structure. to the exclusion of 'expressive culture', the means of 
adaptation too of negotiation with# objective structures. (Of course, 
theinterrelationship, between 'materiall and 'expressive' culture 
has also been suggestedi see Chapter 3), Thw3g the centrality of the 
symbolic system must be stated unambigiously. 
1 
"What we are confronted with is a whole way of life inter- 
penetrated by a whole symbolic systemg not a series of 
discrete bits of behaviour alongside a series of discrete 
cultural artefacts ..... Positivism, limited as it is to the surface of things, the manifest and the misleading.. 
can only give us the shapes of all the ji&saw piecesp 
never the picture on them. " 
Indeed,, the significance of symbol can be taken further and 
suggested as being crucial to both 'stability' and change in society. 
Whilp it might with justification be suggested that, in one sense, 
$stability' requires the elaboration of structureg the erection of 
social Isystems' (e. g. employment structuress educational and polit- 
ical systems etc. ) to govern the relations between men with vastly 
differing interests and the *material' adaptations accompanying these 
material conditionsg the 'contradictions' inherent In such a situat. 
ion of continuing inequality@ of domination and subordinationg of 
lexploitationOg would constantly threaten disruption were it not for 
the parallel existence of $anti-strwturev, of symbolic 9systemev 
with the prime purpose not only of unifying the several discrete 
'material' cultures (or 'classes*) always in some tension with each 
other, if only potentiallyg but also of softening the effects of 
$repression'. Victor Turner points out the relationship of 'structural 
I. P. Williss' Symbolism and Practice': CCOS Parmw 12 PA 
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and 'anti-structure% though he does not go so far as to suggest 
Isymbolism' as synonymous with 'anti-structure'. 
' 
"Man is both a structural and an anti-structural entityg 
who grows through anti-structure and conserves through 
structure, " 
Symbolic structureag howeverl do not only unify and take the 
$sting* out of repressionj they may also contain the potential for 
non-revolutionary change in the flexibility that they offer to struo- 
ture, Thus$ man is able to adapt to $contradictions' in the social 
struoturet to devise Isolutions' that-may exist only at the symbolic 
level$ but which may pass from the realm of 'anti-structural to that 
of 'structural. In the symbolic universee now adaptations to the 
underlying material conditions on which the social structure is built 
may-arise and become increasingly accepted asýa 'solution' to mani- 
fest ýcontradlctionl. At some stage,, dependent of course on the 
general acceptance of the symbolic adaptationo it may Pass into the 
realm of 'structure' (*material culture*) and itself become the target' 
for symbolic attention. Inevitably, many symbolic adaptations# or 
Isolutionslo, remain at the 'expressive' level and for a variety of 
reasons are not accepted Into the realm of 'structure' as a continu- 
Ing adaptation. Nevertheless, it Is important to understand this 
process of a dialectical relationship between 'structure$ and lanti- 
structurelq or 'material* and 'expressive* culture. 
Indeed$ the mere suggestion of #symbol' as something more than an 
anthropological 'device' brings its prevalence in contemporary society 
to our attention. Speech# for example, is not a mere system of sounds 
but the foundation of the symbolic structure. 
2 
"A common speech form transmits much more than wordst it 
transmits a hidden baggage of shared assumptions. " 
Language is the ; rime form of symbolic communication - each word 
potentially carries a series of meanings. In fact, a consideration of 
language reveals the unchallenged hegemony of symbol over communicat- 
3 ion. 
"Symbols are the only means of communication. They are the 
only means of expressing valuel the main instruments of 
thought, the only regulators of experience. For any comm. 
unication to take place, the symbols must be structured. " 
I. V. Turners Dramas. Fields and Metaphorst P. 298 Cornell University 
Press. 1971r. ---ý 
2. Mary Douglass Implicit Meaningst Routledge & Kagan Paul 1975 P. 177, 
Mary Douglass Natural Symbolss Barrie & Jenkins Ltd: 2nd. M. 1973 
P. 6o. 
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This 'hegemony' Is based on the symbol as a system of shared 
meanings. Symbol is important precisely because it provides a basis 
for meaningful interaction. Without symbol, even at the basic level 
of languages society as an operational entity would simply fall apart, 
as Durkheim astutely observed. 
1 
%,,,, without symbolso social sentiments could have onlyý'a 
precarious existence.... 
Thus social life, in all Its aspects and in every period 
of its history, is made possible only by a vast symbolism0"' 
Symbol thenp on one level, provides the bass for a 'collective 
consciousness's for the unity of the system based on 'shared meanings% 
However. --as'already suggested, a parallel purpose is the mediation of 
'contradictions' present in an imperfect and objectively Ounjust' 
class',. structurs. In this regard, it is interesting that symbolic 
tidaptations, exist even in the fundamental area of speechg which might 
hive been assumed to be the least likely area for adaptation because 
of its'universal nature - its embrace of all sections of the 'class' 
structures Thus# Mary Douglas suggests a valid relationship between 
Basil-Bernstein's speech 'codes' 
2 
and the division of labour. 
3 
"It is essential to realise that the elaborated code Is a 
product of the division of labour .... The demands of the industrial system are pressing hard now upon education to 
produce more and more verbally articulate people .... By 
inferences the restricted code will be found where these 
pressures are weakest. " 
Unfortunately. Douglas does not develop the idea of speech 'codes$ 
aj symbolic negotiations of particular 'class' situations on a *mater- 
ial' level. 
4 
Nor does she suggest the parallel 'function' of speech as 
a general symbolic structure drawing together the "class structure'. 
Ihdeede the existence of a common language as a system of shared assu- 
mptions is essential to the elaboration of further symbolic structures. 
93ýeech is the key to the transmission of 'shared Images' and also to 
the articulation of local adaptations. Indeed, a common language Is 
the basic 'shared Imagq' underpinning society. 
Symbol then Is engaged in a complex and continuing dialectic with 
litructurel in the interests of both stability and change, as 'express-' 
ivel and 'material' culture, For this reason, it must be returned to 
I. E. Durkheims The Elementary Forms of the Relisdous Lifes P-231 Znd. 
-Ed. 1976 Allýn A Unwin Ltd. 
2. B. Bernsteint Class, Codes and Control: VoLl 1971 Routledge & KePn 
ItLul. 
3-M. Douglass Natural-SyOolst op. cit. P. 44. 
4. See Chapter 3 for discussion of language and *cultural. 
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the centre of the social stage - to do otherwise is to risk a partial 
explanation of social behaviour. It is interesting that the anthropol- 
ogist has for a long time been asserting the centrality of symbol as 
a 'unifying' element in societyg in particularg as a factor in impos- 
ing meaning on 'contradiction'. 
1 
"Indeeds one often finds in human cultures that structural 
contradictionsq asymmetries and anomalies are overlaid by 
layers of myth# ritual and symbol,, which stress the axio. - 
C 
matic value of key structural PrinaMples with regard to 
the very situations where these appear to be most Inoper- 
ative. * (My emphasis) 
It is not difficult to relate Turner's suggestion to the pers- 
istence of 'conformity' in the class structure of contemporary British 
society. Indeed$ Anthropology must be turned to for more than the 
occasional indghtl basic concepts such as 'myth'# 'symbol" and 
$ritual' have been developed mainly In this field and their use in this 
study must inevitably loan heavily on *anthropological* definition. 
While it is not intended to dwell In great detail on the definit- 
Ion of these concepts, it might prove useful to locate them in the 
theoretical view of symbolic structure outlined above. A cautionary 
note must be sounded as to the initial origin of these concepts# that 
is, in simple* homogeneous rather than differentiatedg industrial soo- 
Jeties. To some extento therefore, they must be adapted to suit this 
different context. This adaptation will consist mainly of a certain 
amount of de-formalisation to fit in with the relative scarcity of 
formal Irituall (for example, initiation rites) in contempm-ary societyl 
which does not treat the individual's social development as a series 
of structured 9stagesl to be passed through with the aid of elaborate 
'ritual% 
Thus, for the anthropologist, 
2 the definition of the term 'sym- 
bol' is closely linked to his field situation in which, traditionallyp 
formal Irituall abounds. The emphasis tends to be on Iritual-syribols' 
3 
and their rigorous definition. 
LV. Turners The Ritual Process: Routledge & Kegan Paul 1969 P. 47. 
Wor definl4ons of 10y"M and IrLtu%l* see also# R. Ae Georr s (Ed 
Studies on Mytholgg,. Irwin Dorsey Ltd. Nobleton Ont, 1968geonika 
Anthrowlogy' 1976 Beve'rJLY R111s, Sages Sage Research Paper in 
Social SCiences/Cross Cultural Studies Series 4. 
3. V. Turners The Forest of Ols1t Cornell University Presso Ithaca 
1967 P. 28. 
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*The simplest property (of ritual symbols) is that of 
condensation, Many things and actions are represented in 
a single "formation. Secondly, a dominant symbol is a 
unification of disparate st Ificata ... The third important 
property of dominant ritual symbols is polarization of 
meaning .... At the sensory pole are concenTxa t9 iose 
siggifioata that may be expected to arouse desires and 
feelinges at the ideological pole one finds an arrangement 
of norms and values that guide and control persons as 
members of social groups and categories. " 
Such a view of 'symbol' may be too rigorous and specific for the 
purpose of this study but. neverthelessg the properties of 9condens- 
ation' and the "unification of disparate eignificatal are useful, 
though not necessarily In the context of *rituall. Similarly, the idea 
of "symbol' as initiating social action. again from the anthropological 
concern with IritualIg is perhaps limiting and requires attention. 
' 
"Since I regard cultural symbols including ritual symbols 
as originating in and sustaining processes involving 
temporal changes in social relations and not as timeless 
entities9 I have tried to treat the crucial properties of 
ritual symbols as being involved in these dynamic develop- 
ments. Symbols insUipte social action. " (My emphasis) 
An alternative view would be that in contemporary British society 
where formal 'rituall has become relatively rare as a mechanism for 
'processing' individuals through a series of changes in social posit- 
ion. a broader view of 'symbol* is required, =8 definition would 
accept the essential properties of symbols, that is, 'condensation' 
and $the unification of disparate significatal in partioularg, and place 
them in a general context of meaning. Abner Cohen seems to follow this 
direction in his definition of 'symbols%? ' 
"Symbols are objects9 acts, relationships or linguistic 
formations that stand ambi&Lousl for a multiplicity of 
meanings, evoke emotic; n-s and impel man to action*" 
Howeverg he accepts a crucial point that emerged originally out 
of *ritual' as a formalised process of transition, Thus, where Turner 
talks of symbols as *instigating social action*, Cohen suggests that 
they "Impel man to action'. This view is too limited and causal for 
our purposes. In the context of formal 'ritual', certainly the symbol 
may instigate action, but in the absence of 'ritual', it may merely 
establish the potential for action or it may simply exist as meaning, 
The essential view of "symbol* then is not of an 'action' structo. 
urej but as a 'mechanism' for meaningg without formal commitment. Thus, 
LV. Turnert Dramas. Fields and Metaphorst op. cit. P. 55, 
2. Abner Cohent op. cit. P-23- 
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while the INdembul studied by Turner may see symbol as an action imp- 
erative, the lower-class adolescent of this study may simply see it as 
meaning, as a way of adapting constraining factors to his own purposes. 
Mary Douglas implies this broader view. 
I 
"The drawing of symbolic lines and boundaries Is a way of 
bringing order into experience. Such non-verbal symbols 
are capable of creatin& a structure of meanings in which 
individuals can relate to one another and realise their 
own ultimate purposes, " (My emphasis) 
Thus. "symbol' can be generalised by minimising Its formal aspects 
and, stressing its ability to convey meaning through its properties of 
'condensation' and 'association'. 'Ritual', on the other hand, would 
seem to have little relevance in its 'anthropological' sense. 
2 
"By ritual I mean prescribed formal behaviour for occasions 
not given over to technological routineq having reference 
to mystical beings or powers. " 
Certainly. 'the performance of ritual as distinct phases in the 
3 social processes', would appear of little use in an analysis of con- 
temporary symbolic structures. However, If the sacred 
, 
'functions' of 
'ritual' are discarded, and the term generaUced, it can perhaps be 
used as another element in the area of communication, itself the pros- 
erve of *symbol% Thus, IritualsIcan 'pass on' messages about the state 
of the world - they can act as a factor in $stability . 10 
4 
"Rituals function to encode messages about the nature of the 
world and the actor's relationship to It$ about definitions 
and interrelations. " 
'Rituals' can be taken to be those routinized acts which assist 
the $smooth running' of society. Thus, while 'symbols' have the potent- 
jal to create meaning, 'rituals' allow us an 'unquestioned' meaning. 
Indeedg a symbolic adaptation* once an attempt to Impose meanings may 
collapse into 'ritual* when Its original purpose is forgotten or out- 
moded. In this regard, Abner Cohen may be correct when he suggests the 
-relevance of 'power* to "ritual', As a symbolic adaptation devoid of 
its original meaningg it becomes the mare creature of the existing 
relationships between 'material cultures'. -5 
1,14%ry Douglas: Natural SYmbolst op. cit. P-73. 
2, V. Turnert The Fiýest of Symbolst op. cit. P, 19. 
3.1bid, P. 20, 
4. M. G. Silvermant'ItLAmise Your Optionst A Study in Valuess Symbols 
and Social Structura': P. 109 In R. F. Spencer (Bd, ) Forms of S olic 
Actiont 1970 Uaiversity of Washington PreBs. 
5. Abner Cohent op. cit. P. 133. 
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"People engage in ritual and ceremony to derive comfort* 
perform a social obligation, achieve recreation. discover 
their identity, pass the time. be with others. and for an 
endless variety of other private purposes. Butp quite apart 
from these purposeep these patterns of behaviour affect and 
are affected by relations of power between individuals and 
groups-" 
However, while 'symbol* and 'ritual' have been 'generalised' in 
ofder to facilitate their usefulness in the study of a complex'indust- 
rialo rather than a primitive homogeneous, society# the concept of 
*myth' needs little amendment. though perhaps alight "trivialisation'. 
Indeedg the 'anthropological$ view of 'myth' suits the purposes of 
this study admirably. 
I 
%.. the function of myth is to portray the contradictions 
in the basic premises of the culture. The same goes for 
the relation of myth to social reality. The myth Is a 
contemplation of the unsatisfactory compromises which. 
after all. compose social life. " 
Of course, the universal, persistent mythl common in tribal 
society and adhered to as an 'explanation' or IvaUdation" of the 
social struoturep is not really relevant to contemporary 'myth' in 
Industrial societies. Neverthelesag the definition of 'myth$ requires 
littlep if anyq alteration to fit into a pattern of 'expressive cult- 
uress of symbolism as meaning. 
2 
"Symbolic narratives, in short, re; resent cultural models 
for coping with typical patterns of subjective stress 
involved in the orientation of individuals to problematic 
situations in their social and cultural orders*" 
In short. 'myth', 'symbol* and IritualO can all be loosely defined 
as *mechanisms' directed at the development of meanin . The more irob-. 
lematic the social situationt the more one might expect the raising of 
a'symbolio universe using these 'mechanisms' to adapt and give meaning 
to the situation. To these concepts, however, must be added a new cre- 
ationg that iso *at le'. The use of *style' as an analytical tool has 
become established and must# like the other conceptst be integrated 
into a view of *expressive cultural. 
- In many ways, 11styleO can be regarded as an *action myth , 
*I it Is 
a 0symbolic narrative' expressed in *action' rather than through speecti. 
Like 'mythlg it is concerned with portraying the cultural 'contradlotp. 
ions' In society and is rooted in 'history'. 
4 
lj-m&ry Douglas: Implicit Meaningst Op. cit. P. 1-56. 
2. T, S. Turnert Cheýupusoee.. Ot P. 36 in R. Spencer (Ed. )s op. cit. 
3-See work of Centre for Contemporary Cult. Studies (Bibliography) 
4. j. Clarke & T. jeff-ersont P. 152 in Mungham & Pearsons op. cit. 
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r, "... our, notIon of style is one of Imomentsf-when, temporar- 
Ily, the social formation* and the position of a specific 
group within it, becomes crystallised in specific symbolic 
systems which express its experiences of that formation. " 
Againg 'style' loans heavily on the capacity of symbols to loon 
dense' references and convey meaning through the reorganisation of 
already existing elements. It is truly symbolic because it does not 
create systems from nothing, but Instead transforms and rearranges the 
1 
existent to give new meaning. 
"The generation of suboultural stylest then, involves diff- 
erential selection from within the matrix of the existent. 
What happens is not the creation of objects and meanings 
from nothingl but rather the transformation and re-arrange- 
ment of what is given (and lborrowedO) into a torn which ýIes a new meaning,, its translation to a new context and 
its adaptation. " 
Its symbolic $pedigree' established, *style' mist be rejected as 
the ideal, or even the bestq approach to symbolic structures In conterr. 
porary British society. Some limitations of detail have already been 
indicated in the earlier chapter on 'cultural (Chapter 3)0 but there 
are further difficulties in the concept as it standso centring mainly 
around its place in the analysis of symbolic structures. Of courset 
an obvious comment is that 'style" as developed so has concent- 
rated on the area of 'YouthO as the main location of emergent adaptat- 
ions. This necessarily casts doubt on its general usefulness* 
Howeverg more important, is the implicit assumptiong sometimes. - 
revealed explicitly. that 'style' Is the sum total of *cultural sym- 
3 bolizationO,, 
*We believe that one area which could help with these theor- 
etical gaps (in existing suboultural theory) .... Is the area 
of 'cultural symbolization' or style. A look at-6ulture 
simply through activities,, attitudes,, interests and values 
.... remains superficial so long as it ignores cultural 
symbols since, for us,, such symbols .... are attempts by 
people to make meaningful, at the cultural levelo their 
, social reality. 
" (My emphasis) 
The suggestion of this paper would be that such an attempt to 
confine symbol to the area of 'style' is unduly limiting, It is true 
that 'style* is one method of imposing meaning on 'contradiction', of 
adapting to an unsatisfactory and potentially determining social 
l. j. Clarkes 'Style's P. 178 in Hall & Jeffersont ResistanceThrough 
'Rituals: op. cit. 
2. V -the work of the Centre for Contemixrary Cultural Studies, Univ. 
of Birmingham. 
3-J. Clarke, & T. Jefferson: 'The Politics of Popular Culture: Cultures 
and Subaultures': CCCS Paper 14 P. 2. 
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situation. but such a limitation ignoress for examples symbolic 
structures as 'shared Images' unifying the objectively Orepressivel 
class structure. It further neglects the possibility of other eymb- 
olic adaptations within the class structure that may bear little 
relation to *style' - for example, the phenomenon of 'ganging'. 
Thus, before moving on to a discussion of symbol In the specific 
context of adolescence$ It is necessary to state clearly the crucial 
role of culture as a 'material/expressive' dialectic in any view of 
the social structure. On various lovelsp ranging from 'Images' shared 
by the whole societyq to adaptations within and to particular 'mater- 
ial cultures', it serves as an 'unifying' mechanisms either directly 
as in the case of 'shared images'. or indirectly* through tho rais- 
ing of adaptations and negotiations to take the consciousness of 
*repression* out of an objectively repressive material circumstance. 
Symbol in the Context of Adolescence, 
The stage is now set for the consideration of the centrality of 
symbol in adolescence ande in particularg the place of the Igang' as 
a symbolic adaptation to both the general pressures of adolescence and 
the particular constraints operating in a lower class context. Here 
againe in terms of the basic issues of this paper, It is necessary to 
$integrate' the lower class adolescent into a Itotall view of society. ' 
only by so doing can his behaviour be judged rational and purposeful. 
Thuse the working class 'gang member' must first be located In a gen- 
eral context of adolescence before the discussion is focussed on his 
particular situation. 
With this in mind@ adolescence In contemporary British society 
can fýndtfuny be regarded as a period of exclusion and of re-integrat- 
ion. The explanation of this paradox is crucial to any discussion of 
adolescent symbolisms since In terms of the arguments of this papers 
Itotall exclusion clashes with the maintenance of an overall stability. 
Thusg the term 'exclusion' is used In the 'anthropological' sense of 
'ritual" exclusion as a moans to ultimate re-Integration, not In the 
"radical' sense of 'oppression'. 
' 
"The years thens between the achievement of adult states 
and motivosg and the achievement of the normative and 
structural outlets for these imInilseso represent to some 
LP. Williss'Social Practice and Expressive SymbolismýIP. 33 in 
K, Blmukopf & D. Mark (Els. ): The Cultural Behaviour of Youth: 
1976 Universal Mitiont Vienna. 
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extent a, time Of cultural OPPression and exclusion, (My emphasis) 
It is suggested that any over. -simplified discussion of adolescence 
in terms of *repression' and 'exclusion' superficially removes it from 
the social. structure and consigns it to an lunreall position outside 
society,, Adolescence does not exist only within the class structure, 
to be dealt with exclusively in terms of relations of power, a youth- 
ful mirror of the adult conflict between classes, On the contraryg like 
family and kinship structures, adolescence presents an enduring prob- 
lematic to the stability of society - it must be 'integrated' into the 
overall structure and become part of that symbolic overview 'uniting' 
the various *material cultures', 
Once againg anthropology provides the basic concepts on which to 
build such a view of adolescence in contemporary British society. 
While it must be reiterated that symbolic structures tend to be more 
'formalized' in simple societies and can form an imperative for action, 
rather than exist at the level of meaning alonot this reservation can- 
not be an excuse for the dismissal of insights applicable to the con- 
temporary situation. Thus, a discussion of Victor T=erls concepts of 
Iliminalityl and 'communitas' readily reveals a more 'integrated' view 
of the 'exclusion' of adolescence in modern Britain. 
"Liminality' for Tumor is, of course, bound up with 'ritual' in 
the 'anthropological$ sense of 8transition rites'. 
' 
"Llminality is.... *transition rites$ - which accompany every 
change of state or social position, or certain points in 
age. These (*rites*) are marked by three phasest separationt 
margin.... and re-aggregation. " 
Thus, in 'primitive* society, the adolescent might pass through 
formal 'transition rites' in order to become an adult. 
2 Obviously, 
this formality does not exist to-day in industrial Britain and he must 
pass through the interim of '11minalityl without the benefit of Irit- 
u&10 to ease his passage. However,, the absence of 'ritual" does not 
deny the prevalence of symbol in this state, particularly when TumerS' 
suggestions of 0outsiderhood' and 'structural Inferiority' as similar 
1, V, Turner: Dramas. Fields-& Metaphorns op. cit. P-231. 
2. Hote. Transition without formal rites is not uncommon even In more 
TFi-mitivel societies. Monika Vizedom (Rites & Relationships: op. cit. ) 
found that (P. 21) '.. many primitive societies on the American Plains 
or in the PhIlippinesO had no rites. Moreover, (P. 135) effecting 
transitions by ritual means was most characteristic of 'closed' 
rather than 9open' societies - possibly bemuse discomfort involved 
In rites requires high degree of 'material' and 'psychological 
support$ (P. 30. )- 
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points of concentration for the symbolic are considered. 
1 
. 
"Three aspects of culture seemed to me to be exceptionally 
well-endowed with ritual symbols and beliefs of a non- 
structured type. These may be described respectively as 
liminalityO outsiderhood and structural Inferiority. " 
', 'CertaInly9 the contemporary adolescent is treated as both 'out- 
ni-dell the adult world and in a position of 'structural inferiority$ 
in that his views and actions are regarded as not yet 'adult' or 
'mature'. These two factors, combine with his 'liminalityl, not child/ 
not adultg to make his position one of $exclusion' from the major 
structural arrangements of society. For the lower-class boy on a Scott- 
ish housing estatep no less than for the Ndembu boy studied by Turnero 
adolescence Is an uncertain periode a stage of transition,, though the 
latter is assisted through his "Insecurities' by a complex system of 
, ritual% 
However$ adolescence is not simply lexclusion't Oliminalityl has 
a wider purpose to be found in Ocommunitas'. This concept is a recog- 
nition of the enduring ideological struggle between the two major 
views of society - society as an inequitable class structure and society 
as an fundifferentiated wholeO. presumably based on 9equality'o Turner 
suggests that these two views co-exist In all societies as a point of 
$contrast* 02 
'Implicitly or explicitlye in societies of all levels of 
complexityg a contrast is posited between the notion of 
society as a differentiateds segmented system of struct- 
ural positions..,. and society as a homogeneoust undiffer- 
entiated whole. " 
This view fits In nicely with the suggestion that contemporary 
British society consists of objective Inequality overlaid by a symbolic 
Oconsensusto with Oft=ists' and 'Structural-Functionalists' operating 
choice with regard to these two factors rather than attempting a synth- 
esis. Their contrasting viewpoints could be said to be the theoretical 
taulvalent of the social "contrast' between equality and Inequality. 
Howeverg TurnerOs central point is that, in Oliminall statesq or 
periods of transitiong this 'contrast' Is 'activated' through 1commun- 
itas'. In other words. notions of equality and non-differentiation 
coke to the fore in Oliminality'. 
3 
"In rites of passageg novices or initiands, pass from one 
1, V, Turners Dramasg Fields and Metaphorsi op. cit. P-231. 
2. Ibid, P0 237. 
3-Ibid. P-ZO2- 
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position or condition of structure to another. But in the 
passage from structure to struotureg they may, and usually do, if the rites are collective in character, experience 
communitas. " 
Thus. If adolescence is regarded as a 121minall period, a period 
of transitlon# the adolescent in a sense experiences the ideological 
contrast between equality and ineqwlity. Removed from the wider soo- 
W processes. he is able to contemplate, from the 'outside' as it 
weret existing social conditions. 7he bind of structure is weakened 
to allow a consideration of 'alternatives', at least potentially. 
On one level, this feeling or state of 'communitas' is expressed 
in-'a diffuse comradeshipt an emphasis on Zrsonal relationships with 
those in a similar *Iiminal* state, Hance the adolescent concentrat- 
ion on *mates'. on being *in*, on having a Isatisfaotoryl cirole of 
'friends'. ' 
"In liminality. communitas tends to characterize relation- 
ships between those jointly undergoing ritual transition 
.... Communitas is spontaneous$ immediateg concrete. " 
This heightened interest in personal relationships within the age 
group,, on being *acceptable* to friends rather than parents and other 
loutsiders'l, is Illustrated in the empirical imp=tance of the peer 
group and the acceptedg almost Oinstitutionalised', tension between 
parental aspirations and demands and the pressures to conforz to 
'teenage standards". However, this pressure to 'communitas' is not one- 
sided. It can be argued that parents expect an emphasis on peer relat- 
ionships as part of *growing up', Certalnlyq parents become as disturb- 
ed over teenage children who stay in all the time, as they do with 
regard to the Independent soul who would appear to have entirely cast 
off the shackles of parental authority. 
A 'retreat' into the peer group and the Increased value placed on 
'satisfactory' personal relationships are expected bj both sides as 
a *natural" expression of adolescence. Likewise. the teenage $obsess- 
ion* with the present@ the immediate, satisfaction of their demands. It 
is'evident that a great deal of parental persuasion is directed$ In all 
*classes'. at persuading recalcitrant children to delay gratification, 
Ito make the most of themselves'. Indeed,, it is sometimes suggested that 
the adolescent unwillingness to 'wait" is somehow a cause for concern 
perhaps irrational. On the contrary, it might be suggested that# as 
1. rbid. P. 274. 
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wAh"th6 primicy of personal relationships, this is yet another exam- 
ple of "communitasO. 
"Communitas is of the nows structure is rooted in the past 
and extends into the future through language, law and cus- 
tom .... the collective dimensions. communitas and structure, 
are to be found at all stages and levels of culture and 
society. " 
Thust on a superficial levelp adolescence can be seen as a period 
of *exclusion' without the trappings of 'ritual' to assist re-integrat- 
Jon. In this 'liminal' period, or state of transition. the 'universal' 
preoccupation with equality and inequality, with structure and 'anti- 
structure0o rises to the surface of social relationships in 'commun- 
itasts that is# a concern with the absence of structure, with people 
as ]Leoplep rather than as hierarchical beings. 
However# there is another aspect of Ocommunitas' that has not yet 
been consideredg namelyo the extension of the Istructure/anti. -struoto. 
urel dichotomy, In other words# society exists as an objectively 
repressive set of social relationsg with a 'class structure' based on 
relations of domination and subordination. But this structuret as 
suggested by Turnerg Is not the only. or the ideal method of social 
organisationg It Is always in some tension with 'anti-struoturele 
where all men should be equal and power irrelevant, A cursory glance 
at politics on a global basis will reveal this nevez%-endIng dialectic 
between the two views of man. There is, and always has beent an ide*-, 
logical 'struggle' between man as 'free' social being and man as the 
*creature' of the structures he creates. 
In a period of transitiont such as adolescence. it Is suggested - 
that to a greater or lesser degree this conflict comes to the fore - 
loommunitas' allows it expression. The subject, temporarily "forced' 
from his position In societyp is able to contemplate existing social 
arrangements critically,, at least symbolically. 
2 
"(In liminal phases)..,. we find social relationships simplif- 
ied, while myth and ritual are elaborated. That this Is so 
is really quite simple to understands If liminality is re- 
garded as a time and place of withdrawal from normal modes 
of social actionp it can be-seen as 22tentially a period of 
scrutinization of the central values and axioms of the cu1W 
ture in which it occurs. " (My emphasis) 
Certainlyg there is no lack of impressionistic evidence to suggest 
that adolescents are somewhat critical of existing social arrangements. 
LV. Turner: The Ritual Proces i op. cit. P. M. 
2.1bid. P-167-- 
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For example@ witness the recurrent dissatisfaction with adult assert- 
ions that certain rules and modes of behaviour are above criticism - 
to the adolescent, they are just 'old-fashioned'. At the other extremep 
of course@ can be suggested the student tendency to move into lradlcý- 
al politics'. These examples are not intended to be objective, solid 
evidence of a critical view of the social structure generally hold by 
adolescents, Howeverp it can perhaps be asserted with some safety 
that the teenage population Is stereotyped as, or more significantly., 
expected to bet concerned with 'novelty' and 'fashion' in the various 
layers of social life,, extending from dress and music to politics.. 
The important point is that# In a class structure based on in- 
equality and exploitationg such as exists in contemporary British 
societyq the views of adolescents tend to revolve around the opposite 
pole to-*structure' and 'conformity'. In a symbolic sense at least# 
the major categories of culture are worked ong developed, and ultim- 
ately 3assed on through myth# symbol and ritual. 
1 
"In this no-place and no-time that resists classification 
(liminal time)t the major olassifications and categories 
of the culture emerge within the integuments of myth, 
symbol and ritual. " 
It has been suggested that adults in a sense condone these Illb- 
grtiesO as the vagaries of youth and inexperience - 'after allg you're 
only young once' - and this 'acceptance' is significant as an express-- 
ion of the relationship of Iliminalityl and 'communitas' to structure. 
In shorte #anti-structurel, or Ocommunitas', exists within , 
structure. 
Adolescence is a period of transition and 'exclusion' but withinIthe 
'hegemony' of the total society. Indeed, it is suggested that the con- 
templation of lalternatives'. of 'communitas', is encouraged as a 
reinforcement of the existent. Thusg adolescents are viewed tclerantlv 
in their experimentation with social Ireality19 but all parties realisi 
that It is only a teaRorary phase and the 'guardians of structural' are- 
watchful lest this process of limited 'freedom' go too far. Hence, the 
often-observed obsession with youth, with their behavicuro their exce- 
ases. their 'styles'. Youth is accepted as a period of experimentationg 
but not of change, In 'growing up19 the adolescent must come to realise 
the 'natural order'. that iso existing structures. In short@ freedom 
just win not work. Cartainlyg when he tries Itp it brings nothing but 
Otroublel in the shape of clashes with paxentaq teachersq the police 
LV, Turner: Dramas, Fields and Metaphcrst op. cit. P. 257. 
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and other authority figures. 
"In this Interim of Iliminality', the possibility existA3 - 
of standing aside not only from one's own social, positiong 
but from all social positions# and of formulating a poten- 
tially unlimited series of alternative social arrangements. 
That this danger is recognised In all tolerably orderly 
societies is made evident by the proliferation of taboos 
that hedge in and constrain those on whom the normative 
strwture loses its grip. " 
Adolescence I-. manifestly a period of transition. Equally obviour'. 
lyj, itis a time of relative freedom from the burdens of society, One 
is neither child nor adult but this has its advantages, since one does 
not have to suffer the indignities of childhood or the responsibilities' 
of being adult. A general comparison with more primitive societies 
suggosts the validity of the concept of 'communitas' asg on one levelg 
an emphasis on personal relationships and, on another more profound 
level, a Ocontemplationg of existing structures, Howevere this 'con- 
templation' Is not 'radical', that isl based on changel but rather an 
opportunity to view *alternatives" with a view to their ultimate dio- 
mier, al as unrealistio. In a sense. the preoccupation with novelty$ ' 
the questioning nature of adolescence, is useful as a factor in stab- 
ility simply because potential 'solutions' are adolescent. The adult 
is adult partially because of his acceptance of existing stxuoturesl 
he has likewise Passed through the lecopticisml of adolescence and 
come to recognise It as '22EI of growing up'. 
In shortg there is a core of beliefs,, corresponding to the 'key' 
images' suggested earlier as part of the symbolic structure holding 
together the diversity of society* which ultimately cannot be question- 
ed, The adolescent may toy with 'alternatives' in his Iliminall context 
but ultimately he must come to realise their transitory nature when 
faced with the full weight of social pressures to 'grow up'. 
2 
"The central cluster of nonlogical sacra-is then the symbolic, 
template of the whole system of beliefs and values in a 
given culturet its archetypal paradigm and ultimate measure. " 
'Exclusion' then Is part of a wider pwooess of lintegration'S the 
adolescent is 'free' only to see the 'weakness' of 'alternatives' to 
the existing order. To a great extent, his adaptation3 and $solutions' 
(ýhether as 'Tedel. 'Rockers't '140doot 'Skinheads* Or 'Punks') are 
symbolic simply because they can never be anything else. Certainly, 
1. Ibid. PP, 13/14. 
2, V, Turnert The Forest of Symbolst ope cit. P. 108. 
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Iriall change can only be expected in a period of *real exclusion. ' ' 
Adolescent exclusion on the contrary Is not total but designed, an In 
ziote Oprimitivel societiese to confirm the existin& order, Contemp- 
orary society has perhaps cast off the shackles of *ritual", but It 
cannot Ignore the "problems of adolescence. the transition from boy- 
hood to manhood# and'the solutions It has adopted are not dissWlar 
to'those of simpler societies - the general pattern of controlled 
, #exclusions and re-affirmation of position is much the same. 
Interestingly. (again using anthropological sources) in more 
lprWtivel societiest bodily changes (circumcision/scarification) and/' 
or, changes in capabilities (through reading sacred texts or tests 
through ordeals) act as 'mediating events' which allow the lauthorit-ý 
Leal to accept changes in social status outside the ritual. These 
visible changes in the initiand facilitate his entry into adult status. 
"These actual changes in the ritual field are the mediating 
events which allow the authorities .... to accept a change 
outside the ritual field. " 
The question that this raises for contemporary society is that, 
lacking such 'visible' signs of maturitys how do we confer or recognise 
adult status? What *changess do we accept as evidence of maturity? This* 
is a complex issue subsumed under the diffuse symbolic cluster of 
'growing up'. We tend to talk loosely of 'settling down's of coming to 
terms with 'responsibility', of *appropriate' behaviour. Adult Ires- 
ponsibilityl tends to be equated with regular employment,, marriage and 
childrent and lexL)erlencel. Where the adolescent tends towards 'innov- 
ation's the adult relies on 'commonsensel and 'experience. This fits 
in with the evidence of earlier chapters 
2 
with regard to maturation - 
there is an emphasis throughout adolescence and extending into maturity 
on @acting your ag2'. The lads were very quick to *labels as a 'wee 
laddis' those of their peers who dropped out of stepi just as they 
tended to 'hang about' on the street corner togetherg so they tended1to 
*court' a 'steady' girl friend and take on 'responsibility' to&2ther, 
In short$ the symbolic process of 'settling down' as a pressurelto 
'maturity' must not be under-estimated., The adult has *settled down' 
in a diffuse cluster of ways difficult to dofineg but which mark him 
oft clearly from the tliminalityl and *freedomss of adolescence, More- 
over, this process coincides with and marks the end of a transition 
J. Honika Vizedoms 
" 
Ftites & Relationshi i op. cit. P-51. 
2. See Chapter 3. 
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frowthe asexual state of $child' into the sexual world of the adulti, 
a, transition which for most makes the responsibilities of wife and 
family a distinct and immediate possibility. 
ýThis essentially symbolic view of adolescence and the passage to 
"maturity' operates for the working class adolescent as well as for 
his middle class counterpart - both must pass through adolescenog 
ultimately to become 'adult'. However# the general process with Its 
emphasis on the mainly symbolic critiquo of the existing order is 
mediated by particular material circumstance. Thuag for the working 
class adolescent. relative disadvantage accentuates his concentration 
on leisure#,,. on making the most of that period of relative freedom 
between leaving school and taking on the responsibilities of a family, 
Mlike the middle class adolescent$ the way is not laid out as a ear- 
ies of gradual steps upwards to 'success'. or ratherl, relative success. ' 
The teenage years are not a platform to the acquisition of qualific- 
ationwand a leareer'. His future has been decided long ago in his 
early reJection of the 'middle elms' institution of the school and 
his *acceptance' of a life of Ilabour'. As the 'radical' theorist sug- 
gests- the ex22dence of adolescence must be mediated by the particul- 
ar vcýasel situation or# in the terms of this paper, by the different- 
jal 'material' conditions and the corresponding cultural allptation on 
&"material' level. For the lower olaSSLadoleseenti, this means that 
the difficulties and advantages of adolescence are felt more keenly. 
Thust *exclusion' and a sense of Unferiority% of loutsiderhood'i 
are more, evidont in his cases while the 'freedoms' of a transitional 
state are-more readily exploited, For himp the process of adolescence 
is indeed an uncertain experience that reinforces his structural con- 
straints and In turn Is reinforced by them. 
on a general levelp an area of central Importance is the struggle 
for 'Identity' on the large housing estates that have resulted from 
the extensive redevelopment that Is still in progress today. Of course#' 
in part adolescence itself is a search for lidentity's for recognition 
as a full I'memberl of societyg an 'adult'. It might be expected then 
that redevelopment, the break-up of 'communities's would make the ac- 
quisition of a social lidentityl more important - and difficult, 
Certainly$ in the present studyl, the phenomenon of 'ganging' was 
found to exist mainly on the largel anonymous$ and peripheral housing 
estates of large cities. Even Jute Hill in Dundee. though not in this 
Z15. 
category, waS aA area, in the process of redevelopmentl the boarded-up 
street4a signalled the break-up of a geommunityO. James Patrick too' 
found a concentration of 'gangs" on the housing estates surrounding 
Glasgowp or in areas in the process of redevelopment. 7his is further 
supported by Marko with regard to the Iskinhoads'02' 
"It is noticeable that areas where skinhead SLngs became 
most prominent were typically either new council housing 
estates or old estatesp being either redeveloped or exper- 
iencing an influx of outsiders. " 
The crucial difficulty it would seem is the absence in such areas 
of Ineighbourhood identity', or indeed, any real knowledge of "trad- 
itional* community. Howeverg before elaborating on the difficulties of 
the subjects with regard to a Ineighbourhood identity', it is necessary 
to outline the essential meaning that I attach to "community', In a 
senseg this is a misleading concept if viewed in ideal terms$ that is, 
the 'traditional' working class community as the way for the working 
classes to live and relate to each other. The use of 'community' in 
this *political" sense has marred the work of $radical* theoristsi they 
tend to see 'community' as either the 'traditional* state to which we 
must return if 'Practical solutions' are ever to be offered to the 
$problems' of working class existence or as 
,a 
'sounding board" against 
which ideas such as lalienation1p $deprivation' and 'anonymity' can 
be 'tested* - in shorto 'community' is equated with the Itraditionall 
working class community of t cod houses and the extended family* 
In this studyp however@ 'community' is taken to be quite simply a 
group identity - 'we' as opposed to *Is, It is accepted that the 'trad- 
itional' working class community is not necessarily the 'ideal' form 
of social org=1zation on the large housing estates described in the 
first chapter. Horeoverp it must be pointed out that many of these 
council housing areas were built before the 2nd. World War and time has 
1: rought about deterioration rather than a regeneration of "community 
spirit'. It may wall be that empirical attention should be directed at 
the public/privato dichotomy associated with tenancy rather than at 
the perhaps 'utopian* resurrection of Itraditionall relationships. 
Perhaps indeede the many technological and sooial changes of this cent. - 
ury have overtaken this concept as a realistic method of social or(pniz- 
ation. Whatever the final outcome of this debate, while it is accepted 
l. J. Patricki op. cit. 
2. J. Clarkes'Football Hooliganism & the Skinheads": CCCS Paw 42 P, 13, 
z 
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that those living in these areas may also bemoan the passing of 
Oneighbourhood spirit* and their lamentations may affect the boys' 
assessment of their group 'identity', the preoccupation in this sect- 
ion is with 'commimityl merely as a manifestation of a group $identity' 
rather than any particular kind of 'communiW. I 
Thuag few of the boys had moved into the housing estates very 
recently, Most had either been born on the estate or moved In when 
they were very young. Most did not, thereforep have a 'reality' of - 
*traditional" community in their immediate past against which to meas- 
ure their present 'predicament'. Like the Iskinheads'. at most they 
only had an 'image* of Ocommunityl. 
l 
10,., the skinheade had to use an image of what-the working 
class community was as the basis of their style ... they 
received a tradition which had been deprived of its real 
social bases. The themes and imagery still persisted. 
but the reality was In a state of decline and disappear- 
ance, " 
Parents might bemoan the loneliness and isolations the lack of' 
In4ighbourliness' on the estate, and compare it with the gold daysO,, 
butg for their children# life on the estate was the reality# their 
experience of 'Community% In this respect, the emphasis on *t, 6rritwy* 
among lower class adolescents on the housing estates might be seen as 
a symbolic attempt to create 'communitylp to establish 'boundaries' 
based on 'we's the insidereg versus IthemIg the outsiders. 
"The emphasis on teritory is a crucial ones and the 'mob' 
may be viewed as an attempt to retrieve the disappearing 
sense of community. " 
It has already been suggested In an earlier chapter that the con-:. 
CePt of Iging territory" does not exist as an action structure. Rather, 
it can be explained as an attempt# on a symbolic levels to define the 
boundaries of 'Community'. to establish an *identity' that might oomp- 
ensate for the failure of the adult population to re-build a Ocommuni- 
tyl in the traditional sense. Again, the 1gang' might be fruitfully 
seen as a symbolic attempt to defend this spaces as well, as the sup- 
plier of a *group identitye. 
This view of a struggle for *identity's for a sense of 'Community' 
for a Ineighbourhood' context . is supported by the emphasis In the 
estates studied on the continuing development of a sense of 'history'. 
1. J, ClarketlThe Skinheads. and the Magical Recovery of CommunitytP, 100' 
in Hall & Jeffersons Resistance through Ritualso op. cit. 
2. j. Clarke & T. Jejjýj.; -ont1WcrkIng Class Youth Culti es1tPP . 154/. 5 in 
Mungham & Pearson (Eds. ) op. cits 
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Redevelopment had in a sense destroyed the past or at leastrendered 
irrelevant the Individual recollection of 'Communi ty history% The 
adolescent population in particular was placed in a state of 'Umbo'- 
since a sense of present 'identity$ is dependent on past experience, 
the absence of 'history' left them without *identity". Hence consid- 
erable energy was$ and is, devoted to the development of a, 110cal 
historylo if only in the symbolic context of the 'gang% For examples 
areas were graded according to their assumed past 'history' of viol- 
ence. which significantly always exceeded present experience, For 
the symbolic present to appear more "real', the 'past' must be exagg- 
erated. Whilet there are limits to the exaggeration of the presents 
where *reality* is too evident, a violent 'past' can rub off a little 
reflected glory. 
"(Paul - talking about the Douglas estate) 'It's no the 
same now as when I was youngl things have really quiet- 
ened doon. They're jest wee laddies. " 
Cn one level theng the pressures of adolescence combine with the 
destruction of 'community' and the failure to create an alternative 
group sidentity* based on the fact of tenancy to make imperative the 
search for a corporate $identity'. The question that is asked in this 
context is not, 'who am I? lg butg 'who are we? ' In the pursuit of 'We', 
the lower class adolescent attempts to create a past for his present 
situation and lays out symbolic boundaries within which such a group 
videntityl can develop, if only potentially and as a symbolic struot- 
ure. Comments such as Jimmy's - 
"I remember the night the Jacobites came doon ... that field 
o'er there was black wl' battles. The polis were everywhere. 
It"s nae like that any mair. " 
cannot be dismissed as mere Ofantasys but are rather an attempt to 
retrieve a 'past' bulldozed out of existence and never re-builtj a 
'history' against which the "present' can be compared and developedl a 
local 'identlty* - for example@ we are the OTerrorlq if nothing else. 
However, while gen era Ily the pressures of adolescence are mediated 
by'the objeotive existence of large, uncaring. "deed' housing estates 
which are$ for manys, 'places to live', contrasting rather Opainfully" 
with the *ideal' of a living, sharing 'commimityl In the 'traditional* 
sensep the lower class adolescent has other constraints which he must 
either adapt to or transform, Again# his concern is with the establisil. 
ment of an 'Identity',, but this 'identity* Is not that of a truncated, 
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distorted 'comaunityl - 'we are' - but that of a meaningfulg rnwposeful, ' 
view of 'self'. The location of this struggle is not the 'estate' 
versus the *town' but, to a great extent, the 'street corner' within 
the estate. 
The location of activity on the 'corner$ is not in itself signif- 
icant as a factor in the creation of 'meaning'. However, the monotony 
of the *streets" is emphasised and transformed into a deiprivation by 
the importance of leisure for the working class adolescent whichg as 
has been suggested, is related to the withdrawal of interest from the 
work situation. 
"The rigours of work are not forgotten when the Indulgences 
of leisure begin. But the 'relative freedom' of leisure 
has allowed a displacement of central class concerns and 
values, developed in work# to the symbolic activities of the leisure sphere. " 
The emphasis on leisure is in turn frustrated by its actual 
ex-perience on the streets of the large housing estates - 'doing 
nothing' is the main activity. Generally. the 'reality' of working 
class leisure has been depicted as consistently monotonous and routine 
by several writers in a variety of contexts. For examplep Bloch and 
Niederhoffer conceded the centrality of OboredomO rather than violence 
amongst "gang members' even in the 1950's. 2 
"Actumllyp the average gang existence follows a fairly mon- 
otonous routine .. Night after night,, gangs can be found at the same street corner hang-out. Weekend nights may bring a 
slight variation. They may grace a dance or a movie ... This is life in the gang. The fightingg burglariesq delinquency# 
are a very wall part of the total range, * 
Againg it would seem that the more contemporary 'gang member' 
faces a similar situat, 'Lon# as James Patrick records, 
3 
"One of the foremost sbnsations that remains with me Is the 
feeling of unending boredom# of crushing tediump of listen- 
Ing hour after hour at street corners to desultory conver&- 
ation and indiscriminate grumbling. " 
Most significant is the suggestion by Corrigang endorsed by the 
boys in this studyg as described earlier. that 'doing nothing' is not 
confined to *gmngsle but is the major leisure activity for most lower 
class adolescents, 
4 
l. j. Clarket P. 176 in Hall & Jeffersons Resistance through Ritualst op. 
cit. 
2. H. A. Bloch & A, Niederhoffert The Gangs A Study in Adolescenj_Rthay- 
iours 1938 Now York Philosophical Ubraryt F-177. 
3. T. --Ntricks op. cit. P. 80. 
4. P. Corrigan: 'Doing Nothine tP. 103 in Hall & Jefferson:. Resistance 
Through Ritualst op. cit. 
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"For most kidso whecre it's at is the streetsq not the 
romantiot action-packed streets of the Ghetto but the 
wet pavements of Wigant Shopherd's Bush and Sunderland. 
The major activity in this venue,, the main action of 
British Subculture is, in fact, 'doing nothing'. " 
The lower class adolescent then finds himself 1W ted in eduo. 
ation (from which he has Largely withdrawn interest)# work and leis. 
ure. Whichever way he tu=s# he finds himself disadvantaged in the 
struggle to impose meaning on his social situation. He is left, pot- 
entIally# with nothing except Iself' and the 'extension of self'. 
The only materials at hand from which to build *identity' are, and 
can only be@ symbolic, the Ire-organisation' of existing,, large3, v 
determining elements. 
1 
"* contention is that to lads traditionally lacking in 
status an4 being further deTwived of wbat little thev 
Possessed. soathere remained only the self# the iiu--ltural 
extension of the self (dress, personal appearance) and 
the social extension of the self (the group), " 
It is in this context that *soundings and insults can be seen as 
2 
an attempt to develop 'self' as *identity' . As was suggested earlier, 
language is a symbolic structures capable of creating moaning. In his 
restricted situation, on the *corner*, the lower class adolescent 
emphasises symbolic forms of language. such as 'sounding'. insultss 
laughter and jokest to develop his only real -resource -, SELF. 
3 
Thus, insults can serve both to establish one's own position 
and also the position of the other, the linsulted. 9. His reaction will 
say a lot about both his position and the position of 'self* with ý-4 
regard to that posit on. 
"In any culture, insulting terms are the most illuminating 
indication of accepted values. In the heat of a dispute a 
man has recourse to standardized expressions which are 
hurtful just because they carry the strongest implications 
of contempt which the sp 12Usm of the culture, is capable 
of concentrating into a word or a phrase. " (Rý emphasis) 
Similarly, laughter and jokes encourage the spirit of loneness'. 
LT. Jeffersont 'The Tedst A Political Resurrectiorl s CCCS Paper 22, 
2. For example see: D. Matzat'The Nature of Delinquent CommitmenVi 
P-239 in M. Rubington & E. Weinberg: Deviances The Interactionist 
Pers2ectivei 1968 Macmillan. 
Meet P. Williss LearniU to Labourt op. cit. P. 29 for the importance 
of the 11aff' in 'counter-school cultural/P. 12-5 for the importance 
of 'lively' language as 'deflection' of monotony. 
4. Mary Douglast InLlicit-Moaninrs: op. cit. P. 12. 
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of-group identity as an extension of 'self'. Hance the importance On 
thi stxeet corner of *playing around'. 'acting the fool's *having a 
good laugh's The resulting release of tension serves to draw the group 
into a feeling of unity, of 'Identity$. of 'communitas. 
1 
"Iaughter and jokes, since they attack classification and 
hierarchyg are obviously apt symbols for ex1ressing comm- 
unity in this sense (of Icommunitas's as outlined earlier) 
of unhierarchisedg undifferentiated social relationss" 
Having considered adolescence as a period of 'exclusion' embrao- 
ing the total 'class structure". as a I'liminal" state potentially 
rich in symbolq and having further elaborated the particular restric. - 
ted situation of many lower class adolescents which forces them back 
on their own resources, on 'self. in an attempt to overcome the diff- 
iculties and freedoms of adolescence, the background has now been laid 
for a consideration of the 'gang' as a symbolic mediation of these 
general and particular constraints, as an attempt to impose meanin 
In a sense, the 'gang' is an amalgam of 'myth' and *style'# 
containing elements of both in a pattern that fits somewhere between 
the traditional, prevailing 'myth' of tribal society and the transit- 
oryg hiotorically-loeated 'style* of contemporary youth $subcultures'. 
Thusj, the 'gang' provides a 'styles. a way of directing behaviour$ but 
without the cultural artefacts of dress and music. In the groups 
observed in this study, there was no real attempt to adopt a 'uniform', 
though individuals suggested this as an Udeal% On the wholes espec- 
ially in Dundeeq patterns of dress and music 'fitted in' with those 
held during the prolonged exit of Iskinhead fashion% (This distinct- 
ion between Iskinhead' fashion and 'style' is important because in the 
areas studied the symbolic adaptation was not as Iskinheads'). 
. As 'style'. the 'gmg' consisted of a diffuse set of symbolic 
guidelines for behaviour, such asp 'looking after your mates'l, the 
lzeservation of 'territarylp the necessity of at least appearing 'hardl, 
and so on, However# as suggested earlier,, *style" overlaps 'myth' - 
both axe *symbolic narratives' either articulating or defusing 'contra- 
dictions' within the existing social structures This is never more the 
case than with the Igang' whichs it is suggested# does not just provide 
a Istyle% a mode of behaviourg but largely confines this 'style* to 
the symbolic arena, lacking the more concrete expression in dress and 
music of the 'mods' and the Iskinheads'. The distinction between 'myth$ 
1, Ibid, P. 104. 
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as a largely verbal resolution of 'contradiction% and 'style' as 
a similar resolutiong but through the re-crg&nisation of eýdstlng 
cultural artefacts -a visible 'myth' - Is thus narrowed to the point 
of confusion. In short. the 'gang' has been shown to exist mainly in 
the verbal symbolism of the street corner rather than in action. Thusg 
both the projected 'style' of the 'gang' as an imperative to 'action' 
or, at least, potential action, and the "mythical' purpose of the 
'gang' as an explanation of. or a deflection from$ Oreality', merge 
in-the desultory conversation of the streets. Only occasionally do 
they separate in isolated incidents which serve both to validate the 
egang' as *style' and reinforce its usefulness as 'myth'.. 
It has been suggested that 'ganging* occurs in a context of con- 
temporary adolescence as Iliminalityl without 'ritual' mediated by 
a iide range of potentially restricting constraints and emphasised by 
unrealistically high aspirations, especially in the area of leisure. 
It is in this context of the potential lose of *identitys and purpose 
that the Ogang' as an instrument of "terror' must be located. Turner 
has suggested that the transitional state of adolescence loosens the 
hold of conventional 'norms' In order to allow a contemplation of 
existing structures. 'Communitas' Is a state of limited flexibility 
aimed ultimately at re-integration, In 11primitivel society through 
$ritualss in contemporaryg Industrial society through the process of 
emdturationOt experienced as an increasing pressure to I&Eow 229. A 
further suggestion Is thats In this context of I'liminalitylg the re- 
organisation of existing elements into 'monsters' or 'dragons' can 
increase awareness of the existent. 
"(Talking about 'masks) Elements are withdrawn from their 
usual settings and combined with one another in a totally 
unique configurations the monster or dragon, Monsters 
startle neophytes into thinking about objectag personst 
relationships,, and features of their environment they have 
hitherto taken for granted. " 
It is suggested here that the *gang' emphasis on 'terror' and 
Oviolence6s as expressed in names such as 114antal Drylaw's 'Terror's 
lHuns' and OTongst, as well as in the use of 'dramatic' languages Is 
just such an extraction and re-organisation of existing elements to 
create a clearer Ostylel or 'myth'. 'Mental', 'Terror', 'HunsIg and 
like terms$ are all found In different contexts without the alarming 
images of group violence conjured up by their use in "ganging'. 
LV. Tumeri The Forest of-Symbolsi op. cit, P, 105, 
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Slildlarlyt chantsj such an, 'we're no mental. wa! re Insaneli are a 
simple re-organization of already-existing terms into symbols of 
#terror's of Ztential violence -a symbolic re-working of language 
to-create Interest, 
, But* the choice of such terms$ the construction of,, in one sense, ' 
anýessentlally verbal world of violence$ must not be seen as more 
Ofantasyll rather# It is a means by which Irealityl can be made 
meaningful$ a Irealityl to which it is intimately connected. Thus. 
this 'awesome' world of violence, potential rather than actualp is 
a superficial covering hiding a re-organisation of the existent in 
order to adapt to "contradiction' and 'repression'. For exampleg the 
basic 'structures' of the *gang' such as 'looking after your mates% 
the defence of "territory'. ImembershipIq "ritual aggression1p and so 
on# have all been empirically demonstrated as existingg in lose 
dramatic forms in the 'Parent culture', or working class Imaterial 
cultural, They can be interpreted as mere extensions of 'community$ 
and 'toughness% 
In other words, the 'gangs takes the Imateriall values of the 
working class,, eroded# if not destroyed, by redevelopment and the 
'consumer society's and reinstates them symbolically. on the large 
council housing estates and in those areas in the process of being 
torn down# it Is obvious to all that the 'interest' of the planners 
has destroyed the past and especially "community" and its retrieval 
will be long in coming. It Is left to the Iliminalityl of adolescence 
to, experience these deprivations most acutely and to elaborate Poss- 
ible 'solutions'. The result is that in many areas 'ganging' has 
emerged as a 'satisfactory' symbolic mediation of the real absence 
of these 'values' in the existing social situation. 
On, another level, it was suggested earlier that formal ritual is 
largely absent from modern industrial societyg certainly as a means 
of 'Processing' the individual from one stage in life to the next (e, g. 
f! rom adolescence to maturity). However# in a sense,, the 'violence' 
and 'Confrontations' of the lads can be seen as a substitute for this 
deficiency. *Squaring-up% Igang slogansIt Iterritorial warfare, - all 
have a ritual content and provide occasions when feelings of identity 
can be heightened and made explicit. In fact@ the *gang', its name, its 
alleged symbols, # might in one sense be seen as 'Collective represent,. 
ations" of the lads$ concarn with their identity and their cultural 
ideals. The incidents, however irregular and disorginizedg provide an 
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opportunity for the creative experiance of a group solidarity that 
is not possible in the everyday monotony of the large housing estate. 
In the pneral conflictp and especially in the occasional Incident# 
reputations are made and relations between adjacent groups maintained. 
In effecto a *ritual' pattern of relationships is set up based on 
creativity and identity rather than on the potential monotony and 
anonymity of the material conditions of the boys' lives. 
once bornp 'ganging' may have been transmitted in the same way as 
the symbolic adaptations of the 'mod' and Iskinhoad' - an 'style', Al- 
though lacking the cultural artefacts, such as dress and music, capable 
of easy commercialization and disseminationg the symbolic violence of 
the 'gang' may have acted as its own propagandist throuGh the media 
(see Introduction) to encourage its adoption in other axeasp perhaps 
facing similar problems of redevelopment and Idepriva-tion'# but perhaps 
not. As IstyleOg the *gang' was capable of spreading out from its 
initial origins. Thus, other areas, and this was noted In the present 
study, may adopt *ganging' for its thrill and excitement rather than 
for its capacity to transform constraints. For examplep one branch of 
the "Jungle* existed in a middle class area with none of the problems 
of BarrackhM or Harrytown. 
This ease of transmission can perhaps be locatedp not in the emp- 
hasis In the Igangl on mutual support and group identityg which are dir- 
ectly related to the destruction of these values in the working class 
lCommunityll but in the covering of extremila overlaying this simple 
re-assertion of Itraditionall ideals. 7he symbolic emphasis on 'Viol- 
encel, on Iterrorl, gives the Igang' the edge over other possible ada- 
ptations as a meaningful 'solution' to the problems of the lower-class' 
adolescent on the housing estate, Liko Turnerso 'monsters' and 'drag- 
ons', the creation of thia *awesome' world thrusts the 'gang' forward 
as a powerful focus for 'identity', 
Fo M are, or local 'history% served to overlay the practical 
(albeit symbolic) reassertion of a disappearing identity with lexcit- 
ement'land 'mysteryOg to convey an image of power through 'terror'. 
Certainlyp in most lg=gsl# considerable stress was laid on bolstering 
up the central concepts with 'terrible' stories and threats of dire 
punishment for breaking wroiritten rules. For example, Jimmy emphasised 
the existence of the 'Terrorl with the following tale of mutilation. 
"They used tae gas roond cuttin' awf boys' noses if they 




extinguisher put in each ear an' they were both turned on. " 
This attempt to elaborate codes of behaviour based on 'violence' 
was sometimes almost comic in its self-delusiont as In the followlngý 
exkmple of an incident in a $pub'. Eatls friends were upset when# 
after finishing1his drink, he put his glass upside down on the table. 
"They telt me that turninO yer glass upside doon is a 
challenge that ye can beat the best man in the bar. 
They made me turn It back o'er straight away. " 
In factq at no time during the research was there any evidence to 
support this 'rule". It appeared simply as an attempt to elaborate on 
the existing symbolic emphasis on 'violence* as a means to l1dontitylO 
However# thIs eternal weaving of stories of 'madness* and aggress- 
ion could not completely transcend a 'reality' of monotony and 'doing 
nothingt, Isolated incidents did occur and reinforced to some degree 
the wilder assertion,., of the 99=99, but the need stil. 1 existed for 
faction'. A discussion of the lg%ng11 as symbolic mediation is not 
complete without some suggestion as'to how the boys overcame the endur- 
ing Ocontradiction' between their verbal machinations andne reall_ 
of non-action. The solution to this dilemma is found in the concept 
of Orumour's as outlined by Stan Cohen. 
' 
"Rumour, then, substitutes for news, when Institutional 
channels fall... In constructing rumoursp only those 
items consonant with the mood are selected. The partic- 
ipants seek a justification for their action and the 
rumours provide the 'facts' to sanction what the crowd 
wanted to do anyway. " 
However. Irumourl is suggested not only as a justification# but 
also as a substitute for action. Thusq on occasional the IjAng' might 
hear a Irumour' that there was to be a 'battle' in a certain placep 
or that a rival "gang' was coming Into their area, and react according- 
ly, as, in the following example. 
"Word spread that the 'Fleet' were In Jute Hill and there 
was a mass(OXodus (from the Coffee Bar) in search of the 
'action'. This happened twice In one night, )" 
'Rumourl is therefore not only used to 'Justify' potentially 
indefensible action, such as *beating up' a boy because it was Irumour- 
ed' that he was in another lganglq as a framework into which lreallty9 
can be consigned to validate action, It can also serve a much wider 
purpose as a substitute for action. Thus, the boys were always alert 
LS. Cohent Folk Devils and Moral Pani-cst PP. 154/5s Londone MGM= 
& Keet 1972. 
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to 22asible incursions into their Iterritorylp to possible showdowns. 
Usually$ as illustrated In the chapter on 'The Gang in Actionl these 
never occurred# but they were an effective source of mobilizations of 
reinforcement of symbolic 'structure% 
'Rumourl then. is the final element in the intricate symbolic 
structure known as the 'gang'. a 'structure* so complex that it con- 
tains symbolic action. The persistence of "ganging' is not surprising 
when"it so neatly contains its own validation, Certainly, as a symbolic 
mediation of the deprivations hamming In the lower class boys already 
in the 111minall state of adolescencee it is indeed a potent adaptation, 
In summary. It is suggested that the 'gang' is best described as 
a symbolic attempt to Impose meaning on particular repressions in a 
#material' situation potentially damaging to 'identity'. This adaptat-' 
ion must, be related to the position of adolescence in contemporary 
British society as a transitional state divested of formal ritual but 
serving the same purpose as in 1primitivel society of loosening the 
'bind* of existing social structure in order ultimately to re-incorp- 
, orate 
the individual more fjiýQ in the existing order. Any other view, 
based for example on Isuboulturall explanations has difficulty in one 
way or another in locating the 'gang" in the total social structure as 
it is transmitted throuab 'material" and lexpressivell culture. 
7he Scottish Context. 
Ms chapter has suggested the centrality of symbol in oontemPoz%- 
ary British societye paxticularly In the 111minall period of adoles- 
cence, Moreover# particular attention has been paid to the relation- 
ship between symbolic adaptation and underlying material/cultural 
conditions. In this regards the discussion of the Areas in Chapter I 
attempted to convey some impression of the conditions existing at the 
time of the research - the circumstance to which 'material culture' 
had to provide an ongoing# generational adaptation and to which tax- 
pressive culture* offered the potential of meaning and 'transcendence%' 
On a local levels then$ "ganging' can be seen as a response to these 
conditions - as an attempt to create "innovation' and *spontaneity' 
out of monotony and disadvantage. 
Howeverg before concluding this thesis. a final, issue remains 
to be explored. namelyp the apparent greater incidence of 'ganging" 
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In cities north of the Border. Certainly. as the Introduction Implies. ' 
it figures more prominently as an area of public concern - the 
'Glasgow Gangs' are nationally famous - or infamous. Againg as far as 
the Social/Youth Services are concernedo there appears to be a con- 
sensus that 'gangs' axe a particular *problem' in the major Scottish 
ciiie's,, Bearing in mind the conceptual ftamework of 'culture' sugg- 
ested in this thesisp and particularly@ the isugGented relationship 
between symbolic adaptation and contemporary cultural/material con- 
ditions, some attempt must be made to suggest features of the Scott- 
ish context that make the symbolic adaptation of the 'gang' more 
attractive as a symbolic option. 
In attempting to answer this question, it should be pointed out 
that any discussion must necessarily be tentative and based on limited 
evidence. Any adequate description of the structural differences be- 
tween Scotland and Digland would require a more detailed and histor- 
ical approach than this work can provide. Howevero if the exploratory 
nature of the argument is acceptedg it might be useful to outline 
some areas of differential circumstance in employmento housing, educ- 
ation and leisure, Of course, generallyo there is an awareness that 
there Is more to the division between the two countries than more 
geography - the Scottish *tradition' has resulted in a range of diff- 
erent interests and prioritieso for example, the continuing influence 
of religion. 
1 
"Scotland is divided from England not just by geography 
but by a whole host of interests .... As we have seent one is the Roman Catholic Church, in membership twice as 
strong in Scotland as in Ragland. " 
More specificallyg and a continuing source of concern to Polit- 
icians on both sides of the border, Is the persistently high degree of 
unemployment in Scotland relative to tne Mited Kingdom in general and 
nigland in particularg although in recent years the rates have been 
converging. Thus, the Department of Employment Cazette (Doe. 1974) 
reveals that between 1955 and 1974 (and probably further back in time) 
Scottish unemployment for males and females has consistently been sig- 
nificantly higher (and often more than double) than the rate for the 
U. K. as a whole. In 19550 male and female unemployment (not seasonally 
adjusted) In the U, K, was. L. _10 while 
in Scotland, it was 3.. 25. In 
l. J, C. Kellas & P, Fotheringhams'The Political Behaviour of the Work. 
ing ClassItin Alan A. Mclaren (EL)s Social Class in Scotlands Past 
and Fresentl John Donald Ltd. 1976 P. 147. 
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November 1974j, this trend persisted,, with a U. K. rate for male and 
female unemployment of L. rj% and a Scottish rate of In the 
period 1953-74s the peak month for unemployment was January 1972p 
at which time the U. K. had a male and female rate of 4.1% and Scot- 
lands 2. M. For malesg the % rates were, of courso, significantly 
higherg but they followed the same trend of approximately double the 
U, K, rate, Thuso in February 19729 the peak period for male, unemplOy- 
ment during the researcho male unemployment in Scotland was, 32#3% 
(not seasonally adjusted) and in the U-K-9 5.6%. 
With these continuing differences In unemployment ratesg It is 
not unreasonable to suggest that a feature of the Scottish context ist 
and has beeng relatively higt unemploymentg especially in the large 
council housing areas of the major cities. Moreoverp as pointed out 
in the first chaptero in the case of young people, this is compounded 
by the continuing trend of increasing disadvantage with regard to 
employment. 
1 
"Unemployment among young people has risen three times as 
fast as unemployment among the working population as a 
whole ... There has also been a sharp increase in the duration of unemployment for young people. " 
A%further point to be considered is that it is not young people 
in general who are most threatened by unemployment. As unemployment 
continues to risee it has a differential Impact* affecting most sev- 
erely those young people who have fewo or nog qualificationso that is# 
lads such, as lRogey', 'Roby'. Pat and Johnnyo all of whom left school 
as soon an possible to enter the labour market with no skills and 
no qualifications. 
2 
"The impact of unemployment is most severe on those young 
people who have few or no qualifications .... Moreoverp when there is a high level of unemploymentg people with 
poor qualifications encounter increased competition for 
jobs from those of higher ability and better qual- 
ifications. " (Ny emphasis) 
Even if the national unemployment situation eases, (an unlikely 
possibility), the boys in this study will continue to suffer relative 
'disadvantage, not only because of their youth and lack of qmlificat- 
ions, but also because they exist in a Scottish rather than an IhgUsh 
context. Againp another factor that must be taken into account is 
the higher expectations of contemporary youthg nourished by the 
blandishments of the advertising media and given substance by the fact 
of the relative affluence of youth. 7hus, using 1947 as the base 
1. manpower services co=. t Young People & Works IDM JkLy 1977, 
2, Ibid. P, 17. 
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-100, the index of hourly earnings of manual workers for the British 
girl in 1968 was 404 and for the boy, 472. By contrast, the figure 
from 
I 
the same base was 350 for a working woman and 361 for a working 
man, It is not unreasonable to expect unemployment to be more keenly 
experienced In a context of reneral *affluence* and greater expectat. 
ions than In a climate of high unemployment and low income 
'. 
- Unemployment, of course# was shown in the first chapter to be a 
continuing difficulty In Edinburgh and Dundeep especially for young 
people. Moreoverp high rates of unemployment were found to be associat- 
ed with council housing estates rather than with areas dominated by 
private housing. In fact, the tendency to build large numbers of coun- 
cil houses is a feature of housing in Scotland, where owner occupiers 
are significantly fewer than In England. 
2 
"Almost 50% of people In England and Wales owned or were 
buying their own homes In 19661 in Scotland the proportion 
was 28%. Conversely# 47% of Scottish households were liv- 
ing in council housing compared to 27% in England and in 
Wales. " 
However, the significance of council development in Scotland lies 
not in the sheer number of dwellings built but in the manner of their 
location. Thus@ the overwhelming tendency has been to concentrate 
development in often massiveg drab and anonymous housing estates which 
effectively segregate the 'classes'. Since owner-occupiers tend to be 
middle class and council house tenants working classg Scottish cities 
tend to be physically divided along *class' lines. In fact# it was 
shown in the chapter on the 'Areas' that entire wards were almost 
exclusively composed of council housing. Thus, the sheer scale and 
type of council building in Scotland has resulted in the do facto 
3 
creation of working and middle class areas. 
"The marked segregation of Scottish cities into council 
estates (working class) and middle class areas has grown 
acre evident since the 19.50's. This is as true of Edin- 
burgh and Aberdeen as it is of Glasgow and Dundee, " 
However, the effects of this pattern of development are not con- 
fined to the concentration of the working classes and, consequentlyp 
unemploymenti another allied point is the unintended effect on educat- 
Lon. Thusp the introduction of a comprehensive system along territorial 
l. Department of Employmentt (1971) British Labour Statisticat Histori(* 
al Abstract 1886-19681 London H. M. SX. FF. 320-119. 
2. J. C. Kellas, & F. Fotheringham quoting from 1966 Sample Censusq Summr- 
ary Tables No. n. P. 158 in Maclaren (Ed. )i op. cit. 
3-Ibid, P. 147. 
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lines has tended to 'harden" this separation of the classes org in the 
terms of this paper, to structure 
, 
differential material circumstance 
for different sections of the population. Indeedo it is Ironic that 
an educational system designed to improve 'equality' of opportunity 
should In fact increase the disadvantage of the working classes and 
strengthen the relative position of the *material* adaptation of 
'dissociation' from the intellectual and the academic in favour of a 
concentration on the physical and the immediate - the middle class 
Institution of the school becomes even more 'alien' and 'irrelevant' 
in the context of a Isystematic' concentration and 'isolation' of 
the working class. 
1 
"To compound this polarisation (of working class and middle 
class housing), comprehensive education along territorial 
lines further restricts the movement of that part of the 
working class which used to be 'creamed off* to the sel- 
ective secondary schools to mix with the middle class. " 
on a general level. the Scottish 'tradition' In education has 
always been a potent force in the schools. Brieflyp this interpreted 
*education' as an emphasis on control, discipline and class learning 
rather than a consideration of the individual as the unit of learning. 
"In the immediate post-war yearsq the Scottish tradition in 
education was a potent W luence in most schools. Control 
was strict# corporal punishment by no means unknown* 
Thorough class teaching of comprehensive schemes of work 
had priority over group and individual methods. " 
As late as 1965# the Scottish Education Department3 was trying to 
effect a change away from the "teacher-dominatede curriculum-centred 
education' favoured by the traditionalists towards a 'child-centred 
education'. The entrenchment of the Scottish 'tradition' of education 
is perhaps indicated by the paradoxical recognition of the S. E. D. as a 
1progressivel force in change by the authors of the Dundee Educational, 
Priority Report4 - it is more usual for government departments to be 
seen reacting against change. 
In fact. even in 19719 the S. E. D. was pointing out the continuing 
lack of communication between the home and the schoolg a fact which 
points up the Odissociation' of the working class family from the 
educational system. It Is hardly surprising, bearing in mind the patt- 
ern of housing prevalent In Scottish citiesg that there should be a 
continuing absence of communication between the middle class dominated 
1, Ibid, P. 147. 
24. Morrison et alt E. PA, t A Scottish ý=s op. cit. P. 20. 
3-IbId. 472s S. E. D. s Pr ElUc-; a; Týion in Scotlandt 1965. 
4. Ibid. 
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educational institutions and their working class 'clients". 
' 
"In 1971 the Scottish Education Department ...... was still being forced to concludes 'Although 1W son between home 
and school is gradually improving over the country as a 
whole, much requires to be done before relationa are as 
close or as fruitful as they should be...., $" 
However# having suggested the link between unemployment, coun- 
cil house development and education along territorial lines, it is 
perhaps useful to outline in slightly more detail the basis of the 
'Scottish tradition' in education. What is it in the Scottish $system' 
that has resulted in a 'traditionalism' so entrenched that neither the 
Scottish Education Department nor the Educational Priority Project 
could succeed in making any great strides in introducing 'progressive* 
education? Indeed# the project team in Dundee was forced to concede 
a practical defeat. 
2 
"What it ignores is the strength of establishment gEessures 
to allow the traditional teacher/pupil Tre-1=aonship, to re- 
main fundamentally unchanged. To challenge that was well 
beyond the power of this projeýct at lea2t. " (My emph3M) 
This 'establishment pressure' finds its philosophical roots in 
the continuing respect for 'intellect' and the belief in the right of 
any $lad oll pairts' to succeed in obtaining the highest honours in the 
3 
educational system. In practice, this meant an emphasis on 'knowledge 
and formal systems of learning' and a dismissal of 'learning by dis- 
coveryl and other modern methods as 'a waste of time .. 
4 
"In a system designed to cultivate excellence at higher 
levels, anything which is not seen as overtly directed 
towards this goal tends to be discounted. " 
in fact# so prevalent was this belief in lexcellenceO that# as 
the E, P. A, Report points out. 
5 the S. E, D. was forced to warn against it 
as an obstacle to change, But this elevation of the linteneet' had 
another practical effect discovered by the E. P. A. Report in a national 
survey of teachers' attitudes. The 'attitude' of teachers in Dundee 
towards the 'disadvantaged' and 'less ablel emerged as significantly 
different and lose favourable than their English counterparts working 
in similar areas. 
6 
. obviously, in a situation of concentrated working class residence. ' 
there is an immediate 'contradiction' between the aim of 'excellence' 
l. C. Morrison et alt op. cit. P-72.4.1bid. P. 171. 
2, Ibid, P. 73.5,, Ibid, 
3-Ibid. P. 170,6. Ibid. P. 170. 
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and the reality of teaching large numbers of the. 'lose able* and the 
Idtliadvantaged' - often a synonym in educational circles for working 
cUss pupils. It would seen likely that the extent of, working class 
*withdrawal' from educational ideals would be increased by 'tradition- 
all methods based on $intellect' and lachievements. In this respects 
"education' may have a differential Impact in Scotland as a structural 
element in material circumstance. Though, ideally, an education is- 
aimed at Oachievement'. the entrenched "traditionalism* in the Scott- 
ish system may increase 
, 
deprivation and "dissociation' from the school 
rather than encourage universal 'success'. 
.A final point with regard to education is that under the Scottish 
systems the school is responsible directly to the Education Committee 
through the Director of Education, In Englandl on the other hand,, the 
school (at least nominally) comes under &ýBoard of Managers. The not 
redult of this difference in 'accountability' is that in Scotland the 
11seAteacher is both $formally and actually the key figure' in the 
school. 
1 He alone is responsible for 'contact with outside forces' and 
can mediate all *progressive' Influences. With the background of Itrad-- 
itionalismO suggested above as prevailing in Scotlando it is quite 
possible and frequent for the Headteacher to 'represent a very oonserv- 
ativet and at the same time# very dominants force within the school. ' 
z 
It is not surprising, thereforeq that educational 'reforms has takens 
and is takings such a long time to filter through into the Scottish 
classroomo 
However , as wen as suggesting a differential material circumstan- 
ce in the Scottish context with regard to employments housing# and ed- 
ucations an allied and significant element is, that of leisure. It'has 
already been pointed out in an earlier chapter that redevelopment not 
only broke up 'traditional' communities, it also resulted in the 
centralisation of leisure facilities* Moreoverk, the location of the 
main commercial attractions : In the central are& was paralleled by a 
dearth of facilities for $entertainment' on the peripheral housing 
estatest inhabited mainly by the working classes whos arguably@ with 
their 'dissociation' from education and employment as a source of satis- 
factions invest more heavily In leisure--tims fulfilment, Thust the 
pattern of redevelopment sets up a continuing 'contradiction' compoundecl 
by unemployment and educational 'traditionalism' between the high 
1, Ibid, P. 171,2, IbId, P. 173, 
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leisure aspirations Of working Class adolescentag expensive and 
distant central facilities (even these were inadequate In Dundee)9 
and the reality of weekday monotony on the street corner. 
- Thus# the Scottish context is in several respects different from 
its English counterpart. The continuing relatively high levels of 
unemployment (emphasised in the working class housing areas)p the 
domi nan ce of council tenancy in large. Impersonal estates rather than 
owner occupation, the 'traditionalist' philosophy continuing to affect 
education (even in the 1970's)o and the centralisation of leisure are 
all features which sw eat a differential material circumstance in 
the large Scottish cities. Howeverg these factors must not be treated 
as individual points of contrast with the industrial cities of 
England - the strength of their impact lies in their interrelation. 
ship to produce a particular social context to which the individual 
and the group must adapts first on a 'material' level (as working 
dlass 'culture')# and then# at least potentiallyp on an 'expressive' 
levels as for example in the phenomenon of IgELngIngI. 
14ost significant is the impetus which this contexts or complex 
of conditions, gives to the search for lidentitylp both on the indiv- 
idual and the group level. In a situation of tenancy, rather than 
ownershipo of large 'barren' housing estates without lidentitylp of 
unemploymentp of 'street corner* monotony, of a 'too hasty' rejection 
by and of the demands for 'excellencel in the school$ there is little 
left to the working class adolescent but the Iself'o and the extension 
of I self I- his peers in a similar structural position. In a situation 
of multiple and interrelating constraint potentially depriving the in- 
dividual of creativityO purpose - and controle it Is hardly surprising 
that an adaptation should be favoured based on aggressiont 'power' 
and the assertion of Iself. Moreover# one might reasonably expect 
this essentially symbolic structure to be woven around the individual 
and the group - there is little else available for appropriation and 
symbolic re-organisation. Both as *style' and as Imyth't the 'gang' 
offers a 'solution'. albeit potential rather than actmlo to these 
problems of *identity'. 
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Conclusion. 
Throughout this work, it has been suggested that'a "solution' to 
the problematic of Ideviancyl in contemporary society can only be 
found In the 'rediscovery' of the 'symbolic* an a central feature in 
adaptation to material/cultural circumstance. Indeed, it has been 
suggested that the origins of $structural are themselves essentially 
symbolic. For example., the paxticular typo of education chosen as an 
element in material circumstance to which individuals and groups must 
adapt is selected not from no-whwo but in terms of a *culturall 
priority. Thust the shift from 'selective' to 'comprehensive' educ. - 
ation was a response to the growing 'political' realination. thit 
$selection' was too visiblx 'failing' -a more 'modern' accommodation 
to inequality was required in the Interests of Istability'. 
A 'cultural' approach to social 'problems' allows a perspective 
which is not immediatejX , 
partial asq for exampleg Isuboulturall theory, 
'labelling', or 'radical' criminology. In the consideration of the 
complexities of the 'material/expressive' dialectics at least some of 
the 'answers' to the central issue of a co-existent unity and divers- 
ity in contemporary British society can be found. It is indeed true 
and self-evident that inequalityl exploitation and differential life- 
chances are structured into our society - there has been no attempt to 
hide this fact. However# any attempt to turn this empirical discovery 
into a 'Hirxist' Interpretation has proved "inadequate' in terms of 
the complexity of human experiencel the tendency has been to miss the 
central point of mans survival in and continued commitment to a dep- 
riving society. To the 'I-brxist'. this is a paradox usually resolved 
in statements of 'ideology' or 'false consciousness' and the potential 
for 'revolution' must always remain, 
I see no 'revolution' and in my contacts with the boyst try as I 
mightg could find no suggestion of "alienation' or Obitterness' with 
regard to the obviously differential and 'depriving' circumstance that 
they must endure. Indeedgjbl= saw me as the one to be *pitled' - how 
could I cope with 'an that study' and the penury of a grant. At that 
time, j1h= were $doing we3-119 having 'fun' without responsibilityl 
while I was struggling slowly towards future laffluencol. Wo years 
of close contact with boys often held by the police, courts and schools 
to be 'violent' and 'deviant' convinced me only of their *Integration' 
and the need for an 'explanation' of their behaviour that did not 
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rely on 'pathology' or *revolution'. 
I have suggested a possible 'solution' in the acceptance of 
differential material/cultural conditions affected by and affecting 
'cultural on two levelst both symbolic. The firstv *material oulture, lp 
corresponds In many ways to the working and middle class 'cultures' 
empirically discovered by 'positivist' researchers. This-is the 
continuing adaptation necessary to exist In an objectively repress- 
ive and inequitable society - how to be 'working cl&ss' consigned to 
a life-time of manual labour or, on the other hand, how to be Imiddle 
class' and accept the limitations (in terms of deferred gratificat- 
Jong progressive and Incremental salary etc. ) as well as the advant- 
ages of that position. Field workers have noted the enduring differe- 
nces in the 'class' experience not only of educationg employment@ 
housingg le1suret but also of familyg and even 
, 
Imorality'. This con- 
tinuing, generational adaptation to a differential circumstance is 
Imatrrial culture' which, for convenience sake, I have based on the 
manual/non-manual divideg although this raises the immediate diffic- 
ulty of those in routine non-manual occupations, the distinctions 
within the manuil dimensiong and so on. It is quite feasible that as 
well as the differential conditions associated with the manual/non- 
manual dichotomyo there may be further enduring 
, 
clusters of inequal- 
ities affecting different groups to which they MUSt erect 'material' 
cultural adaptations. ThIsg however, has not been within the bounds 
of what remains an essentially exploratory analysis of 'cultural in 
contemporary Capitalist society. 
As well as the continuing# generational adaptation to differen- 
tial circumstance posed by 'material cultural. it Is obvious that 
there must be some means by which this tendency to *diversity' based 
on the actual experience of inequality and exploitation can be 'pull- 
ed' together. The "Marxist' would suggest that the whole structure 
rests ultimately on the effectiveness of the 'ideological' hegemony of 
the 'ruling class'. This 'solution' Is too simplistic and degrades the 
position of those in the 'repressed* classes who are regarded essent- 
Ially as 'brainwashed* into compliance - one day, they will Osee 
through' the system and the inevitable result will be $revolution'. 
Perhaps a more 'satisfactory' explanation of 'stability* can be 
found In the concept of OgEossive, culture* which parallels the 'mat,. 
eriall adaptation to enduring inequality. Thus, there is the enduring 
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possibility of 'contradiction' between the 'key images' of society 
disseminated through the media and the education system in partio- 
ular and the 'reality' of *material' deprivation. For exampleg educ- 
ation is generally suggested as open to all, based on equal opport- 
wdty,, but this 'contradicts' the lreality% the material facts. of 
working class 'dissociation' from the school and educational achieve- 
ment. In such situations of 'contradiction'. 'expressive cultural 
performs the quite separate function of symbolically defusing poten- 
tial conflict through adaptation - in the case of educationg through 
'counter-school' culture. 
on another level, lex1ressivel adaptations can provide meaning, 
creativity and purpose to a monotonous and anonymous material ciro- 
umstancee 'Shop-floor culture* - with its emphasis on the informal 
(IwitIq Opresencelp etc. ) - may have arisen as an 'expressive' adapt- 
ation to the monotony of the factory and the production line, How- 
everg the prevalence of this adaptation to-day might suggest its 
passage from "expressive' into 'material' culture as a feature in 
the continuing adaptation to the fact of manual employment. The 
9gangf, on the other hand,, may be seen as an lexpressivel adaptationg 
transitory in durationg based on the reality of life in areas such 
as Jute Hill and Harrytown where lidentityl has become a major issue 
in a context of council housingg unemployment, 'traditionalist' 
educationg and centmlised leisure. 
To conclude, it is agreed that the graterial/expressivel scheme 
of *culture' based on symbol demands further empirical research and 
theoretical clarification. Butp nevertheless# it Is suggested that 
a 'cultural' view remains the best hope of understanding the comp- 
lexity of contemporary British society. To concentrate on either 
inequality and exploitation or 'consensus' Is to miss thedX inter- 
relationshiR In a symbolic pattern based on flexibility. stability. 
and adaptation. Certainlyp *ganging' as a feature of life In Edinburgh 
and Dundee Is explained more adequately in terms of a symbolic adapt- 
ation to material circumstance than as a "suboulturall phenomenon 
based on 'difference' and a 'Pathological" Inclination to violence. 
The boys were on occasion violentg agreed$ and their symbolic mach- 
inations did occasionally result in Injury but, Vnerallys their 
preoccupation with 'ganging' posed very little real threat to order as 
the ethnography suggests. Any useful analysis must be based not on 
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their occasional violencep but on their general 'integration'. The 
issue is to explain that 'fact' In a manner that does not deny it, 





4s, has been impXiedo the present state of Deviancy theory is such 
that it cannot be assumed that there is a generally accept7ed theoreti- 
cal foundation for field work. It would seem that the prospective res- 
searcher can either'embrace an ideology (of the 11aft' or the 'Right) 
and feel himself secure in the praise of his like-minded follows or# 
more rarely, he can recognise the polarization of theory and work 
towards a synthesis. 
. In such a situation of competing 'paradigms'. the field worker 
cannot be sure of anything and must justify everythinge most of all 
his methodology - even lobjectivityO is no longer immune from attack, 
as Bittner illustrates. 
1 
"Of the three positive reasons for the abandonment of the 
positivist idea of objectivity, the first consists of a 
version of the inherited view about the methodological 
contrast between the natural and social sciencess the 
second advances the consideration that far from being 
practised in the interest of building a science of soc- 
iety, positivist objectivity was partly a deliberate and 
partly an unwitting way of not facing the tasks of study-c- 
ing social realityl and thWMird - the most radical of 
the three - argues that efforts to impose positivistic 
objectivity on social enquiry involve a contradiction in 
terms inasmuch as the discipline in progra=atically 
oriented to the study of matters that are inherently 
devoid of objective meaning. * 
-. In-this context of scepticism as to the very foundations of meth- 
odologyt it becomes binding on the researcher to detail the reasona 
for his choice of method and also the pattern of his research. 'Imp- 
r6ssionism' is not an adequate base for theoretical discussion andq 
for this reasonl, the writer rejects the absolute implications of 
Bittner's comments andv rather than deny 'positivist' method totally# 
concentrates on the selectiono elaborationg and justification of the 
method chosen for this study. 
7he Case for Participant Observation, 
The present need Is to outline a research method which will allow 
a, clear view of symbolic structures whilst avoiding 'pure' description. 
In 'this connectionj it should be noted that method is based Me theory 
on. principle and premise and therefore the structure of any research 
LE. Bittnert'Objectivity and Realism in BociologY':. P-113 in C, Psathas 
(Ed. )s Phenomenological Sociologys 1973 Wiley N. Y. 
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should be considered carefully lost It inevitably lead away from 
Ireklity'. Polarisation is the obvious danger . method, like theorys 
is best served by compromises rather than by an emphasis on either 
'structure" or the lindividual'. 1 
"The two kinds of knowledge - statistical and social. - differ in kindp and along with their respective aim 
; rediction and sensitive understanding - are In many 
ways in tension with one another. In the long rung howeverg 
they both contribute to the larger aims of the social 
sciences. " 
Any method must be objective and critical, capable of fully 
'appreciating' the phenomenon under study. while avoiding a lapse into 
more description or mere statistics. Paul Rock makes this point for 
2 the limited field of 'deviancy', our prime concern. 
"The sociologists of deviancy tend to adhere to the method- 
ological tenet that understanding is best acquired when a 
balance Is attained between two states, One state is ach- 
loved when the interior world of a system of action can be 
appreciated .. The otherl contraryt state is that of social distancep which permits the sociologist to reeard the com- 
nonsense world as strange and unfamiliar. " 
In short, methodological considerations are not, and cannot be, 
purely Iscientifiall they must be adapted to the diversity and ration- 
allty of the subject - man, The method chosen for this study must re- 
flect this debate and its conclusions if it is to have any validity 
as an explanatory tool. The question asked must be - which method will 
most effectively allow the studv of 'gangs' as symbolic structure - 
as meanin 
3 
"The purpose of participant observation is to study human 
meanings and how they are revealed in the context of 
society. " 
In fact, participant observationg as a method,, would seem to re- 
late most closely to the problem of meaning and purpose# the basis of. 
this paper. McCall and Simmons confirm this implication with specific 
advantages of this methodg an of which apply to the are& of symbo14 
andg in partioularp suggest its value for the study of phenomen seen 
through distorting lenses by the subjects-5 
I. S7. Bruyns The Human Perspective in Sociolo"s Prentice-Hall 1966 F. 34*' 
2. P. Rocks 
-- nt 
Behavioure Hutchinson & Co., 1973 P. 24. 
3-S. Bruyns op-. -cli. P. 47. 
4, G, J, McCall & J, L, Simmonst Issues in Participant Observations 
Addison-Wesleyt 1969 P. 341. 
5, Ibid. P. 328. 
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4 
"Participant observation makes It possible to check des- 
cription against fact and, noting discrepanciesg become 
aware of systematic distortions made by the person under 
studyl such distortions are less likely to be discovered- 
by interviewing alone. " 
Becker and Geer are also in no doubt about the value of a flax- 
Ible method when confronting a problematic research situation and the 
elaboration of now concepts# now theory. Generally, Participant Observ- 
atibnAs better for Investigation and discoveryl, more structured meth- 
ods for proof. 
1 
"Research aimed at discovering problems and hypotheses 
requires a data-gathering technique that maximizes the 
possibility of such discovery..... (these) techniques... 
Include the free or unstructured Interview and partici- 
pant observation. " 
Although lacking detail, the brief treatment accordad here has 
sufficed to demonstrate that the broad field embraced by Participant 
Observation is particularly suitable for the purposes of this research. - 
In short, the implications of its theoretical structure can best be 
studied within the flexible framework of Participant Observation. 
. of coursev this methodg to be useful. must comprise a wide range 
of techniquesp not merely the lobservationl of incidents and behaviour. ' 
McCall and Simmons make this point quite clearly. 
2 
w(Participant Observation) Involves some... social interact- 
ion In the field with the subjects of the study# some dir- 
ect observation of relevant events. some formal and a great 
deal of informal interviewing, some systematic counting, 
some collection of documents and artefacts and open-ended- 
ness in the directions the study takes, " 
But the advantages of this flexibility are also a potential dis- 
advantage, Without care# the study can become a confusion of meaning- 
less data with little objective value. Mathodologists have sounded 
warnings about the dangers of "slackness' and suggested. the importance 
of not only applying rigorous data quality control p but also of making 
explicit the exact procedures followed and difficulties experienced* so 
that the reader can pass his own judgement on validity and reliability. 
3 
"Wo final problemst data collected by participant observ- 
ation are often only used to illustrate, not provet a 
hypothesis. 'For example is no proof'.,,,,,, *And, secondly, 
data may be subject to retrospective. selectiont If not 
LILS, Booker & B, Geers P. 268. in R, N. Adams & J. J. Preiss (Edo, ) 
Human Organisation Research 1960 Ill. Dorsey Press. 
2. G. J. MoCall & J. L. Simmonst op. cito P. l. 
3-Colin BOVA Note on FaIxticipant Observation': Sociology Vol, 3 
1969 PP. 417.8. 
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falsification,, to fit the final analysis. A solution to 
both these problems is to write what might be called the 
'natural history' of the researchs stating hypotheses In 
advance and what will be accepted as proof, and document- 
ing the field worker's research positions which are imp- 
ortant data in their own right, giving details of entry to# 
and exit fromp the system studied. " 
The warning is quite clear, It only remains to try and follow its 
stipulations by outlining the research pwocedures in this studyt the 
difficulties encounteredp and the solutions arrived at. 
The History of-the Research. 
It has already been pointed out that my interest in the phenom- 
anon of Iganging' was aroused by the 'contradiction' between the 
public opinion that juvenile Ideviants' were 'different' in some waye 
that their behaviour was 'senseless',, and my own experience of Inter- 
action with lower class adolescents that was based on IfunIq 'having 
a good tiae$@ In short - normality. 
Thus,, when the opportunity was offered to undertake research at 
Edinburgh Universityp this *contradiction' presented itself as an 
obvious topic. Research in Edinburgh was mainly carried out between 
xovember 3.971 and September 19721 concentrating on two large council 
housing estatesp Harrytown and BarrackhIll, the field worker having 
a flat in the latter area. (The names have been changed to preserve 
confidentiality*) 
7his period could be called the initial phase when general ideas 
of %tructural and "myth' were put to the test In the field and the 
subjects' views compared as far as possible with observed behaviour. 
of courset the concentration on large council housing estates Inevit- 
ably meant that the research was directed towards lower class adoles- 
cents. 
The second phase of research came when I obtained employment as 
a D6tached Youth Worker in Dundee, 7he tiae scale here was that effect-- 
ive research was conducted between October 1972 and August 1973 in 
varying situationse ranging from 'on the streets' to a Coffee Bar Pro- 
J*ot. This provided an opportunity to Introduce a comparative element 
into the study and,, hopefullyt to see if the conclusions reached In 
the Edinburgh situation would broadly apply in Dundee, thus giving 
them an enhanced reliability. 
Of courseg there was a certain amount of conflict because of the 
official role of 'youth worker9j, but this was recognised and minimised 
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as far as possible in contact with the boys. A great deal of general 
information was gathered following the same pattern as In Edinburgh 
aul, reaching much the same conclusions but then an unique opportunity 
ar: riveds quite by chanceg which alloved a detailed insight into the 
genesis of a 'gang' and a 'gang war" -a dynamic rather than a static 
view. 
.I As Detached Youth Worker$ I was asked to assist in the establish- 
ment of a Coffee Bar in a run-down area of Dundee notorious for its 
shardnesel and 'gang activity' - Jute Hill. Moreover, there were no 
restrictions as to how the Project should be managedg thus allowing 
an opportunity to monitor and avoid blas. Basically, the approach 
adopteds somewhat contrary to the aims of 'youth work% was one, of 
non-intewferences of letting the boys take'the imitiative. It was hoped 
that distortions of an imposed nature would thus be avoided, 
of course,, the situation that emerged was fortuitous in that the 
development of the Coffee Bar did center around Igangs' and conflict# 
but this only validates the observations made and renders more unique 
the opportunity provided. Although there have been many comments by 
field workers on *myth$ and "fantasyl in lganging'q few9 if any, have 
actually observed the development of -a 'gang' and inter-ares rivalries. 
The most valid criticism night be that the more presence of the 
Coffee Bar structured the situation and this cannot be denied be0ause 
the Bar did in fact Provide the focal point for developments., However# 
the boys used the-situation rather than the reverse and the evolution 
Of a egang' conflict was natural in that the focal point might as 
easily have been the street corners In other words9 no encouragement 
was offered to the potential 'gang leaders' or the Imembers' - the 
resulting con M ct merely haRpened. 
Choosing a SamPle. 
It has already been suggested that Pbxticipant Observation should 
be approached no lose rigorously than surveying and this priority 
extends to the subjeot of choosing the sample, However# the Participant 
observer does have special problems in this area because of the flwdb- 
ility of his method, Neverthelessg he must at least attempt to Ideso- 
ribs" his methods' 
"IAcking the ability to preacwibe their sampless particip- 
ant observers should take pains to describe, and justify 
l. G, J, MoCall & J, L, Simmonst OP. cite P. 67- 
, 3h. 2.42. 
their selection of maples on an levels. so 
McCall and Simmons go on to suecest three types of sample Vat may 
be useful. The 'quota I sample involves interviewing and observing pers- 
cue from certain categorieng while the 'search for exceptional entails 
a search for those who do not conform to hypothesised empirical relat- 
ionships, Howeverg the third category,, the "snowball' sample, proved 
to'be the most valuable method of finding subjects in the current 
research. Thusg a chain of contacts was built up and constantly devel- 
oped to get as wide a perspective as possible on the field siti4tione 
7his 'pushing out' from initial contacts was vital in the Edin- 
burgh part of the research where I had to go out to the phenomenon 
rather than have It come to me. Thust a relatively few initial con. 
tacts and chance meetinGs were elaborated into a web of respondents 
corering a wide area. In Dundee, on the other hand$ the subjects came 
to the Coffee Bar without any form of selection exceptg of coureeg the 
influence of the neighbourhood, The sample there is thus less open to 
the criticism that the subjects were 'selected' by the researcher and 
thereforet possiblyg reflect a built-in bias, 
Conerallye I was aware of the dangers of a restricted sample and 
so great efforts were expended in order to contact an many unrelated 
young people as possible. That is@ instead of hav W only one or two 
contacts and Isnowball4n I from theset the idea was to proceed from as 
many different points as possible in a succession of 'snowball' maples. 
We proved most valuable in Edinburgh. In Dundee$ the contacts for 
this kind of sample were more limited and the emphasis was on the Coff- 
ee Bar, 
of course, bias may still exist. For examplet contacts were almost 
exclusively lower class adolescentst thus ignoring the middle class .. 
contributiong if any@ to the problem. This proved unavoidable. Howevere 
it must be repeated that an attempt was made to view the research sit- 
uation from as way different angles as possible, 'Snowball* samples 
were usad# as won as random contacts, press cuttingst observations Of 
"incidents' and, of coursep the case stuly of the Coffee Bar Project, 
Mensh and Henry have made a similar suggestion as a means of reducing 
error and bias. 
' 
"Error can be reduced through multiplying observers and by 
l. I. N. Mensh & J. Henrys'Direct observation and Psychological Testz in 
Anthropological Field Work! : in McCall & Simmons t op, cit, P, 306, 
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multiplying the number of points of view from which the 
phenomenon is observed, " 
Of course$ this is not to deny that there were problems In making 
contactg especially with those defined as $hard men". Initial contacts 
were often reluctant to take me to the homes of these boys,, even when 
they knew them quite well. This led to a frustrated remark in my field 
notes. 
%,, to meet all except a boy's most intimate friends, one 
must proceed to a neutral areal such as the pub, " 
In the 'pub", my contact would try to catch the potential inform- 
ant's eyeg as if by accident. This Ocharadol would often go on for 
several nichts until a 'suitable' opportunity for conversation pres- 
ented itself. On the other hand, some boys actually sought me out in 
their eagerness to talk. which proved on some ocoasions to be equally 
disconcerting. 
However,, having outlined the method of choosing a sample, it 
might be useful to describe some of the 'key' respondents in more 
detail. This Is not intended to sugZest their 'violent' tendencies - 
quite the reverse. It is hoped that the general information and the 
brief blographies will serve to illustrate the diversity among the boys, 
In no way can they be conveniently categorised as 'gang members' - 
reality is far too complex for such neat labels. 
. 
Wectst Some 'Key' Respondents. The Eub 
7he young people contacted were almost all working class. I did 
not consciously go out looking for 'gang members' but rather sought 
informants who might provide useful Information on the subject of 
'ganging* and associated group behaviour. 7husp although many of the 
boys claimed to have participated in 'gang fights' or to be I'members' 
of Igangs9t several had merely heard storiesg rumoursp or could provide 
general information on the current "gang scene'. Boys and girls (only 
7) were contactedl aged between 14 and 23yrs. p with the vast majority 
In the 14-17 age group and of working aeo. 
In an, the total number of contacts in the two cities was sixty- 
eieht, of whom approximately one-third fell into the category of 
marginal Informants, that Is# they were met infrequently and provided 
a varying amount of lose 'testable' detail that forms part of the 
backoloth to Igangingl as an activity. They would pass on rumours, for 
exampleg that the 'Tongs were cominglq or that X or Y had joined the 
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'Huns'. On the other handp the remaining two-thirds of contacts 
provided information that could be more easily checked for reliab- 
ility and validity and used to build up a detailed picture of not 
only IgLnginglg but also adolescent behaviour as a whole in the areas 
studied. I 
It has already been pointed out that the research areas had a 
history In some cases of more than thirty years (for examplet parts 
of the BarrackhIll ward). Indeed, the majority of the contacts (47) 
had been born in the areag although a substantial minority (21) had 
moved in when either very young or up to ton years old - usually as 
the result of redevelopmeatt but sometimes as the result of eviction, 
or transfer from another area. 
, Again, a large proportion lived in the older parts of the areas 
(4.5). with the remainder scattered around the newer developments. In 
Jute Hill In Dundeep some of the housing conditions were particularly 
bad and the occasional visit to a boy's home could be quite traumatic 
- one tends to be rather uneasy when sitting on a settee that appears 
distinctly 'verminous'. Howeveri generally, the lads spent very little 
time at. home and showed little inclination to invite me to view their 
housing conditions. Thuse inevitably$ the main contact was 'on the 
streetsIg %anging about'9 an occupation that absorbed most of their 
leisure time. Even the coldest weather would do nothing to persuadq 
them to stay at home. There was thus little opportunity to construct 
any kind of scale of *deprivation* by which to assess the subjects. In 
a sensee my contact with them was one-sidedg confined to their free 
time, not touching the areas of homet school or work -- a limitation 
that must be remembered throughout the ethnography* 
-A general point can be made about employment., Although 
it has 
clearly been pointed out that opportunities were limited for young 
people, this did not prevent many of the lads from adopting a rather 
'cavalier' attitude to employment. Thueg of the 68 contacts,, 3.5 were 
unemployed at least once during the course of the research. Moreovere 
unemployment was often the result of 'getting pissed off* ratherthan 
redundancy or some other economic cause. There was a marked tendency 
to treat all jobs as identical with MX the sole differentiating 
factor, 
Sometimes this attitude could seem rather illoglcalg for 
examplet where jobs would be compared on their potential earnings 
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rather than actual pay. Fbr example, a factory miCht offer a low basic 
rate but endless hours of overtime which might result in earnings 
rather higher than a job in a shop with better basic pay, conditions 
and prospects. When faced with such a choice, the lads would almost 
without exception choose the factory, as would the girls. In fact, 
if anything, the girls tended to change their jobs more often than 
the boys. 
The type of employment ranged from van boy to factory labourer 
but with all Jobs having in common a reliance on Ilabourl and physical 
effort, rather than skill. The girls' equivalents were the equally 
undemanding positions of shop assistants or apprentice hairdressers 
the Idogsbodies' of the hairdressing world. Questioned on their 
attitude to work, the subjects generally showed little interest - 
except# of courseq in their Nages'. One or two of the lads worked as 
'brickiels' labourers on building sites and their pay, often swollen 
by bonuses, was the subject of much admiration, 
However$ one aspect of employment often emphasised and sought after 
was 'outside work"s usually In the building tradeg but sometimes for 
the council in the road maintenance section, Apart from the higher pay, 
the lads did seem to have a distinct preference for open air work, 
based on the assumption that there would be greater freedom and more 
opportunity for a I'laughl, In the factory. one was too often subject to 
the pressures of the production line - Biscuit factories were partic- 
ularly disliked in this respect. 
In order to try and give some Impression of the ladeg their 
attitudes and appearanceg 1 W13-1 provide a few brief profiles of some 
of the main informants and participants in the Igangs' supposedly 
dominant in the areas studied. 
Pat. 
Pat lived in the Harrytown area of Edinburgh and was one of the 
.1 major sources of Information on 'ganging' in that area$ also proving 
invaluable as an initial point of contact with other boys, He was well- 
known and liked and made a habit of taking me to the *in" Pubsq not 
only on the estate, but also in the city centre. 
Of about medium height# and not particularly well-built, Fat did 
not dress with any originalityl if anything, his style of dress could 
be termed Ishabbily' conventional. However, in spite of his lack of 
fashion sense, he seemed to have no trouble finding girl friends. In 
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fact, hetook great dolight, lnýboastlng about his sex exploits to 
me though I did not porsonal. 1y observe any examples of his allegedly 
magnetic attraction for the opposite sex. 
In domeanour, Pat appeared rather Placid and tended to be lazy* 
However# I was'assured by his, lmates* that he was always *losing the 
hoia Ig in other words, uncontrollable when provokoC He himself 
admitted that-sometimes in a lbattle'. he went I& bit too farlo His 
home was one of. the few I had occasion to-visit and I was on friendly 
terms with his fatherg in spite of his drinking habits and fierce 
temper. on several occasions# when the children (coven) were youngerp 
he used to come home drunk and quite literally smash up the house. 
Indeed v this continued unt. 'Ll the children became too big - literally 
to be threatened effectively. 
Educationallyp it is difficult to say whether F&t was bright or 
du31 because his academic record was rather overshadowed by his tend.. 
ency to set fire to the schools he was sent to, In fact, one incident 
of. this kind was potentially very serious, Beedless to say@ he was 
always in trouble with the teachers# If not for his behaviour in the 
clai; sroon, then for playing truant. 
. This 'aimless* quality continued when he left school and-took up 
employment,, usually on building sites# where his many Irish relatives 
managed to eat him "taken on", He was ambitious but could not really 
decide how to got on ('to make money'), When I left Edinburghp he was 
nearly 18 and had decided to sub-contracts that isl to become self- 
employed and take on jobs from main contractors and private individuals. 
Howeverg throughout my acquaintance with Pat, one of his main 
'problems' was dolinquencyg usually taking and driving awayg theft 
and rowdyism. His repeated offences ultimately# and inevitably$ ended 
in his being "sent away'. 
In spite of his record# he was always something of a 'Icner'. 
preferring the company of at most one or two special friends 
paradox in view of his popularity. Thus, any leadership qualities he 
might have had were not evidenced in any 'gang' context. For example, 
in a locally notorious episode of Joyriding. cir thefts reached 
, epidemic proportions in Hmrrytownq even achieving the ultimate 
recognition of an appeal for witnesses on 'Police Call", But these 
incidents were perpetrated mainly by the closely-knit clique of Pat 
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and his two friendsi-and not related to any IYBTI act1vities. , 
Nevertheleseg Flat's somewhat cynical. and objective attitude to 
lganging* combinecl. with his local. knowledge proved a valuable source 
of informtIon and contacts an well as a useful balance to the ex- 
travagances of the more loommitted'@ such as 'Bogey' and 'Muffl. 
iWIRogey'. 
'Bogey' was a complete contrast to Pat* Aged sixteen at, the time 
of the researchl, he lived in the Ferry Bank area of Dundee andg at 
least verbally# was very 'committed' to the idea of 9~0 and- 
*ganging$. He, saw Dundee as broken-up into torritoridsp rigidly 
patrolled by the local 'gang' and$ in spite of the continuing failure 
of irranged 'battles' to take place# he never lost his enthusiasm-- 
ar his conviction. .1 
Where 11at eschewed fashion, 'Bogey' identified himself with the 
ýIskinheadsll he was never seen without the regulation 'crombiel and 
iDob Mirtin"sIg even in the height of summer. The coat made it diff- 
icult to guage his real physique and,, being small of stature (only 
about 51 5"),, made him appear rather broader than he might have beans 
. probably 
the roason-he never took It off. 
"r Sporting an extreme Iskinhead' crew-cut# 'Rogey' had a rather 
intimidating manner,, not helped by his tendency to use extraztely foul 
language and to lose hiss temper at the slightest provocation. I had 
personal experience of his hair-trieger temper on one or two occasions 
as well as his-tandenoy when angry to punctuate conversation by kick- 
ing the nearest place of furniture, 
Unfortunatelyp I had no opportunity to visit his home and had to 
be content with conversation on the streets and in the Coffee Bar, Of 
&U the subjects$ ORogey* invested most heavily in 'gang culture* and 
was'prepared to talk endlessly about the different O; roupingsp Oleader- 
ship' and, especially# 'hardness', He prided himself on his fighting 
abil. ityq although he respected 'Roby' who he swore was a 'magic 
battlerlo 
A disturb Ing tendency that he had was the habit of carrying a 
weapon, usually a knife. which always made tho outcome of any fight he 
was involved in potential1y lethal, on several occasionsp I watched 
apprehensively in case he looked like losing a fights his personaUty 
was isuch that. unlike most of the other boys$ he might conceivably, 
in panigg use a weapon. 
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1! owever, this aggression can be overplayedg since for most of 
the time he was 'reasonable' and open to conversation. Unfortunatelyg 
this had a disturbing tendency to develop into a monologue about the 
ITongsts of which he claimed to be one of the leading 'members'. 
'Bogey' had left school fairly recently, a fact which he wel- 
comed with much relief since he had been at best unco-operative ands 
at worett disruptive at the local secondary school, Interestinglyt as 
he was perhaps the most involved of the subjects (with the possible 
exception of 'Muff') in the 'gang' scenario@ he had great difficulty 
in keeping a job for more than a month. In fact# his longest period 
of employment had been as a van boy with a Soft Drinks Firm for just 
over four weeks. This was his first job after leaving school and was 
followed by a whole series of usually casual employments# for examplet 
helping in scrap yards. His shortest period of employment had been 
one day in a large store as a 'shelf-fillerIg his resentment at being 
told what to do leading to his telling the man ger to *stick his 
fuckin' job up his arse% 
Finally, a point that must be madet 'Bogey' conformed to the media. 
image of the IskinheadlIg so much so that he was almost at times a 
caricature. In particulars apart from the style of dress he adoPtedt 
he was perhaps the most prejudiced person I have ever met* Especially 
resented were Asians of whom there were a number In the Jute Hill areat 
especially in the tenement housing. His favourite subject was 'getting 
the Pakislq whom he claimed were 'dirty bastards'. 
Uhlike Pat, who became progressively less involved in delinquency 
and peer groups as the research progressodg 'Bogey' was an the opposite 
path and observing him one felt uneasily that his fate was sealedl 
If anyone were to be Injured or to injure someone elsep one felt it 
would be 'RogeyO, In the lads own terms# he Iblethered' (talked) too 
"much. 
jin/'Robyl. 
*Roby' was the acknowledged 'leader' of the 'Tbngs't or at least 
. #Rogeyl spent most of his spare time either telling this 'fact' to 
anyone who would listen or engraving it on dooret wans, ands On One 
occasiono someone"s car. At 171yrs. oldg 'Roby' was one of the older 
; Asitors to the Coffee Bar in Jute Hint although, like 'Bogey% he 
lived on the large Farry Bank estate. 
in many ways$ he was the antithesis of a Igang leader', always 
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pleasant and wining to talk and never instigating trouble, However@ 
I was assured that he was a Iguld battler' by 'Bogey' and certainly I 
observed no attempts by any of the other lads to force a confrontation 
with him. Again, when the question of a 'uniform' for the 'Tongs' 
was brought up, it was 'Roby% not 'RogeyOg who was the first to wear 
the *regulation' red sweater with white stripes on the arms. Howeverp 
since no-one else ever got a jerseys one must be somewhat wary of 
the significance of this 'uniform'. 
Bearing in mind his general demeanour and friendly approaches to 
'the other ladsp to the boys in the 'Huns' as won as to those alleg- 
edly making up the 'Tongs'. it was always difficult to see 'RobyO as 
a 'gang leader'. Certainly, as later chapters will shows when a 
'battle' did seem imminent, even one theoretically organised as a 
#showdown" between the 'Huns' and the 'Tongs's he was always rather 
out of touch with the preparations being madej on one occasion 
approaching the Coffee Bar with his girl friend at a time when the 
'Huns' were massing for $battle' and 'Bogey' - his alleged deputy - 
had set off for the city centre to recruit allies,. 
Again# from all accountst although not noted for his azademio 
achievements, lRobyl had not been a major source of disruption at 
school and his employer was quite happy with his efforts and attend- 
ance - he worked in a local Jute Min* His greatest interest seemed 
to be his girl friends Carol,, who accompanied him almost everywhere@ 
and not 'Bogey'. who seemed generally to be intent on his own private 
'gang wart. 
Imuffe. 
'Huff* was aged 17 at the time of the research and lived in the 
Jute Hill area, In some ways$ he was similar to 'Rogeylp that is# he 
seemed to occupy the same role for the 'HunsO as 'Bogey$ did for the 
'Tongs'. He agitated, elaborated,, and planned incessantly# once the 
seeds of a 'Huns/Tongs' conflict had been planted. 
In his speech and general mannerisasp "Muff' seemed to have none 
of the qualities of a 'leader' - *charisma", 'style's OwItIg etc. 
Indeed, at times I came very near the conclusion that he could be 
described most kindly as Islowl and rather cruelly as "simple'. 
Uoweverg part of my impression may have been due to the fact that *Huff' 
always remained rather distant and I never achieved that ease of 
discourse that I felt I had with most of the other lads, Awhaps,, my 
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Wanner of speech and obviously different background meant more to Kim 
than it did to the others. Certainly* the not result was that he kept 
ýte at a distance and there were fewer opportunities to 'got behind' 
his overt aggressive behaviour and obtain some assessment of his 
#real' character. 
'Muff* was fairly tall and sturdy, though hardly good. -looking. 
with the expression on his face mirroring my doubts as to his quick 
.0 wits'. Although he wore the regulation 'Doc. Martints' (a type of 
boot much favoured for fighting) and short levi'at he did not have a 
Iskinhead' haircut and overall did not carry the outfit with the 
swaggering assurance of the other boys. It should be pointed out that 
'for the purpose mainly of effect most of the boys - especially in 
Dundee - had developed a loose-limbed$ aggressive walk reminiscent 
of the West Indian 'rude boy'. Unfortunately# 'Muff* tended to 
shamble. 
However, his undramatic appearance did not affect his leaning 
'towards Iganging'. On many occasions, he would be seen locked in debate 
with 'Rogeyl . sometimes literally - over the relative strength of-the 
'$Huns* or the 'Tongs'. It was difficult to assess his position in 
any *leadership' hierarchy since he never claimed to be a 'leader", 
On the other handl there was little doubt that, in combination with 
lRogey'v he stimulated most of the violence that did occur. 
As a point of interestq there was no occasion to visit his home, 
for the reasons mentioned above,, but an external view of the tenement 
in which he lived suggested its imminent demolition and the conditions 
inside must have been at best decaying and, at worst, squalid. 
However@ unlike many of the other boys, 'Muff' had held the saw 
job since leaving school andp in one of his rare moments of conversat- 
ion. confessed to liking it. He helped out in a local scrap yard and 
could be seen on occasion collecting junk around the area. 
Johnny 
It should be pointed out in drawing up these short sketches of 
some of the lads that the research was not directed at a group of 
homogeneous *gang boys', with an interest only In 'turf* and lbattlesg. 
On the contrary, the lads were a miscellaneous collection of personal- 
Ities such as one might expect to find in any section of society. 
Some were so affable and friendly as to make any violence on their 
part seen totally out of charaoterp others rather colourless and 
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2Acking in distinctiong while one or two seemed completely caught up 
in the world of Iganging' -- 41tfff I and 'Rogey' being the two prime 
examples. 
The reaction to these Istirrers' (as they were known) varied from 
indifference on many occasions to animated interest when excitement 
and 'action' looked like resulting. The important point Is that 
individuality prevailed to a considerable degroel 'Muff' and 'Rogey" 
could be engaged in a heated debate while at the same time the rest 
of the clients of the Coffee Bar were joking, 'pissing about1p and 
genbrally taking little interest. 
Johnny was one of these *less committed' youngsters who tended to 
avoid my "action' butt conversely, he was also one of the most verbal 
concerning the 'rules' of "territory' and 'EAng' behaviour* Fourteen 
years old and still at schoolg he lived in the tenement blooks in 
Hiarrytown, He was fairly short, with dark, medium-length hair and 
rather good-looking, Like many of the boys In Edinburehp his style of 
dress did not conform to any rigid patternt though there was a tendency 
to *hat can only be described as the OcasualO look, standardised by 
many of the "pop' groups of the time - longish hairt jeans# v-neck 
jumper, boots (usually Doc* Maxtin's). The Iskinhead' look had not 
gained a real grip on teenage fashion in Edinburgh at that time* 
Like Patt his parents were Irish immigrants who had moved into 
the estate from a slum inner-city area some years before he was borns 
Againg his father was also strict but heavy drinking - somewhat of a 
paradox. This combination of harsh discipline for 'visible' offences 
being caught by the police# or causing the neighbours to complain - 
and a parental example that is less than Inspiring$ was common among 
the parents that I contacted. In factg the boys had a considerable 
degree of freedom from parental control$ tempered only by the fear of 
Obeing liftedIg in which case parental sanctions could be expectedt 
usually in the form of being 'thrown out' (though allost always only 
for a token period), 
Johnny had not done much credit to the educational system and had 
rather move ambition to succeed as a 'pop* musician than to gain his 
school leaving certificate. Howeverg he could not be termed disruptive 
at schools just an uninterested passenger on the educational conveyer 
belt and, like most of the other boyst hoping to jump off into the 
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world of employment at the earliest opportunity. 
ý Although, as has already been suegested, he was irons to siread 
rumours about leangingl@ Johnny seemed to spend most of his time in 
reality either 'chasing' girls or 'hanging about' with the boys up at 
the IMultis". In many ways,, he seeAed to convey the spirit and the 
paradox of 'ganging' . involvement without lactigg!. In other words# 
'action' remained secondary to wordso he lived In d world of rumour 
and 22tential excitement. Unfortunately# his major experience of 
Igang' violence was completely unexpected and involved his being struck 
with an iron bar while visiting another 'Jungle Iand' - which 
he had always insisted was 'off limits'. 
- In many ways# Johnny summed up the general pattern among the boys# 
that is# in the aid-teen age group (14-17)o working class# basically 
lordinary"s conoers ed with 'having a E; igglel rather than fightingl 
and yet always open to 'excitement' if it came along* Howeverp it in 
important to ainimise the features the boys hold in commone Yes# they 
did tend to have a $lizited' view of ILALfe% to be prejudiced against 
others (not only imaigrants# but those who were in any way 'different') 
and to have a shared view of leisure that made then seem generally 
pre-oboupied with fighting and 'gangs I. at least verballY* But# ý on 
the other hand# the Opublic" image they so carefully maintainedg 
standardised in the *walk' and the aggressive lglarelg as also the 
threatening posture on the sidewalkp aust not 6beoure an individuality 
of personal characteristics that belle the caxicatures that seen 
inevitably to result from description. IdIce the rest of usp some were 
pleawLnt# amiable, even Icharismatio9, others were dung colourless 
and sometimes 'boring'. 
Terry* 
, Tarry Uved in the BaxrvAftill area and was 14 at the time of 
research. Me Johnnyt he was still at school. Fair-Wxedp good- 
looking and of medium heightp the i=aediate impression he created was 
of the $boy next door$* Whether he was conscious of this ima&9 or notp 
he certainly would not have been pleased with itq preferring to think 
of himself as a $hard manIp able to 'take care of himse1fl. Certainly,, 
his friends were of the ofxWon that he was Iguld in a battIel and 
could Igil any boy a squaxe-go'. 
However# although I heard'auch about his exploits, I did not 
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myself got an opportunity to see him *in action'. Most of my contacts 
with him were confined to the street corner or the 1'requent occasions 
he helped me to fix my notoriously unreliable motor scooter . as a 
scooter owner. himself (though under the legal age of ownership)# we 
had a certain, affinity, On these occasions, he gave little impression 
of Ohardnesell on the contrary,, like Johnnyp he was one of the more 
lively conversationalists among the boyst with a unique line in Jokes, 
Howeverg with his friends on the 'cornarle there was a tendency 
to retreat into a more formal attitude of 'toughness', illustrated 
by a certain aggressive stance and a 'coolness' of expressions 
combined with an unnerving , but deliberates occupation of as much of 
the pavement as possiblet forcing passers-by to stop into the road. 
In common with most of the other boysl he had accomplished little 
at school# although he confided that the teachers wers'always telling 
him that he was 'bright' and could 'go far'. He tended to use this as 
a defence against those who had succeeded,, saying# 11 could dae it if 
I wanted'I the implication being that he 'didn't want. ' Howeverp as a 
concession# he did admit that he hoped to got an apprenticeship when 
he left school# possibly as a actor mechanic, 
Although many of the boys were interested In footb&3-10 Terry was 
unusually fanatical in his support of 'Hibs' ( one of the Edinburgh 
teams)l he never missed a home match and,, whenever possible@ tried 
to go to away games. This interest extended to membership of a local 
team which he played for on Sunday afternoons, His conversation 
thus tended to be dominated by either football or local 'gossiplp 
that leg the latest exploits of the 'Urrorl, 
Phil. 
Finallyp having tried to convey some of the lordinariness' of 
the boys contaotedg as well as the tendency for *ganging' to occupy 
a vaTyingg but central. place in the conversation 'culture's with some 
subjects tending to over-Play the 'reality$ in their attempts to make 
life more 'interesting's a brief outline of one of the older contacts 
might now be useful as a 'balancing' profile. 
Phil was l9yrs. old and particularly useful in the information 
he provided on his peers and the situation in the area (Harrytown) 
when he was involved with the 'Y, B, T. 0 -a 'historical' perspective. 
Again. his progression out of this activity made his comments on those 
of his peers who continued to be *Involved' in the local 'Team' 
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particularly revealing* 
I Phil was one of those boys who over a period had acquired the 
label of $mad'# so much so that I was warned against contacting him. 
Howeverg I did make contaotp though not without some trepidations 
and discovered him to be rather more lordinary" than 'gossip' suggest- 
ed. Where I had expected a lbrutelt bearing the emrs-of a violent 
pastg I discovered a rather*average Individual# in every sense of the 
word - average buildt heightj looks - and personality, It was rather 
difficult to suppose that this watt the same 'heldcaaell I had been 
warned against. 
Indeedp after a rather undistinguished Ocareer' at the local. 
secondary school and an equally colourless pýwiod of employmentg Phil 
had decided to got married and 'make something of himself 1. Basically, 
this involved making money rather than personal improvement, To this 
and$ he wax; not only working in a factory during the daylp but also as 
a barman at night - six days a week. There can be no doubt that his 
earnings had increasedp but at what cost? Howeverl my slight murmer- 
ings of - 'weren't the hours rather long? " and *how long could he 
keep it up? ' - were dismissed as irrelevant. On the contraryt he saw 
himself as 'having settled down% as accepting his 'responsibilities'. 
However# there was another side to Phil usuany shown in his 
evening hotel employment rather than at any other time. He had a fierce 
temper andg with his two older brothers on duty as 'bouncers' to *back 
him upl, he soon developed a reputation in the hotel for Instigating 
incidents rather than preventing them. Stories of the fights in the 
Bar multipliedg usually accompanied by comments such asq 'Phil's a 
nutease - you're askin' fer trouble If ye stert shoutin' time an' 
immediately stert grabbin' boys' glosses (drinks)'. 
When I put this pointp and others, to Phil, his answer was quite 
simply that, having grown up with these boys, he know how to *handle 
them% Any sign of Neakness* will be exploitedl they must be treated 
with aggression basically because 4 
they ex22ct it, Based on these 
premiseeg his behaviour seemed 'reasonable' but did nothing to convince 
others that age had curbed his aggressive Instincts. 
Problems in the Field. 
Having outlined the criteria underlying the choice of "participant 
observation' as a method and having further provided brief profiles of 
some of the 'key" respondents* it might be useful to provide a short 
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description of problems encountered in the field. Indeeds It is very 
easy to paint a picture of orderliness and clear direction when rel- 
ating a participant observation type study, but this is misleading in 
that It denies the reader any view of the problems, the difficultiesg 
that are Inevitably encountered. Thusp the progress of the research is 
as important as the final conclusions and ethnography, however inter- 
esting they may be. The methods used are themselves a source of data 
andg Indeed, the conclusions stand or fall by the 'tightness'. object- 
Ivity, and coherence of the field study. 
1 
"Results are only as good as the basic theory and methods 
used In Ifinding' and interpreting them. The actual res- 
earch situation, especially in the case of participant 
observation ..... constitutes an important source of data, for it Is just as subject to prediction and explanation 
as the substantive results sought. " 
Obviouslyt a full account of every procedure and its attendant 
difficulties would be Impractical,, but a consideration of some of the 
major aspects and the way they were approached may well prove enlight- 
ening. A further reason for this emphasis on method it. that in many 
ways this thesis is a contradiction of the basic promises of Patrick 
in his study of Glasgow Gangs. However,, his work,, while descriptively 
very full. lacks any clear outline of method. Indeedp the following 
statement could be described as a summary of his discussion of how he 
condua-ted the researchp the problems, and the restriction of bias. 
2 
-,,, a descriptive account of a participant observation study 
of one such gang which I met on twelvo, occasions between 
october 1966 and january 1967 ... just under 120 hours 
In 
the field. " 
There is no discussion, however briof. of field relations, record- 
ingt Interviewingg problems of inference and proofg and data quality 
control, Without suggesting that those axe the only Issuest each will 
be discussed briefly in relation to this study. 
Entering the Fields MY Role. 
The Importanco of the role adopted by the field worker his been 
3 
frequently pointed out by mothodologists. 
"A common point made by field researchers is tho necessity 
of establishing a role within the group to be studied ... 0 
The importance of this point obviously stoats from the fact 
that the kinds of activities to which the observer will be 
J. A. V. Cicourell method & Measurement in Sociolo t Free Presa N. Y. 1964 
2. J. Patrieks op. cit. F*9/10* 
3, A, V. Cicourelt op. cit* P*41/29 
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exýosed will vaýry with his relationships In the group 
studied, " 
In shorts the information 6LIned is shaped by the social Position 
of the workerg by the context-in which he is placed, It is very imp- 
ortantg thereforeg to ensure that a role is assigned that maximises 
the possibility of obtaining useful and pertinent data with minimal 
limitations on the range of activities and incidents that can be ob- 
served in the field. 
This implies the necessity to enter the field 'correctly' because# 
once allocated a roles the researcher may be unable to chanZe its with 
potentially disastrous results for his data. A major issue then was 
to decide which role to adopt in the field ando in this regard, the 
typology suggested by Cold proved usefult that is# the distinction 
between the roles of 'complete participant% *participant-as-observerls' 
"observer-as-particiPantl# and the Ocomplete observer$*' 
The role of 'complete participant'. that in, joining a 'gang$# 
was discounted as impractical and unduly limiting. The advantages of 
proximity to the phenomenon appeared to be outweighed by the dangers 
of concentration on one group# to the exclusion of the broader view, 
Alsot my accent and appearance (distinctly $student') seemed inapl=op- 
riate,. Moreoverl such a role seemed at variance with the heuristic 
purposes of the study and might inevitably lead to a view of 'gangs' 
in terms of 'structural and arganisation. There seemed a need to main- 
tain a certain detachment from the phenomenone 
2 
"The conclusion... on the role of the complete participant... 
is thit for the vast majority of studies the observer is 
well-advised to structure his role... to include explicitly 
the concept of researcher ... 11 
At the other extreme, the role of 'complete observer' appeared 
equally limiting as an approach because of the obvious danows of mis- 
understanding the observed, In additiong the absence of Interaction 
with the informants would be totally inappropriate for a study based on 
meaning and symbol, Howevert Gold does stress tkat, of the four field 
work rolese this is almost never the doml=t one, Accordingly$ there 
Wiwe occasions when I was a 'pure' observer. but care was talm to 
avoid attaching undue importance to such incidents and to verify them 
from other findings. 
1.1t. Golds'Roles in Sociological Field Observations': P2.30-39 in G. J. 
McCall & J. L. Simmonst op. cit. 
2, G. J,, McCall & J, L. Simmonst op, cit. P. 43, 
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The two remaining approaches (lparticipant-arý, -observerl/lobserver 
-ago-participant') formed the basis of the role adopted In the field, 
each complementing the other. Thusg where possibleg I did participate 
in activities. for example# 'hanging about' on street corners, visit- 
ing-the Opuball and 'discos', On the other hand, there were informants 
who were visited and interviewed once or twice in an unstructured ý 
fashiong perhaps in the 'pub' or in their home, In these circumstancesl 
the role adopted was that of 'observer-as-participant" and the inform- 
ation gained, was a useful balance to the more 'intense' and descriptive 
data gathered "an the streets'. 
Having outlined say general rolep it is important todescribe also 
the particular method of presentation used in the field. Deang Eichhorn 
and Dean 
I 
suggest that the researcher needs a 'plausible explanation 
of the research% to present himself honestly andg at least initially, 
to have a readUy understandable routine of fact-gathering. Pk-, Call 
and Simms point out that the acceptance into a role often depends 
on 'appropriate auspices' and 'appropriate sponsors'. 
2 
As is implied by the length of time spent in the fieldg great 
care was taken to avoid upsetting the status quo and$ for the main 
respondents@ considerable time was devoted to establishing an informal 
relationship so that questions would be seen as conversation and not 
interrogation. New contacts were told that material was being rathered 
for a book about teenagers, their interestso and how they spent their 
spare time. This was so that the boys would not think my only interests 
were "ganging' and violence$ thus perhaps exaggerating these topics 
to the exclusion of the backcloth of everyday life. This proved a 
wise move because most contacts# once they know that I was a friend 
of a Iftlend'. proved only too eager to talk- It would have been very 
easy to unwittinglyp through presenting the research as a 'gang studylp 
fuel their imaginations. 
In Dundeeg of course# the problem was that the role of 'youth 
worker' had to be rendered sufficiently "neutral" to avoid inhibiting 
behaviour. This was done by minimising controls and meeting the boys 
in a variety of situations# not just in the Coffee lkwe There wall an 
unwritten $rule* that outside the Bar, they were 9freell I was just 
another 'friend' and made no attempt to control their behaviour* or 
J. Dean, Eichhorn & Deans' Establishing Field Relations "OP. 68-70 in 
MoCan& Simmonst op* cite 
2. l4cCan & Simmonst op. cit. PP-28/29e 
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exaggerate it. Of course# their perception of the role of 'youth 
worker'-still existed and m%y have biased action and discussion, but 
this was not evident, 
7b conclude# this point is beat made by pointing out that the 
Coffee Bar finally closed because this strategy appeared to work too 
won. The groups using the promises became unable tA) soe my role an 
that of 'representative of authorityl and whout finally, because of 
fighting and danger to life and limbs a stand had to be taken (as 
employee of the Corpor; %tion)p the boys saw this as a betrayal of the 
code that "mates don't gmes' -I called the Police - ands for the 
first time# I was seen as a "youth workerlp an "outsiderlo and not 
the friend I had seemed, 
Record 
Though a neglected point, it is obvious that my information 
pined was subject to the distortions of memory - this proved a con.. 
stant problem, 
1 
"The greatest problem is .... the time interval between 
observation and recording, * 
The obvious solution. to take notes on the spoto proved impract- 
loal because of the reactions of the boys and the nature of many of 
the situations observed. Strauss 
2 
suggests that notes should be made 
at the latest before going to bad and this advice was generally follow.. 
edg although occasional very late nights meant that sometimes the spirit 
and the flesh were both weak, Howeverp where humanly possiblep record- 
ings were made immediately after the event. 
An allied area was the filing system# which it might be useful to 
outline briefly, A fun chronological field diary was kept in tandem 
with a series of topic files which were constantly r&-arranged to 
follow the ozereing pattern of research. Thusg based on initial theor- 
etical orientations# topic files# such as 'Gang Culture*g with sub- 
fIlesq 'Bravery/LeadershipIp ILook after your Mates". "Safe Violence', 
and 'Territoryl, were set up and relevant information was indexed to 
the field diary and placed in them. 
There was no attempt to force information into this framework 
andl. where necessary. topics were reshuffled and redesignated to make 
sense of the phenomenon. Thusp the filing system was open-ended and 
LAJ, Cicourels op* cit* P. 46. 
2. A. Strauss st als'Pield Tactics's PP. 70-72 in McCall & Simmons, op, cit. 
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responded to the data. 
Interviewing Problems. 
Although this was basically a participant observation studyt 
interviewing In various forms proved as important as 'participmting' 
in, incidents. It has already been briefly pointed out that the extend- 
ad, one-off unstructured interview was used to supplement the central 
data, gathering methods, 0 but no mention has been made of the difficult- 
Los-encountered in this area. McCall and Simmons suggest three main 
threats to, interview data. 1 
"I. The reactive effects of the interview situation upon 
the received testimony. 
Z. Distortions in testimony. 
3. Reportorial inabilities of the interviewoo. " 
Dean,, Eichhorn and Dean 2 supplement this by suggesting that fruit- 
ful Informants for intensive interviewing would include informants 
especially sensitive to the area of concern and more-willing-to-reveal 
Informants. This advice proved useful in identifying when and whom to 
select for intensive Interview. 
As for dangers to the validity of the interview datat it was 
found that even a long-standing relationship was liable to bias and 
the only solution proved to be a constant comparison between interview 
statements and real attitudes, as observed in the field. For example, 
it was found that several of the boys attempted in the Interview sit, - 
ustion to give answers that they thought would 'pleasel me. In other 
wordet In spite of our assumed 'good' relationshipg my appearancee 
speech and background stamped me as middle class and they responded 
accordingly. Other Informants would stress, indeed exaggerates their 
Involvement in violence to try and make my book *more interesting'. 
Another continual problem was that many of the subjects were very 
reticent when they felt they were being asked questions in any context 
outside of normal# incidental conversation. This meant that I was foro- 
ad to be directive but@ at the same time, to contain this direction 
within reasonable levels and to constantly assess the situation for 
bias. For example, the line of questioning might ignore certain 
crucial areas that the subject might know about but not feel confident 
enough to suggest. 
Interviewing then was useful but only insofar as Its inadequacies 
l. G. J. McCall & J. L. Simmonst opcit. P. 104. 
2. Deang Eichhorn & Deant PP. 142-4 in McCall & Simmonst op. cit. 
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were counterbalanced by the other methods of obtaining data which 
have already been described. As the main methodl it would inevitably 
have led to bias and distortions probably In the direction favoured 
by the lnterýiewer. 
Problems of Inference and Pcooft Data Quali! ýX Control. 
of course,, this appendix has in general terms been an attempt 
to show my awareness of the possibility of bias and to describe the 
form which the research took and some of the problems that arose. Each 
section has thus essentially been concerned with data quality and the 
processes of inference and proof. Howeverg a brief statement drawing 
together some of the major points might prove a useful summary. 
Thusv the suggestion has been that in a participant observation 
study of this kind,, a continual assessment of the nature and degree of 
possible contamination of data is most important. This applies to every 
aspect of method - the structure of the samplep the role adopted in the 
field, interviewing techniquesg and so on. McCall and Simmons make 
this point quite nicely - it may be useful to know the technical 
details of particular methods, but, ultimately$ it must be shown in 
each study that they are being applied adequately. 
I 
"Most Social Scientists accept the utility of the fundamental 
techniques - observation# interviewing, and document analys- 
is. What remains to be established in a given study**. **As 
that these techniques were adequately employed Le ......... 
systematically. comprehensively and rigorously. " 
This has been the aim of this section and the reader should now 
be in a position to make up his own mind about the systematic nature 
of the ethnography. Suffice it to say that, in my opinion# the detail 
and conclusions are included on the premise thatq over a considerable 
period of time# and in varying situations, they are, at least plausible$ 
stable and consistentg andl at best, a realistic interpretation of the 
phenomenon under study. 
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